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INDUSTRIAL POLICY: THE RETRAINING NEEDS OF

PLOYED WORKERS

The Magnitude and Scope of the.. Retraining. Task Confronting
the American Economy

rTITTIAV, SEPTEMBE11_18, 1983

CONGRESS OF "HE UNITED STATES,
JOINT Eco NOM IC COM M LITRE

The committee met, pursuant tO notice i at 11) a.m., in room SD=628,
Dirkscn Senate Oilice.Building, Hon; Daniel E. Lungren (member of
the committee) presiding.

Present : Represent ative, Lungren.
Also present : Robert Premus and Mart E. Eccles, professional

staff members;

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGRENi PRESIDING

Representative LEINGREN. Good morning. I want to thank all the
witnesses for _coming on our rather beautiful fall-like day here in
Washington. I hope that we can engage in some good debate about a
very important issue. We have attempted to try_ an&get a number of
witnesses who have somewhat different points of view on this issueI
hope that we can engage in some _debate. so we can see if we can estab-
lish some consensus onparts of the retraining issues.

Without a doubt; the problem of Icng-term structural unemproy7
mentpresents a formidable challenge to the Nation over the remainder
of this decade.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has presented testimony suggesting
that the greatest impact of posl war, baby boom entrance int-6 the fob
market is behind us, as is the tremendous acceleration of women enter-
ing the job market as a percentage of the population. And it means
that those demographic_ changes having already been confronted; we
will not have to deal with that in the future.

Estimate's vary an the number of diSphi-ced workers_iii.The-
economy; that is, those workers who lose their jobs to foreign com-
petition,- shifts in the structure_ of the American economy or tech,
nological change and who lack the necessary skills for reemployment
at relatively comparable pay scales within a reasonable period of time.

(1)
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i_ Fortunately, a sustained economic recovery and a sharp decline n-
labor force growth will take considerable pressure off labor_markets..
in_the_ decade ahead. But the purpose of the hearing today is to quan, _

tify the magnitude and _nature_of the long-term structurally unem-
ployed_ in the country. Each of the four hearings which have been
scheduled will ask what the role of the Federal Government should be
.to_assi e-private sector efferts-in re
training Americans.

coiiipleTeA-SeiieTZTIiiiifnngs On V.S. industrial policy,
. witness after witness warned the Joint Economic Committee of the

many insurmountable pitfalls of industrial policy. A clear consensus
-emerged- from these industrial policy -hearin-gs thatiniproved-training

pportunities are necessary to reduce structural unemployment and to
keep employed workers.current.

To follow up on this theme, the Joint Economic Committee is now
embarking on this series of four additional hearings to investigate the

kers_adiust-to- a-- rapidly- changing-eCo-,
nomic environment.

Many important questions must be answered. What the role of the
Federal Government should be,certainly must be.iinswered=byAlre_-
poll eymalters here in Washington, D.C. Such' questions as: What is the
magnitude and the scope of the training problem? Is the new Job
Training Partnership Act adequate to meet the challenge? What can
industry and workers do to improve lebor skills? For what jobs should
workers be trained and what skills need to be acquired by workers to
be competitive in the future ? What we will seek in this series of hear-
ings is to find answers to these and related questions. The answers are
necessary to determine if the Nation really does have a training prob-
lem: If so; how serious is the- problem aid what can be done about it?
And in what role can the Federal Government play in attacking these
problems ?

As we embark on this path, there is little doubt that the answers we
seek are not easy ones. However, the importance demands greater con-
gressional understanding of the nature of the problem. Too often in
the past; I fear, Federal efforts have been high on praise' but short on
results.

I would like to repeat my welcome to the expert panel of witnesses
assembled today to discuss this important issue. I would like to request
that our witnesses attempt to keep their oral statements to 10 minutes;
The prepared tatements that you have will be made a part of the
record; whether you actually give them or not.

And I would like to use this opportunity.today to have some dis-
cussion among the four of you on certain points that will be brought
up in your individual statements.

I understand Mr; Cetron must leave by about 11 :30: Perhaps I will
try to _remember to dir.ct my first questions to you so that we might
make sure that we get -11e benefit of your statement in answer to some
questions.

The first witness is Mr. Marc Bendick, who is a senior research as-
sociate of the Urban Institute. Mr.. Bendick.
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STATEMENT OF MARC BENDICK, IR., SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
THE URBAN INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. 13Expicit Thank you; Congressman Lungren.
I come beiore -you this morning as a nonpartisan research economist

who has -spent much of the past _3 years examining the problems of
worker dislocation, industrial policy and worker retraining..

My assirmment this mornintr, is to diSCIISS_thellittnrp And, ortginS of
the problem of long-tc.srm structural unemployment and then to set
forth an agenda for Federici initiatives to contribute to its reduction.

Let me begin by suggestircg a working definition of structural unem-
ployment; It is the joblessness which remains when national unemploy-
ment has been brought as 'ow as it can be by macroeconomic policies
without retriggering unexceptable inflation. As this committee is,_ of
course, well aware, the limits of macroeconomic policy have receded
during The 1970's and 1980's fora variety of reasons. While once econ-
omists boldly targeting 4 or -41/t -percent--as-anachievable--noninfla
tionary unemployment _rate, we now meekly speculate one about as
high as 7 or 8 percent. A 7-percent unemployment rate translates into

.something -more -than- -structurally- unemployed-workers. --
Who are these 7 nnilion ? And among them, who are the 3 million

wlio have joined these ranks as the full employment target has drifted
upward _from 4 to 7 percent ? One candid answer to _this_ question
is that they are. dislocated workers the familiar middle class solid

-eitizeitS who WerC 'fOTTITerIy-emp I oyerfirt-higirwitge-rate-in such-smoke
stack industries as steel and autos.

Carefully - -statistical- studies- suggest that this answer is generally
incorrect. There are, of course, several million such workers currently
on long-term layoff; but the vast majority of them are cyclically nn-
employed, under the combined -effects of the deepest recession since
World War Hot period of very high real interest rates;_and an over-
valued U.S. dollara story with which this committee is again very
familiar;

My own research has estimated that only approximately 100,000
worke fall in the category of truly dislocated workers, in the sense
of t se who have 'permanently lost their jobs due to structural change
i, e eeconomy and who have joined the ranks of the long-term unem-
ployed who Would remain largely untouched by national economic
recovery. This number represents less than 2 percent of the 7 million
structurally unemployed, on whose problems these hearings are fo-
cused;

Who then are the majority of the structurally unemployed? The list
is familiar to anyone involved with employment and training pro-
grams over the past few decades: Inner-city minority; high school
dropouts; female single parents dependent upon public assistance;
low-skilled, low-wage, working poor adults; recent imi iigrants; and
so forth. These groups stand at the end of the hiring queue, and as the
full unemployment rate has moved from_4_to 7 percent; most of the
main stream, midcareer workers on layoff -from manufacturing liaN3
moved into that hiring queue ahead of them;
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Nowi lest this discussion seem hopelessly old- fashioned; let me
hasten to add that 1 am by no means denying the reality of rapid
structural changes in the American economy; New patterns of inter-
national trade and new technology are appearing with accelerating
rapidity, and profound changes are underway in the mix of firms
and industries; in the economy, in the mix of occupations required
to staff these firms, and even in the mix of skills which defines each
occupation But the process h which these_chmges occur is both
slower and more incremental than is often evisionech And the locus
of much of this change is among the employed rather than the
unemployed.

Let me illustrate this general point with some information specif-
ically on manufacturing. The most important fact about this sector
of the economy is that the total- number -of- manufacturing jobs in the
United States,_recession aside, has not declined ove.,.- the past several
decades and appears.not likely to decline significantly over the next

_decadeEmployment_ in manufacturing _has only represented -a- de7
dining proportion of all jobs because the service sector has grown
faster than manufacturing, not because the manufacturing sector has
failed.to.grow;_The implication of this is that for most workers cur-
rently on layoff from manufacturing, there will be opportunities to
return to manufacturing and no particular need to retrain to switch
careers.

One particularly well-publicized aspect -of the manufacturing em-
ployment issue is that of robotics_, the replacement of relatively low-
skilled mass production workers by smart and flexible machines;-But
careful estimates of the total job displacement likely to arise from
that source forecast that ov,r_ the next _decade robots will directly
substitute-for-only- about-1- worker cut-of-1000 out-of the manufactur-
ing work force each year Given the typical voluntary turnover in
manufacturing jobs may run 25 percent or higher, such replacement
can typically be handled by attrition rather than layoff.

The implementation of robots in the automobile industry also pro-
vides an interesting example of the process by which occupations
evolve and workers are retained with new technologies As automobile
manufacturers have installed robots, they have selected high seniority
electrians and millwrights already employed in their plantstsent them
to the robot manufacturer to receive a fiw weeks of training on the
new machine; and thus obtained the trained work force they required;
with neither displacement nor hiring.

This is representative of the predominant process by which the
skills of the work force evolveby retraining among the employed
rather than the unemployed: And it is also representative of the mag-
nitude of retraining which is typically involved. Most new technology
evolves out of existing technology with strong linkages to the previous
mode of work. A few days or a weekend in the classrOom and -a few
weeks nr a month of on-the-job learning,by-doing are typical of a
level o-` nvestment involved to move a worker from the old to the new;
Relative] v few workers scrap an existing career. return to the class-
room for months or years and emerge with an entirely new occupation:

One reason such incremental learning is generally sufficient is the
slow rate at which the occupational composition of U.S; employment



changes. 'En projections of job vacancies over_this decade,_the_U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics_ advisesus_there will be about 700,000 new
job openings for secretaries; 500,000 for truckdrivers, 500;000 for
nurses aides, and 500.000 for janitorsla the same era, the number of
job openings created in all phases of the robotics industry will be
u1)m00 or less. New high tceli occupations may have spectacularly high
percentage growth' rates, but the total number of jobs is very small
compared to the_ numbers available in traditional fields.

The upshot of the Picture which I have presented. is Gait the strut':
tura' unemployment problem facing the United States today exhibits
considerable continuity wit -that experienced it past decades, rather
than representing a new phenomenon generated by revolutionary
shift:; in the American economic environment. But old unsolved prob-
lems can still call fo.: new approaches, end in my prepared statement,
I present seven proposals-4)f Federal Training employment initiatives,
which 1 believe can significantly attack these problems. Let me briefly
highlight four of those proposals.

My first proposal involves reinvesting in traditional employment
and training initiatives for the disadvantaged who are; as I have sug-
gested in this testimony, the vast majority of the structurally_unem-
ployed in the 1980's. During the past 20 years of- programs for the
disadvantaged; the United States has developed very effective and
cost-effective_models for delivering services to these persons. To cite
only one well-known example, the -Job Corps; careful evaluations of
that program show that for every dollar invested in its efforts, society
gets bad: $1.45 in increased employment and output and reduced
crime and welfare dependency. _Reinvestment in such cost-effective
activities through expansion-of their available budgets will directly
address the main set of problems of structural unemployment__

A second high priority is youth. Here the Federal responsibility
starts with the problems of disadvantaged youth, who require renewed
efforts to prevent high school dropouts .and upgrade the quality of
education received by inner-city schools. In the case of youth, how-
ever, it extends beyond the disadvantaged population to .encompass
much of the entire -nest generation of workers. For while the pace of
Occupational evolution in the economy is sufficiently slow that most
current adult workers can complete their working lives within their
existing occupations and most economic changes can be absorl- 4 by
attrition; the next generation of labor market entrants will find rela-
tively few opportunities to follow in_their parents' footsteps in tradi-
tional_ manufacturing jobs. The children of blue-collar millworkers
must be counseled and assisted to continue their education beyond
high school.

Another _point I have ,unphasized in_ my prepared statement is the
role of training_ for the employed in the updating of skills which is

"required by economic and technological change. Annual expenditures
by private employers on employee training in_thlUnited States totals
some $30 billion per year-; or some 10 times larger than the scale of
the entire Job Training Partnersip-Act. And yet; large as thisnum-
ber is, his still far less than the socially optimal level of investment
for the American economy. -Due to _the presence of what economists
refer to as "private market failures," the business sector and workers



acting alone persistently underinvest in the skills needed for the
American work force;

training gap can be effectively addressed by_ new Federal _initi-
ative; a model for which can be found in _the French experience.' Since
1971, the French have operated a national system for financing worker
training centered on what they refer_ to as an obligation to spend.
Each employer has, by law; an obligation to expend 1.1 percent of its
total_ wage gill on maintaining and expanding the skill level of work-
ers. If the firm chooses to train its own workers and spends at least
the _1,1-percent minimum; then its obligations are discharged. And
the firm might as well do so; because if it fails to meet this obligation,
then the unspent balance is_ due to the _Government as a payroll tae:
The experience in France is that employer investmer !-. training has
expanded sig-nificantly and steadily in response to this incentive.

The approach modeled there constrasts in importantways with some
other proposals to increase the_ level_ of training in the American -work
force, such as the "Individual Training Account." I have a nanber
of difficulties with the ITA approach; but -the most basic one is that
it is oriented toward after-dislocation; long-duration; change-of-
career retraining of the unemployed; rather -thin toward the preven-
tive,_ continuous, incremental, employer-based training of the
employed which:is suggested here; The _Frenc approach avoids- -this
difficulty, as well as avoiding the potential hug increases in the Fed-
oral bialfret, Which an ITA system might involve

The average yearly amount of training receiv4d by a French worker
under their system is 55_ hours, This is precisel_the-pattern of- incre-
mental investment which needs to be promoted in the United States.
And I should add as an aside; that the UAW- "nickel-an- hour " pro-
gram; which I think will be described b_y Mr. Friedman a little later,
is a domestic version of very much the same spirit of what I have de,
scribed; particularly in the long run, as it shiftS- its emphasis toward
training not the currently dislocated workers but the currently
em-ployed: -

Finally, Congressman Lungren, my last proposal focuses on thaspe-
cial adjustment problems of:distressed communities. For While I have
em_phasized the relatively slow pace and incremental nature of eco-
nomic change; it must also be recognized that, some of this change
occurs in a lumpy fashion_ when viewed from the local perspective
in the forntof a mass layoff orlarge-scale plant-closure which destroys
overnight the economic base of a community. The vast majority_ of the
100,000 dislocated 'workers_ who will not be readily reemployed in an
economy of nationwide full employment have lost their jobs in that
fashion and live, -in communities in economic crisis such as Flint,
Youngstown, Buffalo, or Detroit.

I would propose that assistance he provided to such workers through
a new special Federal institution designed to provide large-scaleraPid
flexible, but short-term assistance to crisis locales -in- the wake of such
economic disasters. This institution could he modeled on an innovative
Canadian Government agency program called-the manpower consulta-
tive seri-ice, which moves into a distressed leical area for a short period,
perhaps 6 to 9 months, to provide a very heavy dose_of special adjust-
ment assistance to both individual workers and their community.
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Such assistance typically emphasizes job development and job pltie6=
med. rather than skills retraining,

In_his budget proposals for fiscal year _1984; President Reagan_ hoz
asked fei $2-10 million in funds for title III of the Job Training Part-
nership Act.-the title addressing the needs of dislocated workers. This
leVel of ftmding is designed to support services to about 90,000 work-
ors. In light of my 100;000 worker estimate of the size of the dislocated
Worker problem, this level of funding seems appropriate; both for next
'year and the y. zrs following---,-partieularly if that money is expended
in the manner of placement oriented, short-term crisis iniciwention for
which the_ (7anadion manpower consultative service provides an excel-
lent model.

Tito vast majority of employment and training funds which the_Fed-
era] Government should provide in excess of that level of expenditure
should be targeted on tit le II _of the Job _Training Partnership Act.
that targeted on disadrantaged_workers who are, as I pointed out; the
prime problem in structural unemployment in the United States; even
in the 1080's.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bendick follows :3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARC BENDICN,

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to participate in these hearings on the role

of federal employment and training programs in attackingt the problems of

structural unemployment. I am Dr. Marc Bendick; Jr.; an 4onomist with the

urban Institute, which is a nonprofit; nonpartisan public policy research

center in Washington, 0.C.I This morning; I will first briefly discuss the

nature and origins of the problems of long-term structural unemployment. Then

I will set forth a seven-nart agenda for federal 'initiatives which could

contribute significantly to its reduction.

The Nature of S-t-r-u-e-Eu-r-a-lPrrerrtpl-ernent

Let me begin by suggesting a working definition of structural unemployment

which federal action should seek to attack: It is recurrent or long-duration

involuntary joblessness which remains when national unemployment has been

brought as low as it can be brought without retriggering unaccep, able infla-

tion. That is, it is the serious unemployment which remains when the limits of

macroeconomic _policies to promote prosperity have been reached.

As this committee is of course, well aware, these limits have crept

further out aueiho the 1970s and 1980s, for a variety of reasons- not all of

which are fully understood. While once economists boldly targeted four or four

and a half percent as. an achievable unemployment rate, we now meekly speculate

about one as high as ,.x, seven, or even eight percent.2 With a national work-

t9rce of 105 million, a seven percent unemployment rate translates into some-

what more than seven million structurally unemployed workers.3 Who are these

seven million? Among them, Who are the thtee million who have joined these

ranks as the full employment target has drifted upward from four percent to

seven percent?

13
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Reading the popular press or watching the evening news on television; one

is immediately confronted by one candidate answer to this question: They are

dislocated workersmidcareer, middle class, solid citizens who were formerly

steadily employed at high wages in such mainstream smokestack industries as

steel and autos but whose jobs have permanently disappeared under the combined

onslaught of new production technology and foreign competition. Careful

statistical dies suggest that this answer is generally incorrect. There

are, of course, several millions of such workers currently on long-term lay off

from America'S manufacturing industries. Rut there are a number of reasons for

believing that the vast Majority of these are cyclically unemployed, under the

combined effeeti Of the deepest recession since World War II, a period of real

interest rates of Unprecedented heights; and an overvalued U.S. dollar cutting

seriously into export Sales. Manufacturing has provided more than 20 million

jobs kr a hOnrecestiOnary. American economy for the past several decades, and

StatiitiCI Sha ytig suggests that it will continue to do so for the upcoming

decade at leaSt.4 My own research has estimated that only approximately

100;000 Workers fall in the category of dislocated workers; i.e., those who

have permanently lost their jobs due to structural change in the economy and

have joined the ranks of the long term unemployed who would remain largely

untouched by a national economic recovery.5 This number represents less than

two percent of the seven million structurally unemployed on whose problema

these hearings are focused. They represent an even smaller proportion of the

population of all persons experiencing labor market distress in the sense of

either structural unemployment or employment at low-wage, unstable, low oppor-

tunity jobs.

Who then are the majority of the structurally unemployed and others

experiencing labor market distress? The list is familiar to anyone involved
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with federal einployieent And training 'programs over the past two decades:

inner- city, minority, teenaged high school dropouts; female single parent

dependent On pdblit assistance; low skill; low-wage "working poor" adults, many

of theM minorities; recent immigrants; both legal and illegal; and residents of

Stagnaiir and detlining local areas; rural and urban.6 These groups stand at

the end Of the hiring queue; hired last as labor markets tighten, let go first

as demand slackens; and given fewest opportunity to advance or to develop

skills while employed. As the full employment unemployment rate has moved from

four percent to seven percent, the queue of jobseekersin front of them has

lengthened. Most of the mainstream midcareer workers on layoff from

Manufacturing have moved into the hiring queue ahead of them, rather than

joining them in the structurally unemployed end of the queue.

The Impact of Technologi-cirlange-en-Oegupations

Lest this discussion seem hopelessly old-fashioned, let me hasten to add

that I am by no means denying the reality of rapid structural Change in th'e

- ,
American economy of the IcIflOs. New patterns of international trade; new

technology. embodied in-- products -and in___Or'in"rrion pr_o_c_esses_; and changing

prices and consumer tastes are all appearing with startling and accelerating

rapidity. In their wake, profound changes are underway in the mix of firms .ind

industries in the economy, in the mix of occupations required to staff these

firms, and in the mix of SkillS which define each occupation. The notion that

each of us will work in two or three careers during nur working lives is

becoming a reality for more and more of us. Rut the process by which these

changes occur is iOth slower and more incremental than is often

thelot64 Of Muth of this change is among the employed, not the unemployed.



Let me illustrate this general point with some examples frog manufactur-

ing. I have already mentioned the fact that the total number of jobs in

manufacturing in the United States outside of a recession (about 25 million

jobs) has not declined over the past several decades and appears not likely to

decline significantly over the net decade. Employment in manufacturing has

only represented a declining proportion of all jobs because the service sector

has grown dramatically in the same period (from 47 million jobs to 65 million

lobs).7 The implication of this fact is that for most .workers curren.ly on

layoff from manufacturing, there will be opportunities to return to

manufacturing and no particular need to retrain and to switch careers

dramatically in middle age.

One particularly well-publicized aspect of the manufacturing employment

ISSUP is that of robotics; the replacement of relatively low-gkilled mass pro-

auction workers by "smart machines." Certainly the technological advances in

this field are noteworthy, with a projected 30to 40 percent annual growth for

the robot population engaged in manufacturing.8 However, careful estimates of

the total job displacement likely to arise from this source are dramatic large-

---II/ in their smirl-iiess,761F WilT-Targenesi77the best available estimate, that

provided by researchers at the W. E. Upjohn Institute :or Employment Research,

is that robots will directly substitute for between 100,000 and 200,000 workers

over the decade of the 19A0s. Taking the larger of these two figures, this

estimate implies that 20,000 workers in manufacturing will face displacement

each year--two workers out of 10,000 in the total U.S. work force; two workers

out of 1,000 among today's unemployed, and one worker out of 1;000 among

today's manufacturing work force. Such figures imply that no robot population

explosion should be blamed as the primary source of today's unemployment; and

they imply that planning for massive job displacement in the face of a robot
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population explosion would be an inappropriate national priority in the next

decade. Even in the automobile industry; where the displacement effect will be

largest, only hetween six and eleven percent of all operative and laborer job's

Will be displaced by [990 -- displacement at the rate of one percent of the

unskr ed worker force or less per year. Given that typical voluntary turnover

in manufacturing jobs may run as high as 20 or 25 percent a year, such

displacement can typically be handled by attrition rather than layoff.

The implementation of robots in the automobile industry also provides an

interesting example of the process by which occupations evolve and workers are

retrained to work with new technology, Several community colleges in the

Detroit area have created newitwo year training programs in robotics operations

and maintenance; aimed at pre-career students and at the unemployed. These

innovative efforts certainly are worthwhile and will prove valuable in the long

run. Rut in the shore run, they have experienced great difficulty in placing

their graduates. The reason is that as the automobile manufacturers have

installed robots in iheir plants, they aid their unions have selected high-
!

seniority electricians and millwrights_ats4ady employed in the plant, sent them

to the robot manufacturers' plants to receive a few weeks' training on the new

machine, and thus obtained the trained work force they required with neither

displacement nor hiring. Similar patterns are observable in office situations;

where word processing has revolutionized the production process foe :oed

manuscripts. Employers did not lay off thousands of secretaries and hire

thousands of word processors; rather, generally they invested in the one week's

fotmal training (and multiple weeks of experimentation and practice) required

to retrain their existing staff.
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These two examples are representative not only of the predominant process

by which the skills of the workforce evolve--via retraining among the employed

ratner than the unemployed. They are also representative of the magnitude of

retraining which is involved. Most new technology evolves out of existing

technology, with strong linkages to the previous mode of work. A few days or a

week in a classroom, a few weeks or a month of on-the job "learning by doing"

are typical of the level of effort to move a worker from the old to the new.

Relatively few workers scrap an existing career; return to the classroom for

months or years, and emerge with an entirely new occupation.

Part of the reason that such incremental learning is sufficient for keep-

trig up with changes in the economy is that the job openings which are created

by ned technology do not necessarily require higher skill content than more

traditional jobs; indeed, in many cases, the growing sophistication of the

machines with which employees are paired means that the skill level . the job

itself can be reduced. 9 Consider again, for example, the role of the mainte-

nance worker charged with keeping an assembly line robot in operation. When an

arm of that rahot ,easpst_to, lunc4-ion-r-the-mai-ntenance

assembly line and skillfully diagnose and repair the problems of the arm.

Rather, he simply replaces the arm module with a new one and probably discards

rather than repairs the malfunctioning one.. A similar example is provided by

word processing machines which now can correct_ the spelling of badly trained

typists,

A second reason that incremental learning. for midcareer workers is gener-

ally sufficient to meet their retraining needs is the slow rate at which the

occupational composition of U.S. employment changes. In consequence, most of

today's midcareer workers will have the option of completing their careers in

the occupations in which they are presently working.

30-388 0 - 84 - 2 1.8
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In projections of job vacancies between 1980 and 1990; the U.S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics advises us that there will be about 700;000 new job openings

for secretaries; 500,900 for truck drivers; 500,000 for nurses' aides; and

500,000 for janitors." In the same era; acccording to the Upjohn Institute

study cited earlier, the number of job openings created in atl phases of.the

robotics industry--deSign, manufacturing, operations, and maintenance--will be

between 30,000 and 60,000.11 New, high tech occupations may have spectacularly

percentage growth rates--the population of robotics technicians may be

\growing at 500 percent per year--but the total number of jobs is very small,

Compared to the numbers available in traditional fields.

The Impact -of International Trade on American Employment

A second source of concern over massive job displacement in American

industry is that of the "export" of American manufacturing jobs to foreign(

countries with lower wage levels. It is clear that very high union wage scales _ _

--. sometimes more than $20 per hour in total compensat inrj CO_Sli for workers_________

with few Special skills -- have contributed to the rapid loss 'of U.S. market

shares in such industries as automobile manufacturing and basic metals produc

tion. But the picture in U.S. manufacturing more broadly is ar less drama-

tic.

First; labor costs in much of the U.S. manufacturing have not risen to

levels which create extreme economic pressure to move jobs a road or which

create inordinate profit opportunities for foreign competitors. In fact, one

of the major barriers to employment adjustment by workers laid ff from indus

tries such as automobile manufacturing is that alternative manu acturing jobs

open toi \them in the United States often pay less than half heir previous

wage,12 e increasing involvement of the U.S. economy in international

19.
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markets will certainly exercise a competitive discipline on U.S. wage levels,

to keep them reasonably related to workar productivity. Rut that international

competition will not necessarily lead to massive job dislocation because most

U.S. wage levels do not seem extraordinarily out of line.

The second reason that the so-called export of jobs need not be viewed

with alarm is that this process has. been going on for many decades and for

thousands of products in harmony with a growing and prosperous America

economy. Indeed; it is one of the wellsprings of that prosperity; as the

rising incomes of America's trading partners create expanding markets for U.S.

products.

Economists have recognized for more than twenty years that individual
1

manufacturing products tend to pass through a "life cycl" over time and that

"export" of manufacturing production 'is a common and efficient later phase of

that cycle.13. In the early years of a product's lifetime, when the product is

being c,signed, developed, modified, and introduced to its market, the_ work

-------reqvired ontheprod tre-ti-s--1-argel-y--ncrst-aird idandski-1'1 --int-eaTs-bre

therefore efficient to perform this work with a comparatively high-skill,

high wage work force such as is found in the United States. Once the product

has become standardized and when a mass market has been developed, competition

in the product focuses core and more on the costs of production; and these

costs can often be reduced by shifting the work to a lower-wage, lowe'rskill

labor force, often in a newly industrializing nation such as Taiwan or

Singapore.

The American economy has experienced this cycle over And over; for

thousands of products and millions of jobs, over many decades. Today the

product involved may be basic steel--or Atari computers; a decade 'ago, it was

consumer electronics; and several decades before that, it was shoes and textile
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gray goods. The movement overseas of the production of a particular product is

not fatal to the Atherican economy or the living standards of the American work

force; as evidenced by the fact that the decades which have seen this movement

have also seen prosperity, rising living standards, and a rapid expansion of

the American work force. if the wellsprings of research, development, and

innovation generating new products at the "front end" of their life cycles were

to dry up; then the American economy would be in trouble; but trouble is not

signal.id by the "graduation" of products in the latter stages of their cycles,

even products which have be:ome a familiar part Of the AMerican economic

landscape.14

Seyen_Proposali for Addressing Structural Unemployment
and Enhancing National Productivity.

The upshot of the picture which I have presented is that the structural

unemployment problem facing the United States today exhibits considerable

continuity with that experienced in the past decades,' rather than representing

a new phenomenon generated by revolutionary shifts in the American economic

system or economic 'environment.. In the 1980s, just as in the 1970s, the

primary problem we must solve in terms of structural unemployment is: How do

'aus labor market

tit

trigge-ing unaceepala4-e-Hiavrkiti-cro?

1 will now present seven proposals for federal employment and training

initiatives which, I believe can significantly promote this elusive goal.

Each responds to the facts about the American economy and economic change which

T set forth earlier in this statement. Each is carefully targeted at the

special problems of citizens with serious labor market handicaps. And each is

designed to be cost-effective and efficiency-promoting--economically justified

21



--in the sense of returning more to the nation in terms of economic

productivity than it asks society to invest.

Proposal One:__Reinvest_in_Traditional_Employment and
Training Initiatives for the Disadvantaged.

Throughout this testimony; I have emphasized that the vast majority of the

structurally unemployed in the 1980s are disadvantaged workers; not dislocated

workers. It therefore follows that the highest priority for federal employment

and training. initiatives to reduce structural .fiemployment should be on

programs targeted on the population of disadvantaged Youth and adults. These

persons are the target group of most federal employment and training programs

of the past twenty years, and they are the target group for Title II of the new

-Job Training Partnership Act.

During the past twenty years of programs for the disadvantaged, the United

States has developed very effective and cost-effective models for delivering

services to these .persons. To cite our well known example, the Job Corps

provides job skill training, remedial basic education, and comprehensive

supportive services to poor, unemployed, out-of-school youth aged sixteen to

twenty-one. Careful evaluations of this program show that for every dollar

invested in these efforts, society gets back $1.45 in increased employment and

output and reduced crime and welfare dependency.L6 Other programs--such as

"Supported Work" for older women on public assistance and classroom skill
.

training for adults--also turn in positive benefit-cost ratios. And yet in the

past two years; the budgetary resources available to implement these successful

programs have been sharply attacked and, in many cases, reduced: Reinvestment .

in these activities through expansion of their available budgets will directly

address the main set of problems of structural unemployment. qually



important, in an era of stringent government budgets, they will more than pay

their own way; and in tn era Which emphasizes productivity and get4th; they add

to our productv/e_mmarkfarcerather than our dependent ObpdlatiOii.

Proposal Two: Exnand Federal Efforts to
Upgrade Educational Investment in Youth.

A second l.igh priority target group for efforts to reduce attaLtUral

unemployment is youth, the next generation of workers.

Here the federal responsibility starts with the problems of disadvantaged

youth, who require renewed efforts to ?revert school dropouts and to upgrade

the quality of education received by inner-city school students. The Youth

Incentive Entitlement Pilot Project (YIEPP) of the Carter Administration

provides one apparently effective mechanism for the former, and "Chapter I"

compensatory.education programs do so for the latter.17 Agoin, well-developed,

cost-effective ,,rogram models exist; we know how to attack the problem, it

adequffre-resourc s.

In the case of youth, howev. , the need for new national Nvestrren-C- in

human re urces extends beyond the disadvantaged population to encompass the

entire next. generation of workers. Earlier in this statement, I have

emphasized that the" pace Of occupational evolution in the economy is

sufficiently Slow that most current adtilt workers can complete their working

lives within their current occupations, and most economic dislocation can be

absorbed by attrition. But the next generation Of labor market entrants will

find relatively few opportunities to follow their Oatenta,--fobtatepi in

traditional manufacturing jobs. The children of blue-collar mitt workers mast

be counseled and assisted to continue their education beyond high school; to

obtain technician skills in community colleges and post-secondary vocational

23
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schools or professional or managerial skills in colleges and universities.

Fxpanded pro,trams of grants and loans for post-secondary education would be one

useful step. Retargeting' of most resou,ces under the Vocational 7ducation Act

from secondary schools t) posr secondary schools' would be another.1: In

this way, the gradually shifting occupational composition of the economy can be

accommodated in a relatively smooth intergenerational fashion.

Pi-onosal Three: Encou,age 6rPate, Training by Employers for the Employed.

An-P.her point -*itch I have emphasized in this statement is that most of
a

the updating of skills which is required by economic and technological change

takes place in a continuous flow of small-scale retraining among the employed

rather than in long-duration back-to-the-classradmspells among the unemployed.

The American SociPty for Training and Development estimates that annual

expenditures by pr:vate employers on employee training totals S30 to $50

billion per year.'9 or some ten times lArger than the scaleaf_the_enitre Jot.

Training Partnership Act

And yet, large as this number is, there is reason to believe that it is

still less than the socially opt.mal level of investment for the American

economy and the American people. Due co the presence of what economists refer

to as "private marPet failures," the American private sector acting alone

,ersistently underinvests in the skills needed by its own work force. These

market ''ailures hamper both investment by employers in training their current

employers and employees investment in training themse.yes.20

In the case of employers, imestment in worker training, like any other

investment decisio, is decided upon in terms that return on this investment.

When workers a-e frPe to mow- from company to company, it is risky for an

employer to upend thousands and thousands of do.lars co give a worker a skill



in great demand, hecaUse that firm's competitor will try to hire that worker

away when hii training is complete. When all employers together react to this

fact, we get a situation where everyone needs a skilled labor pool but nobody

Wilt pay for it.

Ag for ,mployees; we do see a great deal of self-investment by workers.

When a high school graduate goes to college, or when you or t take a job

despite a-low wage but "because it is goad experience," that is precisely what

is going on But again the presence of several deficiencies of the private

Market for training suggest that the amount of this investment is leas than

optimal. First, bouts of formal midcareer retraining.require a cash flow; both

to pay for the instruction itself and to support the worker and his or her

family while the training is proceeding. .This can be a particular problem if

the worker wishes to undertake retraining when unemployed, when cash flow is

tightest. Second, because formal mideareer training is very;expensive,
_ .

individuals may be reluctant to Undettike such a sizeable investment when there

is no certainty that it Will Pay off. And finally; there is a problem of

information: Individuals May not be well enough informed about trends in the

labor, market to pick the right field in which to be trained.

The training gap betWeen what the private sector is currently providing

and the ever - increasing training needs of society can be effectively addressed

by a new fedetal initiative. A model for this federal action can be found in

the Freneh experience. Since 1971; the French have operated a national system

for finadeihg worker training which creates an effective public-private

partnership to address exactly the problems outlined.

The key element of the system is what the French refer to as an

"obligation to spend," enforced by a payroll tax if that obligation is not

met. Each employer of ten or more employees has, by law, an obligation to
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expend an amount equal 'o 1.1 of its total wage bill on maintaining and

expanding the skill level of the French labor force. If the firm chooses to

train its own workers and spend.; at least the 1.1 percent minimum, then its

obligations are discharged. Or the firm may meet the requirement

participating in and financially supporting an industry-wide training fund

(usually operated cooperatively between e-iployers' associations and trade

unions). Or the firm may donate the funds to a government training center.

But the firm might as well spend on one of these forms of training, because if

it fails to meet its obligations to spend, then the unspent balance of the 1.1

percent is due to the government, as a payroll tax. And the experience in

France is that employer investment in training has expanded significantly and

steadily in response to the tax, particularly among smaller firms where the

tendency to underinvest is most pronounced.21

-
One of the advantages of such an 400634Ch is its flekibility and

decentralization of decisionmaking. Funds may be used for preventive training

(to avoid layoffs by retraining workers for new products and procsses), for

the training of newly hired workers (including apprentices); for occupational

advancement of workers; for the maintenance of old ski.I -ls, or the acquisition

of new ones. No vast amounts of money flow into and out of the public

crrasury, and no government central plans or decisions constrain what a firm

may do. Yet each fii-m has a profit incentive to use its training resources

wisely, and all firms together are required to maintain .a high level of

sustained investment in the French workforce.

Such a system could be adapted in the United States, either directly or

through one of several incremental strategies. One of the incremental

strategies would involve reprogramming for training purposes some of the

payroll tax fund already collected for unemployment insurance. The state of



California has taken a step in this direction by reducing its payroll tax for

unemployment insurance by one-tenth of one percent- and creating a new payroll

tax in the same amount for worker retraining and other adjustment programs.

Another incremental approach would be to impose this obligation to train

initially on the defense industry, where government purchases already create

both a prosperous growth period and a basis for federal intervention. Chairman

St. Cermain of the House Banking Committee has recently introduced proposals to

this effect in discussions of the proposed Defense Industrial Base

Revital:zation Act.

The approach proposed here contrasts in important ways with some other

proposals which have been set forth recently also seeking to increase the level

of training of the American workforce. The approachof the Individual Training

Account (ITA) is perhaps the most widely discussed of theS4:22.I have a number

of ,fficmtties with the ITA approach, but the most basic one isretiat-it-i;

oriented toward after-dislocation, long-duration, change-of-career retraining

of Lfie unemployed, rather than toward the preventive, continuous, incremental

training of the employed Which is- emphasized here. Belatedly, it bypasses the

employer role in forecasting training needs and places a heavy burdeeofcareer

planning on blue collar workers who more traditionally adapt their skills to

their employers' needs rather than make such decisions themselves. The French

approach seeks to avoid both of these difficulties, as well as avoiding the

potentially huge increases in the federal budgets which an ITA system might

involve. In a typical year, one worker in eight in the French labor force

receives some training, and the average amount of training is Eifty-five hours.

That is precisely the pattern of investment which needs to be promoted in the

United States.
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Proposal FOur: _Establish an Entitlement Program
for Retraining Functionally Illiterate UneMployed Adults.

Another situation in Which occupational retraining is dominated by

employer-provided training for the employed is found when firms expand their

labor force and hire large numbers of raw, unskilled trainees which they then

train for their specific requirements.

This process creates many opportunities for the reemployment of dislocated

workers.without: specific job skills. However; a jobseeker will typically be

left hehind in this uptake if he is not functionally literate and training

ready. This certainly is one reason many disadvantaged workers have difficulty

getting hired in there situations. But it is a key problem for many dislocated

workers as welt. My own empirical research on dislocated workers nationwide

suggested that about one-third do not posses, a high school diploma, and

perhaps another one-third possess a diploma but cannot read, write, compute; or

reason at the skill level promised by that credential. 23 Functional

illiterates do not make safe, flexible, productive, or easily-trained'

employees; that, rather, than their lack of specific job skills, is often what

screens them out of job opportunities.

If the federal government wishes to utilize its modest-scale training

resources wisely, one of the places tt will concentrate then is on this problem

of functional illiteracy on providing the prerequisites for skill training

rather than on skill training itself. That way, public monies will complement,

rather than substitute for, the large volume of private industry Skill training

available to training-ready individuals.

Some federal money (approximately $91 million in FY 1982) is already being

granted to states on a formula basis to provide adult education. But a far

larger and bolder initiative is required. I propose that the federal
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government (through grants to states) would make a learning opportunity

available to every unemployed worker who either does not possess a hi,gh school

diploma or who cannot currently function at the skill level the diploma

implies. This offer should, I believe, include two elements:

The availability of an adult school--tuition free,
locationally accessible, and designed to serve
midcareer adults who are often not comfortable in
a traditior,al classroom setting; 24 and

an income maintenance stipend, at the level offered
by unemployment rompensation, whiJe receiving thtt
training.

In the short run, this program would usefully occupy the time of currently

unemployed individuals while providing them with survival income during their

unemployment. It would function countercyclically, in the sense that more

persons would be eligible dueitig periods of high unemployment and a higher

proportion of eligiblei would accept the offer during such periods. More

importantly, the program Wofild represent a sound investment in building the

skill levels of the Atheridan workforce, particularly among the segments of the

. _

________workfotte (bOth disadvantaged and dislocated) which are the special objects of

government attention. The investment Would pay off well in the long run both

in terms of assisting employers by .increasing the pool of attractive employees

and in terms of reducing government public assistance and unemployment

compensation costs.

Proposal Five: _ProvideTraining
WOrkers in Job Search and Career Management-

While publicly-provided skill training is, as I have emphasized thtOughout

this statement, not a promising place for use of public resources in the

reemployment of the majority of dislocated workers, assistance and training in

the job search p-rooes-s- probably is a useful public role. There is, of course;



wide variation among dislocated workers; as in any targe population, in the

level of job search skills and resources which individuals possess. But a

substantial proportion of such workers have prior to becoming dislocated,

enjoyed long tenure with one employer. Their job search skills; which may

never have been extensive, are therefore often rusty from disuse. They have

not within recent memory been faced with the challenges of writing a resume;,

presenting themselves in job interviews, thinking through the transferability

of their past job skills to a different occupation or industry, or searching

for jobs not publicly listed. Additionally, the experience of becoming

unemployed after an extended period of job stability is emotionally traumatic

for many workers, making various forms of encouragement potentially important

in overcoming lethargy. Finally, of course, many dislocated workers become

unemployed as part of plant closures or mass layoffs or in a locale of general

economic decline. In such circumstances, run-of-the-mill types of job search

approaches--such as asking friends and relatives or checking for postings at

local plant gates--may be inadequate, whereas they might have sufficed in more

favorable circumstances.

One currently-fashionable mode for providing transition services Which

addresses these problems is the "job club."25 A job club is a temporary

alliance of job seekers Who meet regularly to provide aid and mutual

reinforcement to each individual's job search. The operating mode of a job

. club typically includes the following eIements:

o A membership of,no more than 25;

o Regular meetings for - substantial amounts of time (e.g., half a day
three times per week);

o Explicit training on specific job search and self-presentation Siting
(e.g., resume writing; interview techniques); extrnsive use of
practical ex'rcises and role-playing in this training;

o Provision of job search materials and facilities (newspaper want ads,
telephones) for actual job-seeking during the meetings; and

30
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o An atmosphere of peer pressure and support for a sustained level of
search activity.

In short, the job club is a mechanism for encouraging and assisting indfviduals

to work hard and effectively in making their ow-wn reemployment transitions; they

do not operate on the principle o- f a formal labor market intermediary

institution finding jobs for them.

Such an approach tends to be cost-effective both because it costs

relatively little per client served (perhaps $700 or, \so) and because it

provides only the relatively minimal level of transition assistance many

dislocated workers require. Sponsorship of job clubs or similar relatively

inexpensive lob search training mechanisms is one useful way to expend funds to

be made available under JTPA Title Til. The Downriver Community Conference

demonstration program, which for several years, has been providing reemployment

assistance to workers laid off from the Detroit-area automobile and automobile-

related industries, offers one example of such se4ices eing skillfully and

effectively provided.

Proposal Six: Target JPTA Title III
Resources toward Providing_Short-Term
Assistance Teams for Communities
Experiencing large-scale Employment Dislocation

While I have emphasized in this testimony the relatively slow pace and

incremental nature of economic change, it must also be recognized that some of

this change occurs in a "lumpy" fashion when viewed from the local perspective

-- in the form of a mass layoff or large-scale plant closure which may destroy

overnight the economic base of a community. Earlier, I spoke of about l00,000

dislocated workers a year who permanently lose their jobs and and will not be

readily reemployed even in an economy of nationwide full employment. The

majority of these workers will have lost their jobs as part of such large-scle

layoffs or plant closures, and the majority of them live in communities in



economic crisis such as Flint. Youngstown; Buffalo, or Detrolt.26 What should

the federal government do to Aid these structurally unemployed workers and

their communities?

I would propose that such assistance be provided by a new special federal

institution designed to provide largescale, rapid; flexible; shortterm

assistance to "crisis locales" in the wake of such 'economic disasters. This

institution should be modeled on an innovative Canadian government agency

called the Manpower Consultative Service (MCS). The operations of the MCS can

be Briefly described as follows:27

o When a plant shutdown or mass layoff situation arises, the,MCS becomes
involved immediately and temporarily (e.g., for a six month to twelve
month period). Thus, it supplements established local labor market
,.institutions at a time of peak demand.

e MCS's major role is that of coordinating, facilitating, and encouraging
the mobilization of local resources, primarily those of local employers
and local- unions, into a committee. It brings in a modest amount of
matching funds foradministrative.expenses and-the services of a case
officer, but-local government and private resources must also be
contributed`

n All workers involved in the job reduction are contacted to see if
_employment assistance is desired__Arypi,taillw=i0=perltent=responcL_...,,,_.-,
affirms-CI-Very:1 Each individual expressing interest in then
interviewed individually to determine the most appropriate form of
assistance.

o Those workers who need or desire career counseling, training in job
search skills retraining; or relocation assistance are referred to the
Canadian equivalent of the Job Service for such assistance.

o The major form of assistance provided to most workersr:-some 64 percent_
of all cases--is direct placement assistance. Here.; the key role which
the MCS and local committee play is to bring into the open jobsLin the
"hidden labor market" (i.e., those jobs which are typically filled by
word of mouth).

As I would envision something like the MCS in operation in the United

States, it would copy some aspects of the Canadian approach and modify others.

For one thing, U.S. Job Service is not generally equipped to provide 'career

counseling or training in job search skills. Therefore, an MCSlike agency
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would have to bring in the necessary skills and resources. Second, I would see

an MCS -like intervention being triggered not only by a mass layoff or plant

closing but also by long-term. regional decline or persistent unemployment.

Third; I would open these services to all persons in the labor force in a

locale, not just those directly affected by a layoff; this is because all job

seekers in a labor market have increased difficulty finding jobs following a

layoff because of the increased competition from those laid off. Finally, for

the reasons discussed ea'lier in this statement, I would emphasize job

placement, job development, ind job search training and generally preclude

publicly funded skill retraining. Along u eh these modifications, however, I

would preserve other aspects of the MCS approach: its role as a supplementer

of existing services on a short-term basis, its tailoring of services of the

needs of each individual worker, its non bureaucratic style of operating, and

its emphasis on mobilizing and enhancing local resources.

In his budget proposals for FiScal Year 1984; President Reagan has asked

fne _ ^2, 1,*r.oirfr,f6rida_

the \title addressing the needs of dislocated workers. This level of funding is

designed to support services to about 10,000 workers. In light of my estimates

of the size of the dislocated workers problem, I would conclude that this order

of magnitude of funding seems appropriate bOth for next year qnd for the years

fo!lowing--provided that the money is targeted and expended in the manner which

I have, siggested. Currently, Title III monies are allocated to all fifty

states on a formula basis, rather than reserved for "communities in crisis"

which are pr'marily located in Northeast end Midwest. Much of the Title III

A

money wi I be spent by states on permanent, ongoing programs, rather than

short-te intervention, and on skill retraining rather than placement. These

policies should be changed. But once they are , langed, the order of magnitude
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of resources proposed seems approkimately matched to the magnitude of the

problem.

Proposal Seven: Modify Federal Policies to
Encourage Workers Who Self-Select to Seek Retraining.

While I have emphasized throughout this statement that most midcareer

workers will not and should not be thinking in terms of dramatic shifts of

careers and extensive occupational retooling; a minority of such worKers can

and should be making that sort of investment. In the Ford-United Auto Workers

program of assistance to displaced, auto workers; for cxample, nearly 100,000

laid-off employees were eligible .or tuition assistance for retraining at

community colleges or four year colleges and universities; about 2;700 persons

out of the 100,000 took up the offer. Typically, these are workers who have

the motivation and the ability to. be comfortable in a classroom necessary to

make good use of these learning opportunities. Federal policy should encourage

the

expecting that other, far more numerous unemployed not so situated should join

them.

Two current federal policied' in particular should ,be singled out as

creating barriers to self-selected worker retraining; each of these barriers

applies to a different subgroup of workers:

o Recipients_of Unemployment Compensation. In most states of the nation
except California, unemployment compensation is available only to_those
workers who are "available for work;" and a person enrolled in a full-
time training is judged not available. An unemployed individual
interested in training for a new occupation - either must wait until his
unemployment compensation eligibility is exhausted; or he must give up
the wage replacement income on which he is depending. Understandably;
this situation reduces or delays the participation of many workers in
training which would materially assist their reemployment,. It is

ironic--and tragic--for examplei that while some 17 percent of employed
adults engage in adult education each year, only II percent of
unemployed adults do so.
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o Federal Tax Pavers. The federal personal income tax allows an
aTidual to deduct educational expenses if they are related to his
curreuz occupation but not if they prepare him for a new occupation.
In light of the occupational transi'ions which some individuals will \\

.wish to 'make, this rule seems neither equitable nor efficient.

ConcluSion.

In conclusion; Mr. Chairman; I would summarize my discussion this morning

as follows:

o First, iong-term structural unemployment has risen in the United States
over the 1970s and 1980s. However, its origins and nature have changed
relatively little. It is still primarily a problem of disadvantaged
workers, not dislocated ones.

o In consequence, there is little basis for anticipating that the federal
government will be required to spend billions of dollars on retraining
assistance to dislocated workers over the upcoming years. The number
of such workers is probably on the order of 100,000 or so a year not

millions; funding of the Job .Training Partnership Act's Title III at
about

$240 million per year seems approximately to -cover the problem;
and those funds should be spent primarily on relatively cheap and
short-term forms of assistancesuch as -short -term placement- oriented
assistance to severly impacted communities, rather than on_permanent
programs offering extensive and expensive worker_skili_training._ The
-1141ther---ipand-ed -federal investmen=in=bmployment-and
training programs such as those under the Job Training yartnership Act
should be in Title II--that for disadvantaged workers.

o The most fruitful approach to retraining midcareer workers to keep up
with changing times is to 'expand training through_ employers._ Midcareer
training is largely a matter for the employed, rather than the
unemployed; and it is largely a matter of a continuous stream of small-
scale training activities, rather than of large-scale retooling for an
entirely new career;

o Important opportunities exist for the new federal initiatives to attach
the problems of long7term structural unemployment and simultaneously to
enhance national productivity and international competitiveness. These
include new incentives to raise the overall level of training by
American industry--perhaps modeled on a French institution; new
initiatives to teach job search techniques to dislocated.workers, new,
flexible institutions for short-term assistance to local labor markets
in distress--perhass modeled on a Canadian idea; reforms of certain
"anti-training" provisions of the federal income tax and unemployment
insurance program; and establishment of a new effort to provide pre-
training basic literary skills to the adult unemployed. At the same
time, renewed investment in existing federal training programs for
disadvantaged adults and for disadvantaged nondisadvantaged youth can
contribute effectively to national economic and social objectives.
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Through such actions, long-term structural unemployment can be reduced and

national productivity an4 international competitiveness can be simultaneously

enhanced. FOOTNOTES
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Representat LirNonEN. Thankyou,Mr. Bendick.
Now we would like to hear from Mr; Marvin Cetron, president of

Forecasting International.

STATEMENT OF MARVIN 7. CETRON, PRESIDENT; FORECASTING
INTERNATIONAL, LTD., ARLINGTON; VA.

Mr. CETRON. I am going to differ with the last Statement. Obviously,
t3 have 1.2 million people who will never get called back again for

jobs. The bulk of them are in automobiles, steel, railroads, textiles,
and rubber; 800,000 because of automation, robotics; computer-
aided design, computer-aided manufacturing, flexible manufacturing
systems.

It is going to get worse, not better, because the cost of robots in
general in 1980 was $150,000, at the cnd of 1982 it is $102,000; they are
going down to $35,000 by 1985, and less than $5,000 by 1990 and re-
places six workers if ,you use it around the clock; That is less than the
medical cost of the fringe benefit package of an automobile worker.
So we have got a major problem right there_

Do not give me this business about UAW a nickel-an-hour business.
That sounds fine on paper. What they did; Geneial Motors; with con-
sultation with the unions at the end of last year and last December
when it came to Christmas, took $30 for every unemployed worker,
said now you can go buy yourself and your children a, ham or a turkey
and spend $300 for toys 'for these kids;

The toys am now broken, the food has been eaten. That was one-
quarter to one-half of the training funds; and they took it from the
training area So we are not dumping money back into retrained em-
ployees; And so far as I am concerned-that just is not correct.

Second, this business about the BLS giving information_out; the
Bureau cf_Labor Statistics on jobs is absolutely. erroneous. They are
based on 1978 numbers. The jobs they talk about in the future will not
exist, They are not looking into robotics : They do not have a robotic
technician, laser technician,computer-aid design technician, :,omputer-
aid manufacturing technician, nothing in the area of *Yeriatric social
worker, nothing in the area of housing rehabilitation technician; haz-
ardous waste technician; CAT scan reader, PET scan reader.

We are talking in the area almost of 3 million jobs; none of which
they even are considering and they cannot even report. What they are
putting out is GIGO, not the computer lingo of garbage in garbage
out, but garage in, gospel out, because it has the seal of the United
States on it -=and it is still funk.

The point very simply is we are even getting ourselves worse of a
problem because as we goif the educational requirements put out by
the excellence committee are true and we are going_to go to 28 percent
more hours, 28 percent more in schooling; 7-hour days, not 6; 2I0_days,
not 180, this means we get 12 percent more women in the work force.
That is not even being considered anyplace else.

Not only that, the business with theeople in private schools, 20
percent of the private school people who have children in private
schools today, if they babysit their children for 8 hours a day, as we
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mentioned earlier, 20 percent more back to the public sector..So you
have major problems-here IIG one is even looking at;

'In addition, the biggest bomb we had over the last few years has
been_the _CETA. program; the Comprehensive Education and Train-
ing Att. We spent billions of dollars, 60 percent of which was used for
administrators, 40 percent of which was used for training; Only 3 per-
cent of-the people got jobs.

Until 1979 we trained people to -be manual elevator operators; The
last manual elevator was built by Otis in 1961. We trained people until
1978 to be Linotype operators_The last Linotype built was in 196a by
Mergenthaler in Brooklyn. We have 11,000 people Standing behind
optical character readers that were Linotype operators before; yet we
trained these individuals.

industry
:_The. groups we had, the PIC's as we call them, the private,

industry- councils; were_abunch of political-industry hacks. They spent
the_money_locally but did not want to train people for jobs that would
exist because it unemployed other people. So the unions in the local
jurisdictions_ wasted the money.

The Job Trainingyartnership Act now says 70 percent of the money
just_ be used_ for training. _Only_ 15 percent for administration and 15
percent specifically to get the illiterate77-and_we.have1`.. inilliori=fune
tional illiterates in this countryup to the stage wLere they can be
trained; -

Now, the trouble is the same peo_ple in these PIC"S are running the
operationa bunch of political hackswho are going to use training
money to train _people to fix up schools, to take care of menial jobs.
We have to get people inside_andretrain them for the -new jobs;

As far as I am concerned, the BLS data is wrong. It is inap ropriate
officeeven in the area forgetting the oce in the future; the _wor ce of

the future. and the factorieslet us take a look at the offices. e now
have machines who can talk -to _you; can- read 6,000 words into the
machine ; you can then read for 21/2_ to 3 hours. After you Have done
that, you can talk to _the machine; It will type up 97 percent of what
you said and correct the spelling errors.
-- -This means one-third of our secretaries will lose jobs by _1990not
500,000 more. That is inappropriate. The BLS is Still saying We heed
more people as bank clerks; We have more little blue machines which
you put your money in and_get your moneyout and checkbook societies
coming downstream because by 1987, 57 percent -of_the homes in the
United States will have interactive cable in them. Every cable since
1973 has two cables; This is ridiculous;

The things we are doing at the present time, I think, are a disservice
to this country. We are not getting involved with putting enough peo-
ple into BLS to get late data. We are not getting the jobs even being
considered.

As far as I am concerned, we are going to have to go back to retrain-
ing and retraining is going to be a lifelong occupation as well as re-
education. Sure, some of it will only take 3 to 4 weeks; some-may take ,
3 to 4 months. And if everybody goes back and gets retrained every 10 \
years and if we have 45 percent of our spouses both-working in 1945; \
65 percent both working in 1990, and 75 percent both working by the \
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year 2000; you can go back and get recredit. Your wife or your spouse
can go back in 10 years you will go back later on in 10, Which means
every 5 years many will go back. That does not increase the structural
unemployment. Full employment will not be 4.5 percent unemploy-
ment--closer to 8. Sweden has that right now.

The point I am trying to bring out is we cannot just do piecemeal
pieces to retrain people; There are lots of things that can be done at
the present time. The Job Training Partnership Act specifically says
-you can only get; say; computers for training aids if they are going to
be used for unemplryed workers. You cannot train kids in high school.
You are not permitted to train people who have not lost their job yet.

There is a way of getting around the law. Very simply, you train the
people from4 until midnight on these machines and you put them in
the schools. Therefore, you get the Job Training Partnership Act put=
ting in something like the PLATO computer that can train people to
be a robot technician, laser technician, computer-aid design technician,
hazardous waste disposal. geriatric social worker: All of those_things
are on the machines now because General Motors worked with Control
Data to develop the robotic training program already; If the computer
chip is putting people out of work, we ought to use the computer chip
to put them back to work

In addition to this, if you used it from 4 until midnight and you
are justified in the On- the-Job Training Partnership Act; there is no
reason we cannot use those machines from 8 in the morning until 4 to
train kids coming mit for the new jobs and then train them from
midnight till 8 in the morning for people who lose their jobs from
corporatio_ns and let them pick up the service contract; which is about
$60 a month. The problem is computers do not wear out because you
use them all the time; computers wear out if you turn them on and off.
It is the surge of current.

So we can use them around the clock It is like the world's oldast
profession : you_got the product, you can sell the product. You can
still sell the product;

The point very simply is we do have the computers. They can be
purchased. We can use the extra money to pay more and higher
teachers' salaries that we really have to, do to compete in the future,

Very simply, I think we have a short-range approach over here.
Nobody is giving it the time and effort it requires; We are giving it
lipservice, This goes straight across the board. The trouble with our
Bureau of Labor Statistics is they think like-lawyers: they are looking
backwargLbat happensin_precedent they-are-notlia-oking
toward -the- future;

In addition to this, our newspapers scream and yell about what is
going on, but nothing about the new things that ought to be taken
care of. And we are not spending enough money in the area of retrain-
ing people for the new jobs that will take place.

As far as I am concerned, we are not doing the job that we should
be doing; and I think we have to get back to one basic, and th". basic i:,
education. The educational level in this countryif we wrre 17 out of
20 industrialized countriesand we are, we have to get back t4, educat-
ing our students. Our scarce resource is not energy.. We spend niiliions;
billions literally, on energy. Our scarce resource is not fresh potable
drinking water.
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Our scarce resources are our _kids; and we are not educating them.
We have minimum standards for teachers; it is "curriculum of last
resort." If you cannot make it in business or law or engineering or
medicine, go become a teacher.

And not only that,_ the Excellence Committee report also had some
data we presented to them; too; 52. percent of all of our Ph.D2s in this
country are foreigners; 34 percent of all_of our_ master's students tirt%..
foreigners; percent of all of our technical Ph.D.'s are_foreigners.
It is no wonder we are losing our lead in areas overseas. We not only
give them the education- and training, we make sure they are good;
we make sure they get their degrees and we test them first. Then we
send them backoverseas.

I think we leave to met bad; into setting higher standards for
teachers; We have to get _back into making sure that teachers are
computer-literate, and we have to make sure we have a minimum Of
3.0 to 3.2 average at the end of your sophomore year or you cannot go
teach our kids. They are too precious for that.

We .have_ got to start paying our teachers a minimum of 20_percent
more in salaries; math, physics, chemistry, and vocational education
40 percent more, before you start with merit pay. And merit _pay is
going to have to come in. Even teachers in the colleges get paid merit
pay. Everybody; including the Government and industry; gets merit
pay. The only people who do not get merit pay are in the socialistic
countries; and their work looks like it does not get merit pay.

When. everyone is in charge, no one is in charge. As far as I am
concerned; we -have to start with the educational system as well as re-
training people for the new jobs. I think it is a disaster area. Thank
you.

[The following article *as attached to Mr. Cetron's statement:]
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Getting Ready for the
Jobs of the Future

by Marvin J. Cation

The same technologies that are eliminating many jobs are creating Jots of new
ones. But workers need to be retrained if they are to be able to fill the new
pubs.

One thing is certain about tomor-
row's job markets: diamai ic. shifts
will occur in employment patterns.
These changes are going to affect
howase work anahowwe are edu-
cated and trained for jobs.

Maim shifts its the job market
won 't _neves., itly_ _mean_ mato r
changes in the numbers of people
employed. What the changes do
man is that_ many of the old jobs
will disappearand not just-because
of robots aid computers_Manufac,
luring will provide only llat, of the
jobs in the year 2000, down from

jobs_ Lela ted ko agricul-
ture will drop from 4o to 3,4,- The
turn of the century will_ find the
remaining Sono of the work force in
the service sector, up from 08%-in
logO. Of _the. service7sector..jobs,

.half will relate to information collec-
tion, management, and dissemina

Unemployment will be an lingo-
ing problem. If the cur rent recession
were to end tomorrow. probably 1.2
million of the more than 11- million
unemp/oyed in..the_United States
today would never be able to return
to their old-jobs in- the automobile,
',tea untile,_ rubber, or railroad
industries. This loss of lobs is called
structural unemployment.

Foreign rompetitiOn in low-wage
ountries will eliminate about one-
siiith of the 1.2 million jobs: another
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Hig,scnool cnamist examines tesunsol
her clefs...own espertment To retain its
tecrindiognat edge_owu_omer_countrias,
America must place more empnasison
icience end mein education and encour-
age its-youthespectelly cpriftn.tabe_.
Proud Of their skills. says astnof Mandn
Carron
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onesixth will disappear because of
the nationalization 44 many major
industries in _tither countries that
results in "dumping' of products on
the U.S.-market and undercutting
American price_a_"_Computamatum"
(robotics. numerically-controlled
equipment. CADI-CAM 'computer-.
aided design and computer-aided
manufact u ring I. and flexible man u-
faZt u ring) will assist in the tiemise of
the remaining two-thirds of thejobs
eliminated.
__As this technological. transition
takes place. productivity will In-
crease. For- example. the use of a
robotor .CADICA M_syst e m in the
automotive industry can replace up
10 Si* workers- if operated around
the clock: Qualityymntrotincreases
fourfold. and scrap is reduced from

54',4 to less than I oz. -

lapan already usessomeof these
new nabs and technology. It had no
Cliterel Currently. at imports-06.0a
its energy. By the year 2000, that
will nse So Eighty-seven per-
cen_i_of all of POWs resources -come
from the outside. These statistics
omtributed to the decision- to go
robotic- filut_the essence_ of_ Japan'S
problem is that. between 1o85 .and
1000, 20"z of the entire work force

r1.4111.Y. _AP", of _their ly_a_sr pay
for the rest of their lice,. Japan was
forced logo robotic- to remain com-
ptitive. The UnitedStates,loo,,will
be filling many of today's blur - collar
it'll, With _tiabini, The disPlaced

-- workers will have to learn the new
skills-nee sssss s y to build and main-
min the robots.

White-collar workers in the office
of the future will also see some dra-
matic- changes in_theirlobi. Cur-
rently. about 0.000 word lexicons
machines that type -directly from
speeyhare in use After_ a prison
'dictates into the machine, a word
lexicon types up to .37'o of what was
said. In addition, it can translatethe
-material into nine languages, includ-
ing_ Hebrew. which it types back-
wards, and_lapanese kanji symbols;
which it types sideways and the user
readsdownihe culuiuits. Machines
such as this will eliminate 50,J0 of all
clerical and stenographic jobs. -But
instead of going to attsinernplay,
mint line. many of these workers
may find jobs cone rdlling the robots
in factories using word-processing
equipment.

THE FUTURIST, June 1963

Teachers at Ostord ISO School In Messachulette nniew bootie and compeer eons/ant
tot -mein summer wonift,plw_soesputereducatorn_Teidherewthrequirscontleuet
retratolopatirouph_idsenice-or summer programs to keep up *pith* drawls pre-
paring students for a changing world.

years on e tif t he spouses or Nrt ners
will leave the ranksof the employed

: receive the Additional knowledge
and skills demainied by- changes in
technology and-the workpLici.

With these changes already ta
o ing place, workers must learn to do

neetiribrilitaiellia in the futureNo,
.ca tional educatorsa nd trainers mutt.
gear up-to provide this vital -educe-
tioncindiraIning to_the_emildueee
of the nest twiLdecades.wjobe-re--',"

"Carrentlyi_a 4.5% un-
employment ratalsL
considered full dmOrtif=
Ment. BUtisi 199818.5%.
unemployment will be
considered kill
employment."

"the I iPeiatri-o-WChange.A0
will the definit'on of full em-
ployment. Cure. ntly. a 4.5%- un-
employment rates considered_ lull
employment. But by 1990, 8.5%
unemployment _Will be considered
full employment.This figure is not
as disturbing as it first appears. for
at any. ydven time_ 33._a_of _the work
force will bein training and educa-
tion programs preparing. for new

Workers will be able to take..time
outior_retraining in part, Fecaiise
of the shift in job patterns: In 1950,
45,, of American households bed
twry people- working. In 1000, this
proportion will increase to oSois, and
in 2000. 7555 of Family units will
haw_ tw_o_inenrilliC,ThIS Shift will
allow easier transitions f rem the
workforce to training programs and
back_t_o=the _work force. Forecasfi
estimate th every four or, five

fated to robots, lasers, computers.
energy andlioatreryleeh_nology,ger,
iatric social work, hazardous -waste
management, in4 biomedical elec-
tronics. (See table for some of the
fobs thatcredisappearing andOthers
thal_Are `growing in, the shifting JOE.
market.)

Sow Occupations ler the flIOa
The folloWing occupations are

among_thoie_that wecan expect to
become Increasingly Important:

Energy Technician (630.000 fobs)

11 Inv!: energyyilitc-so"u.1"-reesbedrcoarnaMekaMallriketAi-.

_ -

Housing Rehabilitation.Techni,
cian (500,000 -jobsk intensifying
hoOsIngdeinatid_Will_be met by mass
production of prefabricated mock
lar housing. using radically new
construction techniques and mate-
rials.



Hazardous Waste Management
Technician I 300.000 lob%) M.tny
year. dlrui of dollar. may be
required to clean up air, land, and
water New industries will add to
he demand wish rww,ca.te.
Industrial Laser Process Techni-

cian (o00,000 fobs1 Laser manufa,
toting equipment and pro, eases.
tilt Riding tuln,tu fat tone., 1.111
[etch, mot 11 of ttldn5's mat how
andCoundre tool. and equipment

Industrial Robot Production
Technician (5100.000 luh.i..Esten-

of robet topes form sort,.
voter dire, led pity...al-and -num-
tat Actinium. will ths_place h_undreds
of tbote.and. of worker. But new
worker. will be needed to insure
laidproof operation, of row after
iiaw of mod tit min shat.

IStateriais_ _Utilization Techni
cian5 1100.000 fobs) tins be trained
to work w h tiers Male! sits being
engineered and treated tit replace

wnthenc., and other pro-
tin tib5tant e un.tilted for ad

..nosed maindat lilting technologat,
Cenrtii Engineering Technician

1250.000 .4,11ttit alb- engi-
neered material. will be used tn-
5.5elt in three gettr.d held. utdu.-
tn.d produt t pharmat emit .115, and

'egntult mat mod. 15 New and
inoditied 5tilt.tante. will be pro-
duced under laboiatory.like tondt-
tion in industrial ma...production
quarnme,

- IttilOgraithii
200,000 lobo C ornpletelv anio-

n-1.11yd fat tone. that use optical
tuber. to, among, tempera-

Ort,sUrt and dOO011siOn roll

tho intormat ton to optit al
omptiter tot nmpare the. data with

.tared holographic. three - dimes,
5051.11 images

Bionic-Medical Technician
,z00.000 lobo isle, ha will he
needed to trantif.5.tureb10111t appn-
dage. wleie other petialeas work

highb. 5ophea mated etden.tons
at ete.ory ,intl menial Comm,.
kevig, hearing, feeling. .peaking).

Aa.tomotive -f-uel- -Cell (Battery)
technicians i250.00olobsi will per-

form test and wrs lie. for new fuel
..II, and batter. used in vehicle.
and tationare operation int luding
re5rcleta

_OducLine Emergency Medical
technician t 400.000 nib.) Need.
fin paiatnidit 5 will lot rea, thret

40

with the growth of the population
and its aging In fort -hr timing mega
lovole.e. and highdematy resider,

emergent: medical treatment
will he administered- on the spot,
aided. by Jelecased_ifiagnoses
nit rut bon from remote emergency
medical centers-

Ge fiat ric 50041Mtprket (7.0.1,000
robs) will be essential for the mental
and ,ocial care of the :ration'. aging
population.

Energy- Auditors 1180.000 mho
tvdl Ose the latest infrared devices
and tornputer-based energy mont
Coring to work with architects, prod-
uct engineers, and marketing staffs
.11 the production, sales, and opera-
tion of energy -conservation and
rontroisYsterns for hoicsing. trloS-.
trial plants, and machinery.

Nuclear- Medicine Technologists
/75.000 jobs) will work with medi-
cines and serums using radituso-

top, As the isottio.ts are absorbed
in tissues :Ind mottles, diagnosti-
cians cariobserve functions of nor,
mat andtor damaged tissues and
organs and ran determine treatment
need5 and_responses to _medication,
thus reducing the need for surgery.

-Dialysis Technologists ocuao
lobs) will olwett te_ new_ portable-dial-
ysis machines and t he inpected
greater number of hospital dialysis
machines.

Computer_ Axial _ Tomography
(CAT) Technologist/Technician
(45.000 fobs). Though more than
dttedde. NSW,' sines dteloit-
ment of this technique for using, X

:rays with computer technology to
gwo.cectional clews of internal body
structure., the supply of qualthed
technicians has _not kept pace wtth
the growth of the technology. Jobs
fur technicians to install, maintain.

The Shifting Job Market
Some Jobs that will be disappearing by MO:

Eksollneln
Occupation Employment
Linotype operator -40.0

30.0
19.2
19.0
17.9
17.1
16.7

-149
14.8
14.7
14.3
13.7
13.8

Elevator operator
Shoemaking machine operators
Farm laborers
Railroad car repairers
Farm manakers
Graduate assistants

___Heueekeeperk-pcivate-honiehotd__._
Childcare workers, private household
Maids and servants, private household
Farm aupenrlsont
Farm owners and tenants
Timber cutting and logging woricers
Secondary school teachers 13.1

Some Jobs that will be growing until 1990:

OccupalSon
Data processing machine mechanics
Paralegal personnel
Computer systems analysts
Midwives
Computer operators
Office machine service technicians
Tax preparers
Computer programmers
Aero-astronautic engineers
Employment interviewers
Ficitientireitifirfint_woricers
Childcare attendants
Veterinarians
Chefi

4.41rovdhin
Employment

*157,1
143.0
112.4
110.0
91.7
86.7
77.9
77.2
74.8
72.0
69.4
68.5
66.1
ssa

45
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Dying Factory Gate New Lab-

-nessela-Venftwei.IvIterehetwmparterieirs
i .

c-
the hitch keel
will -require -1,09Cincre.,we oFeWte701.4iiroiiii
employment Ini14)frieplerteLi " YOE 41-16,

Although Orient emilityment Win be'clifkeiiitrtOPIllifria
there is down JO* since lifrItlyaittomated factediStfred

tributedto the nationWide mirkeni bit itiviFA'ye_ql
sio044'Eritaclitifri,announied skilli;CE to Waggon

MA Much of the decline is at ",tkeigITO)-

plane to recall abotit 000 laid-off, LearninEli0:00-nrilikatknie'
WeiVarei frith, end of the year:: Center; wtiefirfretped,fretcctoit

'There maytesoMirinItlalrlis; I
legations, but long-term interne.: The learning Caplet Iterifostr
lion is to_have,a_poitave relly4ippeidatlidertiEt
effect on the employment Weis- ':t 46eratarvfnr era
orlon hire:- *demister WO.' ing in 'machine: bid aimed irtd.T;
"We're confidertihatthetrOWth system appUmtlonsi.frUstratorkteZ
we've projected. coupled with the for computer itudy,_dlettelen&ITY`
competitive edge derived from maintenance, and rotating- eletiv;
productivity imprevements._ tritilltaaehiairtgialidihieti-big:',
serve to provide:rota in jobs lab that can accommodatelals4,"
not - entire *kaiiiiiageer for hands-un

CE Is expecting strong up- maintenanceirelnkrig,_, _

surge in the locomotive market Out thereto mortal -seek,
once the torrent recessions eases. tost_thts Usk-Wein GEls_nC,
The U.S. railroad industry, uur automating is own plants but

malersuitorner.ilgOingthrough also he-Ipjng- other companies
a strong renal ," lays automate--with CE equipritretg
Schlemmer. ihe-'The .

growth in raltreffie.4i_the,mraenrlw
shmild create demand s4nikant- tweveta.Coweitionseesw'.1,,'

a_nsatront SW .6001601-' 60016 06 tura
isomers liners

An- electronic. "heart trans,
plant_' has betwevento
factory in an industry and Inia
region that many had Oven up,
for dead.

Thi General ElectrIc Company
&Investing 5.116 million aver the
nest three years to revitalise its
locomotive plant Erie, Penayl-,
v_ania,__Whest AlLoaf Ake reshot*.
computerized machine tools. and ;

other automation-systems if e in
piece. the Erie _'Factory with a
future- will have inweased its
produilitmcaparity_bi onwthird.

One of the first automation
projects-to come on line is $16-
million flexible machining-47am
for traction motor frames. With
this system. two workers operat-
ing nine machine tools can do s.
16 hours-what used-to take 70
xv_orice_r_s_14slays_tolo using 20
aging machine tools.
__But_increased productivity
through automation MearternMe
rather than fewer jobs, says Carl
1._Sihkrnmer. vice president and.
general mana_ger of CE's Tr ans.

--Peciaticitents-aiddhovi
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arid { rate a 11 s airenuf systems
10anJ assist the ail ol the,

n after attr .tie employ-
merit tor thoi.anik ot qualified
people

Positron -Emissin Tomography
1 ) _Technician/ ethnologist

I eS.000 miners are
ells Mfor ogi LL L d der, oI

the Main 1 he need for qualified
worker, in the. held will int rease
with adv... e. in and the growing
ow of the. tei hnology

Computer-Assisted Design
IQ AD> Technician t300,0ois who
!he "tomtit., an do more, bttter,
and fain., than traditional di...Igo
method, 1A'hether desnming mode.
rit transportation, dw elling,.
rher prod. if. C Al) of feet

tdoi anon, utopian mem. and way,
ta work than any lier single
technology _ _ _

Computer-A d Graphic,
(CAC) Technician 150.000
Rapid .g th of ittntputtr,,o,o.ted
giaphit will 011.4 t the edit, an 41.
training. and employment ,.1-
g c,raphi' teL a 1/
11. 1411111 graph.,, he.tory I )errand,
tor a ot, and let hint too, well
int nsoe tenfold in largt.part doe to
an nit tea, in demand for n_ w
fornoanatIonen,ion,olgtaplue, to
$.111.15 ollest. schentes. and St V-
Mario btfore they are .1(11141V
produced

ComputerAssisted Manufactur-
ingICAND Specialist (300.000_,b_o.
C.A_ls1 ,y,it tto will permit all the
iltwitin. de% rhyme:it. ,peuh.ahi n,
an1-log.1n .-data it. he pulled tint of
C A Pand dna ham., and rep.,
gra tnnted ono orripintrat,e.teo
71.111).1ltur 114;_ program,. is hnh

will then operate most of the pro
dst non facility- !his pei tht
attaintotto mallutaLtur
ing i ell, m whit h wary ,tepot pro-
din log .1 pritdin Lieler numed and
Initgrarointdetitiont the tOt actor,
plihnient without tor with mini
ma I Lhicntan r

Computerized Vocation'al Train-
ing (CVT) Technicians U00.000
1L.h..) will be r ntpliwtd to develop
eilist.itional acid training materials
ro _caw _progranisat all leVel
111b111 and plicate mint Altura! nisi'
ninon, t he demonstration
anal:dotes and versatility 111 ( Al)

of tware to "Mni non with . orm
purer gia ophi., e.I...ator. and tram

42

e: will be able le, Llego t any obit, t
ind any .v. lion with a vividness and

dy11.110.11 that will produt t higher
learning _btnefit, than any_ mode
ever employed Stoden, will he ablv
lira...ruble or drsassenible the most
.em,tdas_me.b.nnems. toast rust the

artistic non, and deign
dwelling, and trut tuft., without
evt.r leaving their computer term,
nal. While hand,-1111 training" lull!
rtmatil tw,ennal ;tart _ of cot a--
tonal training. ternnoology and
work witutnting will be learned at
t ht. CI{T_ Teahidik.. lengthy let'
t, res. and de,ertation, tvill b..tome
pase mthttonting ade, of learn-
ing bydoing t ht. ttimptittr ternti
,al lip to 750 of all no.trot n.11 will

be at unired at the t omptiler console.
allowing te.0 her, to .pond mot h
n time helping todent learn
actual oncht,itth work .kills with
at lira! product and prote,,e,

Most of these new tot, will re
gutty home kind _of, postsecondary
vocational or technical training
training that is for the most par t not
now available

"Competent teachers in
vocational education,
math, and science can
earn 50 -50% more in the
private sector:.

Attracting Compeleqt leachers,
To eMure that the viii atiohal

tducation system provides the tdu-
anon and 11 aming_ netdvd_by, he.

labor force iif the hour, tompttent
trteacher, it,t attracted to the

field
Current!), tompettnr teacha,

are n ot_ at tt acted to rhwprofession
due to low ,aka nos and low status
Compettnt teat her, in vi cational

ucedatton_ mathand zuente..varc
earn :50-00" more in the privatt
stctor The ch dine in competent
teat hng ,11 thr,u,ublet Is mint and
can he stopped

Over the years..teat heredurattun
programs have encountered detlm
mg enrollments due, in part. to low
tcala ocwerito pplins du r ttV_
boom veers; and to the high stone,

wo ..ing itcthe private set till.. To
counteract the declining enroll-
ments. teacher t ranting programs
lowered their standard, for on,:

47

whit h resulted-in attracting a lower
alibi r or todent The program,

bec.tmt a curriculum of last retort
for students fading in other are,

To reverse this trend, lung- and
short-term strategie,-mu
to ted in the _UnitedSi at es. .TeatTeat h,
mg can be made more attractwe
through-the support of adn lllll
to, and by raising tht ..tlarie, of
teachers. twPc..tally in those areas of
high demand, te vocational educa-
tion. math. and ,cience Raising the
salaries by 20.0 acros, the-board end
hy_.in _add: 'Ilona I 20,,o tn. t hose_ .1112,1S
of high demand will attract teashers
back from the private sector and
encou rage _a _highe _caliber s t

dent venter undefraduate teacher
preparation. program,. 'The law or
,_apply and demand will work if
other iAmstraints. such as-inllesibk
pay ,cales .and _ tenure law,,-,re
lifttd, but standards must not be
lowered.
_ Tor long,term solunon, to_assur-

ing .1 supply of competent teachers,
a ..ones of -three hurdles most be
instituted by teacher preparatton
rogram, and department.. of edit-

Tor at cepiance Into a. teacher
rdOt anon program, ,tudent must
score at least ti5_0 ettmbineditttalon
their SAT, and pass a proficiency
test in reading, writing. and compu-
tational ,1.111,

To continue in a leacher eclUca-
lion program. itudents_mtift-111.1-11.
tam above-eve rage grade. (3 0 (;VA
or the equivalent: for the first two
years_ of undergraduate work

Before reteiving permanent t enati-
hi:cation, a ht. her mut pass a
ompettin y ecamtnation and f-
lt., positive ovaltsanons from
suptrvistirs. Animist rator, and
peer,

These-are not new suggestron,
each ha ,_been rmrplencen !raw), t esA,
fully in several states Area ly The
Implvmentaiton of the, standards
will not hap_pen wIthout mom-
ver,y. Witness the-tor ror rained by
Venn .State's_ be Tater!), and the
NCA A when they des idtif to re-
quire a total of 700-on the_SAT,
before at-term-1g college athletes
But for the sake of the teaching pro-
fession._ thew ,tandards must
imitated and maintained

Requiring each prtnpet n e t eat h-
er to Overcome these hurdles will
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tighten the profession's standards
and limit those entering to the beit.
The resulting st-ortage of teachers
will raise salaries and attract more
from_ other _places._The _down ward
spiral in teacher commtencr will be
reversed and the status -of the
teacher _will_rise.__alartg__with_ihe.
salaries'and the level of competence.
If the trend is not reversed. America
may be forced to use teachers front
foreign countries, similar to the

prolession's solution to
-4:maintaining medical services in rural
-;.:-'a.rSat

relieve:the shOrt,terni_lack_of
science, and vocational teach-

, left- rather 01,4,4 tolerate less than
' -theta-mt., thibest_retired teachers or

business people in these fields could
-.:take a 1-2 month refresher course
and return to the classroom fOr
year tir.two. To further alleviate the
shortage, mdporatioi.s_ could bi en,
cou raged to make available some of
their skilled technical people to pro-

-vide sorne_teaching-
,.. Higher salaries and other benefits

to attract good teachers will raise
-Elags_eilth_the_cost,conscious and

bankrupt some states and school
`districts. That 'is. why-cooperation

. 'between the_public and riyate sec-
' tors 'imperative-in the-academic

arzna. _High-technOlogy_companies
have the. equipment and yrrronnel
toassist schools and teac:,ertdurins

.thls_transitinn time-
Along with limiting entrants into

the profession-to the best, sch-ools
,.,nittstcontinually_ramtn their good
teachers For example, computer .

literaCy fOr every_ high-schoolstu-
dent anil every teacher must be

. required. In-service programs pro-
filded_by idiooldistrlits_or_depart-
ments of education should be avail-
able and every teacher- should be
Wets) Pali acomputer literacy test
.within.feue,Years. '

Some college* and universities
have planted the seed of computer
hteracy with good results-already.

Minnesota; hasa computer literacy
requirement comparable to' 'other
requirect_contses such as 'English
and beginning mathematics. No

_ student may-successfully leave Ham-
eligh.school students In Oiderd. Massachusetts. work with learmng ald-thal-fannliarlms without computer 0.tigdoiwy.
mem with elestrisid anc/Alechordes winnkThis rocahonal edUcIthon will 11.1pliwn_Pj. Now herprir t schools inperalocutorkinthe Mate* terageortIngSeeCtleolce-inahenY-10-PcenaM-Athadeleceotaa rw.several. °to na
for the more technocailobe of the nest Iwo decades. schools must be equipper/ to pro the mlaneaPelts,zt- pant -area are
vide vital vocaloonal education nd Ironing. joining the literacy network.
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Union Plans Strategy for the Future
A union whose members face

some of the most Aromatic
changes du ring the transition
from an industn.31 to an informa-
tion societ yei_now_making a con-

ted effort to look ahead.
The Communications Workers

of America. which represents
o75.000 telecommunications
workers. t reateAa Commit tee on
the Future in luttl and assigned it
the tusk of assessing the tremen-
dous hange,occu ming in t he in-
dustry at d in the world of work.

-At -a special conference in
Nta_..ch_Og_l_thecommittee made
as re,onr mendations for how the
union can best achieve its funda-
mentalgoal of employment secur-
ity for its members.

In an age of tremendous tech-
nolo,ucol change,the key to em-
ployment security is training and
retraining._ which- requires the
tooperation of employers and
government with h the umon,-"for
eve cannot do the job alone," the
tommitte said "While we can-
not lay aside our powerful con-
frontational skills, there is no
way we t an ...thieve employment
ecurity through troining and
retraining if we and our employ-
ers get -htiggeti down in the old
Ways Careful new initiatives 3n

bargaining, political -action, joint
consultation, and public _relations
will be necessary." said the com-
mittee's report.
_The_ committer. also told _the

special conterence that CWA
must become strategy-driven
rather than reactivetotts method
of dealing with h external events. It
identified some of the_major out-
side forces affecting the union:

Technological changes that
wifl affectiob_opporturtiiies.

Structural changes in the
telecommunications/data process-
in_gindustrylsuch .15 the divesti-
ture of AT&T, the union's pri-
mary employer....

Changes in the composition,
life-styles,-needs, and interests of
the work forte. t .

Power shiftstnbliiiness and
politics, especially toward ultra-
conservative and anti-union
groups.

Economic turbulenceand un-
certaintY.

The committee. led by union
president Glenn _E, Watts. told
the union that these forces arc
threatening only if CWA- fails-to
deal enth_themstrategieally.".The
key to bringing off a successful
CWA strategy that links togeth-
er bargatning, organizing politi-

cal action, education, -and-other
vital Imion_activittes_lies_ he
formation of a number of 'strat-
egy centers' within CWA." the
committee said in its report.

Each strategy center would
concentrate on a majorobjective.
For example, one would address
the "new" AT&T; another would
deal_withindependenttelephone
system companies and the new
Bert- Operating Companies
030Csh__a_nothereraold_be_son,
cern ed with the problems of the
union's public-sect-or- workers.
Their centers would, be formed
or disbanded according to the
union's changing_ needs.

To succeed, the commit tee
stressed, the union must over-
come _its oat miaL iesiatance_to
change. The committee recog-
nized that -nearly all CWA mem-
bers will feel tremendous_jolts
and disturbances -as the union
restructures _itself _to ride with
the forces of the future. "But we
can take this, because the prize
entpkw_ment_ securit yis_worth

---Ir"-the committee concluded.
"Andbecause the alternativeis to
watch_thousands of our memhers
become victims -of America's
move into the Information Age
and the global economy."

It teat her .10 not till the gap iii
then thee h..33131 be phased
iLilt tot tailing to keep c wren' ...111,
the ttitiortoent, ot their profe-
-Jn 1 o o to the alarie and i,teent
that the rtoltetetietr,, hg

i not ket.p dead ootid c n their
at

Changing_Allitudes_Toward_Edurt
cation. Training, and Technology

to. the hoard. the
Is t ,rett the highe and low esi

,ttldnt Svc, tal prow an is help the
lone: tudent co up to then

opt, Liles Innst., tes program
help the trtil, lirilliant students per
orm at their I en her. nho 0111.1

it Lill ht Jle,n+t odeto re twole,
ono "the, ttratit). aoI ale hying

ell Iry lie rdrqu.ne- her,
todertt with great

itel net tine the .uppot t

The Notional Commission on Es-
rellent e m Education recently issued
a report saying. "If an unfriendly
foreign power had-attempted to im-
po.., on Americo the medioc3 c_edui
cotionol purl oriminie that exists
today. we !night well has viewed it
u s an -sit _war itstand we
have allowed this to happen to our-
elves The commwoon_ reconir
mended un reased support for math
and ience and stiffer math. science.
and computer threat yreAltisremerlt.%
in high sc hoot The ommiseto also
recornmend int mist:3g the length
of the st hoolalay from sit hours to

cell Or eight hours and the length
of the-, hool vear from tso to 210
Jas. These revision, are vital if the
Limed States Is to ma.....tin thekod
in lei hoologv that it now_ enjoys.
espy, ially illl e other countrit, are
ruhing to Jose the gap For exam

pie, Russia requires seven years ti
America's. two-_and-onehalf years
of these. subjects in high school,
while Japanese students go to who°
240days_ a year.

Americo must encourage -it.
youth, especially girls, to_be.proudail
their skills in science, math, .ind voca-
tional subjects -Traditional funding
sources, _is_ well as_parentiteacher
groups, booster clubs, etc, should
he encouraged to-make_money and
gwe funds to"mathletes-and"chem-
Imes' -as well as- thletes. Students
should be .3warded letiers_in math.
physics. chemistry, and vocationally
related extracurricular activities.
similar. to.athletic letters_ Finally.
schools should be pouring dollars
into computers rather than stadi-
ums

Education must equip people to
114OgO. As important as math. it I-
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eine and youatnnial
are not enough As sot iety t hinges,
so will the and knowledge
needetLto be productive 'and ...ins-
tied the higher level, of cognitive

,t be -learm-d as early as
possible

int
People must be taught

skills in decisittnrtraiong. problem-
...11,1"g*, teanvit y. communication,
ritual thinking. evaluation, analy-

sis. synthesis. and the structuring-of
niiiblems.to_understand what the
result ought to be We must make
people think and_ also make -them
tommumeate Already. welledu
ea tad chief executives, who should
and do know_ .better...dePend_on
industrylmgo to communicate their
ideas The day of the- simple sen-
t ence using_reatwords, not jargon
- must dawn again, or the gap be-
tween buyer and seller, maker and
user will never be filled

Updating Teaching Methods
Keeping vocational-education rityl

grams up to date always has heens
Problem_ The ramdpaceof.techno
logo al t hange accentuates and
widens the -gap between _programs
and the tutting-edge of knowledge.
Budget uthii-ks make the problem
even greater Ihe.s.oneproblem has
hit industry Consequently, bust-
ne,,es are turning to romputented
te.uningdolmsen thecost and, at the
same time. maintain Or improve the
totality of their programs_ At_the
forf rant of this nationwide trend is
the PLATO computer-assisted in-
st rut Win systemdeveloped by Con-
trol Data Corporation

,tPttitcahons for PLATO are
bottles a, the range of business

and indu .ry itself Such diverse
indutrie n inanuf at Luring, petro-
1..0 in bar sing_ real estate. finance.
aviation. and emergency medicine
told PLATO mthspensableindivid-.

iompanies and association,
training-with PLATClim iude Amer-
it In Airlines. General Motors. Cen-
et.d Mills. Shell. Dul'ont, Federal
r met., Na ?tonal AsSts lawn_ of
Se. u. ones Dealers. Hank Admin.-
tration lnstititte. Edison, and
!vlerek. Some. and l)tihine

Compote r,isi..ted int ruction
IC Ali is easily adaptable fur short
term training Many ot the linenl-
plovt d need two or three months of
training for a fob that will exist C Al
I, practical and eeHri live: the infor
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maim is up to date
If this or similar programs- were

implemented in vocational- technical
schools, every teacher and every
stintent -would hay,- immediate dr-
cessiva the MoSLIC4ni information
available. Students could learn the-
ory and-related content on the com-
puter Teachers could then work
individually with students fur the
handsontrainmg that-is so vital in
vocational education. 'This method
requires a different kind of -thinking
by _teat her.-libecure_teacher* will
ft-el threatened by the computer if
they have not yet become Computer
Literate-But the computer is a tool to
Make teaching more efficient and
more effectivenot a replacement
for the teacher.

This fear is dissipating wmewhat
as micri.imputers_march into the
classroom. mainly due to the efforts
of businesses that sell them. Con-
trol_Data._ for example. has spent
much time helping educators incor-
porate the technology into the class-

"Training dollars must
go only for jobs that
exist or will exist in the
near future."

.

roam in such a way that everyone.
students. -teachers, taxpayer,
receives the n. iximum benefits
from it.

And as teachers realize the power
theY_can oxen throu:rth the com-
puterintroducing and updating
courses._ record-keeping, nums-
trative functionsthe teachsr-rc-
placement issue

Maintaining.) skilled work fin ,
will take an enormous expenditure
of resources. Operating training pro-
gramsm vocational. technical, and
industrial facilities 24- hours a-day
will _elimina e muZh_of_tlie_needlor
duplicating expensive equipment.

Even more importantly. training
d011ars must go only for jobs that
exist or will most in the near future.
In the past. the _training programs
sponsored by C ETA (Comprehen-
sive Education and Training ACtl did
not_giveAmericans_what_Prom-
ised.Sestypercent of the money was
used for administration: -the remain-
ing 40', went( _ onto training. Only
3'; of the trainees actually obtained

jobs The people were trained for
lobs that did not exist and will not
enist.__FOr_eXAMpleup_until I WO
people were still being trained to be
linotype and elevator -operators,
even though a need for these skills
had not been identified for the pre-
ceding la years. In_ fact, linotype
equipment had not been manufac-
tured for 15 -years preceding 1970.
___The_new lo_b_PartnershiP Train-
ing Act has tried to correct this by
requiring that 70% of the funds go
to actual tramingprograms and lim-
iting administration to 15%. The
remaining 11.506_ is designated_ for
based literacy education and child-
care-services-for trainees.
- The julisaftheEt1tUreari_diangf

ing_ in nature. America needs to
make short- and long-term changes
to avoid disastrous consequences.
The first step is to begin to encour-
age the __UTiemployed_ to upgrade
their skills and take lower - prying
jobs as temporary solutionsThe
next step is to_gettlieedniatini1SYS-
tem back on track to produce edu-
cated minds that accept -the chal-
lenges of the future and wan( to
learn more. Strong emphasis on
educationis_necessary: however-it

. is not sufficient. Training In: the
occupations of tomorrow is also
needed. _ _FA Nally. Americans -.must
admit past mistakes and do what it
fakes to- make the -country strong
and stable in the future.
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Wenn J cotton, a ptoneer ring expert in
the-areas-oltechnologicat forecasting and
technologic& assessment. is the Mendel
and president of Forecasting interne. Inal.
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in developing the proiections of new
occupations for me 1990s.
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Representative Limon Ex. Thank you, Mr; Cetrom
I tried to avoid saying Members of Congress do notget merit pay

I am afraid the conclusion might be drawn with respect to the quality
ofthe work they put out.

Mr. Sheldon Friedman is our next witness,. He is the director of the
research department of the United Auto Workers.

STATEMENT OF SMILDON FRIEDMAN, DIRECTOR, RESEARCH DE;
PARTMENT, INTEINATIONAL UNION; UNITED AUTOMOBILE,
AEROSPACE AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF
)MM-A (UAW)

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Tharik_you. It is a pleasure to have the opportunity
to be here. I certainly agree with Mr; Cetrort regarding the critique
of Mr. Bendick's undercount of the displaced bodies, I do not exactly
know how many displaced workers there are, but it is worth noting
the Congressional Budget Office comes up with a figure of 3 million,
a pretty far cry from the 100;000 that Marc Bendick cited.

With regard to our negotiated training programs, I cover that in
some-detail-nr my prepared statement, and would prefer to spend My
limited time now addressingthepublic policy issues.

But, I do want to take issue, with the remark Mr. Creton- made con-
cerning our General Motors-UAW retraining program. It is true that
moneys were disbursed in the form of a Christmas bonus in the latter
part of 1982.

And let me just digress briefly to say that in and of itself- under-
scores the magnitude of the problem. Because, at the point in time
that the bonus was negotiated; there were 160;00G workers on in-
definite layoff from General Motors Corp. The eligibility rules among
that group to receive the Christmas bonus were remarkably restrictive;
You had, No. 1, not to have another job somewhere else ; No. 2, to have
pretty much fallen off the table in terms of all your negotiated bene-
fits, as well as State and Federal unemployment compensation.

And, even with those restrictive rules, we had almost 90,000. GM
workers out of the 160,000 who, as of Christmas 1982, had neither a
job nor any kind of benefits, public or negotiated; And, if that is not
a displaced. worker, I do not know who is. So; right there, we have
just from one corporation albeit a very large one; practically all the
displaced workers that Marc Bendick tells us existed in the entire
country.

Now I -think Mr. Cetron should have brought us up to date on
General Motors and the UAW. We have; in fact, gone beyond that
to implement programs in terms of retraining. While they are not
as far along as the Ford Motor Co., we do have programs in place.
They are operational, and we are retraining a lot of workers at Geri=
eral Motors. And Lhat is more fully detailed in the statement;

If you look at the body count for the auto industry as a whole,
it really is a pretty gruesome picture. We have lost something like
300,000 jobs just at the core, original equipment companies in the lest
4 years. And if you throw in the supplier workers, the workers that
make the steel and rubber and the aluminum that go into the auto-
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mobiles; we are talking about an awesome total of some 1 million jobs
out of our Nation's biggest manufacturing industry.

And, despite the gains so far this year in sales and profitsmodest
gains in sales and big gains in profitsthe employment picture has
brightened barely at all We have seen less than one-quarter of the
jobs that have been lost since 1978 restored as a result of the very
modest upturn in the industry to date.

If there is a recovery underway in the auto industry; truly it is a
workerless recovery this time around.

Andj think that the point that Marc Bendick misses is that we are
in a period of very profound structural change in industries like auto.
It is not going to 1D-e- a cyclical recovery just like all the other cyclical
recoveries;

If you look at the factors that affect employment levels in industries
like autoand let me focus on it specificallywe are talking about
a. mature market, We are talking about an industry in which tech-
nology is going to be introduced at a rapid rate, raising productiv4y to
unheard of levels historically, we are talking about an industry in
winch unless the Domestic Content Law is enacted, we could see im-
ports continuing to skyrocket, and foreign sourcing by the domestic
companies growtngTapidiy us well.

The interplay of these factors paint a very grim picture on the
jobs front; not only for the short term, but also for the long term.
And, if you look at other UAW industries; the picture is equally bleak.
If you look at our farm equipment industry in this country, we have
lost something like one-half of the jobs in the last 3 to 4 years. And
by no means will all those jobs come back if, and when, we have a
cyclical recovery in that industry.

Now; the evidence is fragmentary, but p& ts strongly in the direc-
tion that workers who have been displaced rom basic industries like
auto, have suffered very greatly, and have not fared well in the last
several years. And even now there is very little indication that their
lot is improving greatly.

A study was done by researchers from Cornell University of those
workers affected by the Mahwah, N.J., Ford_plant closing. That plant
closed Li 1980. Interviews in the summer of 1982 by the Cornell re-
searchers resulted in the finding that only half of those workers had
found any job at all in that period of more than 2 years since the elosr
ing; And; if you look at workers over the age of 45, the percentage who
had found jobs dropped to less than 40 percent; There were major de-
clines in family income ; there were very large increases in health,
psychological and family problems not troubling the workers before
the plant shut down.

A more recent survey conducted in March and April of this year
reinforces the findings of the Mahwah study.

A survey was jointly undertaken by the Social Welfare Research
Institute at Boston College with our region 9A among unemployed
UAW members in New England; That survey indicates that as much
as 2r after workerS lost theirlobs, 46 percent of those surveyed
are still unemployed; fully one-quarter of the workers surveyed had
exhausted all savings, their entire lifesavings wiped out during the
period of unemployment; that 47 percent had lost half or more of their
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lifesavings; that a quarter had no health insurance during their period
of unemployment_; and of the remainder; a quarter were paying
premiums out of their own pocket at a cost ranging from $100 to $200
a month, a tremendous drain on the limited family resources of these
unemployed workers.

Now, what has been the response of Government- to- this- massive
crisis? It has been mean-spirited at best We have had budget cuts
affecting social programs and the welfare of the unemployed- unlike
anything we have ever experienced in this country in the last 50 years.
If you take a look at the unemployment compensation program, the
first line of defense for the unemployed workers in this country, there
were only 44 percent of_ the unemployed who received any benefits
under that program in 1982. And that is the lowest such ratio h.. any
of the postwar recessions, and a far, far cry from the 71 percent of the
unemployed who received benefits in the severe 1974-75 recession.

If you look at employment and training; despite all the hoopla; in
fact we have had massive budget cuts. Between fiscal 1981 and fiscal
1983, something; like $4 ;billion was lopped out of the Federal budget
for these activities, and that is before you even take inflation into ac-
count. Ti e administration's proposals would chop another 8 percent
out of these_fiinetions for fiscal 1984.

Tile Job Training Act, the displaced worker program set up under
title III of that legislation is a welcome step, but an extremely modest
one And the act itself, and in particular that program is, unfortu-
nately; seriously flawed. There is, in particular,no public service em-
ployment of any kind, so we have no coherent program to provide
jobs through the Job Training Partnership Act. It is sort of a mis-
nomer, b-ecause there are no jobs in the act.

The funding is far too lirnited, the percentage of the population in
need to be serviced by these funds is tiny in comparison with the tre-
mendous need that does exist There is no advance notice provision
of any kind in the legislation, despite findings by researcher after re-
searcher that timely intervention is absolutely critical if retraining
and other labor market_assistance programs are to be effective.

We remain, essentially, the only industrialized country in the world
without statutory requirements on employers with respect to advance
notice before plant closings and mass layoffs.

The act is further ham_pered by restrictions that limit the effective-
ness with which even the limited money provided can be utilized; In
particular, stipends and allowances for workers undertaking retrain-
ing are seriously restrictedunder the act. This has the effect thatmany
workers simply cannot afford to undertake retraining, even if the
training is potentially available to them; Howhe world is an un-
employed worker with no stipend, who has exhausted all benefits, sup-
posed to support himself or herself and his or her family during a pe-
riod of retraining without stipends and allowances I

The absence of stipends and allowances has the further deleterious
effect of forcing a lot of the training that is taken, to be very short;
term training,, when in fact what is needed is a much longer course
of retraining if a worker- is- to really effectively adjust.

Support services can also be very critical to the success of training
and retraining efforts. And these are seriously limited under the
legislation.

53
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Crisis _ counseling; interventionoften an_ unemployed, worker _has
ery serious problems, traumatic problems that must be dealt with so

that worker can get -back on his or her feet before they can even think
about retraining. These sorts of services are simply not adequately
provided for _under the _legislation, nor are they integrated with the
delivery of the other kinds of services.

Child care is often a prerequisite for a worker_to undertake retrain-.
ing, or to undertake a meaningful job search. This. is not provided.

Transportation,_ both to the _place of retraining or in terms of job
search assistance, is not provided. As for expenses for incidentals in-
curred in the job search; there is little or no provision for any of these
things in the legislation.

Another serious problem with -the law as it presently stands; is -that
there is qb adequate provision for union input. There is a provision
regarding _consultation in regard to programs affecting.; union mem-
bers, but there should be a provision in fact requiring prior approval;
not just_consultation,

The State job training coordinating councils should be given a much
more _active role than they are by_the current-legislation. These coun-
cils should review and comment before decisions are made on Which
dislocatedivorker programs will be funded,

With respect to the Federal Governments the role should be far
more active_ than it is under_the present legislation: There _should; in
pagticular, be a requirement for performance standards; so that we can
make meaningful-evaluations of which_programs_are successful; which
are failures and build on the best and discard the worst. The recent
regulations that were issued in this connection fall far short of what
is needed.

Federal leadership is also essential to assure that -the- dislocated
worker funds will be promptly and effectively used. Right now we
are seeing States falling behind schedule with respect -to the implemen-
tation timetable under that pro_gram; which is simply inexcusable in
view of the severe need that exists;

But, the bottom line in my view is that training cannot succeed
unless it -is-linked-to-the-creation -of jobsz-viii-ftradaluental economic
problem in this country is that we do not put full employment any
longer at the centerpiece of our economic policy; employment"
are not dirty words ; it ought to be the first priority of our economic
policymakers, and not the last.

And that means we need a fiscal polio! and a monetary policy with
that goal and that objective in mind; And it means we need an indus-
trial policy in this country with economic planning, which' includes
as part of it an active international trade policy; including such
measures as the domestic content law.

And it means we need for the long run, reduced worktime legislation
for as new technology is introduced into the workplace, we must reduce
worktime to share the available work more broadlyy.

And it means we need a labor' market policy which gives real hope-
for displaced workers and all the unemployed; and not just empty
promises. And it cannot be done without adequate resources and com-
mitmentthere is no free lunch' in this area. We have to put the
resources into it: We have to make the commitment. There are ways
the money can be found.

5d
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The defenso budget is grossly oierbloated, it could becut:TYere are
tax loopholes for the benefit of tha wealthy and the corporations which
could be plugged. There are many ways in which the resources could
be found.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Friedman follows :]
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PREFAB= STATEMENT OF SHELDON FRIEDMAN

Thank you for this opportunity to present the UAW's views on the nature

and magnitude of the prolems facing structurally unemployed workers, and the

inadequacy.of current public ector programs to deal with these problems.

There has been a massive dislocation of American workers in recent years

reSUltirg from the interplay of footloose capital, intensifiea international competition,

energy shocks and failed and misguided government economic policies most notably

tight money and its disastrous consequences: sky-high interest rates and an over-valued

dollar. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that more than three million persons

are victims of economic dislocation. Many of those workers are members of the UAW.

Five years ago, the auto industry and its suppliers provided nearly 3.4

million jobs. In 1982, the total was down to only 2.3 million. This year, despite the

fact that all of the Big Three auto companies have moved strongly back to vrofitability,

we estimate that industry employment will be just 2.5 million, 900,000 tieloW the 1978

level.

Sizable job losses also have occurred in other UAW-represented industries,

including the agricultural implement manufacturing industry where employment is down

more than 50% from its level of four years ago.
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For years social scientists have been studying the human impact of

economic decline and dislocation. Studies have linked unemployment to physical and

mental health problems, to infant mortality, suicide and divorce.

For exaMple, the NeW York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations

studied the impact of the Ford Mahwah, New-Jersey plant closing on 5;000 UAW

members. The researchers found that health, emotional and family problems increased

eramatically after the plant shut down. Two-thirds of the workers surveyed reported

problems with tension; depression and insomnia. Over half reported that their families

were also experiencing emotional or physical health problems. Nearly all of the workers

Who reported problems felt that those problems had resulted from, or had been made

worse by; the closing of their plant and the loss of their jobs.

But studies and statistics alone tell only part of the story about the people

who bear.the burden of unemployment. We have seen the pain caused to countless

thousands of our members as their lives have been shattered and their dreams lost.

Because of the UAW's concern about the availability of re-employment

opportunities for our members, and the uncertain economic future that many currently

employed members are facing, we have given training and retraining a high priority an

our collective bargaining agenda. At the sane time that we have been eStabIishirig

training programs under our negotiated agreements, we have continued our legislative

efforts for national policies to generate economic and employment growth; because

without such policies, training programs can have little value;

Negotiated Joint Labor-Management Programs

Early in 1982 the UAW established important new training programs with

the Ford MOtor Company and the General Motors Corporation. The program at Ford

is called the UAW-Ford Employment Development and Training Program and the General

Motors program, the UAW-General Motors Joint Skill Development and Training

Committee.
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The focus of both programs is to develop jointly that is, the Union and

management together programs to provide training; retraining; and developmental

opportunities-for active-and-laid-off UAW-represented workers. For laid-off members

this includes job-finding assistance. For: active members this means assistance to

enhance job security and upgrade skills.

Financing for both programs is provided under the collective bargaining

agreements at 5 cents per hour worked. This has amounted to approximately $10 million

a year going into the UAW-Ford training fund and about $40 million a year into the

UAW-GM fund.

Under the UAW-Ford program the first step taken was to establish a

jointly directed National Development and Training Center. on the campus of Henry

Ford Community College in Dearborn, Michigan. The Center plans, designs, and

coordinates programs relying primarily on existing community educational and

counseling resources.

The first programs began in the summer of 1982. With Ford's UAW-

represented workforce at the time down by 95,000, initial program efforts were aimed.

at laid-off workers.

The first program implemented was the National Vocational Retraining

Assistance Plan a program of pre-paid tuition assistance which pays tuition costs up

to $1,000 a year for qualifying laid-off workers so that they can pursue self-chosen

education and training to improve their chances for reemployment wjthin or outside

the company.

Tuition assistance in itself is not new at Ford. There has long been a

negotiated program that offers tuition assistance to active workers. What is new,

however, is that (1) eligible laid-off workers are now receiving such assistance; (2) the

plan providies pre-paid tuition in recAognition of the fact that laid-off workers are test

f
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likely to have "up front" money for tuition; and (3) there is no requirement that

education be specifically related to the laid-off worker's former job.

In August of last year, tho National Center mailed brochures to 18,000

workers describing the tuition assistance program. The response was enthusiastic. So

far, over 2,800 course enrollments have been approved and an average of 100 applications

. arc coming in a week.

Recently the National Center profiled the first 600 workers whO have

participated in the plan. Over 50% chose two-year vocational education degree programs,

almost all at community colleges. Of those who chose two-year vocation& edUeation

programs some 57% chose electronics, robotics, or other technology-related course work.

Of the 13% who selected four-year college and university programs, a third chose

business curricula and one-quarter chose engineering or the sciences. These workers

tended to select full-time course loads, with the plan paying approximately 95% of the

average cost or tuition and compulsory- fees.

The second UAW-Ford program implemented was the Targeted Vocational

Retraining Project, or TVR. Targeted Vocational Retraining is intensive, full-ti'de

retraining generally technical in nature which will feed to skill certificat:ons in

specific occupations.

Projects are established only where there are definite job prospects, and

quality educational institutims and vocational training programs, are available. Once

training is completed, workers receive job placement assistance.

The first two TVR projects were for welding, and tool and die certifications,

involving 72 laid-off workers from several Southeastern Michigan planits. Forty-two

recently graduated, and close to half already have found new jobs.

Other TVR projects have been initiated at five locations across the country

Sheffield, Alabama; San Jose, California; Nashville, Tennessee; and two metropolitan
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areas in Michigan with 300 laid-off workers receiving training ranging from microwave

technician to video production technician.'

The Career Counseling and Guidance Program was the third early program

formulated. It assists both active and laid-off workers to form and reach personal and

career goals. So far, six joint local employee developMent committees have initiated

career coon: ling and guidance for 900 laid-off members in Michigan, Ohio, Minnesota,

Tennessee; and Alabama.

Subsequent to these three early programs, there have been other activities,

including career day conferences; special career plan'surveys, job search skilts workshops,

and special plant closing assistance.

Under the joint UAW-GM program; our initial efforts also concentrated

on laid-off workers. In late 1981 and early 1982, the closing of the Fremont and

Southgate, California car assembly plants idled some 9,000 workers. Recognizing the

high priority for reemployment and retraining for these workers, the Joint Skill

Development and Training Committee, in conjunction with the state of California,

created a program of skills assessment, job counseling, retraining, and job placement.

Under the program which began last fall and 1.:11 run through the end of

this year, each worker is registered at a reemployment center where a review is made

to Identify experience, skilb, interesth, and goals. A determination is made of whether

a worker has marketable skills, or is in need of retraining.

At the time of the skills assessment, each worker's personal needs are

also assessed, and a variety of personal and family services are offered to help deal

with individual problems.

Workers with readily marketable skills and those who develop such skills

through retraining are also provided with job search assistance: how to find local job

openings, how to secure interviews, and what to expect in the interviewing process.

In addition, job referral and placement assistance is provided.

60



Workers requesting retraining receive a retraining assessment, and

individualized retraining plans are developed. Individualized retraining plans Involve

either developing special training courses or locating openings in existing training

programs. Contacts also may be made with employers to establish on-the-job training.

About 1,000 workers are expected to soon complete classroom training

and will be joining those already waiting for placement. To meet this need, a marketing

plan is being developed to seek out prospective employers and arrange for placements.

The first set of statistics from the project shows that 85% of 8,900 eligible

workers have registered in the program. Close to one-fifth or 1,300 have found jobs.

Approximately 1,800 have received job search training, and 2,100 hnve been enrolled

in training programs.

In addition to the UAW-GM California pro3ect, agreement has just been

reached to establish a jointly administered development and training center in Flint,

Michigan. This center will serve the needs of over 10,000 UAW represented laid-off

workers in the Flint area, as well as the currently employed whose skills may soon

become obsolete.

Under the proposed program, workers requesting training will be given an

employment assessment and matched against available jobs within the cor?oration and

in the local job market.

Law-off workers not prepared for direct job placement will be able to

choose among self-selected formal education or retraining under a plan of up-front

tuition assistance of up to $1,000 a year. Eligible active workers wilt be placed in in-

plant training programs.

UAW efforts to negotiate training programs have not been limited to the

auto companies. We have also established programs with companies in the agricultural

implement industry where our members have also been hard hit by layoffs in recent years.
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At International ilurvesti.r, for example; in addition to negotiating tuition

refund for laid-off workers, the UAW negotiated an outplacement assistance program.

Under a special three-year $1 million budget, a variety of job search Services are
provided, Including training in writing resumes, information on job opportunities, as well

as information on available support services within the community.

These services have been made available to 12,000 workers idled by plant

closings in Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. Of the 4,800 who have gone through the

program so far, about one-fifth have found jobs.

Early experience with the negotiated programs has been positive. Laid-

off members are receiving trebling and other rervices which have or will help them

regain employment. Programs underway for active members are enhancing their current

employability or qualifications for job upgradirig,-.

These programs which have been negotiated by the UAW have an important

byproduct in that they provide a forum in which to exchange ideas with management

on how to develop better and more advanced ways to satisfy our members' training

needs. The true potential of these programs will only be reached when digocation

situations arc identified ahead of turn so that training can be initiated in time to

.113date old skills and develop new ones before the jobs are lost. Workers could then

remain on the job or make lateral or upward job moves without having to suffer the

trauma of unemployment. The importance of advance notice and adequate lead time

cannot be overstated, especially in view of the rapidly changing technology in the

nation's plants and offices. In the auto industry alone a ten-fold increase in the robot

population is expected between 1982 and 1990, potentially displacing 40,000 workers.

Union/Company Initiatives Cannot Solvc. the Problem: Federal Action Required

The UAW intends to build on these accomplishments at the bargaining

table but the problem of worker displacement cannot be solved solely through

union/company initiatives. While we have been successful in providing training and job
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search assistance to thousand hundreds of thousands need such help. Reaching el of

the workers who need training requires a strong commitment and decisive action by

the federal government.

The federal government also has the responsibility to provide a safety net

of social benefits to American workers who lose their jobs, and has the responsibility

to implepent policies which result in economic growth and full employment.

It is most unfortunate that at a time when the need for federal commitment

has been so great, the Reagan Administration has severely cut back federal resources

for training activities. Spending for all employment and training activities in fiscal

1983 is expected to total $5.2 bllion, $300 million less than In 1982 and $4 billion less

than in 1981 before taking inflation into account. The President's 1984 budget

proposal would cut employment and training outlays even further, by proposing that

only $4.7 billion be spent, 8% less than in fiscal 1983:

Those in need of public employment and training assistance will have to

rely on a reduced federal program the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). JTPA;

which replaces the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), is seriously

inadequate in a number of respects. It does not, among other things, provide for public

service employment.

Dislocated Worker Program Under JTPA

One posithe aspect of JTPA is that it establishes a dislocated worker

program. The UAW is gratified that Congress provided some funding, though at a

minimal level, tog the dislocated worker program in the present fiscal year.

In states where sizable numbers of our laid-off members live we are

actively pursuing opportunities under JTPA. In Ohio, for example. through the efforts

of our National Aerospace Department and Ohio regional offices, the UAW has received

a grant from the state's JTPA dislocated worker fund to work jointly with Rockwell
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Internstionat Ceperatieri and other aerospace employers to design a program which

will match displiteed auto workers with emerging aerospace: jobs.

A grant tiM been secured Jointly by the State of Alabama; UAW local

leadership in Sheffield; and the UAW-Ford National Training Center to provide instruction

in robotics maintenance; computer-aided drafting and computer programing for 650

UAW members who lost their jobs when Ford Motor closed its Sheffield, Alabama die

casting plant in July.

The UAW Job Development and Training Department has continued

programs carried over from the MA program during the JTPA transition phase

including those targeted toward displaced workers from auto and Other indtistries.

These are well established and extremely successful programs and we hope to be able

to continue them under JTPA. The UAW also has submitted proposals to establish Job

clubs to re-teach jai search skills to dislocated workers in Michigan, New York; and

Alabama;

Inadequacies of the JTPA Program

The dislocated worker program, however, is not large enough to

meet existing need. With the funds available in this fiscal year, fewer than 40,900

workers will be served and the Administration's funding proposal for next year would

enable only 96,000 workers to receive assistance. Moreover, it is uncertain that the

available funds will be able to provide even these few workers with the full complement

of services that are necessary to enhance their ability to regain employment. At the

Very least, this program should be funded at $2 billion in the upcoming fiscal year; .

One of the most important elements missing from the dislocated worker

prOgram is the requirement that a company give advance notice when it closes a plant

or lays off a portion Of its workforce, :.uch as would be required under H.R. 2847, the

National Employment Priorities Act, which we support. When sufficient advance notice
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necessary training and line up new Jobs before the plant closes or the layoff takes effect.

The present structure of the dislocated worker program also has serious

limi'.ations which hamper the effectiveness with which even the program's limited funds

=an be utilized. Restrictions on stipends and allowances prevent many workers from

participating in training programs because they lack the financial resources to support

themselves and their families while in training. Limited availability of stipends and

allowances also tilt training programs in the direction of short-term training, which

often fails to develop the skills necessary to qualify for good long-term jobs.

Under the current program, supportive services are fereed to compete for

a small pool of potential funding. These support services can be of crucial importance.

Often the availability of crisis intervention and counseling services, such as family and

credit counseling, arc a pre-condition for seecess of training or other forms of assistance.

Many dislocated workers, particularly those who have been unemployed for some length

of time, cannot pay for transportation to the training site, and do not have money for

lunches, telephone cells for job search activities, and transportation for job interviews.

In some cases, single parents are unab.e to participate in training programs without

child care.

Limitations on stipends, allowances, and supportive services should be

removed, and the program should be expanded into the areas of health care protection

and assistance with mortgage payment difficulties.

The program also would be more effective if more opportunities for

meaningful input from labor unions were availab/e. The law presently recognizes the

'-ipertant role that labor plays in developing programs to assist dislocated workers by

providing that programs to assist union members will be established after full consultation

with their labor unions. Because of their vast experience with assistir.g workers and
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helping to resolve worker problems, labor unions are in a unique position to render

meaningful and effective counsel regarding training and training-related programs.

Our early experience with state Job Training Coordinating Councils (JTCC).

indicates a real need to ensure an active role for these councils. Members of the

councils represent a broad constituency within the community, including labor, and can

provide important input and valuable resources for meeting the employment and training

needs of dislocated workers within the states. It should be required that state JTCCs

review and comment on an dislocated worker programs before decisions are made on

which projects will be funded.

The federal government also has fi far more important role to play than

that which it has been assigned by the current .,.slation. Congress may have intended

that the states have flexibility in the design and administration of programs, but this

should not preclude the federal government from providing guidance to ensure that

programs operate effectively and equitably and achieve common goals. Indeed, Congress

clearly expected the federal government to set minimum guidelines to ensure that the

objectives of JTPA are met and a cohesive program develops.

One area where the federal government is expected to, take responsibility

is in setting performance measures. Without a national system of reporting and

performence standM.ds, it cannot be determined which training approaches work best

and which fail to justify continued funding. Nor will it be possible to use the JTPA

experience to assess the broader policy implications of employment and training programs

so judgments can be made on future policy directions. In the development of a

national system of performance standards, it is important to recognize that standards

be designed to be sensitive to, and realistic about, the economic conditions within

individual states. In recognition of the importance of national reporting, the Department

of Labor has just issued regulations cm reporting requirements and performance standards..

Unfortunately, these regulations fall far short of meeting their objective. No followup

30-388 0 - 84 - 5
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Information on workers who have participated in the dislocated worker program is

required; limiting the ability to properly assess JTPA-funded programs.

Effective federal leadership also has been lacking In the implementation

timetable under the dislocated worker program. States have been behind the initial

schedules set for them, and have been slow to obligate their dislocated worker funds.

Federal leadership is needed to ensure that states net promptly to put in place dislocated

worker programs.

Not only should Congress at to correct these inadequacies, it should

develop ways of handling diSIoCation which demonstrate a real government commitment

to help workers. We would suggest looking at the experience of other industrialized

countries in designing employment and training programs; particularly with regard to

displaced workers.

In Canada, for example, advance notice of plant closings is required by

provincial law. This requirement provides companies and unions time in which they

can call upon Canada's Manpower Consultative Service for help. In an advisory capacity

the Service assists the parties to devise and operate a plan to place workers in other

jobs before the gates close. When necessary, the Service helps workers move to where

jobs are, retrains them, offers them job search assistance, and supplies major benefits

such as health insurance during the transition period.

Western European countries and Japan also handle plant closings and

permanent layoffs in ways that rre far in advance of the U.S. in their concern for the

affected workers and communities.

In Germany; advance warning is required of plant closings. Before a plant

can close; the company and its works council must draw up and agree on a "social

plan" that spells out a course of action for each affected worker. For some workers

this may involve direct placement in other jobs. For others it may involve retraining
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or relocation. Although readjustment assistance usually is a company responsibility, /
government subsidies are available.

In Sweden, advance notice of a shutdown is also required by law.

Regional Labor Market Board takes primary responsibility for helping workers reg7 n

employment. Immediately after the company announces the expected closing, the baard

establishes job-finding centers at the closing facility which tie into a nati nwide/

computerized job vacancy identification system. Companies are required t list all

vacancies with the National Labor Market Board, and federal .funds are av daole for

relocation assistance and retraining.

The focus of the dislocated worker program and all train ng rograms

is training. However, no amount of training and job-search assistance Will help if

jobs do not exist. The fundamental requirement for the success of training programs

is employment growth.

Conclusion

To assure steady economic growth and full employment, we need a coherent

full employment macro policy, coupled with an industrial policy ithich includes a system

Of national planning to manage our resources In a manner that l:Mt serves the country'

nee&. Training programs should be an important component of that policy, as sho

the regulation of plant closings and provision of a guaranteed social safety net

dislocated workers. /
The UAW will continue its efforts through collective bargaining toilrovide

its members with training, retraining, and job upgrading opportunities. At ple same

time, we will continue and redouble our political efforts on behalf of sound national'

policies that will create the jobs for graduates of training programs,to find.
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Representative LUNGICEN. Thank you, Mr. Friedman.
Next we would like to bear from Harley Shaiken; professor; Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology.

STATEMENT OF HARLEY SHAIKENPROFESSOR,_MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mr, STIAIHEIC Thank you; Congressman Lungren; I am pleased to
be here for these issues because I think the whole issue of training and
retraining has received inadequate attention 'lithe context of indus-
trial development and issues of employment Co-day.

Wliat I would like to do; I would like to explore briefly three areas
an_ implication on issues of training and retraining: Ffirst, -wig
I think that current technological transformation that has taken place
is in fact fundmentally different than what we have seen in the past.

Second; the consequences that we are currently experiencing of in-
adequate training for the development and use of automation:i would
argue that in many ways our lack of adequate retraining is warping ,
the process of technological development which carries a very high cost
for today and tomorrow.

And finally, the disturbing reality that training programs, no matter
how well conceived and executed; will not make up for a shortfall of
jobs.

First, I would like to briefly look at the scope of the changes that are
taking place today, of the decrease in cost and increase in sophistica-
tion of microelectronic technology in spreading automation to a wide
range of areas where it has never been before.

The extraordinary flexility of this technology has resulted in the
factory in robots, flexible manufacturing systen,l, computerized ma-
chine tools, automated parts handling; and a wide variety of other
technology.

The market for factory automation promises by most analysts to
grow very, rapidly in the coming decade. One of the more conservative
projections is by Predicasts, the Clevelandconsulting group, that looks
for an annual growth rate of 15 percent. This would result in a market
for factory automation of about $37 billion in- the mid .I99D's. General
Electric, a little more optimistic, look§ toward a market of $30 billion
for factory automation in the early 1990's;

Now, automation in the factory, of course,-is -not something that is
new But the extraordinary flexibility of computer technology extends
the i.each of automation to the service sector and to the office as well
If anything, the growth of automation in the office will proportion-
ately be far more rapid than what we have experienced in the factory.

Services, which are often --promised -as the area of economic growth
for those people who are displaced from traditional manufacturing
occupations, will itself have a much higher rate of introduction of new
technologies in the manufacturing sector.

Already, services comprise 3() percent of total business investment.
This is a very rapid climb from the 16 percent that the services com-
prised as early as a short time ago as 19'75. Of course, the investment
of $1,000 in the service sector in automation or in the office has a much
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larger impact than in the factory because these sectors are still much
less capital - intensive. to start with.

In any case; all of this amounts to the beginning of very rapid and
pervasive changes that we can expect to see. One of the key differences
of microelectronic -based automation is -that we are no longer speaking
about a simple or single_ machine, whether it is a wordprocessor in the
office or a _robot in the factory: So to focus on any single technology

. . .
such- as -robots-ii
nology i- extremely misleading._ We are looking at a new way of arga-
nizing production, whether it is the production of a. product or the
organization of_ services.

a result, the scope of this technology is much more far-reaching.
So rather than really speaking about a new-lathe in the factory; com-
puter-aided design affects the very process of production from the time
at which a ilcsigner conceives of a new product and when it is actually/
produced in the factory. And all kinds of intermediate occupa-
tions are either eliminated or dramatically transformed as a result of
automation.

hi fact, it is this elimination_ of many highly skilled intermediate
occupations that presents considerable prOblems in terms of training
and- retraining: We are -not simply talking about displacing assembly
workers with robots. We are also realistically looking. -at the displace-
melt of manufacturing engineers with computer -aided design and the
virtual elimination of drafting, one of the more skilled occupations for
which people displaced in the factory have been trained for in the past.

Also, the rate of obsolescence, the rate of change of computerization,
is much more rapid than conventional forms of _ automation. In the
past,_perhaps 10 years was a reasonable time to look at the obsolescence
of a- new -piece of factory equipment._ Today, 3 to 5 years is far more
realistic in terms of the new capabilities of ongoing forms of auto-
mation;

Of course this has very real implications for training because it
raises the issue of training and retraining as a continuous process
rather than something that can only be dealt with at a point of crisis
Or one shot, so to speak.

I think we have had veiy serious failings in -the past and currently
in the area of training_and retraining. These failings, aside from the
enormous human cost that goes along with them, carry_axery serious,
though hidden, economic burden. The skilli Are not available in critical
areas for the- effective operation ant" maintenance of computerized
production systems.

This burden is exacerbated by what r_would call a technological
illusion that automatically new technolovies eliminaqi skills. In fact;
in a wide -range of occupations this doe; happen. But at_key bottle-
necks, skills remain _pivotal for the effective operation of- ew tech-
nologies. And the failure to provide adeqpate _training iz the past or
the failure to _provide retraining today, ,in effect, /nerves that these
systems will not operate at nearly the _potehtial_that they could.

Therei in fact, is an enormous productivity loss by not having the
adequate skills available to operate and maintain new forms of autii-
mation. But in many cases, rather than invest in retraining;_obviously
considerable investment, a shortcut today is being taken in a wide

'7n
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;range of industries. Rather than train people; the solution becomes

a technological fix: provide- machines that no longer need skills; de-
velop automation in a direction where training is no longer necessary

And I think this is a very shorightedi if not disastrous; direction
of development. It warps the potential of automation both in apro-
ductivity sense and also in the- human sense in terms of the erosion
of the quality of life on the job.

It-is-easy-to-see-why,a_technological fix; in many instances,_is pre-
ferred to the amount of investment and resources necessary for ade-
quate training Simply put; training is.measurable. The dollars that
go into training today are very measurable. It is a, very easy thing for
a firm to sayi we will not invest in training because the consequences
only show up later. It is a little bit like trying to economize on your
vehicle transportation by not changing the oil in your car. You will
certainly be able to measure the very realistic savings right away, but
the ultimate damage; I think; comes later but is far more serious and
costly.

In fact, it is ironic that by developing very complex machines and
systems to avoid training and retraining people, we wind up with
conTlex; expensive; prone to breakdown technological systems; which,
it an3rthing,_ do not begin 1,o realize the potential of computerization.

The choice is not between the development of new technologies
based on microelectronics and conventional systems, the choice is de-
veloping technology in a way that can fully utilize the skills and
the extraordinary human talents that are uniquely available. But this
requires an investment and a considerable investment in training and
retraining.

Today; in areas such as metalworking; much of the success or even
the limited success of certain industries is based on skills -that were
developed in the 1950's and 196(1's and not developed since. Obviously.
these slcills will not be around forever, and the lack of training even
could become more costly as we proceed

But the technological transformation underway has far broader
implications than simply a question of fitting people into new slots,
as critical as this is. The real issue, I think, is the fact that we may
be experiencing a shortfall of jobs and training. No matter how etrec-
tively training is carried out, it is not a substitute for an adequate
number of jobs.

The pattern, the career pattern in industries today, such as auto;
steel, and other manufacturing industries is that the high unemploy-
ment was the result of market forces or failure in the market; a re-
sult of a variety of market-related things. But the number of people
that will be called back to the job will lie directly dependent on the
way new technologies are used I think here the picture is very grim
and very clear: high -tech alone-will not provide nearly enough jobs
for those people who have already been displaced.

In fact; if we look at overall projections for the economy;_such as
those done by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Bevel-
opulent which were released in July 1983; the report predicted real
GNP growth in the-United States would be 3 percent in 1983 and 4.25
percent in 1984: Nonetheless; according -to the OECD; unemployment
could remain -is high as 9.5 percent in 1984.
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And if anything, I would argue that the OECD dramatically under-
states the impact of technology on employment. So these figures; if
anything, in terms of employment are conservative, yet they posit
relatively optimistic rates of growth.

Beyond this in many industries automation is being introduced in a
way that polarizes the work force with a small number of highly
skilled jobs at the top which arc relatively well paid and a much larger

'--number-of--less-skilled-and-less-thNirable-jobs at-the-I- ottonL_
This not only creates a social problem it creates in particular new

problems for training and retraining; because many of the inter-
mediate steps which traditionally people who are displaced from one
occupation were trained into are no longer there; This means that the
jump in many cases is a much larger one and the leiigth of trei.. mg
required and the resources required to fit people into the new slot that
are opening up are correspondingly also much larger.

In conclusion, I think it would be a mistake to under-stir.l to the
very rapid and pervasive nature of technological today and
the clear implications this has for training. I think a L'Aistantial
amount more Federal coordination and resources are necessary to
insure that the right jobs are targeted for training. I think the focus
on_pretrainingthat is, training people who are currently employed
is far more effective than retraining peep! 3 alter they are unemployed.

However we are not starting from ground. zero today. The one
thing that I think is_of critical importance is the fact that we have
already 9.5 percent of the work force unemployed and many millions
more in involuntary part-time work; which is an effective form of
hidden unemployment. So that the real danger is that the long-term
unemployed will receive the least adequate training as they lose ties to
the industries in which they once worked.

I agree with Mr. Friedman that instruction in skills alone does not
constitute a meaningful retraining program. A stipend and the re-
sources to move into new jobs are absolutely necessary. But even here,
for many sections of the country, retraining and stipends alone will
not be enough. In areas such as Detroit that have been devastt ted by
technological change or that may be devastated by technological
change, and certainly have already peen devastated b the market
failure of the automotive industry; more than simply retraining and
relocation is necessary.

The development of industries capable of using the existing skills
and resources as part of the larger industrial program is vital. To
seriously talk about retraining is-to talk about' the commitment of a
substantial number of resources. The only thing that could be more
expensive is doing nothing in this area; Thank you;

The prepared statement Mr. Shaiken follows:]
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FiLEPAEED STATEMENT OF HARLEY SHAIXEN

Microprocessor and computer technology are being used to

revamp virtually every occupational category in the economy, totally

automating some jobs and dramatically redefining others across

a riange 0=.5.ndustrids from semiconductor production to locomotive

manufacture. Adequate training for those individuals who are affected

by these far-reaching changes is essential both for a humane transition

and a productive use of the new technologies. I would like to

explore three aspects of the technological transformation underway

and their Implications for providing effective training programs:

first, the magnitude and unique character of the technological changes

taking place; second, the consequences for the development and use

of automation of inadequate training; and, finally, the disturbing

reality that training prograMs, no matter how well conceived and

executed, will not make up for a short fan of jobs.

Under virtually any circumstances, training and retraining

are important concerns. Today, however, with exceedinily rapid and

,,ecvasrve fecnnoIogIcat change as well as nigh unemplorant; training

is an especially critical issue. The scope of the t,?rhnot,g1c1 chancs

taking place today is unprecedented. The decreasing co-: ;.:id incre -asing

sophistication of microelectronic components mates possibly en

extraordin.iry range of automated equipment. In the :actory,

technolony is the pasrs for new forms of automation sucn as roboti.;
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computer numerical control (CNC), flexible manufacturing systems (FMS),

automated material handling, and a host of other machines. Most

anclysts feel that the growth of the market for factory automation

will be rapid in the coming decade, although obviously it was

temporarily slowed by the recession. Typical is the prediction by

Predicasts, a Cleveland-based consulting firm, that factory automation

sales will grow at a rate of 15.2% annually, rising from $7.5 billion

a year currently tc nearly $15 billion in 1987, and $37 billion in

1995. General Elect7ic projects a market for factory automation in

the neighhorhood of $30 billion in the early 1990's.

While automation in the factory may not be a new story, the

extraordinary versatility of computer technology also affects the

office and the service sector., At word processors, electronic mall,

and a variety of other technologies are Introduced into the office,

the market for office automation could rise even more rapidly than

In the factory. Dataquest, for example, projects a possible annual

growth-rate cr '418 a year through 1986 for all electronic office

equipment. Mc_Leover, there is also an explosion of new technologies

in the service sector. Services now comprise 30% of total business

Investment, a rapid climb from only 16% in 1975; (The investment

per service worker soared from $415 in 1975 to $815 in 1982). And

the investment of $1,000 in the less capital intensive office or

Service sector has a proportionately greater impact than in the factory.

In whatever economic sector investment in new technology

takes place, it represents only the beginning. Aside from the level

of Investment, the development of computer- based automation is
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In the past, the introduction of a new machine might affect one

or even s'weral occupat'nns while leaving the rest of the production

process untouched. A new 'atha in the factory; for example; wOUId

certainly not directly impact the engineering department. Today, how-

eer, computerized systems are transforming operations from the

point an engineer conceives of a product to its actual manufacture.

Computer aided design (CAD) not only affects what a senior design

,nlineer does but transforms Other subsequent occupations such as

tool design ano eliminates other jobs altogether such as drafting.

moreover, while traditional industrial equipment may have become

slowly obsolete over a decade, programmable machines and systems

can often become very dated in three to five years.

Past and current failures in the area of training; aside from

their incalculable human cost, now carry a serious, though hidden

economic burden: the skills are not available at critical points in

both operation and maintenance to effectively utilize many of the

new systems. This hurCn is exacerbated by a technological illusion

that computerized processes always require fewer skills. In fact;

In cerai:: areas just the opposite is true. Carefully honed and

well developea skills are necessary for the most efficient oporatiOns.

Cmpe,er ntlm.rical contro_ or computerized machine tools are a case

in point. While tie minimal sk211 level necessary to operate these

ma -chines is far lower than conventional equipment, the minimal level

Is not necessarily the optimal level. How much prcductivity dons

a firm lose by putting 3 million dollar macline too/ in the hands
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of a partially trained person? The answer is difficult to quantify,

but the problem is very real. Nonetheless, there are powerful economic

pressures that lead firms not to provide adequate training. The

savings, for example, in not providing training Shows up immediately

while the decline in needed skills may only appear in the future.

In many cases, a tecnnoigical solution appears as an alternative

to an effective training program. Rather than training more skilled

workers, automation is developed in a way that requires fewer skiiIs.

After all, the cost of training is often high and Cleavly measureable

but using technology to eliminate skill appears to be part of

the onward march of progress. An article in tne trade press makes

the point under the headline "AUtOmation Becomes Vital: A Shortage

of Skilled Workers Is Forcing Firms to Turn to Computerized

Machine Tools." George F. Sutton of the Lawrence Livermore laboratories

elaborates:

Many users, faced with the-problem-of a less capable and
skilled work-force in the future, believe that one solntion
is to partially_remove the_machinist from the operation of
the machine tooIs_._ By relying less on the man in the
decision - making process in this operation, by furthei auto-
mation, and by going even more toward-simple operator_
controls, it is possible-to 7.,wer the skill Ieveia of the
operators of machine tools and reduce their requ...red numbers.

Utilizing automation as a substitue for effective training

can be a shortsighted and ultimately very costly strateg'. For one

thing, seeking to totally eliminate human input often results in

exceptionally compl2x and costly systems which are.prone to breakdown.

Ironically, even more sophisticated skills are necessary to conduct

the repairs. For another, systems that are designed to minimize or
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eliminate human input are incapable of fully utilizing the extraordinarr

and unique human qualities of skill, experience; initiative, and

creativity. Systems that depress skill, however, frequently degrade

the working environment. The most effective direction of developmen

would result in computer systems that expand and enhance human s. lls

rather thannr_fully eliminating them. For this to happen requires,

among o er factors, that the resources be invested to develop those

Today inimany industries such as metalworking, production

/relies on skills that were developed in the 1950's and 1960's.

These skills will obviously not be around forever. Delays in

providing effective training do not eliminate the problem, they

merely postpone its resolution to a time when it will be more

di'ficult and costly. This lack of training is especially tragic

L ing a pericd of high unemployment when there are so many capable

individuals seeking to expand existing skills or to acquire new

Skint,

The technological transformation now underway, however,

has far broader implications for employment than simply the question

of training, as important as training is. First, automation could

prove to be a central factor in creating fewer jobs than the number

of people who want to work. The pattern today in many Industries such

as auto and steel is that workers who were temporarily displaced

as a 'result of the market downturn or foreign competition will be

permanently replaced as rebets and other new technologies are

Introduced. High tech industries themselves promise far fewer jobs
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than the number of workers aiready eliminated in manufacturing. A

Data Resources study, commissioned earIier this year by Business Week,

projected that high cech might only create in the next decade fewer

than half of the two million manufacturing jobs lost in tne last

three years. Even if the economy grows at a relatively rapid pace

the shortfall in jobs could still exist. In the semi - annual- forecast

of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and-Development (OECD),

released on July 12, 1983, the report predicted real GNP growth in

the US of 3% in 1983 and 4 and ]/4% in 1984. Nonetheless, unemployment

could remain as high as 9 andc1/2% in 1984, according to the OECD.'

The unfortunate fact is that retraining merely provides new skills

to the unemployed unless sufficient jobs are available.

Second, in many industries automation is neing introduced in

a way that polarizes the work force, with a small number of highly

skilled and well paid jobs at the top and a much !arger number of

less skilled and desireable jobs at the bottom. The particular

problem this poses for training is the lack of intermediate jobs that

could serve as an effeetiAre car =er ladder. In conventional manufacturing,

for example, an assembler could train to be a toolmaker, a toolmaker

could become a tool designer, and a tool designer could progress to

Other engineering work. What happens when entire intermediate occupations

are largely aLtomated?

Finally, many of the jObt that are being created in the

economy as a whole are not comparable either in pay or benefits to

those that have been eliminated. There will be a need for,400,000

additional workers in fast food restaurants, according to the Bureau

of Labor Statistics, hardly a career Advancement for unemployed

steel workers.
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In conclusion, the rapid and pervasive nature of technological

development makes retraining a critical priority for the workers Who

are displaced and an important ccnponent of economic growth. Retraining-,

nowever; snouid not be viewed as a substitute for the creation of

an adequate number of jobs. A number of points might be userul to

consider:

- The simplest and most direct method to insure that ictraining

takes place is probably a direct subsidy to the training

Institution, particularly when smaller tirms are involved.

Federal coordination is necessary to insure that tne right

jobs and the right number of jobs ari targeted.

- Pre-training, training that takes place before unonpIoyment

results in industries that are undergoing major transformcion,

is preferable tc re-training once unemployment results.

A real danger, however, is that the long term unemployed will

receive the least adequate training as they I9se ties to the

industries in which they once worked.

- Instruction in skills alone does not constitute a meaningful

retraining program. An adequate stipcnc while training takes

place sufficient financial aid to m.s-e into a new job are

necessary.

An awareness that communities as well as individuals are

involved. When a city Foch as Detroit, based on an industry

Ciat is bein.: restructcred. is involved more than retraining

ued relocation is necessary. the cevelopment of irJu tries

capable of using existing skills and resources is important.

Any meaningful training program will nt course be expensive.

The only course of action more expensive is inactionx .



Representative i.r,Ank you, Mr. Shaiken. I want to thank
all of you for year 1-.667-Jiony. You obviously came at it from different
perspectives

I wander if we can focus on the major concern of this hearing,
which is trying to define the magnitude of this problem. There does
seem to be at least some difference of opinion with respect to that.

I am interested in, Mr. Bendick, how you would respond to the dif-
ferences of opinion expressed here about the inagnitude of the dis-
placed worker. I wonder if we can try to define specifically what we are
talking about with respect to the displaced workers, and maybe out of
that we might get some explanation for the difference of opmion, and
maybe _not.

Mr. BENDICK. The number which I have been suggesting to you of
about 100,000- displaced workers -is a population of people who are
both displaced from their jobs in the sense that the job has disappeared
and are not likely to come back and who have -not been readily re-
absorbed by alternative employment and would not be readily re-
absorbed by alternative employment even in a national economy ap-
proaching some form of -full employment. In other words, these are
people who are reachable by macroeconomic prosperity alone.

What Mr. Friedman has described is a very large flow of people who
have lost their jobs: Some of them will go back to their old jobs if the
economy can he brought decisively out of a recession. Some of them
would go back to other comparable manufacturing jobs but not back
to exactly the same old job.

The number who are left permanently 'behind is a hardcore that
corresponds, in my mind, to something like the long-term structural
unemployment problem; That is the smaller number that I am talking
about.

Representative- Luxonm_Let me just ask your this question with
respect to someth5ng- Mr. Shaiken said. He said the current tech=
nological change is different from that which we have seer, last,
such that the absorption of those people who have lost cliair as
a result of technological change in the past is really

'011.tai
la to

what we have now and what we will see in the fauns. 1..tiosr- do you
respond to that?

Mr. BENDICK. Well, it is possible that we have suddenly in 1983
entered an entirely new world which has no historical linkages to the
past. But there is nothing_in the rp.A, that says either that this prog-
nosis is correct or that those sorts of very sharp discontinuities in
history take place. We have hell recurrent fears of technological dis-
placement over the years in economic policy- debates. Prior to the cur-
rent one, the largest previous one was in the early 1960's, when the
Manpower Development and Training Act was created. That act was
created specifically to take care of- the problem of aatomation and
cybernetics, which was going to wipe out large proportions of the
traditional middle-class work force. A.nd it did not happen then, And
I believe there is strong reason to believe it is not about to happen now.

What Mr; Cetron and Mr; Shaiken have described are-very profound
technological changes, and when those are juitaposed against what
Mr; Friedman has described in terms of large numbers of unemployed
people, it sounds as though the one is the cause of the other. But it is

80
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simply not true. What has hurt the automobile industry and put those
1 million or so automobile workers out on the street is an overvalued
dollar, high interest rates, a tremendously deep and prolonged recess
sion, and a number of similar factors. Career transition is not the prob-
lem in the automobile industry for most of those workers; the problem
is macroeconomic policy.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Cetron, I wonder if you might just
respond to Mr. Shaiken's observation that the technological change is
so different -in magnitude that the absorption of individuals who lost
their jobs through technological evolution will be far different than
what we have seen in the past.

Mr. CETRON. I agree 100 percent. I am saying not only are we in a
position where we can; we are going to lose a lot of people because of
robotics. And we"are.

And the reason that I differ with Mr. Bendick specifically in the
same area is because you are not going to hire a erson_back if a robot
produces less than 1 percent scrap and people produce 15 percent scrap,
16 percent of the paint is used and 40 percent is sated. That robot is
here to stay.

In addition to this, it is nine times better than a Wean sday car,
Wednesday being the best. Monday they ara hung over So etimes
Fz :day four or five b-olts go on Wednesday is our best and a com uter
and a robotic car is made nine times better._ Therefore, the guys are n t
going to get called back to put out junk. Simple as that
_ Now, getting back to where more jobs are required, as Harvey said,
I think the answer very simply is true we have to get people retrained
to be able to sell-robots, to market robOts, export robots, schedule them,
servico them. We can have many, many more jobs. But the point very
simply is we are not training people for those jobs.

Representative LVNOEN. Let me ask this then of you : If we were
training people for the jobs as you envision us doing, if we had the will
to do so, would the jobs that they would be trained for that would be
newly created in the new technologically evolving industries; make up
for those iobs that are lost from traditional positions?

Mr. CErnort. Not only _would they make -up, I think they would make
up more than required. However, it is going to be different You ha 7e
tc' remember we_are in a different philosophy now. We_ are shortening
the workweek. There may &. two people doin.g one

is
getting paid

the 40-hour salary. It is called job sharing. There is nothing wrong
with it.

As a matter of fact, to be very honest, to take a look at it from a prac-
tical point of view,_with more and more two-earner families working,
two spouses_ working in one family, if both-familie.s ars morking by
the year 2000, 20 hours each, a family is still putting in 40 hours of
work. Salaries are higher. We are getting more for everybody, but_
there is a feminist movement taking place. It is a major change.

Part of the problem that Mr. Shaiken identified, and I will say the
same thing, is called the Harvard Business School. It is a major prob-
lem. It is called bottom line, bottom line, bottom line. So with this bot-
tom-line complex, wo do not spend money for research and develop-
ment, we do not spend money for training, we do not spend money for
education, because that has a long-term payoff.
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Represeutat/ive 141,NottEN. Maybe we are looking at the wrong bot-
tom line. Pay Me now, pay- rue later.

Mr. CETRON; it is tl ame thing. Productivity in this country, we
spent $100 per fact y worker between 1971 and 1980. We ha -r an 84-
percent increase M productivity. Japanese spend $240. they got a 350 -
percent increase in_productivity. And the female job, talking about the
office; we spent $6 per average; We got a 4-percent increase in produc-
tivity over a 10-year period.

We cannot afford_ to compete like_ this. It is impossible. I am saying
we eau get more jobs available and we can get people retrained and
reeducated for them; -

I differ greatly with Mr.. Friedman with this business ebout should
the unions be in there to approve what job training tikes, place. I dis-
agree because they only approve jobs that will not take away from
people working now. Housing rehabilitation technicians, we have 46
percent of the black comniunity urban centers who are not working
today.

iThere is no reason we should not have a program and teach those
kids living in public housing how to fix a boiler; how to fix a window;
how, to take care of catilking,fi an electrical switch or plumbing de-
vice._ Those are minor. After they fix up their own and get paid
maybe less- than union wages but work something outthey may even
want to go to the local area because people cannot a_fford to pay some
of the wages of some of these people. But it gets them-back to work._

I think wehave short-sighted techniques. It is not high tech: a16t of
it is service. But I think we are not even aonroaching it And if -things
are ad for the_automobile_workeui- now think of what it ngis goi to be
in h

ixh

e fut tire. The car by 1987 is 50 percent plastic. By 1990, 92,percent
astir: The steel industry is_ never going to come back again. They do

of need it in the automobile industry.
In addition to this, the average car lasts 7 years and 8 months right

now. That is longrsince 1946, right after the war, by the_year 1990
the average car. because it is made better and because of robotics and
computer-aided design and manufacturing; will last 10 years. If we
goto plastics by the_year 2000, it -will last 20 years.
You know what that is going to mean I General Motors will become

General Robots, the biggest manufacturer of rolicite in the world. This
is era -zy. No one -is even looking forward:_We are all looking backward.
Our hindsight is better than our foresight by a damned sight.

We have to remember what the eorporatiorm are looking at today.
Four_ key words: innovate,_ automates emigrate, or evaporate. Very
,Simply, if we do not start automating and; get back into that phase,
we -are going to go overseas. Then we are going to lose our jobs as well

Asa last comment on the whole thing,you talk about the problems
involved right nowand unions are definitely keeping people from
getting retrained _for high -tech jobs becausethey get paid half what
they did Wore. Comparability is not going to 1)e there.

It will be the elite. who are getting paid a lot-more for unique jobs,
and most of those will be people who cannot be automated :_the scull),
tor; the writer, the artist. These peopleoare going to get the highest
salaries around. A lot of jobs cannot be automated; and that _is what is
going to happen. We are going to have to go back and retrain.

30-:,388 0 - 84 - 6 82
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very honestly; _we know why. Let us not _kid- ourselves: Up_ to the
age. of 21-we are learning a trade. From 21 to 25 we are learning _the
tricks of the trade : infohnal chain of command; how_do Imake the boss
think he thought of it first; he who hath the gold maketh thb rule.
From 25 to 35 we practice the trade with the tricks of the trade; From
35 _on we _have forgotten the trade and are practicing tricks. We are
going to have to go back and get retrained; and this retraining is for
alLjobs across the board;

We are not trying to kid ourselves. The trouble is we are not spend-
ing the _money. We do not realize it is a major priority. If -we talk
ahout differences between income _vorking; think of what it is going
to mean in -terms of education. -Since the Gutenberg press; we- have
spent $1 billion for educational bboks. Between now in 1983 and 1g90
we are going to spend $1 billion, the same amount for educational com-
puters. Only 30 percent are going to be bought by the schoolS. 70 per-
cent by parents._If the parents going to_ educate their kids :1' home;
the rich -are going_ to get a better education than those who cannot
afford. the _computers;

That is de facto segre-fration. That is a major problem. Computers
can also be used' for retraining. I think the problems. we are talking
about are grosser, are larger than just unemployment today. We have
long-term problems;

Representiitive LUNGREN. Mr. Friedman.
- - Mr; FRIEDMAN; I will try to keep my remarks briefer than Mr.
Cetron did.

The implication that drunk _autoworkers are responsible for quality
problems is insulting, to sa the least. If you look at quality in the
I";S: automobile industry; by and large the problem historically has
ken that corporate management has not placed adequate priority on
it. That is the_real issue. And in the last few years they have had .their
pants knocked off as a result and have begun to take major steps to
improve quality, which are paying off very measurably in substantial
increases in quality.

But to denigrate the workmanship_ of U.S. automobile_ workers as
Mr. Cetin did-I think is both misleading and wrong That is not-now
and_ has_ never been the problem. with respect to the quality of U.S.-
built antomobiles.

In fact, if you look at the statements by foreign-based manufac-
turers who do come to thc_nited States and set up shop here.-if you
look at the statements of Volkswagen of America _or Honda, Which is
now building automobiles-at a plant in Ohio; unless those man_ufac=
turers are deceiving the public, their statements are that the quality of
workmanship by American autoworkers is as high or higher_ than
anywhere in the world, that the Rabbits built in Westmoreland, Pa.,
are lig_her in_ quality than those built in Wolfburg. the Hondas that
are built in Marysville, Ohio, are in fad, according to the corporation,
higher in qualitv_than _those Wilt_ in Japan._ - -

So I beg to differ with NIr. Cetion That the problem with quality
which we acknowledge has been a prOblemis attributable to:drunken
autoworkers.

On the issue of whether the cause of the loss of- jobs in the auto-
mobile industry is a cyclical or a structural phenomenon, I want to
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kind of- analyze Mr, Benc lick's statement a little bit. I think he is right
about the causes of the loss in the last, 3 Tears. Ile says it is a macro-
c_conoinic problem :_ tight money; high interest rates; overvalue in
dollar. the combined effects therefore of recession and massive increase
in imports. Exactly right.

Representative LUNCIREN. That did not just happen in the last 3
years; though;

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Three to four.
Representative LuxonEN: We have had difficulties in the automobile

industry for the last decade, have we not?
. Mr; FRIEDMAN.. May I come back to that second? I just want
to finish the point if 1 might, which is, he may be right about why we
lost the jobs in the_last 3 _years; but he is exactly wrong about why we
will not get the jobs back in the next 3 years. -And that-is- the struc-
tural issue; the _issue of new technology, and the issue of the rapidly
inci-easing productivity. And that is why it is a structural problem
and a major problem of worker displacement, not only in auto but in
other industries.

_ So it can be quite true that II recession, the tight money, and
the overvalued dollar are the pr:...ximate causes of the bloodbath we
have_ seen in our industry in the last 3 _years; and yet also true the
problem for the long run is structural. Those jobs having been lost in
this terrible recession are_not going_to come back in the _recovery. And
that is the point that I think Mr. Bendick fails to understand.

_Representative LUNGREN% What_would you define as the_magnitude
of the problem ? What are we talking about as you would see it in
terms of displaced workers in our economy in the next.decade or so?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. If you press me for a number, I think the Congres-
sional Budget Office figure of 3 million is a lot more realistic than Mr.
Bendick's figure of 100,000.

Representative LTINGREN.. .1 re :.on aware of any_other studies tha'
have been done than the Conge:- onal Budget Office?

MT: FRIEDMA/L_ The prob1,1 o 1,, .1at are we measuring. I understar
there is going to be a one-tiol iy survey conducted in January 19
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; attempting to quantify ihe
tude of the displaced worker problem.

There_ was also a provision in the Job_ Training Act to collect data
on plant- closings and economic dislocation. But that provision has
not been implemented.

I guess what I am. realm saying is we do not know because nobody
is collectirg the data.

Representative LUNCIREN.- Lc me -ask you, just your sector-that you
are, specifically concerned with; are there any estimates from the UAW

-o_the number of displaced warkers that we will continue to have
even if we come out of_this recovery as best as we can ?_

Mr. FutEnmAN. -Our best guess is that the-work force in the _auto-
mobile industry after we get clone leveling off with the modest -pi : aura
that we are ha cing now -is going to continuo _torshrink for_ the balance
of this decade, even under re:Isonably Optimistic assumptions, -even if
the market_ cones back; basically because C. the tomb; led effects of
new technology and massive growth in impnrts and fore.ign sourcing,
unless there is public policy to limit those things.
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;-So our best guess is that we could. easily we another couple of hun-

dred- thousand jobs lost by the -end of the decade from the core_auf-A,
mobile industry and associated with that another 400,000 or 500,000
supplier jobs,

Representative Luiqoa. v. Mr. Shaiken, let me ask you a question.
Thishas tad° with experience in the greater Boston area where Boston
was basically on its economic rear end a decade ago. The textile indus-
try and things associated with that had left it It was as devastated or
almost as devastated as Detroit is today.

_Yet; since_ that time; we have seen Boston become involved in_the
high- technology revolution, entering it in a big way. From the Cali-
fornia perspective; we would say it is a second Silicon Valley.

NeitietheieSaLthere has been a tremendous transition there with the
rather optimistic result as opposed to what many said would happen in
the greater Boston area, and the entire State of Massachusetts, a dee-
ade__or so ago;

Why -cannot a Detroit duplicate the Boston experience ? Why
cannot the Boston experience be duplicated around this country? Why
do we have the prospect of lamer permanent unemployment rates
as a result of the technological revolution when we have the Boston
experience to point to?

Mr; SIIAIKN I think there are a number of things that tire Peen:
liar about the Boston experience that you cannot really replicate all
over the country. One of the key factors in the setting up the boom
Of high tick was the enormous concentration of educational
tions in Boston that provided much of the fuel for the boom in high
tech when it first began caking off on Route 128,

lint even if you could c'u plicate. that elsewhere; how_many high-
tech centers can the United ;States effectively utilize? In a way; it is a
little Eke saying, look, Japan has achieved enormous economic growth
by being totally expert- centered. -That ma work for Japan;_it may
work for one or t, other countries, It will -not simulteneouslwork
for every rountr: :,ii the world to base its economic policies strictly
on exports.

Also I think the gixiwth of high tech in Boston is worth examining
a little more closely. For example; a recent study showed that of the
workers in textiles in _the Boston_ areas,- in Lowell and elsewhere; only
3 percent eventually found_ jobs in the 7.1ig't-tech firms. So while bigh
tech is no doubt important to the ecoomy -of Massachusetts; (a) it
does not provide a) 'argest sTroutit,4 of Job_s,;,,nvices do_; and (b)
most of those worlters who ,_k_iv_piaced did not find a job solution to
their own econoir,i, n,Memo it ,igh tech

I think this -;eall7.- to a ;argil. question; which is; in fact; how
different is am omtitrir, t, day?

Representittivi 1;t:iNGREN; I would like to_ interject one question
here. If it did not affect_a la; ge percentage of the displaced Workett,

*as its effect on those people v if you looked-at historical
models, would have been expected to into the textiles
Wits there an entrance into the high tt.,:h or high-tech-related indus,
tries by those people who in previous ylars or a generation back would
have expected to move into the -xtile industry?



Mr. SlIAIKEN;_ I think it would be a little hard _to _quantify; Cer-
tainly, some of t hose people did find jobs in high tech. Certainly, high
tech again has been important to the economy. of Massachusetts; _But
it has not been the white knight that solved the economicroblems
even in Massachusetts let alone under _far. 1.3.is favorable terrain in a
situation like Detroit when there are already several major high-tech
centers in the country and when vi rtually every major industrial
State is seemingly pursuing the same strategy.

I recently had th experience. of looking at some of the promotional
literature for Pennsyl.-:ania,:111inois, and Michigan. 'fl.e_y are remark-
ably similar. All thire seem to be intending to attract high tech-as-a
soltition to the problems in manufacturing. It will not work in all the
States that are trying_ it.. It may not work _for the long term even in
the States that have already been successful with it.

Mr. CERON: Congressman _Lungren, there are four things that are
required, one of which is education,- because you can get graduate
professors to work as consultants and you get the graduate students
as slave laborThat is important in an area that i.. part of the high
tech,

The second thing_ that you need is an educational system that is
pitting out good---that the people want to -stay _there and_when_they
gro...luate is a good educational system for their kids. They
have that area; Silicon Valley; Res,:arch Triangle; Salt Lake
CitA , and northern Florida.

You have to have a good vocational_ group to _service the things
that are Thy have it up there. A lot of those workers

te: v ;T. the area up_there.
Anothe, ppening a lotand I did not th:nigrate our work-

ers; well, computers_ can do it better because they
do_not tiring: to begin ith.,It is something else.

But in general. the _places thatare grownv awe been wb.ere there
are nonunion or right-to-work States. And this is a prchlem. I do
not mean to bring that up as a lin.ritv. but it is a Let of life.

1".r. Fzt-ar would like to expand on thin. Tn Boston with the
Data Resources study that B"siness Week coinmi,sioned raises some
i 'Arresting figures

Representative_ Luz,Trfo:N._ The only thing 7.311 did not m' ntion is
weatilm and we have been tols! everybody is moving to the Sim Belt
heeause of weather. NTT oh_servt, you do not .g^t, that same sort
of_weatlier in Boston. So there !lust be mere to it than that.

Mr. SITAIKF.N: The seafood is good in Boston also.
T think the Data Resources figures that were commissioned by

Business_ ireek T think are _reasonable_figures for the ecoc.;,--ty rts_a
i'Nta_Th,sourres pointed to the fact that Wpm: jobs were to

he generated in hi is led'. in_ the next decade; which is fewer than
half the -ritinber of col-., tin.' have t.lrendy been eliminated in mann-
fartnring in the las' years,

; think it really the questio.i. how different in fact- is high
tech today ? An6 T think using the Um "automation" itself is con-
fusing liee:IRSC 'hat raises all -the old :lchates M the-19511's n_.13 196(1's.
This antontafi in today is in fnet fnioiamentally different._ One ..e the
reasons it is so difTerent is that we have a technology that has r's,:31-
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taneously affected every occupational group 9f the economy or every
!ballot occupational sector. I think that is one of the things that was so
different. It is not only ti. question of robots displacing workers in the
factory, but at the same tune, traditional areas of cpnortunitie-. say
in a bank or an office or the service sector, are also ix closed oil by
theintroducticn of automation.

What we are faced with, I think the real danger we are faced with,
is that we could in fact have competitive firms and we could have a
very respect.thle economic recovery but at the same time reemployment
will not follow. And the slogan, -Automatenr evaporate," while it is
very catchy, in all three cases sizable job_ loss might be involved._

So I think if- we lock overall, tech certainly is not going to pull
us out or pro iide ver, o. jcl:Js that we neul. And beyond that,
as automation bet sopinsticated, as costs drop even further,
which t.. rn even mvAco serious problem
that will rea111; affect ,Litai.icter of the recovery.

It is not so n; .1.;h. that, autoinaion in any real sense has resulted in
the major job los,.-es to date, but it is in fact having a major effect on
the nature of the recovery and it. may be our first high-tech recovery.

- Representative Luximmx. One -of the _rea-.7;ns we are embarking on
t hl se hearings is that I do not think we in Congress have done enough
thinking_ about the _adequate Federal role in- retraining. I_ am con-
tinually humble in the job I have. One of the things I have discovered
is it_ is ITU d fficu I t for _us to forecast changes in the eco; .omy. Cer-
tainly, when we are talking about this, it is extremely difficult..

- I cannot fathom. for instance, what the structure of the economy- jr
the impact Of the structure of the economy will be if we have a rather
marked increase -in the usage of _home_ computers; What does that say
about. service industries? What does that say about people's ability to
live in small _communities and do t'le type of work they can do and
that can then be funneled ioto via computer lines and so forth to otYer
areas ? hat does that- iibout establishing small suppor groups in
those small communitte-, susttiining lobs ,that we could not sustain
otherwise because- ou Noold :tot have the services_ in those ar'.ssi

I do not know how well we ean forecast it. I know their.: are tre-
mendous changes. But I just reflect -on -trip I took It ith my family
across the country this year. One of the things we tried to see in my
home State _WI-Q the Gold .P,Isn country of California. You certainly
see the rapiclit v of chanue there, where just over virtually a two-decade
period_ of time you saw _cities, that were created and then_ were gone.
riwv had 70.(10.0- to 100.000-person communities. and a decade later
there _is nothing left except _what we like to preserve so we can remem-
ber What that 20-years was like.

- I do not want to continually look back; but I am reminded that
cliage has come '1v in the past ;ti a way that we were never able
to fulls anticipate tst. And_ in some of the suggestions_thave
heard here anal ms 1 am having these hearings becaus?. I think
we ought_ to be i ;bout-ithut some of the suggestiors almost
assume that sone r are capable of making smr. ratlisr funda-
mental decisions on the governmental level with respect te where these
changes are going to take us.

_And my fear is what if we_make a major mistake in estimating
where those changes are going to take us? Do we retatu our develop-
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ment toward the technologicAl revolution? Arid I would query in_ the
Boston situation; what if the Federal Government had entered in e
massive way to try to maintain the textile industry in Boston; would
that have removed capital that went in fact to the 1.1gh-tech industries
to preserve. jobs ;hat were ther:. 7 . ultimately wiltrz the point of no
return comes waen you i-ast canno Je competitive in the world market-
place?

And at that point; -would Boston have been in-far worse shapi, than
it is todiLy bee4111S0 of not building on its strengths and not moving on
the direction of high technology brit- ryintt tapreServe a past that.just
cannot be preserved in this elm of rapid teermological change?

:And; you know; I am flattered oftentimes by experts who come here
and testify that somehow those of us in Congress have this ability to
get the people to decide what -is going to happen out there and thu.-e-
fore we should become directly involved in a massive way. I am not
just not sure tile 3VC can find thtit

CE;'aox. Congressman Lungren, there is a problem. You can
take a look at all the data; includinteconoinists. IOU get seven econ-
omists. you get, eight options. Butif you are taking a look across
the hoard. almost everyone will tell you that between now and the year
2000 vt,,1 are going .from 4 _percent in agricult,are to 3 percent; we are
pePie from 26 percent in manufacturing to between 8 anti -11 percent
beehuse of increases in productivity with automation; robotics; and
everything else.

It means you are going to roughly 88 percent of the people will be
in the area.olservice sector; Under those conditions; half_of it has got
to be information. That means you are talking between 40 and 44 per-

Under those conditions, half of them can work. -at home in the
slued community. I ou ^au get connected at home. There is a lot of

problems you run into also: In a small study of 150 couples who
both have coMputers working at home, the divorce rate quadruples.
Too _much of a good thing.

I know it sounds ridiculous, but. I am talking little social things
that are_ine,..ctant, You I ^ve got to be in a situation of saying, what
do we do .e.7ross the board ? We are not all going to be high-tech
CC17 t l`l .;. as na.Itioned earlier. There are going to be a lot of people in
t_lie service sector. We have got to get ourselves heed up to say; what
do we no

ielesentative LUNGREN. 7 the lesson that you take or'. of this
No. 1, obviously; preptc it the future we lutist 1 ne ; .ter
dedivAtion to the _educational sources_ and how they api to
our yolrilger people, but in du tcrim for those people already.iit the
jol, market and for when_ our oung people grow. up; a cohtmuin
rc.rai:;ing, leist possibility, to be there ? Do we have geneig
agreement oh ? Is there anvon i. who disagrees with _that ?

Mr. Finnowx. I would not disagree. I think the, fundamental point
is we have got to leari, tl,at ilte word is not dirty; four -let-
tered word. it is an import ,nt function of Government, one which
corporations reeogniz._ the i noortant_e of all the time; That really _is
our problem. We just have rot a consensus in this countl about the
need to engage in the sort of planning that _we need to do to develop
into the kind of future that we all m ant, to see happen.
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I agree with you that it is not easy to do that kind of planning.
I agree_ with you that_ mistakes could be made in the _process of trying
to do the planning. 1.1ut, to not attempt it at all I think is the worst
folly of

Representative LIINGREN. I .would just -suggest if the Government
:makes a mistake, it affects all of us. If_a corporation makes a mistake,
.t affects that corporation. As I say, I drove across count'been to
places like _Alliance, Kans., _Allison,_Colo.; places you cannot even find
on a map. I find it hard to believe that those of us in Washington can
figure out what is best for those con niunities. in very, very important
ways and somehow master-plar, the economy to effect that.

_ So I do not go dial, far. At the same_ time,- we onghf to_be doing some-
thing with resr ect to the bafics; and the basics, to take an example,
include, among k-ther things- looking at antitrust policy, and asking
w!p: I its implicati.ms are A;id in this context, the whole educational
coat nt.- what is Go7ernment'su_role, what is the private sector's _role ?

And I would like to ask all four of you to respond to : What is
the_pi.oper role of the Private sector on the business side to 1.1W question
of training and retraining of their employees as we go through-this
period or as we enter even more firmly this period of rapid teehnologi-
cal growth it, industry? Is it something that can-best be worked out in
the private sector? Should it be directed by tl,P Government? Exactly
what do you perceive to be the way it should be engaged in?

Mr: SHAIKEN: I think the, private sector carries very far-reaching
training Programs which.. it has done successfully.:But I think overall
iti terws of retraining._ t In private sector has certainly failed. In many
respects, it has failed because of training internally

The fact that there is a shortage_of machinist; in this country today,
while there is some dispute over the 'size of it from small shor.,owners
as well as for large companies, there_is a shortage of real skills_ in
metalworking today.. that is more difficult to _understand, _given the

.levels of unern 7loyme:7,t and the availability of candidates for
retraining.

So_ simply_ leaving this job to the private sector alone I think would.
1.:e a big mistake. = It would influence very fundamental iSSUP-S al train-
in:, and retraining which underpin the successful ormtion of the
cr.-nomv in many industries to very short-term-gc.ins.

I think _we resed _a broader participation in the way those decisions
are. made. That include- r iblic participation and also includes partici-
pation by those wori,..;es who are directly_ affected through their unions
and the way these de-:,,ions am made. Skills and the development of
skills, the resources to do that; I think go beyond whal any single cor-
poration can do.

AnG simply_ to use the balAnee_ sheet as_ the way we determine our
long-term needs in this area which so fundamentally affects the entire
operation, of c:,c economy would be a mistake.

I think. in at:lit:ion. simply relying on the private_ sector wood in-
sure that those w 3:,_-"zers who have lost direct contact with their industry
or who have ber,1 laid off too-long would 411 between the crackn. And
I think that would be not only 'economically very poor but persDnally
a tragedy for the workers in the corinut-..ity involved.
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Representative Tirt:cuttEx. 14fr. Friedman; let me ask you in this way:
Do vou l .licce that the effort that General Motors and the UAW
have ..nv 'c_K1 this past week for retraining about MOO workers in_the
announcement that came _put of Flint, Mich., is one that is oetter
seryod by keeping the Government out of it, or is there _a role for par-
ticipation by Government in this particularprograml

Mr. FRIEnNtAx. We are very proud of what w- have been able to do
in collective bargaining in the whole area of Mulling and_ retraining.
Ana wo lot cud to continue to do more through collectii._e_bargaining.
But we a!, the first to admit and acknowledge-that _while _we may be
able ti t li needs of some thousands of workers through collective
bargainnig, Iii l'act there arc millions in need and we-just cannot begin
to -come_ to g with the total dimensions of the problem thitingli -col-
lective bargaining alone. I think it is very much a public sector re-
sponsibility; its T _tried to indicate earlier.

In terms of the Government role in Flint; I do not know the detailsi
but, T would be glad to check_ for yon and _let_you knoW.

Representative 1.17NGREN. I would appreciate that;
[Tile fc:lowing information was subsequently supplied for the

record :1
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UAW & GM ANNOUNCE 9111IVLION

RETRAINING LOGY AIN

The UAW and C.2 :drat Motors today announced vainptehensive retraining and

trnining program to eery, slme 9,300 laid off UAW /GM weekers.

Ttie project includ:f Re0onal Employee Skills Development and Trabing Center

that will itssem: the avadat.ility of jobs, train workers and assist thtrr. in sewing jobs

within the GM system, and Industries. Over $7 has beer, cemmit:ed tc

the first year of operation.

UAW Vice Presiden, Donald Etillet, directs ll'es tin...in's.General Motors Dept,.

anti 117rcef S. Warren; Jr.: vice president in charge of .;M's tno..tstrial Relations Staff,

announced the Joint endeavor whiCh has ';cations that extend far be3.:nd Flint.

"We view this as a sound approach io ensuring- job security and fktrer f G.ploy ment

opportunities for UAW members at GM," said nphlin ..,d Warren. "Thi: program is a

piototype of other training Centers that need to be created to addros the changing

demon,. 'or skilled workers in the teChnologleally dOrniated industrial worle or the

I Pa's ar.. 'ieyontl," they added.

"The Center progrr.n will be designed to meet a broad range et e.nployee

development and training riVer. bill it will be much more than that. Au've all, will b.s

joint process of wide Scope, :rom co-direction to joint staffing. From thisexperience,

the stage will Le set for further growth sad understrAding, all of which can elo nothing

but improve the Quality of Work Life frw .11."
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L'Als Region lc, based in Flint, includes GM operations in Lansing,. Adrian and

l'ouinseh, where there are virtually no layoffs, as well as Flint where OM's current

,n1 some 9,300 workers; inettic 'bout 5,900 who still have recall rights.

the Flint project is 'he second m., ;lb training program undertake.: jointly by

UN% and GM within the lest ye..- , direct result of the historic collective

pZ1I I Fling h.grrrment negotiated ' the UAW in !klatch of 1992. The

,;" .t Nit established is Joint s, ' 'training Committee lc promote

re.aumignnd related skills of 011 workers nationwide.

Last Septernher, GM, '' Nts Slut. California s.gied an agreement

to provid about $10 million arid jot. placeisent of laid-off

seekers from two nth. C.31 -emont and South Gate. California

hat program has been in operation Into laid year mid will continue through 1083.

!uniting of $4 million !or the California project also came from the special

I P. ii31 training fund. The remainder of the money is N combination of State and

I r,1,11 finds I II that ease.

t hose

1;4, and barren said the Flint prejeet includes several unique features. incl4d.ng

t)ev,Iopment of n working or labor-managoment cooperLd'In focused

oh the of laid-oti workers as well as retraining can ntly einpl.:yed wo:kers whose

are expeted to become obsolete in the future,

This plan is designed to help e1:;I'lle NtAr!ther active or inactive,

to r,,,, self set, 'id formal education or retraining to imerove their chalices of re-

rient r -omen' withir, Or outside of .1.ttorg.
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Utilization of a broad-oased employee committee to review training

program design, Identify employer needs specific occupations, and assist in the

placement of re-trained personnel.

Emplo:.*ev-specric training In demand occupations, such as computer

systems op,ations, statistical process control, electronics, building maintenance, word

proceedig, machinists, medical technology and .0 on.

Remedial training for those who require development in basic reading,

mathematics and communication skills.

In-plant training of active w. --keys whose jobs face obsolenscenee, which

would be an on-going effort de.ligned to shift emphasa from unemployment

employment as Ms iges in the id.C.; industry require.

"The program will be linked to the community network of educational institutions,

private industry CCJ ncli-s, social service sgencles ard employment service-economic

development agencies," Ephlin and Warren said. "With its broad-based support, we feel

confident the program will succeed."
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Representative LIINGREN. Mr. Cetron.
Mr; Crraux; I think_ there is a. Government role; but' think _there

is also one for private business. Private industry councils are allocat-
ing dollars for the Job Training Partnership Act; I think that was a
good move in the case of the dministration,_ because what they aro
saying is;_ we want _the_ private corporations to help in _the training;
It is much more difficult to have a company train somebody and tire
the..i than it is; saythe unions and the local- organizations; local cities
or counties to train someone and sa would you like to hire this per-
so.. ? He says no--

I think that is a good indication of what the Government's role
can be: Guidance; _When it comes to education; I feel strongly that
they should be setting standards and say_i_you do not get Government
funds_ unless you go. -to 2111 days and T hours_ of schools an hour and
a half of homework instead of an hour and a half a week and getting
away from the attitude of _getting our threc_most important courses
being gym. driver's education, and typing. Gettin_g back to English,
math;- physics; haying some of the local schools in fact giving guid-
ance. Look, there is no reason why_you cannot_give a kidnot a letter
for football; basketball; or baseball; but a letter for being a math
leader or a chemist.
- A lot of the money being spentund Federal money as well that
is being used to help in large football stadiums, when it could be
spent to expand computers; - - - _

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Cetron, you criticized some of the
PIC_organizations in the past;_the way they worked in the past, also
the Federal Government for failing to anticipate shat the type of
jobs_will be as we look into the

What advice would you have for Government nnd for training ad-
ministrators to_determine the occupations of the fitture ? Where should
we seek that information?
_ Mr; CETRON; First of all; I do not nwan to pat ourselves on tbe
but in workin_g_ and what our technology can provide not only from
this country but looking_at what they are :king overseas as_ well; what
types of jr;bs could be there, what training is required, what schools
are required, what the salaries wiil for_ beguming salaries, mid
career salaries. the numbers required. We have been checking with
corporations: How -much training do, you need, 2 weeks vocational
eiiication, on-the-job training apprenticeship, 4 years of college

the kind_ of work that snould be done. It is nos; being done
by DOL. It is not being done at all. That is when to-give guidance.

The_ second thing is I think they ought to be setting up standards
whttrebv unless the money is being used to -provide_ new _jobs wid
training penple.including the money to drive back_ and 'forthqo
and the money to take care of babysitter t;it get these people off the
dole; And there should he jobs made -available.

And there should not b welfare program where people are just
home because_ of childrrn. They should be given jobs made available,
trained for jobs and hat 6 dav-care centers set up.

I am talkintr about changing the whole operation. 'More of the same
is uot going to (-10 it if we are competing with other countries overseas.

Reprepentative Ti'rxnr. You are certainly talking about changing
some things. 'Frankly, I think some people who are working; maybe not
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in the highe,i-pa id jobs, would certainly support retra;iling programs;
1.111 I wonder i i they would I hue if we made available all those
things:. not only training hut babysittingservi.vs and transportation to
and from %York%

A hit of people out_ there do not get that for their jobs _right now
hpt i. Ow ideal world, but we are not dealing in the ideal world.

Mr. 0:Tro:.. :-40 what you do. you use leverage_ funds. If you tell a
iItuor ;rti ii. iv. fore vou lire this _person, we will pick up part, the
ioveronwto w.II pich_ up part. and your local cities will, then you can

wake n thwhile. But not all Fedel.al Government funds-4 agree.
I donot e 1.ink the old business of throwing money at programs is the
%ray to go. 1 agree. with you there.

Representative Lt-Notuis. Mr. Bendiek, one of the statements you
made that apparently is not shared bv the others on the panel is this
one. In your prepared statement you say

l'he pace of ocetiviConal eVolitrom In the economy is_ sufficiently slow that most
urrent adult oriiers coonpietv their working_ _lives withio_their current

occupations. and most ecsmomie dislocation can be absorbed icy attritimL
On what stn you int:ze that statement ?_ Because there does appear to

be some nit her strong ditrerences of opinion on that
Mr. BENtura. Those are the historical patterns of how :change, has

taken place. insofar as we can do studies right up to the minute. look-
ing at (im datathis year's data from the Current Population
surve irrri1 11-4 hose pat terns Seem to hold ell rrent ly. h IS dins-
cu I t iri k-iu because wean. in the depths of a recession-. and until you
enthe out .of a 7e,-ession :.7ou are only going on a forecast of what the
longrun eousegitences or N\ ital. the postreeession prtterri will. look like.
lint as nearly Di we can tell, those patterns continue to hold.

I would like to respond -to your basic question ahmit the role -of
Government a;: the Foie of the Private sector. I know Capitol Hillis
not nomAy noted_ for hung institutional memory. but I would ask
von to go back within 1-ot more than a Aria when we user! to have.
the famous eartaon DoOnesbury. You remember there was a character
in that .cartomi. ,Toanie_ t'attn.s, who quit her job at the iitiV:care renter.
went to law school for 3 years; and enierged,like a hiitteity from her
eh as a le_gislat ire assistant in Conress.

Ilepresentative T;r:voar.N. We cannot expand many more jobs like
that We liaN got quite a few.

Mr. ricxrucic. That pattern_ of retraining is xhat_in the of
many of the people talking about this issue tod.iy. That is. solo:- 'v
le:.:Yes a jobJeaves acareer, goes back to school for S month a_ year.
or more and emerges with an entirely new rx-cupoition. That simply
ein pi tit-a lit' is not the normal_ way in which the oceupational structure
moll-es. What primarily is hapriling is people make small invest-
ments. they keep the came occupational title; and the nature of their
role change.. and most of that happens to people who are rurrilntly
employed. _ _ _ _)

-There has_11 en_soine mention here of high .tech in the office. the
automated office. Five years ago my testimony would have been typed

fits a _typewriter. It was in fact typed on a Word processor. bid it was
typed by the same person with the same employer,-nanielv_. :be I-rbrin
Fist it lit e-,who would have typed it 5 years ago. WI word processing
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came to the TTrban Institute, the secretaries were sent to school for a
week. And they went through a_ month or so when they were learning
how to use the equipment. And the transformation was made. That
kind of transformation is really terribly characteristic of most of the
transformations that go on within occupations and across occupations.

Because most of that takes place in an incremental fashion and with-
in employment, I think you really want to emphasize, the busineSS role
in making the forecasts and in providing training services; What I :mg,
(ve,,te'l in my testimony Governmentony was that the Gove role ought to consist
of giving 1.,!siness an additional incentive to provide that kind of in-
cremental training. I have suggested a payroll tax type of mechanism
with a credit,

Rut I think that it makes sense to base the delivery mechanism on
the business sector, and for the currently employed.

Once _yon are_ dealing _with those who are unemployed or perma-
nentiv

_ disl ocated, it is indeed true that the business sector is not going.

to deal with their problems. But it is a mistake to equate retraining
with the process of reemployment. The empirical studies of where
people go, what kind of training they are willing to take, and what
kind of training is needed to get people reemployed sugg,est that most
reeinployment--again_ given a proper macroeconomic environment,
which we stilldo_not_have,hut given the macroeconomic environment
which offers job opportunitiesis that most of that reemployment, is
it matter of placement and job development rather than _retraining.

There is a Government _role for dealing -with the long-term struc-
tually uiwinployed who do not have the basic _educational skills to
get into the system, Those are the _disadvantaged, the adult function-

iiiiterate,_and_the next, ovneration coming up who should be moved_7_
inititt11:hito the new occupations whieh does require_a higher- level of
training than the kind of training their parents had There is a key
Government role, a direct expenditure role_ in all of that-.

Representative I.17xounx. There have been a number of policy
options that have been presented in various pieces of legislation or
talked about here on the Hill with respect to dealing witli the_-ques7
tion of struetural_unemployment; whatever the magnitude is; One of
those was raised by Mr. Friedman, some sort of jobs bills based on
public service. I would like you to respond to that: How dOes that fit
in the equation dealing, in your opinion, with the question of the
displaced worker?
_ Mr. _Sti.cinm I think a jobs bill would be in fact quite important.
I think it does depend on one's_assessment of the magnitude
of the cluinge. If in fact it is only 100,000, then it would call fin. dif:
feent measures than if it is 3 or 4 million;

I think the 100.000 figure is really spacious, since it,does not even
correspond to what hastaken place in the automobile industry alone,
I_ think the larger_ figures, whatever the exact figure may be, I think
the larger- categories are more appropriate; and I _think they call for
action_that is equal to the challenge, which would have required somesort of job

Representative LuxortF.x; 1.-et me ask you this question : The Job
Patneiship Act that we passed came out of the CETA

experience, where we observed that most of the problems that we had
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and the waste of funds took place on the public sector Side and the
succees took place on t he private sectotside.

_And this'bilL the law that will actually go_into effeet on October 1
Of this year, directs it to the private sector side and not to the public
sector side. _That is why I am asking the _question. What is the magic
of What is the laliefit that is being promoted by redirecting resources
lweause we only have a liiiiited amount of resourcesto public service
or public seetoi jobs as opposed to private sector jobs; particularly in
an ever- changing technological environment_where the experience has
largely been the pnblie_seetor they -train people for already existing
jobs that are not necessarily transferable on_the outside?

Really, it is A nice thing to -tack about a lobs but in that context_,
can you shed some light on why you would suggest that we need public
service employment?

Mr. StiAmfix, BeCiiii-se I think the private sector in fact, while cer-.
taro of the things that are worthwhile Bare -and Will be done in this
area will be inadequate for the scope of the kind of challenge that we
are looking at right now: -

To simpl point Out what. happened at CETA_and say that gener-
kally this moans that puhlic participation in this area is inherently
unworkable I think is really short- sighted. It blamesit takes what
happened in one specific ease with all its shortcomings and essentially
extrapolates that to a much larger case where the administration, the
ile54,erti Of the bill and various other factors could have a much different
kind of an impact.

I think we are going to need something in addition to Whatever the
private Seettir is going to be _able to do in _this area And I think that

-ii-gaing7toltaq-arre-onttype ofpuhlic jobs bill.
Representative LuNGREN._Mr. Friedman.
Mr . 1'. RIEIIMA.N% We have _got 11 million officially counted finem,

ployed, moire than 11/2 million _discouraged _unemployed, 5.5
million_ involuntary public workers. I think we are talking about 16 to
17 million peope_who needs jobs.

I- agree with you in terms of the long run, we need to address the
probleiriS related tb_the__structurat change in the economy. But we -also
need to look at _the shortrun problems too. And they are very interre-
lated beetiiiSe a lot of the thinrcs we could do in the short run would give
us a better- future infrastructure investment.

All the bridges -that are felling down; all the hospitals and sewers
and schools that are in disrepair, these are things that could be_done
now that at, the same time would lay a basis for a better future. Public
,Se_rvice employment is needed_ too.

Representative LtlanEiL if that money comes out of the public
sector, _What about the lob losses in the private _sector?

Air. FtiifitiStA. It does not___ _

Representative LiTxonfix. What do you mean it does not? Who cre-
ates the money?
_

Mr. FR1EDMA*. When you have the kind of unemployment we have
in this country today, you can put people back to_work through public
service employment without subtracting from elsewhere ifand etono-
MY. We are running an economy that in 1982 was some $1,500 below
its potential fOr every man, woman, and child; We had a recession that

30-388 0 - 84 - 7 9
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cost $100 billion_ in_ wealth that-could have been produced if every-
body who wanted a job had a job lost year.

So in fact. its WIlti -(101IV ill the 1930's, as was- done through the New
Deal programs of the works progress administration---wher _I flew
into this city I landed at_ an airport that was built as a result of a
government poo.rain In place In the 1930's. When I grew up, I grew
up in a_ town where the_ stadium where I went to see the high school
football games was built in the 1930's through one of those work
progress administration programs;

We have needs every bit as_great today and Insed resources alarm-
ingly close to the levels that prevailed then kinds,. of pro-
grams. updated to be sure, could be very effective now.

Representative LUNORKIs% _I appreciate, your position on that. T just,
would observe, we have had 6 million jobs created In the economy_ since
December that were not there; and they were not created by the jobs
!till -that we passed last. year.

The study that was clone. on the jobs Bill passed by Congress showed
more jobs were targeted for areas of high employment and less jobs
were targeted for areas of greater unemployment. Where the jobs are
targeted seems to depend on where the chairmen of the committees and
subcommittees are from. I do not think you are ever going to subtract
the pal itical_ element in_ making those-decisions.

A.nd frankly. I really do not see how you say that if we take -this
money and we build an airport whether we need it or not in southern
California, that you cannot, get anybody to agree where, toput it ; "Not
in my backyard; you do _not," is _the _watchword _there. That money
has to come front somewhere._ either from a deficit, a greater deficit
that takes it, out of the opportunity for capital investment, although
borrowing in the. private. sector, or taxation.

Mr. CETRON% I happen to agree: What I _am saying, in essence; is I
think it is wrong. I think we need some quick-fix jobs. These people are

ing potholes; building bridges; building stadiums. That is marvelous;
But those people are going to lose their jobs right after the 1984 elec-
tion. They are not going to be tr ained for anything else.it_is a quick fix
to get them out there yelling and screaming. That is all. They are not
being trained. -

And I think it is a short-sighted approach. It is a typical American
approach. We worry about everything. We have a 2-week memory; We
do-not look at delayed goals.

When I was in China, we saw people who were working long term;
working long -hours saying, "I am not going to have my children's
children. We believe in long- term -growth. We believe_in education;
We believe in training." I said, "What is it about, Buddhism, Shifit-6:
ism, or Taoism ? What, is this ethic you are- talking about," He said;

---'11-n-Eu-glish-vim-ctillit -the 'Protestant ethic.' "
I think we have lost part of it _and we are trying to throw money -in

programs. It is not an answer. The answer is, get people back in, let
them understand they have to work for something; and train them
to do that, _not filling potholes. They will finish their potholes, they will

.Jose -their jugs -irrri-984-,---and-therare not going, to be prepared to do
anything else;

99
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_The Government. has got to work_ through private corporations.
That is where t he money is going to be at, even if they put leverage
money Over t lure:_

Representative LuNortEx. Mr. Bendick.
Mr: BENntric. The careful evaluations which have been done.public

service employment and other CET A programs, did not quite generate
the record the _way.you characterized it. T You said the success
was associated with the private sector and failure with the public
sector: .

What was found was that public service employment, the job
creation programs; had _very little lougrun effect on _people s employ-
ability, with the possible exception of muddle -aged former public as-
sistance women who seemed to benefit from job experience; and that
seemed to help them in the longrou lob market.

But for males and for most i,Lople involved in public service em-
ployment, public service employment meant income in the short run
and no particular better job-market success in the long run:

Other CETA programs did explicit, training and dealing with the
population with which they were dealing; disadvantaged people, that
aid seem to promote their long-term employability much more success-
fully than simple job experience.

Representat ive LuxonEN. T want to thank the panel. We had heped
to try to draw a consensus today. We do' not want to understate the
complexity of this problem. My hope is that, by paying_ more_attention
to it. by having a number of hearings oil the question; trying to assess;
it, we might extend our horizons a little hit and deal with some ciif
these questions before they come to us crisis situation.

I want to thank all of you for coming here and giving its sonic ;delis
as to the magnitude of the problem and the possibilities of solutions
to the retraining task that -I think is before us as we deal with the queS:
t ions of structural unemployment now and in the future: Thank you
veryinucli: The committee stands adjourned.

f Whereupon. at 11 ;55 a.m., the committee adjourned; subject to the
call of the Chair.]



INDUSTRIAL POLICY: THE RETRAINING NEEDS OF
THE NATION'S LONG-TERM STRUCTURALLY UNEM-
PLOYED WORKERS

State and Local Responses to Job Retraining and Problems of
Dislocated Workers

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1983

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED ST,tTES,
afisris Etogok fcComm-riz ,

Wataing ton, D.0 .
The committee_met; pursuant _to notice;_at_10 a.m., in .room 2203,

Rayburn Houk Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren (member of
the committee) presiding; -

Present : Representative Lungren.
Also present : Robert Premus and Mary E, Eccles, professional staff

members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LIINGREN; PRESIDING

__Representative LUNGREN;. Well, gentlemen, welcome_ this morning
The hearing today is one in a series of hearings that we have had
during the course of this year. We started on the overall question of
national industrial pi:dietwhat does it mean and what does it not
mean? What are the things that may or may not come within the
rubric of industrial policy?

Following on to those hearings, we thought that _we_ought to have
some hed*ingS on the question of long-term unemployment because
that question kept coming up from those_who supported_the concept
of national industrial policy, as well as those_ who -did not; It came
rip as a subject that we must deal with. And so in order to foci's-atten-
tion on this important issue; we are` having a series _of_ hearings,
Today's -are entitled, "State and LoCal Responses to Job Retraining
and Problems of Dislocated Workers-"
- The structure of the U.S. economy is cliangmg. 1-M-fdHc7Me labor
force may be unprepared for this change and the neii jobs it will
create; This hearing, as I say, is the second in a series of _four Joint
Economic Committee hearings on the problem of longterm structural
unemployment and human resource development.

Last Week, the committee heard testimony on the number of struc-
turally unemployed workers and on the need to 1.eep the skills of the
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labor force current.. Our objective_ in these hearings is to examine the
Government's role in pre±paring American- workers for the new jobs
that_the change is_creating.

Of course, we all recognize that this undertaking cannot be adequate-
ly addressed by the, Federal Government alone. A partnership; includ-
ingall levels government and business, is essential.

Worker3 who are most prone to be thrown out of work often_lack
the skills to find jobs in-the new- industries in the new sectors. When
this happens, their families._ _their friends; their communities; suffer,
as does the entire Nation. The- social hardship and economic ineffi-
ciency associated with this condition must not be allowed to persist in
the_-ye !us-ahead.

Surely, solving the problem of fztructural unemployment is within
our grasp._ The challenge confronting the Nation- is to use- its tech-
nology and reshilre,s to help wokeis kvep pace With changing hilibr
markets; Helping workers to keep their skills curl iit is the best road
to prosperity and job security for .;kme-..ican workers.

The_hearing_today will focus on approaches that States are taking to
meet the training needs of their workers in a changing economy. The
committee -is particularly interested in--how States:lire designing in-
nova tive-Tprogra-ms-to-respon d-to-t-he-uniq ue-training eeta- of---their
economies; _ _ I .

Also, the .Tob Training Partnership Act, which takes effect in its
entirety-next- Saturday;-gives States-considerable-rresponsibility--for -
training. This committee would like to know how States are respond-
ingto the_challenge and if a national training_ and policy based upon
States and private sector cooperation is feasible and desirable:

The_ witnesses from California, Delaware; _South Carolina; _and. the
Ford Motor Co. have been asked to address these and related training
issues; because of their diverse experiences and; in some instances; their
attempts to meet these questions already.- And- we hope that those ex-
periences can give us some ideas; some direction,_ as we consider the
various proposals before-the Congress to addresSthis overall question;

I would like to thank the panel for being here, to Welcome them; and
to say that at -the outset, all of your prepared testimony will be entered
as a part of the record in its entirety. And if you wish to read from it
or_to highlight it; we would like_ you to proceed_as,yonxvish.

The first member of our Panel to testify is Mr. De is Carey; the
secretary of labor of the State of Delaware.

Mr. Carey, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS C. CAREY, SECRETARY OF LABOR OF
THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Mr. CAREy. Thank you very much; Congressman. I would like to
split: my testimony into two distinct parts, the first f which would be
a summary of congressional options; and considera ions in addressing
the needs of the displaced worker. And I will no . provide, which I
thiak you have altvady done very nicely; what th se needs (LIT.

The second part of my Le_stiniony will relate spec fically to our delib-
eations with the White House Conference on P oductivity. a report
which was delivered yesterday; and I can do that very succinctly:
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While thought fitl, ell-hanionized fiscal trade and monetary_ poli-
cies_are a necessar.v _long-term coiltilt Ion for addressing the challenge
,)1' the Nation's displaced _okers. such actions; in t hemselves; are not
fa sufficient condition. Other actions are re(piired. There are sev,L.ral
possible approaches for your consideration that can be taken to directly
address the displaced worker issqv. Wilde a number of variations on
eat of these concepts have_ be:tn proposed. many of which you are
quite familiar with, the following are the basic concepts now under
consideration.

The fit.st is the general revenue approach. Title III of the new Job
I'rainnur Partnership Act is the _latest of several federally financed
displave'-d- 'worker programs and is currently funded at $240 million
for 1 isca 1_yoa I._ 1984; 'Title 111 NS

used by f he administration if alternatives are not created, since it was
reated with t lie Pivsidelit's_ support, offers flexibility in its operation
at, the State level, and would require some nunching front the State
governments._

However, if unemployment continues at double-digitleels:_or
thereabouts, this title could become a target for multibillion-dolla
consideration.

thereis 11 e__ pote_nt i al foUnereasing the pool_o_f_av a i I able
nues by targeting funds via the vocational education reauthorization
process which is now under consideration by .the Congress and the

--adininiStration.
_IVith the use of title_ III 1undsi_Delaware has recently completed a

pilot program to assist dislocated workers; Statistics are oftentimes
inisleading, but I.can report to you this morning_ that based on the
fist pilot phase of our project_ that 80 percent of the program's eom-
pleters_being provided with _job counseling and retraining assistance
were placed during a 5-montliperiod; and services were provided and
current, with receipt, of collection of unemployment insurance benefits.

The best test for the success of this program is to ask the participants
themselves. Since they are unable to be here today, I thought that I
would express comments for them._

Interviewed recently by the local press; an exfactory employee who
used to measure; color;_ and soften leather used_ in handbags; shOes and
belts for the Seton plant _in Delaware, which closed as a result of
foreign _competition; is now working in the Hercules Co. mailroom.
She said "I believe that if it were not for the program, I_ would_not
have -this job: T would never have thought.to come here. I thought I
could not do it. And now I can."

Another participant worked at Atlantic Aviation Corp. assembling
and installing aircraft interiors until he was laid off permanently in
November 1982: Through the program's job development; training,
and counseling services he is now working as a-lab technician in
quality_control at Ethyl Corp.'s plastic plant in Delaware city. He
said. "The pogsain helped me put my skills in perspective. so I could
relate it in_ an interview and sell myself to the co7-ipany."

Many of these people needed counseling and _kb _search assistance.
T think that those two elements are the most critical in any program.
and that we should view the-issue of retraining very carefully. I sus-
pect that there is some possibility that there are perhaps some unem-
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ployment insurance recipients who may view the possibility for re-
training and career change as an opportunity to ride on the unem-
ployment insurance system a little bit longer than they normally
would_havu.

So I think retraining should be _a condition only after _counseling
and _job search development activity have been unproductive.

We have found that approximately 25.percent of the total_pop&a-
tion_ served in Delaware actually need re raining for new skills.

The second issue for congressional consideration is the individual
training .account concept At its core, the ITA approach would in-
volve setting up a new displaced worker_ found based on contributions
from both employers and_employees alike, which I thin-k is- a critionl_
-dimension-in-this- effort-The ITA could only be used for retrai.ing
and possibly relocation of displaced workers. Upon- the worker's re-
tirement, the unused portions of the individual's ITA would be re-
turned to both employers and employees alike and could be established
through a revolving fund similar to the IRA.

This concept could be built- into the _existing unemployment in-
surance tax structure and could be modified to include general reve-
nues from the Federal Government

The third of four recommendations is to_refocus the U.S, Employ-
men Service._ Th-e-ITS. Employment Service is the nationwide public
network of placement and employment services established pursuant
to the 1933 Wagner-Peyser Act Financed out of Federal unemploy-
ment taxes paid by employers over the years, its mission to assiSt-the
unemployed in finding work has been blurred, as ES has been given
additional responsibilities, but no additional funding. ES has often
been unable_ or unwilling to assist _displaced_ workers and I believe
that we -could go a long way by refocusing the employment services
and perhaps getting_ the PICS more directly_ involved in their ac-
tivities and affairs. Certainly, the Employment Service image in the
employer community currently is less than desirable:

Fourth: the unemployment insurance trust fund approach. A UI
approach is built around modifying the Federal laws -that govern
the use of UI trust funds to permitt-State use of -these funds for re-
training purposes. Under such _a proposal._ individual States would
rletormine if they wished to-use trust funds for training purposes and
tinder What circumstances. The States can set up their own financing-
irrangements_ for training; linked with the receipt of unemployment
insurance, as long as it is not tied to the experience-rated system.

in -the interest of brevity, I have provided something I itm sure -that
Will be of interest to You, Congressman, as you consider these options.
E_ have worked with the AFL-CIO at the_national level_. the UAW
it the national level. the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National
kssociation of Manufacturers: _and the _National Institute for Work
yid Learning, as well as the. National Commission for Employment
Policy in reviewing these_options and they have assisted_me through
he cominittoe process will-eh Governord-n-Pont- -chitired-to-provide

with pros and cons _ of these various approaches which I think
night be of some benefit to you.

Second, and very brieflyi I. would like to report on my address yes,.
erday to tht., White House Conference on Productivity, in which I
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related the experience of what was referred to as a computer tele-
confereneing process between approximately 175 individuals nation-
wide in business, labor, and _government; Their recommendations are
based on the consolidation of all of those remarks through a computer
teleconference led bl the productivity center in_Rouston, which re,
vealed seven areas of potential action, some of which will be consistent
with my_ previous reitiarks;

First, labor market information on jobs and available manpower
needs to he significantly._ improved in each locality. And I think that
the Congress should seriously consider a national computer network
among the_States to assist in tile development of a national job bank.
This would be net very costly and would be certainly very helpful for

--those-ofus-who are transitioning --workers from one region of the
Nation to anothe

Second; _privet: ,aalustry councils provided for in the Job Training
Partnership Act of 1982 need to be made operational and more tffec,
tive quickly, There is some evidence nationwide that the PIGS are off
to a slow start and I believe that added impetus could be given to_that
process, with the help of additional support; financial support; from
Federal sources in the future.-

Third; it would be desirable; in my view; to use in some measure; the
-unemployment insiirance-truht _fund-to-assist -train ing---aml -retraining,
particularly for-individuals who have little prospect of returning to
their old jobs. The States-of California and Delaware_have pioneered
in this area -in ways that should be examined by. other States.

Fourth, there are activities in California and in the Canadiansystem
which might be extended to other States in advance of plant closures.
Labor and management in the plant where organizations exist in coop-
eration with State agencies seek to out place the individuals and to
provide appropriate

agencies
and counseling prior to displacement.

I think that is a key element in this whole process, that we should-be
pursuing a policy of prevention rather than a policy of cure. And .I
would like to refer to Governor du Pont's comment that we are en-
gaged currently in a process where -we are_spending, billions for income
maintenance and pennies for training and retraining activities.

Between 1976-and 1981; for example; the Federal Government ex-
pended $18 billion in extending unemployment beyond the normal
compensable_ period._ Of that total; .$53 million, or one-half of 1 percent
of that total, was invested in job search and retraining assistance;
hardly a wise human capital strategy.

Fifth, in some areas, such as engineering, where critical shortages
are likely; if the country is to -have significant economic growth, em-
ployment needs must be identified and appropriate private and public
measures developed for each. -

Sixth, under existing collective bargaining agreements; there have
been some encouraging developments with joint training funds beyond
the traditional area of apprenticeship programs; The Ford Motor Co.;
the_ United Aiito Workers: have developed n joint trustee _program to
design training programs for both-employees who will remain in the
a:1-omobile . industry and thor who will be compelled to seek the
employment elsewhere as a remit cf dislocation;
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And seventh; and my final remarki tale III of the Job Training
Partnership Act; is devoted to _displaced workers. The Labor Depart-
ment should be encouraged to develop its programs in these areas with
more cooperation of labor and management and appropriate commu-
nity organizations.

With that; I would like to -thank you -very much; Congressman; for
your attention to this very critical need in our society. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Carey follows :]
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Some of these workers were only temporarily unemployed while changing

lobs, of course; others are being recalled to their old jobs as the economy

coatinues to expand. Although no precise estimates exist on the number of

dislocated worket-, CRC has reported that depending on the da-inition, there

were betweeN 8.10,0n0 and 2,2. million dislocated workers in January 1983.

The :-re-or.able loss of over 300,000 jobs in the auto and steel industries

is but a highly visible indicator of widessrad structural changes that will affect

many other industries and millions of additional workers in the years ahead.

Peter Drucker predicts that in this decade'and the next, another 10-15

millich manufacturing workers and at least as many service workers will be

didtlased as a result of automation, plant relocations, and domestic and

international economic competition. Even if Drucker's vision of the future

is only half correct, such massive worker displacement represents a major

stru7tural transformation of American employment.

As increasing numbers of manufacturing workers lose their jobs to robots

and foreign workers, the issue of worker displacement has become both highly

volatile and politically sensitive. Yet despite the mounting personal,

economic and political stakes involved, institutions in neither the public

not srivate sectors are adesuately prepared to assist displaced workers in

finding new work.

Today, the need for displaced worker ad;ustment assistance is massive.

3ut the programs available to Meet this need remain narrowly focused,

Fragmented anions 22 grant-in-aid program; that reach only a small portion

if dispaaced workers. moreover, those procrams designed to assist un-

mmployed workers generallythe Employment Service or Unemployment Insurance

iystem, for example--have not been effective in helping the displaced to find

iew work.
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Mott displaced workers have job experiences, habits and skills that can

be redeployed--but only in another place or in another type of job. Although

most of these workers will continue to need jobs, they will be unable to find

them until they get reliable information about job vacani-Zes,rirhich could

be advanced through a national computerized :lob barn: systeml, retrain cr

relocate.

scrtrin-ar+a

While thoughtful, well harmonized fischl, trade; and monetary policies

are a necessamy long-term condltion for addressinc the challenge of the

Nations' displaced workers, such actions in themselves are not a sufficient

condition. Other actions are required.

There are several possible approaches teat can be taken to directiy

address the displaced worker issure. While a numoer of variations on each

of tnese concehts have been proposed, the fs:lowinc are the basic concepts

now under consideration.

I. General Frevenue Aprroacn -- Title : the new Jcb Training

Partnership Act is the latest of several Federally financed displaced

worker programs and is currently fundeg at 240 r.-Ilion for rt.84. Title .

I:: will likely become the primary vehicle used b, the Administration if

alternatives are not created,sint'e it war created with tne President's

support, offers flexibility in its oheratzon, and would rec:uire some matching

from the state goverments. however, if unemployment continues at double

dicit levels, this Title could become a target for multi-billicn dollar

levels Of funding. Also, there is the potential for Increasing the pool

of available revenues by targeting funds via the Vocational Education
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reauthorization process which is now under consideration by the Congress

and the Administration.

Wtth the use of Title Il7.1 funds, Delaware has recently completed a

r alt proaram to assist dislocated workers. 60% of the program's comeleters

were !laced during a five (5) month period - and services were provided

cingurrent witk receirt of collection of unemployment benefits, The best

te:t lc: the success cf tnis program is to ask the oarticipants. Interviewed

recent:y by the local tress an ex-factory em:7:oyee who used to measure,.

(2,..1,1-, and sorten leather used in hand hags, -,es and belts for the

elant, wh)cn closed as a resul-. of foreign competition is now working

tn tie Hercules ,.0Mpany inaltrc5Ur:: .4w-said," i

: wouldn't have gotten this job. : would have never thought to come here,

tn,wtht I couldn't do It, and now I cant Another participant worked at Atlantic

Aoiattmn Corporation assembling and installing aircraft interiors until he

(, 1.,t1 off permanently in November 1962: Through tne program's job

develt,oment, training, and counsellinc services, he is now working as a

technician in quality control at Ethyl Corps plastic plant in Delaware

Ttty. He said the orocram helped me put my shills in perspective so I

rclate it in an interview and sell myself to the company". His wife

1.ane said "that program taoaht him he had more talent than he thought".

),tiny of these people needed counselling and ;ob development more than

retraining to secure new employment, as only approximately 25i needed

rotr.sinina.
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II. The Indivi-durarn-ing-Account-Eortcect At its core, the =7.

aorrnach would involve setting up a new displaced worker func based on

contrio..itions from both employers and employees. The ITA could only be

used for retraining and possibly relocation of displaced workers. Upon the

worker's retirement, the unused portions of the indivitual's ITA would be

returned to' both employers and employees.' This concep: could be built into

the existing unemployment insurance tax structure and could be modified to

Include general revenue contributions.

:::. Refocus the U.S. Employment Service - The C.S. Employment Service

(El) is the nationwide public network of paccaent and employment services,

established pursuant to the 1933 Wagner -Pe}4er Act. Financed out ofTfederal

unemplo...ment taxes paid by employers; over the years its mission to assist

the unemployed in finding work has been blurred as E.S. has been given

additional responsibilities but no additional funding. E.S. has often

been unable or unwilling to offer displaced workers the placement and referral

services for which employers are taxed. E.S. could be restored to its original

mission so that adequate resources may be devoted to services for Job losers.

:V. The Unemoloymerrt,-1-mnirance-Fund-kozroach A U.I. approach is

built around modifying the federal laws that govern the use of the U.I

Trust Funds to permit state use of these funds for retraining purposes.

Under such a proposal, individual states would determine if they wished

to use trust fundS for training purposes and under what circumstances.

States can set up their own financing arrangements for training, linked

with receipt of U.I,, as long as it is not tied to the experience rated

system.
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Pres and Cons of the liariois Acorcaches

Zech of tie possible approaches has positive and n0-=-0

features. They are as follows:

Tn.a General Revenue Amproacn -- The principal at:van:ace o: the

genera_ revenue approacn is that sne legal mecnanisms ex:at in two

principal forms the ad3ustment assistance provisions in tie Trade

Act Of 1974 and Title 2:2 (the cisplaced worker title) ef the Joe

Trang Partnership Ac: of 1982. Thus, wiz:I.:he provision tt funda,

programs co., :d be initiated as soon as funds were mace avalable.

The principal aisacvantages of genera_ revenue are

potentia:. for high administrative costs and tae usual c

problems always associated with programs when demands for funds exceed

resou-70=, i.e., should the-0 be age and ir-cme c-,-0-a, arcud only

those individuals displaced :n certain incustries ce ravoreo, tr sneu..a

all displaced workers be eligible, and how should funds be allocated

oetween ceocraphic areas. Also given the current budget circumstances,

increasing :ederai :uncing :or cispIaced worker programs may be

-- particularly if there is a prospect chat once started; such

:rograms may peoome a -ec---,ng 'utding requirement.

The Individual Traininc Account Aocroacn -- A number of variations

lave oeen proposed in the structure and administration c: tne ITA

:oncept. However, in each of these variations the common cositive

eatures include: (a) the sharing of contributions from both business

.nd workers, (b) the flexibility in individual choice permitted ay a

.1. Bill type voucher-based anoroach, (c) the built-in incentives for

11 concerned to make prudent use of the funds, caps on matching
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requirements and (e) the prospect that the contributions may be

returned to both employer and employee if unused.

Th.:: principal disdvantages are: (a) it is a longer term approach

and thus, even if created, a briaging mechanism world be necessary in

1983 or 1964: (b) it will require annual contributions from employers

and employees until the funds are built up; and (c) there may be

politica' difficulties in creating a new system since many of the

parties would prefer to shift the costs to others and (6) as a new

payroll tax, it would draw large sums of money out of the economy, and

increase labor costs,

Ref-cus -- The major advantage of

refocusing the Employment Service to disp/aced workers is that the E.S.

system is in place and-services for- -the- unemployed-are its basim

mission. Retargeting E.S. would improve services to individuals who

need it, and reduce unemployment costs to employers as cIaimants,return

to work more rapidly. Displaced workers already are interacting with

the E.S. system through receipt of unemployment insurance benefits.

The chief disadvantages are lack of employer confidence in the

Employment Service and the problem of providing alternative funding for

its non-labor exhange functions.

The Unemployment Insurance Approach --,The principal advantages of

the U.I. System approach are: (a, the revenue-generating system

exists, thus.generating the funds would be a matter of increasing the

unemployment tax or diverting existing revenues (perhaps allowing

employees to use funds from their extended benefit entitlement for

financing training vouchers prior to exhaustion of regular

unemployment insurance benefits);;(b) an administrative structure

exists; and (c) the choice of participation in such an approach would

be left to the states and their leadership.

30 -388 0 - 84 - 113
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There ame tnree basic disadvantages to this approach. The first

:s financial. Specifically, the state trust funds are now in great

financial difficulty. Today 21 states have depleted trust funds and

:.re borrowing from the federal trust fund (see Table 2 for the status

DE these state funcs as of November 30; 1962). Moreover, the Federal(

1nemplcment Trust Fund which provides administrati funds to run

Irate programs, extended benefits, and loans to the state trust funds,

is also in A deficit position. The addition of new financing

equirements on he systems would result either In additional payroll

:axes, add!ticnal federal contributions or some combination.

Second; brtn the state and federal unemployment trust funds were

el op to prof'ide unemployment compensation. Ratings, assessments, and

)aynaok _a_rrarterents of the existing system would have to be :hanged
tree_ _

f an Ln,-1 aporoach were to be createb. 1i the st,:te

:r.:sn funds were used, then the incidence of the tax woad

a:' princg,.11 cn fir, s in those states with nigh unemployment and,

who or, .-lass able ts r Mcreeer, it will he these sane _

ino will he fcr:cd to .r..crease cayroll taxes just ts meet the existing

.nemp1cyment henefif recuinites. ,isc, the oenefielaries et tnis

reining wou.d likely he in are -.__ ecc.apamion, In , crean

:tiring traniar Fement.

I: the :..gera. trost funos were used; anctner set of burdens wcild

crei. z-nre .:"?:.`ands ,r.ne collected nationally on a flat tax

as:, the h..:rdsn would he hs .-iest on firms least able 'to pay, :mat

firms are doing pocr1y. Moreo:er, the costs would be berne

y all fir i the 11.S., sinte F=1-. Is a national tax.

ff thif. ap;uroact, ang a-tering the two basic ¶ *.I. systems

h unpopular. Le..si=ng- at :.:her :he :ederai or state level would
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be dafficult to 1 . A diverse array of groups would be likely

to obpose tampering with the C.I. system.

Fourth, the cost would to borne solely by employers. EMployes

tkhowledCe their responsibalit for funding weekly cash benefits

for laid cff emtloyees, but the costs of retraining are unpredictable

t.:naness expenses, and equity demands that such costs be shared.

In the mean m h ltie. all States should review the opportunities

available under existing federal and state unemployment insurance

laws under whach persons drawing unemployment benefits/can enroll

an a7nro,v(d., t'ralnann without lOsang their benefits. When displaced

w,:sk.,rsHwceld otherwise exhaust benefits without becoming re- . .

em:love;c:. unemPloymentinsurance costs may be .reduced: at the same

iiE tnat workers are helped to adjust to economic chance under

aamanastratave arrancements.
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Re resentative TAIINGREN. Thank you very much for that testimony,
Mr. Carey. It raises a lot of ,different perspectives on this issue and I
hope\ during the questioning and answer period we might go back to
them.

Our second witness is Mr.; G. William Dudley, Jr., who directs the
State of Squth Carolina's Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education. !

I want to make sure I get that correct. Thank you for being with us,
Mr. Dudley, and you may p teed as you wish;

STATEMENT -OF G. WILLIAM UDLEY, IR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BOARD OF TECHNICAL AND CO PREHERSIVE TDUCATION, STATE
OF SOUT CAROLINA, \
Mr: D4EY; n,h nk yon, Congressm. Congressman Lungren, staff,

and other guests, ank you for your interest in retraining structurally
unemployed Americans. We in South Carolina appreciate this oppor-
tunity to contribute our expertise and learn more about other training
programs throughout America;

I believe that there are three keys in helping the structurally unem-
ployed American; The keys I am talking about here are flexibility,
cooperat. on, and creativity. And here is how flexibility, cooperation,
and creativity have helpedin South Carolina;

Twenty-two years ago, South Carolina's technical education system
was a vision, in the_minds_of Senator Fritz Hollings and a few other
prominent State officials. TEC was a plan to enrich our tax base, to
help create jobs -and' train people for those jobsbasically; it was a
system of special schools, tailor-made training programs, and a net-
work of some techniCal education colleges or centers;

Today, we are a system of 16 colleges enrolling more than
160,000 people annually in all programs, Our special schools alone
have trained approicimately 80,000 people for 'over 700 industries since
1.061. We also in the 1980's need to look at the concept of expanding
that special schools program because up until now

iit
has dealt only

with increasing manufacturing-type joba But 1 think we will agree
in the 1980's and 1990's, that certainly there will be less in manufac-
turing, more in service and information type of industries, as well as
;ourism, which is, a :Jig part of the South Carolina economy.

We have trained for textiles, arrriculture. metalworking, Chemicals,
wiper, and electionics. We have studied, planned and grown beyond
111 dreams of success of the 1960's. Today; one-third of all South Caro-
ina high school graduates who enroll in higher education are enrolled
n 2 -year colleges;

This fall, in the Nation, for the first time in our history; an esti-
nated 60 percent of all freshmen and sophomores are enrolled in 2-
rear colles iI40 percent of all in higher education are in 2-year
iolleges; Young people and older workers who need retraining sense
he shift in out economy and in our society.
In South Carolina, this economic shift will mean a decrease in

nanufacturing jobs and an increase in service industries, In many
ndustries, we see a widening gap between technical levels. More high
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technology and low technolo_g,y jobs are beingcreated, while many
middle jobs are being eliminated:

Our 12-Year colleges have a curriculum evaluation program de-
signed to phase out training _for skills _no longer in demand; while
developino programs in emerging technologies.

One of larger colleges; Midlands Tee in Columbia, S.C., is
phasing out prooTams in horticulture, carpentry, welding, heavy
equipment operation; and insurance and real _estate management be
cause their graduates are not being hired. I believe this kind of
flexibility is -one -key to retraining structurally unemployed workers
across America. We must be ready to offer specific training in specific
technologies within a matter of daysnot weeks_or months;

Very recently, an i .idustry relocated in South Carolina and within
days; a special scho(t1 was in operation. This is a tailormikde program

designed specifically for an industry for startup type of training.
This kind of rapid-start; industrial training has attracted industry

into South Carolina for years. Now this kind rif rapid start must
apply to technical schools; colleges; and Federal retraining programs.

W , in South Carolina, became concerned about technolooical
change and structural unemployment 5 years_go.To our_ knowledge,
we were the first State in the Nation to develop a statewide plan for
high technology training;

In 1978, we; aunched our "Design for the 1980's" program. "Design
for the 1980's" resulted from many conferences with- officials
Digital Equipment Corp., Cincinnati Milacron, GE, Westinghouse,
and other leading companies; 20 companies in all, What we learned
about technological change led us to establish six resource centers
'specializing in different aspects of high technologo training, Centers
located at existing technical colleges serve as information banks in
computers, advanced machining techniques, advanced office occupa-
tions, robotics, microelectronics, and water quality.

TEC's resource centers offer special workshops for TEC faculty
and staff, as well as professional development f 'r area businesses and
industry._

I think we all agree, in 2-year colleges or any type of training
program, two ingredients are necessaryNo; ',the faculty or the in-
struction must be on the, cutting edge, and No 2, the equipment must
he state-of-the-art.

Next spring, four upstate technical colleges will hold high teal=
nology training sessions in conjunction_ with fautomated manufactur-

,ing_1984 at _Textile Hall in Greenville. This exhibit of state-of-the-art
equipment is expected to attract participants from a six-State area;
We are proud to offer specialIeminars for thiS event.

Last December, we started our fleet of mobile training units to take
sophisticated equipment from TEC's resource centers into the rural
areas of South Carolina. We now have two mobile units equipped
with automated lathes; milling machines,/ and computer-controlled,
tape preparation systems. We await the arrival of a third unit in
October;

TEC's "Design for the 1980's" program/ has purchased state-of-the-
art equipment and in some cases; has had it donated or conzi-gned by
specific industries.
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As prices of this equipment rise; colleges will not be able
I purchase as _much of this equipment as we will need a,cceSS tO
n. training. We' are looking at alternative means of getting this
iaipment.
Mobile units and miniunits are going to be one of the aspects that
e utilize in taking this equipment around, because in our business,
piece of highly specialized equipment is not needed in one locale for
1 hours a day; 7 days a week, 12 months out of the year. AlSo, an=
slier Very interesting event that is being a pilot project is in Charles-
m; S.C. A local industrialist is working with other industrialists at

present to see about letting TEC students utilize some of their
iecialtzect proprietary, sophisticated equipment after hourS either

the evening area or in the weekend area, so that we might have
mess to this equipment for trainini.; purposes._
Last year, the TEC system, Piedmont Technical College in Green-

ood; and CETA, cooperated to develop a pilot retraiDing program
Dr eployees in the Upper Savannah region who had beer displaced
y changing technology. Many of these adults had worked at the same
obS for 20 years or longer. Many .had no high school diplomas or
pecial skills beyond those acquired on the job.
The pilot adult retraining program TEC began with community

teetings in six South Carolina counties. Anyone out of work for at
ftst 6 months without the prospect of being called back was eligible
or the retraining program. The program began with personal and
areer counseling, including practice in interview techniques and skills
ssessment.
Congressman, we felt that the assessment of these individuals was

T obably the greatest one thing that we could do for them as far as
[le retraining program;
Not only did some have the lack of educational skill& They needed

o go back for remedial work: Some did not have skills that were ade-7
uate for the sophisticated -jobs that were coming available; But more
Tiportantly; when some of these people have had the same jobs;-the
ime industry, for 10 to 20 years, there were tremendous psychological
Iroblems that had developed; Some did not know where to go for
elp and others simply did not know what to du.
Up to 1 year of free career training is available to these_ people

hrough Piedmont Technical College. Similar programs are going
hrough CETA and JTPA at six other technical colleges.
We expect to retrain approximately 1,100 workers in_ our current

'1ETA JTPA program& And we are proud of that The Job Training
lartnership Act is an excellent program and South Carolina is very
rateful for it However; I do not believe that JTPA will solve the
problems of our Structurally unemployed. In many cases, we need
core than the 13 weeks of basic skills training allowed through JTPA
o prepare unemployed workers for jobs in more sophisticated inclas-
ries. Many displaced workers are functionally illiterate. We need
nbre tina6 ankmdre money to help them develop basic skill&

I think we find more and more are deficient in the six It'sremedial
eading, remedial writing, and remedial arithmetic.

I would be the first to remind Congress that dollars alone will not
top the suffering of our unemployed workers. We need to create addi-
ional jobs. I encourage everyone interested in solving this problem

11,
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to focus attention upon the development of low tech as well as high
tech skills, I also encourage the Congress to offer incentives to induStry
to help displaced employees retrain for different careers._ Industries
laying off- workers _in South Carolina have_ cooperated fully with the
efforts of_27year colleges to- provide retraining and placement for dis.
placed workers, Cooperation is the second key to solving structural
unemployment.

I agree with Air. _Carey from Delaware that -the conversion probably
is very important. But if_ it is a foregone- conclusion that that industry

going to close, then the conversion of that opet ation into something
that is going to be productive in the 1980's is highly necessary.

In South Carolina, we formed a team of about five_different State
agenciesthe employment security commission, the TEC system, the
State development board, the Governor's Office, and the federally
funded programsto go into a situation if we have advance warning
to try to work out some type of situation to aid in the displacement of
those workers, either through additional educational programs,either
through additional skills, so that they are not terminated without some
type- of- future employment.

We also go_ in_after the plant is closed; if we do not get prior ack-
nowledgement of the plant, and do the same type of situation. It haS
worked extremely_ well.

We; in South Carolina, realize that no single agency can solve the
problem alone.

Just as sophisticated manufacturing now requires integrated §y§:
ternsall' times for greaterproductivityretraining is a_sophisticated
issue now requiring a cooperative effort for success. Retraining
quires an integrated system of _)mmunity support. _ _ _ _

In recent months; a_task force of TEC presidents, the State develop-
ment board, the employment security commission, the State depart-
ment of education; and the Governor's zffice_have explored ways to
tackle the retraining problem in South Carolina.

'We do not have all the answers; but at least we are talking with-arid
listening to one another, instead of striking out in 50 different direc-
tions. I might add that getting a handle on the retraining problem is
like grabbing a bar of soap in the Atlantic Ocean. But I have faith
that there is enough innovation-in the State TEC system; enough _in-
novation in the State of South Carolina, to make job retraining ulti-
mately available to any South Carolinian who wants it,

In my own opinion, I think the Nation needs something_verysimilar
toror maybe not exactly similar,but in the same aspect of what the
West Germans have, where an individual who finds him or herself in
a dead-end job or one that is boring or dull can go back to a training
program, technical institute, college, or whatever it might be, and be
trained at_ something like three - quarters cci his or her salary; current
salary, to learn a new job skill that will be needed in the future.

I am not saying that we need one in the United_ States where a per-
son is paid to particirate. But certainly, it may be where industries,
the Government, State and Federal. and maybe the individual pays
a portionwe could have this type of program- because -I think it is
pertinent and-relevant in the future as many job retraining events
one individual is going to have in his lifetime; we heed some type of
,national job retraining program.
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Retraining may riot_alwtl s create new jobs in manufacturing; but
it may save many existing jobs. In saving them, retraining May lay
the base for more growth in service industries.

I think a good example of what I am referring to, in South Catolina,
this past spring, A plant cloSed, Of which we lost some 400 jobs; This
past summer, special schools were started to .help that new industry
locate, of which some 250 jobs of a more sophisticated type of industry
was located: _

_We also in the present are helping to refurbish a_papermaking plant,
of which some 1;600_ jobs used to be in that particular industry, and
now some SOO jobs will be in the new_type of operation.

This -is not goinr, to be an exception. I think this is going to be a rule
for all States in the future.

The _third key in helping structurally unemployed Americans is
creativity.

For example; one of our colleges has started a technical scholarship
program in eloSe cooperatior with local industry. This is not your typi-
r.al cooperative etiprogram that most of you are familiar with in the
college structure. The industry- hires a student; pays _for the student's
bOOks. tuition and_insityance, while paying him _forthe time he works
in the induStrv. IJsnally, this is in the afternoon, at night, or in the
summertime. -The student is guaranteed a job upon_graduation. If he
refuses th:S job Or if he fails to work -2 years for the eompany, he
reimburses_ the industry for_ the cost_ of his education. The program
has been highly Successful. We expect to duplicate this statewide.

Two other examples of our creatiVity_are evident in two new college
programS Created SpeCifically for certain_ industries. We hay., began a
2-yearpograni m nuclear set-vice technology specifically frq. Westing-
house in Spartanburg. To our knowledge, this is the first time a_ 2-year
curriculum has been designed for a particular industry; for their own
individual participation.
We _have also- started a 2-year degree in automated _manufacturing-.
ThiS degree will be offered at Piedmont TechniCal College, the site of
otm_robotics resource center.

Of innovation in education will help_ us from obsoles-
cence; Creativity. cooperation, and flexibility will help solve problems
of the structural] y unemployed;

Ladies and gentle.nen, thank you for your attention to this nation-
Wide issue. We, in South Carolina, stand heady to help and also sup-
port your research.

Thank you, sir.
Representative Lmzi-iiiti;r. W_Thank you, Mr Dudley. e appreciate

that and I hope during the question_ Mid atiserneriod, we will be able
to _get back to Siiinaiif the spetifies_tiutt you m

i
elitioned.

Ournext witness s_Mr. Kayo_R. Ki4doo, the director of the Employ-
ment Development Department for tl a State of California.

STATEMENT OF K. R. EIDDOO, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYMENT DEVELOP-
MENT DEPARTMENT FOR THE STAT3 OF CALIFORNIA

Mr, KIDDOO. Thank you, Congressman-1 Am a new by on the street
as far as the Employment Development Department is concerned. My
career has been in the private sector namely; with Lockheed Corp.
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I welcome the opportunity to be here with you today to talk about
structural unemployment.

We have had our problems in California. Of course, the biggest
problem_ we have had is to find job vacancies, and that is the crux of
the whole thing.y.conomic development.

We have had some guidelines in California that we have followed
rather rio.orously. But the greatest of these is to ensure that whatever
training we provide is directed toward demand occupations and sup-
ports our total plan for economic development.

We have had a new pattern that has developed out in California
and, of course. that is the plant closures. In the last 31/9 years; we have
had some 1,465 plant closures. This has affected over 148,000 em-
ployees. The pace of closures is dampening, but it still exists; It is
still a big problem.

There are a lot of problems associated_ with a large-scale layoff.
You suddenly flood a labor market, like South Gate, Fremont, Mil=
pitas, areas like that, with a number of workers who have similar
occupational skills. They flood the market. And then you get a com-
munity effect._

Normally, in the smaller areas, it is almost a disaater. Even when
we are talking about small numbers like in Weed; in far northern Cali,
fornia, where International Paper closed its mill up there, it was 400
workers; but the town was only-3;000 peopleexcuse methe county
was only 3,000 people, and it had a disastrous effect.

We- have had plant closures affecting our heavy manufacturing=.
namely, in the automobile, tire and rubber, and steel industries. Also,
it has affected fruit and vegetable canneries, fish canneries, and in the
northern part of the State, lumber.

We are trying to create new jobs and new jobs are being created in
the service and knowledge and technology_ -based industries, such as in
your own Orange County and in Santa Clara County. But they have
not developed rapidly enough to absorb the number of workers who
have been made available.

Well, we,_ have had a partnership. We created what we call the
California F.,conomic_Adjustment Team; This is made up of directors
such as myself from EDD and from the departments of economic and
business development, industrial relations and _education our_ office
of planning and research, and the chancellor's office of the 'California
Community colleges.

We have also had special assistance from agencies such as business
and transportation and health and welfare; Basically; our plan has
been rather simple. It has been to help local communities_plan and im-
plement effective responses; and I certainly applaud and echo the com-
ments that if you can get in early, such as we did with Ford at Milpitas,
you can no a whale_of a lot more than you can if you get in late, such
as we did at South Gate.

The other thlig we do is try and help them; the community, to deter-
mine their future economic and employment trends. In Weed, we rec-
ommend a consulting firm which came in and kind of did a market
research for the community. And then we recommend to the- commu-
nity; and the community includes the firm itself; of course, what pro-
cedures it can follow to minimize the hurt of a plant closure and how it
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can go aboutpromoting reemployment of workers and revitalizing the
economy of the local area;

We have developed some guidelines and I brought a copy of them
here. They are rather extensive. But these are the kinds of guidelines
that we present to local communities or to local organizations who feel
that they have a_need for further information and want to do a better
job of planning for plant closures.

I should also commend our State chamber of commerce and the Cali-
fornia Manufacturers Association, both of which have put out booklets
which describe_the effects of plant closures and how to avoid them, if
possible. But, if they do come, what can be done ?

We have found that there are some fundamentals about plant
closures and the training we_provide to those who have been displaced.
The best type of trainingi of course; is onsite. We like apprenticeship
training, wherever that is practical and feasible. We try and buiid on
present and future industrial business development and then we try
and build on the workers skills for transference to new jobs.

Again, as I mentioned earlier; all through this we try to emphasize
economic development. Are these really long-term jobs? Are these jobs
that have a future? _

We have known for a long time that training is very important in
reducing welfare rolls and moving disadvantaged people into the eco-
nomic mainstream. But a healthy economy, achieved through con-
certed employment and training efforts, will provide jobs that provide
opportunities for all.

We have combined, as I mentioned; our efforts with the State depart-
ment of industrial relations, and we have also had a good mix of laber
and business assisting us. We have developed careful-strategies in each
instance. Some of these go as follows: -

The employer, we consider, is the one who is in the best spot to deter-
mine what kinds of training should be supplied. The system should
respond to the hiring and training needs of the industry, rather than
:he schedules and curriculums of the school. Trainers must know about
ipcoming needs, and as soon its possible. There must be flexibility, and
[ -think both MT. Carey and Mr. Dudley_stressed flexibility. But flexi-
oility at both the State and local levels. There must be a partnership.
There has to be a partnership between the private and the public sec-
:ors. and I think we have gone a long way to achieve that in California.

Training has to be a system. In other words -it has to involve your
;econdary or postsecondary educational establishments. It has to affect
our technical training and so on.
Employersand employee organizations,such as unions must

vork together to identify existing skills; determine training needs and
place the workers in new occupations. Workers must be placed in
;kills necessary for job success. Again; these have to be career jobs.
Encidentally, we believe in modular traihing_if the unemployed worker
las x amount of abilities,-we just want to supply that additional
mount and not go through the rigmarole of the whole career.

Then; we must bbild on current education and training delivery sys-
ems, rather than duplicate current resources. The community colleges
n California are playing a great role in this regard.

Before I make specific recommendations, I would like to talk about
ust three programs, and there are many more, that we have in Cali-

f
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foniin in which_ yon might. be interested: One of these is called-the
Cali forma Work Site Education and Training Act, or META. It
has pioneered a new _program; It has some pretty strict standards. In
other words, Hi(' trainees have to work hard. We expect them to get
ahead; And we consider the needs -of business first.

We are presently training 11,000 people in medicine electronics;
machine _t rades; high technology, and agricultural skills. The State has
funded this program and we have achieved a 90-percent placement rate
of graduates by sticking to one basic rule, and this-, is important. Em-
ployer, must agree to hire or upgrade those who successfully complete
the training; .

In exchange for this commitment; business- plays a key role in
developing each_ project; selecting the_trainees, designing the curricu-
lum, and providing the required on-the-job training; It is a flexible
protrram, and 1 would_ like to stress that. The_projects are developed
and administered locally -by whoever can do the- job best If a com-
munity college cannot_ do it, if they cannot do it cheaply enough; then
we give it to _somebody else. We- ave_that flexibility;

We presently have about 166 CWETA programs, each having been
designed_ to meet the needs- of the employer; the school; and the
trainees. During the last fiscal year, for example; industry contributed
$2 million of their own money_to help_ this program: This was matched
by the State putting m $10 million. The year before it was $25 million.
Obviously,-this program str .e.d_ the State and saved_ the Federal Gov-
ernment millions of dollars by iceepintr people off of the welfare rolls.

Well; what accomplishments have we had ? Nearly -half of ourtrain-
ing is in electronics and high tech fields,- 14 percent has been in health
care; 9.2 percent in skilled _crafts; such as machining; 8 percent in
other machining trades. And the balance has been in agriculture skills
and other fields-. Approximately two- thirds of those who have been
trained are upgraded from dead-end 'obs with no career-ladder. The
remaining one-third have been entri-leyel jobs; _On_e,third of the
CWETA trainees are economically disadvantaged; -76 percent had
inadequate or obsolete job skills; 49 percent are nonwhite; 37 percent
are women.

I think it has been a whale of _a good program-and it is one that we
are very; very proud of. I think the acceptance of the program has been
n.reat;

Another innovativeprogram that we have in California is called
the employment training panel. This is a new program. Essentially,
we are in the second year.- This is a program_ of $55 million; whichis;
again, State paid by _a special tax on employers of one-tenth of 1
percent of the wages they pay to their employees. This generates some
$55 million a year. We have a separate seven-member panel that ad-
ministers the program. It is aimed primarily at those folks who are
on unemployment insurance or whose unemployment insurance has
been exhausted, or -they are in a situation where it appears likely that
they are going to be displaced. The idea, of course, is to reduce the
amount of money that we are spending on unemployment insurance;
And hopefully. we will succeed in that.

This is kind of a tough program. It is -built on _the CWETA
principle. You get in there and you work hard. It is based upon
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employers' needs; with employers designing the training. In many
cases, they are conducting-the training. They do work directly with
the people. If the people do not perform, then they are out.

Another program that you might be interested in is quite innova-
tive. We have set up around the State five business-labor councils.
These are_combinations; really; of industrial or business leaders_ and
union leaders, and then we involve the community colleges and the
department of _education.

Basically; what we are trying to do is focus on vocational education
and in each area; such as Los- Angeles; to exact a greater degree of
cooperation between the parties in recognizing there is a training
problem and to_ do what they can_ to adjust curriculums; and adjust
business to attack or target that problem best.

There is_lot _of _talk about plant closures. We have had a lot of ex-
perience with it. I,will just touch on a couple of the areas because of
the- problem's magnitude: -One of the biggest; of course,- involved Gen-
eral Motors, which' -has closed down two large assembly plants, with
a third one in doubt; But the two large ones; one was at South Gate;
and one was at Fremont.

We have formed a tripartite agreement which is_very interesting.
It consists of General Motors, the United Auto Workers, and the
State -of California. Let ine put it this way; General Motors and thr
UAW put up over $7 million to effect counseling, retraining, stress
counseling, financial counseling; and so on; to assist the workers who
had been laid off.

The program has been quite successful; I think, though not quite
as successful as one that was later set up following- the Milpitas
closure. There, thanks to the. Ford Motor Co., the displaced workers
came in early, both to us and to the UAW. So-we had a_good chance to
go into the plant to do counseling and retraining; and that is where
we are now. This has been an enormously succe_ssful_program. _ _

_ I mentioned the, retraining, we did up in Weed. and. of course, that
is a rural situation. It was- entirely different and yet; it too_ proved
successful becanse_we brought all the elements- all of the people, all of
the parties, together and worked together. We have had other_ clo-
sures,_as you know, with the Kaiser steel mill at Fontana, the Gen-
eral Electric appliance plant in Los Angeles; the Piper airplane plant
at Santa Maria; and so on.

I guess there are a couple -of other programs that you might be in-
terested in. We have done a lot of what we call' work sharing in Cali-
fornia and this has been tremendously successful; Basically, what we
do is' when employers have to cut back, instead of laying off people;
they go on a shortened workweek and we make up the balance say
20 percent. in pro-rated unemployment insurance benefits.-We had a
limit of 20 weeks on that previously; We have since extended that to
6 months.

This has been a darn good program.particularly when you have an
industry that feels that they are just- in a-dip and they are going to
he coming back out: _Or another way that it can be used is if they sense
that they are not going to come back, it-gives them a transition period
to get their people retrained. It gives them an opportunity to get out
and find other jobs.
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Here are some recommendations:
We believe that the Government has a definite role in training and

that they_should assist the private sector in providing specialized
training. This can be done through work site training programs which
we think are best; incentives:done through tax incentive

I will have to echo the other two speakers. I think both said that
we need; and we need badly; better; more comprehensive_-market
information. We have a good program in California and yet, the pro-
gram; when it gets down to the local level, the occupational-type in-
formation, is laekin_g. We need to do more in that area and it is going
to take more dollars;

In the design of national programs, the thing that we would strongly
urge, Congressman; is that they not be so structured; so rigid; so cate-
gorical, if you please; that there be more flexibility allowed at the
State level. Each State has different problems and they need to ad-
dress those problems differently.

I know it is very easy_ to pass a law; universal law; that affects the
whole country But it often does not apply quite as well as it should
or fit our individual State needs;

We know that there has to be close coordination among _public pro-
grams. But, for example, you know there are about 22 different Fed-
eral programs that have to do with displaced workers. And we have
such a grab bag of other Federal programs and State programs; it is
hard working them all together to focus our resources and do the best
kind of job that we can.

We know that the Vocational Education Act is now appearing
before Congress for reauthorization; We certainly urge careful con-
sideration of that act in view of the retraining problems for the dis-
placed workers.

I think that that is about what I would like to _present here. I
certainly appreciate the opportunity, Congressman, to appear before
you and I look forward to the question and answer period.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Kiddoo follows :1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. R. KIDDOO

TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP THAT WORKS

I AM KAYE KIDD00, DIRECTOR OF THE CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT

DEPARTMENT. I ALSO COME TO YOU FROM MANY YEARS IN THE PRIVATE

INDUSTRY SECTOR. I WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THE CRITICAL

ISSUE OF STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT WITH YOU TODAY.

WE IN CALIFORNIA HAD TO FACE A TREMENDOUS .INCREASE IN UNEMPLOYMENT

DURING THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS WE HAVE LEARNED FROM OUR EXPERIENCES

AND I'D LIKE TO SHARE SOME OF THESE WITH YOU TODAY.
L

OUR FIRST EFFORT IS TO FIND CURRENT JOB VACANCIES THAT CAN UTILIZE

THE DISPLACED WORKERS' EXISTING SKILLS.

WHEN CURRENT SKILLS DON'T MATCH CURRENT VACANCIES AND RETRAINING IS

NECESSARY, WE TRY TO INSURE THAT TRAINING IS NOT ONLY DIPECTED TOWARD

DEMAND OCCUPATIONS; BUT THAT IT ALSO SUPPORTS OUR ECONOMIC DEVELOP-

MENT EFFORTS. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRAINING AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT IS CRITICAL AND I WILL WANT TO KEEP EMPHASIZING THIS

POINT THROUGHOUT MY DISCUSSION.

CALIFORN'A'S EXPERIENCES

UNTIL COMPARATIVELY RECENTLY, WHEN PLANT CLOSURES OR MASS LAYOFFS

OCCURRED IN CALIFORNIA, THE IMPACT WAS GENERALLY OF LIMITED SEVERITY.

THE LAYOFFS WERE LOCALIZED AND THE NUMBER OF WORKERS AFFECTED TENDED

TO BE RELATIVELY SMALL. WORKERS COULD USUALLY BE ABSORBED INTO
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SIMILAR JOBS IN THEIR HOME COMMUNITIES. THEN A NEW PATTERN EMERGED

IN WHICH CLOSURES OCCURED WITH INCREASING FREQUENCY; SEGMENTS OF

ENTIRE INC STRIES WE AFFECTED. CERTAIN GEOGRAPHIC AREAS WERE

PARTICULARLY HARD HIT; THE NUMBER OF JOBS LOST WAS SIGNIFICANTLY

GREATER THAN IN PREVIOUS YEARS.

DURING THE PAST FOUR YEARS; CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCED NUMEROUS INDUS-

TRIAL CLOSURES, RELOCATIONS, AND MASS LAYOFFS. IN THE 3 1/2 YEARS

FROM JANUARY 1980 THROUGH JULY 1983. OVER 1.465 CALIFORNIA PLANTS

CLOSED RESULTING IN A LOSS OF OVcR 148;000 JOBS. THE RATE OF

CLOSINGS AND NUMBERS OF WORKERS AFFECTED IS BEING REDUCED, BUT IT

IS STILL TOO HIGH.

WORKERS DISPLACED DUE TO PLANT CLOSURES OR MASS LAYOFFS TYPICALLY

EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTY FINDING COMPARABLE EMPLOYMENT FOR SEVERAL

REASONS. FIRST. SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF WORKERS WITH SIMILAR

OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS SUDDENLY FLOOD THE LABOR MARKET. SECOND,

PLANTS WHICH CLOSED. OFTEN SIGNIFIED A STATEWIDE OR REGIONAL DOWN-

TURN OF A PARTICULAR INDUSTPY, THEREBY ELIMINATING; OR AT LEAST

REDUCING, THE AVAILABILITY OF COMPARABLE JOBS. FINALLY, WORKERS

ARE RELUCTANTTO RELOCATE; BELIEVING THAT IT WOULD NOT BENEFIT

THEM SUFFICIENTLY.:

INDUSTRIAL SHIFTS IN CALIFORNIA'S ECONOMY HAVE; FOP'EXAMPLE-: REDUCED

EMPLOYMENT IN HEAVY MANUFACTURING (ESPECIALLY AUTOMOBILE. TIRE AND.':

RUBBER; AND STEEL PRODUCTS); FOOD CANNERIES, AND THE LUMBER PRODUCTS
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INDUSTRIES. MEANWHILE, NEW JOBS ARE BEING CREATED IN THE SE?VICE AND

KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY-BASED INDUSTRIES.- RETRAINING WHICH BUILDS

UPON AND TRANSFERS EXISTING OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS, CAN BE VERY EFFEC-

TIVE IN ENABLING DISPLACED WORKERS TO QUALIFY FOR NEW JORS IN DEMAND

OCCUPATIONS AND/OR GRDWING INDUSTRIES. CURRENT EMPLOYMENT-BASED

MODELS (E.G., WORKSITE TRAINING) HAVE BEEN FOUND TO BE ESPECIALLY

EFFECTIVE IN THIS REGARD. IN THE ABSENCE OF AN OPPORTUNITY FOR

RETRAINING, WORKERS FROM DECLINING INDUSTRIES OR WITH OBSOLETE

SKILLS FACE THE LIKELIHOOD OF LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYMENT. THIS NOT

ONLY HAS A NEGATIVE MULTIPLIER EFFECT THROUGHOUT THE ECONOMY, IT

INCREASES SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS UPON WORKERS AS WELL.

BECAUSE OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THIS PHENOMENON WITH ITS DEVASTATING

EFFECT ON INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES, THE SITUATION HAD DISTINCT

IMPLICATIONS FOR STATE POLICY MAKERS. BY THE FALL OF 1980, VARIOUS

STEPS HAD BEEN TAKEN TO ASSESS THE PROBLEM AND DETERMINE POSSIBLE

AREAS FOR STATE GOVERNMENT ACTION. THE STATE SENATE'S INDUSTRIAL

RELATIONS COMMITTEE 4ELD A SERIES OF LEGISLATIVE HEARINGS AND THE

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT (EDD) PREPARED SEVERAL REPORTS

AND RESEARCH STUDIES PROVIDING INFORMATION ON THE NATURE AND EX-

TENT OF PLANT CLOSURES IN THE STATE. THE DIRECTORS OF EDD, THE

PEPARTMENT OE'ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (DEED). THE DEPART-

MENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS (DIR), THE OFFICE OF PLANNING AND

RESEARCH, THE DEPARTMENT,OF EDUCATION (SDE) AND THE CHANCELLOR'S

OFFICE OF THE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES (COCCC) HAVE JOINED

TOGETHER TO COORDINATE THE STATE'S PLANT CLOSURE EFFORTS. OTHER
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DEPARTMENTS, INCLUDING TRANSPORTATION AND FOOD AND AGRICULTURE,

BECAME INVOLVED IN SPECIFIC -STATE /LOCAL ASSISTANCE EFFORTS. ALSO,

THE HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY INITIATED COMPLEMENTING PROGRAMS.

THESE ENTITIES, KNOWN COLLECTIVELY AS THE CALIFORNIA ECONOMIC ADJUST-

MENT TEAM (CEAT) FULFILL THE MAJOR FUNCTION OF COORDINATION AND

COMMUNICATION. THE OVERALL MISSION OF CEAT ENCOMPASSES:

O ASSISTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES IIN THE PLANNING AND THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF EFFECTIVE RESPONSE ACTIONS.

O ASSESSING FUTURE EMPLOYMENT/AND ECONOMIC TRENDS WITHIN THE INDUS-

TRIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND AGRI1CULTURAL SECTORS.

O RECOMMENDING APPROACHES ANID, WHEN NECESSARY, LEGISLATION TO:

(1) MINIMIZE HARMFUL CONSEQUENCES OF PLANT CLOSURES; (2) PROMOTE

RAPID REEMPLOYMENT OF WORKERS, AND (3) REVITALIZE THE ECONOMY

OF AFFECTED COMMUNITIES./

PLANT CLOSURE PLANNING GUIDELINES

WITH EXISTING REEOURCES, EDD ADMINISTRATIVELY BEGAN SEVERAL SPECIAL

PROJECTS TO TEST THE EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS PUBLIC-PRIVATE COLLA-

BORATIVE APPROACHES AND GAVE STATEWIDE PRIORITY TO PROVISION OF

REEMPLOYMENT AND RETRAINING SERVICES FOR DISPLACED WORKERS.

29
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THE EXPERIENCE GAINED IN THE PAST THREE YEARS, DURING\\ WHICH STATE

AGENCIES HAVE, IN COOPERATION WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYERS, \ESTED A

.

VARIETY OF STATE -LOCAL COOPERATIVE APPROACHES; HAS ENABLED EDD TO

IDENTIFY SEVERAL FACTORS WHICH HELP DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT EFFICIENT

AND COST-EFFECTIVE DISPLACED WORKER RETRAINING PROGRAMS. WHILE

THERE IS CONSIDERABLE FLEXIBILITY IN LOCAL PROGRAMMING, A SET OF

"GUIDING PRINCIPLES" HAS EMERGE? FROM THESE EXPERIENCES. THESE

PRINCIPLES ARE CONTAINED IN OUR PUBLICATION, "PLANNING GUIDEBOOK

FOR COMMUNITIES FACING A PLANT CLOSURE OR MASS LAYOFF". THEY

INCLUDE:

O WORKSITE BASED AND APPRENTICESHIP -TYPE TRAINING METHODOLOGIES

THAT USE INDUSTRY SITES, EQUIPMENT AND EXPERTISE SHOULD BE USED

O PROGRAMS SHOULD BUILD ON PRESENT AND FUTURE INDUSTRIAL AND

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT.

O PROGRAMS SHOULD BUILD UPON THE EXISTING SKILLS THAT WORKERS

HAVE ACQUIRED IN THEIR PRE-LAVOFF OCCUPATIONS. SKILLS TRANS-

FERENCE TECHNIQUES AND WORKSHOPS HAVE BEEN VERY EFFECTIVELY

UTILIZED FOR THIS PURPOSE.

i
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TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ONE OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT GUIDING PRINCIPLES IS THAT EMPLOYMENT RE-

LATED TRAINING IS PART OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS AT BOTH

STATE AND NATIONAL LEVEL. TOGETHER, WE HELP MEET OUR NATION'S NEED

FOR A HEALTHY ECONOMY. TRAINING HAS LONG BEEN A METHOD FOR REDUCING

WELFARE ROLLS AND MOVING DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE INTO THE ECONOMIC MAIN-

STREAM. BUT A HEALTHY ECONOMY, ACHIEVED THROUGH CONCERTED ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING EFFORTS, WILL PROVIDE THE JOE THAT WILL

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL.

IN ORDER THAT JOB TRAINING HELP FACILITATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,

TRAINING RESOURCES (VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, JTPA, ETC.) MUST BE DIRECT-

ED TO MEETING THE NEEDS OF'EMPLOYERS FOR A TRAINED; RESPONSIVE WORK

FORCE. WHILE SOME RESOURCES SHOULD PERMIT YOUNG PEOPLE TO PREPARE

FOR THE WORLD OF WORK, PRINCIPAL USE OF FUNDS SHOULD BE TO TRAIN FOR

DEMAND JOBS.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS APPROACH TO RETRAINING SHOULD BE CAREFULLY

NOTED. THE MIX OF TRAINING WITH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT HAPPEN

WITHOUT CAREFULLY DESIGNED STRATEGIES AND THE CONCERTED EFFORTS OF

GROUPS AND INSTITUTIONS WHO TRADITIONALLY HAVE NOT HAD A CLOSE WORK-

ING RELATIONSHIP. OUR EXPERIENCES LEAD US TO BELIEVE THAT THE

FOLLOWING ARE TRUE:

0 THE EMPLOYER SHOULD BE THE PRIMARY DETERMINER OF THE VARIOUS

ASPECTS OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM.
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O THE EDUCATION/TRAINING SYSTEM SHOULD'BE RESPONSIVE TO HIRING AND

TRAINING NEEDS OF INDUSTRY RATHER THAN THE ESTABLISHED SCHEDULES

AND CURRICULUM OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

O TRAINERS NEED ADVANCE INFORMATION ON UPCOMING TRAINING NEEDS.

O LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND THE STATE MUST HAVE FLEXIBILITY TO DETER-

MINE PROGRAM MIX BASED ON ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND CLIENT NEEDS.

O A PUBLIC /PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IS NEEDED--NEITHER IS ENOUGH WHEN

ALONE.

O TRAINING MUST BE SEEN AS A SYSTEM. SECONDARY, POST-SECONDARY,

VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION MUST ALL WORK TOGETHER.

O BOTH EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE INVOLVED IN

IDENTIFYING WORKERS' EXISTING SKILLS, DETLRMINING THEIR TRAINING

NEEDS, AND PLACING THEM IN NEW OCCUPATIONS.

O WORKERS MUST BE PREPARED IN THE SPECIFIC SKILLS NECESSARY FOR

JOB SUCCESS AND THE TRAINING SHOULD BE SUFFICIENTLY MODULAR TO

ENABLE INDIVIDUAL WORKERS TO CONCENTRATE ONLY ON THE TRAINING

COMPONENTS THEY REQUIRE.

O WE MUST BUILD UPON EXISTING EDUCATION AND TRAINING DELIVERY SYS-

TEMS; RATHER THAN DUPLICATE CURRENT RETRAINING PROGRAM OR SERVICES.
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BEFORE MAKING SOME SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION,

I'D LIKE TO BRIEFLY DESCRIBE SOME OF THE EXPERIENCES WE'VE HAD IN

CALIFORNIA, HOW WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO APPLY THE LESSONS WE'VE

LEARNED AND MAKE USE OF THE PROGRAMMATIC IMPLICATIONS;

WE IN CALIFORNIA,HAVE HAD SOME UNIQUE EXPERIENCES, HOWEVER, MOST OF

OUR PROBLEMS WERE OF THE "NORMAL" STRUCTURAL VARIETY; SOME OF OUR

SOLUTIONS WERE INNOVATIVE BUT MOST WERE BASED UPON TRADITIONAL COM-

MUNITY SUPPORT NETWORKS.

EMPLOYER DIRECTED TRAINING PROGRAMS

LET'S LOOK FIRST AT THREE PROGRAMS WHICH WERE DESIGNED WITH THE

EMPLOYER'S NEEDS IN MIND. THEY HAVE A HEAVY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

DIRECTION. LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS ARE AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT BUT ONLY

IF THEY CAN BE COMPETITIVE. THERE IS HEAVY USE OF OUTCOME AND

PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO DETERMINE EFFECTIVENESS RATHER THAN LOOKING

AT THE PROCESS ITSELF;

1. CWETA: A START IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

FOR FOUR YEARS, THE CALIFORNIA WORKSITE EDUCATION AND TRAINING

ACT (CWETA) PROGRAM HAS BEEN THE PIONEER IN A NEW APPROACH TO

JOB TRAINING THAT EXPECTS TRAINEES TO WORK HARD. TO GET AHEAD,

AND CONSIDERS BUSINESSES TRAINING NEEDS FIRST.

1 33
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CWETA HAS SHOWN THAT PLACING PEOPLE IN GOOD JOBS IS NOT ONLY

GOOD FOR WORKERS; BUT THAT IT ALSO CONTRIBUTES SUBSTANTIALLY

TO THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESS AND THE STATE.

CWETA IS TRAINING 11,000 PEOPLE IN MEDICINE, ELECTRONICS, MACHINE

TRADES, HIGH TECHNOLOGY AND AGRICULTURAL SKILLS. THIS STATE.

FUNDED PROGRAM HAS ACCOMPLISHED A 90% PLACEMENT-RATE OF GRADUATES

BY STICKING TO ONE BASIC RULE--EMPLOYERS tUaL AGREE TO HIRE OR

UPGRADE THOSE WHO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE TRAINING.

IN EXCHANGE FOR THAT COMMITMENT, BUSINESS PLAYS A.kEY ROLE IN

DEVELOPING EACH PROJECT, SELECTING TRAINEES, DESIGNING THE

CURRICULUM; AND PROVIDING REQUIRED ON-THE-JOB TRAINING.

UNLIKE MANY OTHER JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS; THIS ONE IS FLEXIBLE.

PROJECTS ARE DEVELOPED AND ADMINISTERED LOCALLY, BY WHOMEVER

CAN DO THE JOB BEST, WHETHER THAT IS SOMEONE FROM THE COMMUNITY

COLLEGE WHICH WILL PROVIDE THE TRAINING OR FROM THE BUSINESS

NEEDING.THE SKILLED WORKERS.

EACH OF THE 166 CWETA PROJECTS HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO MEET THE

UNIQUE NEEDS OF THE EMPLOYER, SCHOOL AND TRAINEES., CURRICULA

ARE REWRITTEN, CLASS HOURS AND SITES ARE NEGOTIATED...AND ALL

OF THE ACTORS INVOLVED GIVE A GREAT DEAL TO MAKE THE TRAINING

SUCCEED.
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As AN INDICATION OF THIS, DURING OUR LAST FISCAL YEAR, INDUSTRY

CONTRIBUTED $2 MILLION IN CASH OR STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT

TO MATCH THE STATE'S S10 MILLION CWETA ALLOCATION.

MOREOVER; THIS SUCCESS HAS SAVED THE STATE AND INDUSTRY MILLIONS

QF DOLLKRS IN PUBLIC ASSISTANCE TO THE UNEMPLOYED, BY INCREASING

THE PURCHASING CAPACITY OF THOSE TRAINED, AND BY INCREASING THE

EFFICIENCY OF BUSINESS TO HIRE AND RETAIN GOOD EMPLOYEES.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

NEARLY HALF OF CWETA TRAINING IS IN ELECTRONICS AND HIGH-TECH

FIELDS, 14% IN HEALTH CARE, 22% IN SKILLED CRAFTS; 8% IN MACHINE

TRADES, AND THE BALANCE IN AGRICULTURAL SKILLS, AND OTHER FIELDS.

APPROXIMATELY, 2/3RDS OF THOSE TRAINED ARE UPGRADED FROM DEAD-

END JOBS TO JOBS WITH A CAREER LADDER; THE REMAINING 1/3; ARE

TRAINED FOR ENTRY LEVEL JOBS.

ONE THIRD OF CWETA's TRAINEES ARE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED;

76% HAVE INADEQUATE OR OBSOLETE JOB SKILLS: 1.1% ARE NON-WHITE

AND: 37% ARE WOMEN. ALL HAVE BEEN SELECTED FOR TRAINING BY THE

EMPLOYERS.
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EXAMPLES OF TRAINING WHICH CWETA IS FUNDING INCLUDE:

O Two HIGH-TECH CENTERS, IN SILICON VALLEY AND Los ANGELES, TO

TRAIN MORE THAN 1.800 PEOPLE FOR COMPANIES SUCH AS LOCKHEED,

SAVIN; SPERRY UNIVAC; APPLE COMPUTER; FAIRCHILD; PACIFIC

TELEPHONE: ETC.

O THE LARGEST TRAINING PROGRAM FOR MACHINISTS IN THE WESTERN

UNITED STATES THROUGH A PROJECT SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL

TOOLING AND MACHINING ASSOCIATION IN Los ANGELES

O TRAINING 1,600 REGISTERED NURSES AND LICENSED VOCATIONAL

NURSES BY WORKING WITH 350 HOSPITALS AND LONG -TERM CARE

FACILITIES THROUGHOUT THE STATE;

O UPGRADING THE SKILLS OF SEVERAL HUNDRED FARM WORKERS TO

ENABLE THEM TO BE EMPLOYABLE YEAR-ROUND; AND

O TRAINING 1,200 SHEET METAL WORKERS IN ENERGY MANAGEMENT TO

FILL AN ESTIMATED 5,000 NEW JOBS IN THE NEXT THREE TO FIVE

YEARS IN CALIFORNIA MAKING OFFICES; SCHOOLS AND PLANTS

ENERGY EFFICIENT.
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SEVERAL OTHER SIGNIFICANT JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA--

THE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL; WHICH I WILL TALK ABOUT NEXT;

AND JTPA--HAVE ADOPTEL SOME ASPECTS OF THE CWETA MODEL; HOW-

EVER; ONLY THE CWETA PROGRAM CAN CURRENTLY MEADE TRAINING FOR

EMPLOYEES WHOSE SKILLS ARE INADEQUATE OR OBSOLETE AND WHO ARE

STUCK IN DEAD-END JOBS. IN THESE CASES-AGAIN APPROXIMATELY

TWO-THIRDS OF ALL CWETA TRAJNING-THERE IS NO EXISTING AVENUE

FOR THE EMPLOYEE TO GET TRAINING UNLESS THEY WERE TO QUIT WORK

ALTOGETHER.

THERE IS GENERAL ACCEPTANCE IN BOTH THE PUBLIC AND BUSINESS

COMMUNITIES THROUGHCJT CALIFORNIA OF THE CWETA CONCEPT. EM-

PLOYERS; IN PARTICULAR. WANT THIS TRAINING TO UPGRADE THEIR

OWN EMPLOYEES SO THAT THEY WILL NOT BE FORCED TO LAY OFF

CURRENT EMPLOYEES AND HIRE NEW; UNTESTED EMPLOYEES. I FEEL

PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY AND THE CONCEPT OF UPGRADE TRAINING ARE

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN A COMPLETE APPROACH TO JOB TRAINING

REGARDLESS OF WHO OPERATES THE PROGRAM. THESE ELEMENTS MUST

BE INCLUDED IN ANY FUTURE FEDERAL OR STATE TRAINING PROGRAM

IF IT IS TO HAVE ANY CHANCE OF SUCCESS. WE ARE CURRENTLY

REVIEWING THE CWETA PROGRAM TO SEE IF IT CAN BE INCORPORATED

INTO OUR OTHER TRAINING PROGRAMS;
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2. ETP: THE TAX BASED TRAINING PROGRAM

THE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL IS A NEW CALIFORNIA JOB TRAiNING

PROGRAM TO HELP PUT AUTO WORKERS AND MACHINISTS, AND SECRETARIES

AND AUTO MECHANICS'BACK TO WORK OR TO KEEP THEM FROM BEING LAID

OFF IN THE FIRST PLACE BECAUSE THEIR SKILLS HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE.

, THIS PROGRAM IS FUNDED BY A $55 MILLION A YEAR TAX ON EMPLOYERS.

LEGISLATIVLY, IT WAS TIED TO AN INCREASE IN THE WEEKLY BENEFIT

AMCUNT OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. CONTROL OF THE FUND IS BY A

SEVEN-MEMBER PANEL APOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, THE SPEAKER OF.THE

ASSEMBLY AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEM OF THE SENATE.

THE MONEY ENTRUSTED TO THE PANEL MUST BE SPENT TO RETRAIN UNEM-'

PLOYMENT INSURANCE RECIPIENTS; PEOPLE WHO HAVE EXHAUSTED THEIR

UNEMPLOYMENT CLAIMS AND REMAINED UNEMPLOYED OR PEOPLE WHO ARE

LIKELY TO BE LAID OFF AND CLAIM UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.

CALIFORNIA'S EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL IS BASED ON A FEW PRINCI-

PLES THAT ARE WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION IN EXAMINING AND RESOLVING

THE PROBLEMS CREATED BY ECONOMIC CHANGE, INCLUDING THE SHUTDOWN

OF FACILITIES AND THE LAYOFF OF WORKERS.
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FIRST, THE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL IS NOT LIMITED TO PROVIDING

RELIEF IN A SUDDEN ECONOMIC DOWNTURN. IT HAS THE ABILITY TC

TRAIN PEOPLE WHO ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING THEIR. JOBS AND CAN HELP

PREVENT ECONOMIC DISASTERS FROM OCCURRING;

AND THE PANEL CAN HELP TRAIN WORKERS FOR NEW OR EXPANDING BUSI-

NESS CR OLD BUSINESSES THAT ARE RETOOLING AND NEED. TO UPDATE

THE SKILLS OF THEIR WORKERS AS WELL AS THEIR MACHINERY.

SECOND-, IF THERE IS NO PROMISE OF A JOB AT THE END OF TRAINING,

THERE IS NO TRAINING. WE ENSURE THAT THERE. IS A JOB' AT THE END

OF TRAINING BY INVOLVING EMPLOYERS AND UNIONS FROM THE START.

MANAGERS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO DECIDE WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT

AND WHO SHOULD TEACH IT. THEY ALSO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO

DECIDE WHO HAS THE BACKGROUND TO SUCCEED IN THE TRAINING AND

SUCCEED IN THE NEW JOB. PAYMENT TO TRAINERS IS BASED ON THE

NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO GO TO WORK.

THIRD, IT IS A TRAINING PROGRAM THAT CAN MOVE PEOPLE INTO CAREERS

WITH LONG-TERM JOB SECURITY; YOU CANNOT HELP WORKING PEOPLE BY

TRAINING FOR DEAD-END, MINIMUM WAGE. JOBS. THE PROGRAM TRAINS FOR

GOOD JOBS THAT PROVIDE A DECENT LIVING IN STABLE OR EXPANDING

OCCUPATIONS.
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FOURTH; THE PANEL MEMBERS ARE ALL PRIVATE SECTOR PEOPLE;

WHAT HAS THE PANEL DONE?

WITH THE HELP OF THE FORD MOTOR CO. AND UNITED AUTO WORKERS THE

PANEL SET UP TRAINING FOR ONE-QUARTER OF THE FORD WORKERS WHO

WERE LAID-OFF IN MAY IN SAN JOSE. THE PANEL IS SUPPORTING TRAIN-

ING FOR MACHINE OPERATORS, WELDERS, AND MICROWAVE TECHNICIANS.

IN ADDITION; ON-THE-JOB TRAINING PLANS WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR

PEOPLE WHO GO TO WORK FOR A VARIETY OF SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED

FIRMS.

THERE IS A S4 MILLION MASTER CONTRACT WITH THE LOS ANGELES BUSI-

NESS -LABOR COUNCILL ESTABLISHED BY THE LOS ANGELES FEDERATION OF

LABOR AND THE LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT TO SET UP

A CENTER FOR EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL PROJECTS. RETRAINING IN

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR

160 PERSONS WHO WOULD OTHERWISE BE LAID OFF. SOME MACHINISTS

ARE BEING TRAINED IN COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS.

IN COOPERATION WITH THE LANCASTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORA-

TION, A WORKFORCE IS BEING TRAINED TO ".SSEMBLE THREE-WHEELED

TRUCKS.



THE CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL IS A PRACTICAL AND

REALISTIC MODEL FOR HELPING PREVENT FURTHER HUMAN AND ECONOMIC

DISLOCATION. IT IS A COOPERATIVE BUSINESS-LABOR PROGRAM THAT

PUTS PEOPLE BACK .TO WORK AND PREVENTS LAYOFFS IN THE FIRST PLACE

WHEN TECHNOLOGY OUTDISTANCES PEOPLE'S SKILLS.

3. BLC's-: -EMPLOYERS IMPACT VOCATIONAL TRAINING

A THIRD EXAMPLE, WHILE NOT A TRAINING PROGRAM, APPEARS TO BE A

USEFUL APPROACH. FIVE PILOT BUSINESS-LABOR COUNCILS (BLC) HAVE

BEEN'ESTABLISHED THROUGHOUT THE STATE. THE PURPOSE OF THESE

COUNCILS IS TO BRING PROMINENT REPRESENTATIVES FROM BUSINESS;

INDUSTRY, AND LABOR TOGETAR IN PARTNERSHIPS WITH LOCAL TRAIN-

ING PROVIDERS SO AS TO ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING

AND TO ENSURE THAT THE CONTENT MEETS THE NEEDS OF LOCAL INDUS-

TR'ES. BLC's ARE NOT DUPLICATIVE OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS

(PICS). WHILE PIGS FOCUS ON DEVELOPING RETRAINING PROGRAMS UNDER

JTPA, BLCs FOCUS ON REDIRECTING THE PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM TO

RESPOND 'MORE QUICKLY AND MORE EFFECTIVELY TO THE NEEDS OF BUSI- .

NESS AND INDUSTRY.

IT IS TOO EARLY TO DRAW DEFINITIVE CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE EFFEC-

TIVENESS OF THE BUSINESS LABOR COUNCIL PROGRAM AND THE EFFICACY OF

THE PROGRAM'S CONCEPT IN ACHIEVING THE BASIC GOAL. HOWEVER. SOME
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS CAN BE MADE REGARDING FIRST SIX MONTHS OF OP-

ERATION, WHICH ARE PERTINENT TO THE POTENTIAL SUCCESS OF THE

PROGRAM, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING:

O BUSINESS AND LABOR ARE WILLING TO BE ACTIVE IN CHANGING VOCA-

0

TIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS.

PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS WHO ARE UNWILLING TO SERVE ON PICs ARE

WILLING TO SERVE ON BUSINESS LABOR COUNCILS. THIS IS BECAUSE

MANY DO NOT WISH TO BECOME INVOLVED WITH THE PIC's FEDERAL

GUIDELINES NOR TO HAVE DIRECT RESPONSIBILITY FOR FUNDING AND

ADMINSTERING TRAINING PROJECTS.

0 MOST SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES ARE ANXIOUS AND WILLING

TO CONFORM THEIR CURRICULA TO RESPOND TO EMPLOYERS' NEEDS IF

ADDITIONAL OR SPECIFIC FUNDING SOURCES ARE PROVIDED.

O IMPROVEMENTS IN LABOR MARKET FORECASTING PROCEDURES ARE

NECESSARY BEFORE MAJOR REDIRECTION OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING

RESOURCES WILL BE MADE. EMPLOYERS IN MOST INDUSTRIES ARE

UNABLE TO PREDICT WITH ANY DEGREE OF ASSURANCE THEIR WORKER

NEEDS BEYOND A 90 TO 180 DAY PERIOD.

O ALTHOUGH EMPLOYERS ARE GENERALLY LOOKING FOR JOB APPLICANTS

WITH GOOD VOCATIONAL SKILLS, THEIR GREATEST CONCERN AT THIS

TIME IS FOR GOOD BASIC SKILLS, WORK HABITS, AND ATTITUDES.
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PLANT CLOSURE PROGRAMS

A SECOND GROUP OF PROGRAMS GREW DIRECTLY FROM OUR EXPERIENCES WITH

MAJOR PLANT CLOSURES. WHAT CAME TO BE KNOWN AS THE "CALIFORNIA

MODEL" GREW OUT OF THESE EXPERIENCES. EACH OF THE FOJR EXAMPLES

I WILL DISCUSS HAD THESE MAJOR COMPONENTS IN COMMON:

EACH WAS SUPPORTED BY A STRONG PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP WHICH IN-

VOLVED THE SUPPORT OF EMPLOYERS, MAJOR UNIONS; CITY COUNTY OFFICIALS

AND STATE ENTITIES.

EACH ATTEMPTED TO TARGET TRAINING TO AN EXPANDING; OR POTENTIAL

GROWTH INDUSTRY IN THE AREA.

EACH PROGRAM INVOLVED SUPPORT ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN TRAINING. THESE

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED VARIOUS SOCIAL SERVICES.

(I'D LIKE TO MAKE A SPECIAL NOTE TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION TO TEE

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION AND. THE CALIFORNIA CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE FOR THEIR SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP PLANT CLOSURE

GUIDELINES FOR THEIR MEMBER COMPANIES; THIS KIND OF EFFORT PRE-

CLUDES THE NECESSITY FOR LEGISLATING MANDATORY RULES.)
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1. GENERAL MOTORS--UNITED AUTO WORKERS--STATE OF CALIFORNIA

RETRAINING PLAN

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, GENERAL MOTORS (GM) CORPORATION AND THE

UNITED AUTO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION (UAW) ENTERED INTO AGREE-

MENTS WHICH PROVIDE FOR S7;695;000 FOR COUNSELING, RETRAINING, AND

JOB PLACEMENT OF LAID OFF WORKERS FROM GM ASSEMBLY PLANTS IN FREMONT

AND SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA. THIS PRECEDENT-SETTING AGREEMENT GAVE

THE STATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PUT TOGETHER A PARTNERSHIP AMONG THE

PRIVATE SECTOR AND LOCAL, FEDERAL, AND STATE GOVERNMENTS. THE

CONTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE SECTOR RESOURCES PROVIDED LEVERAGE FOR

SECURING MATCHING PUBLIC SECTOR RESOURCES. AN ADDITIONAL $744;000

WAS PROVIDED BY THE ALAMEDA COUNTY TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT BOARD

FOR RETRAINING, JOB DEVELOPMENT, AND PLACEMENT.

THE TRIPARTITE AGREEMENT CALLED FOR RETRAINING TO BE MADE AVAILABLE

FOR HOURLY RATE WORKERS IN DEMAND OCCUPATIONS;

THE PROGRAM WAS MADE POSSIBLE AS A RESULT OF AN HISTORIC COLLECTIVE

BARGAINING AGREEMENT NEGOTIATED WITH GM/UAW; :STABLISHING A JOINT,

SKILL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING COMMITTFIES TO PROMOTE TRAINING, RE-

TRAINING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES TO UPGRADE THE SKILLS OF GM AUTO

WORKERS NATIONW IDE. CALIFORNIA WAS THE FIRST STATE TO TAKE ADVAN-

TAGE OF THE GM/LAW PLAN WHICH FITS INTO RECENT EFFORTS IN CALIFORNIA
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TO FORM PARTNERSHIPS AMONG BUSINESSES, LABOR, AND STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS TO EASE THE EFFECTS OF PLAIT CLOSURES ON BOTH WORKERS

AND COMMUNITIES.

RETRAINING UNDER TAIS AGREEMENT WAS FACILITATED -BY OTHER STATE LEG-

ISLATION. THESE LAWS ALLOW WORKERS LAID OFF DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES

SUCH AS PLANT CLOSURES TO COLLECT EXTENDED UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

BENEFITS WHILE ENROLLED IN A RETRAINING PROGRAM: PROVIDE SPECIAL-

IZED RETRAINING AND REEMPLOYMENT SERVICES Ft- DISPLACED WORKERS;

AND AUTHORIZE TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE TO ENABLE LAID OFF WORKERS

TO COMMUTE TO UNFILLED JOBS IN SURROUNDING AREAS.

THUS FAR, OVER 8,000 DISPLACED WORKERS HAVE REGISTERED WITH OUR

PROJECT CENTERS, 2;200 HAVE ENTERED EMPLOYMENT AND 2,600 HAVE

ENROLLED IN TRAINING. A SPECIAL EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO DEVELOP

TRAINING, WHICH TAKES ADVANTAGE OF EXISTING SKILLS, AND CAN BE

ACCOMPLISHED IN AS SHORT A TIME AS POSSIBLE; THE AVERAGE LENGTH

IN SIX MONTHS.

FORTUNATELY, THE AUTO INDUSTRY APPEARS TO BE ON AN UPSWING, WITH

OVER 800 OF THESE WORKERS HAVING BEEN RECALLED TO OTHER GM PLANTS.
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2 EEEdlE-1111Cft

FORD WAS ABLE TO FORESEE THE CLOSING OF THEIR MILPITAS PLANT AND

TO'PHASE-OUT THEIR WORKFORCE OF 2,300 THROUGHOUT THE PERIOD FROM

JANUARY THROUGH JULY 1983.

THIS NOTICE PROVIDED EDD WITH ENOUGH TIME TO BUILD RAPPORT AMONG

SERVICE DELIVERERS; THE WORKERS; THE COMPANY; AND THE UNION: TO

SURVEY WORKERS' NEEDS: AND TO PLAN WITH,THE COMPANY AND THE UNION

FOR THE BEST MIX OF SERVICES TO MEET THOSE NEEDS. IT SHOULD BE

NOTED THAT THE EXPERIENCE WITH GM/UAW AND THE FACT THAT ONLY ONE

LOCATION WAS INVOLVED ALSO CONTRIBUTED TO OUR "HEADSTART."

THIS PROJECT ALSO RELIES ON THE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AND CONTRIBU-

TIONS OF EDD, THE COMPANY AND THE UNION. THUS FAR; OVER 1,700

WORKERS HAVE REGISTERED IN THE PROJECT'S CENTER; WHICH IS LOCATED

IN THE PLANT. ITSELF. AS WITH GM/UAW, EMPHASIS IS ON PLACEMENT AND

RETRAINING; WITH SPECIAL SUPPORT ENHANCEMENTS (STRESS AND FINANCIA;.

COUNSELING AND TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE).

3; SANTA MARIA

THE SANTA MARIA PROJECT WAS AN ALL-OUT; COMMUNITYWIDE RESPONSE

WHICH BEGAN IN JUNE 1981; IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PIPER AIRCRAFT

CLOSURE. WELL-ESTABLISHED COOPERATIVE 'WORKING RELATIONS AND CLOSE

COORDINATION AMONG THREE KEY ENTITIES '.ED TO A COMPREHENSIVE
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PROJECT WHICH FOCUSES ON WORKER NEEDS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT;

THE KEY ENTITIES WERE EDD, THE CITY GOVERNMENT AND SANTA MARIA

VALLEY DEVELOPERS (SMVD), A LOCAL NONPROFIT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION.

EDD, THROUGH THE SANTA MARIA FIELD OFFICE, HAS PROVIDED INTENSIVE

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES SUCH AS PLACEMENT, JOB DEVELOPMENT, COUNSELING,

JOB SEARCH TRAINING, TESTING, AND EMPLOYER OUTREACH. SMVD ANC THE

CITY ASSISTED IN AN INTENSIVE EMPLOYER OUTREACH TELEPHONE CAMPAIGN,

A WEEKEND JOB FAIR 'SPONSORED BY A LOCAL REALTORS' GROUP (IN COOPER-
__

ATION WITH A PRIVATE EMPLOYER), AND A WORKSHOP ON FINANCIAL MANAGE-
1

MENT CONDUCTED BY THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF A LOCAL BANK.

EDD's FIELD OFFICE MANAGER PLAYED A LEAD ROLE IN THE FORMATION OF

THE VANDENBERG (AIR FORCE BASE) TASK FORCE, A CONSORTIUM MADE UP OF

EDD, AEROSPACE EMPLOYERS, AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES. THE

TASK FORCE WORKED TO ENSURE THAT THE MAJORITY OF PERSONS HIRED FOR

TECHNICAL AND AEROSPACE JOBS AT THE BASE OVER THE NEXT FEW YEARS

WERE LOCAL RESIDENTS. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL, THE TASK FORCE

ANALYZED EMPLOYER DEMANDS AND FACILITATED THE DEVELOPMENT OF
_

SPECIALLY DESIGNED COURSES THAT WOULD ENABLE DISPLACED WORKERS TO

FILL POSITIONS IN ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL FIELDS.
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4 WEED

IN DECEMBER 1981. INTERNATIONAL PAPER (IP) COMPANY ANNOJNCEO PLANS

TO SELL ITS WEED FACILITY OR CLOSE ITS DOORS BY JUNE 1982. SINCE

CLOSURE WOULD HAVE A DEVASTATING EFFECT ON BOTH THE TOWN (POPULATION

APPROXIMATELY 3,000) AND THE COUNTY, VARIOUS COMMUNITY REPRESENTA-

TIVES (INCLUDING EDD) MET TO ASSESS THE SITUATION AND DRAW UP CON-

TINGENCY PLANS, FORMING THE WEED COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE.

INITIAL EFFORTS RECEIVED A MIXED RESPONSE. IN EXPLORING ECONOMIC .

DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS, FOR EXAMPLE, THE COMMITTEE HELPED DEVELOP A

EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN WHICH WAS SUBMITTED TO IP FOR CONSID-

ERATION ALONG WITH OTHER BIDS.

STILL WITHOUT A BUYER, IP cLasED THE MILL IN MAY. EDD IMMEDIATELY

OFFERED BASIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICES TO !P WORKERS THROUGH THE MT.

SHASTA FIELD OFFICE. WHEN THE COLLEGE OF THE SISKIYOUS (COS) IN

WEED OBTAINED A GRANT FOR CAREER COUNSELING AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SERVICES TO DISPLACED WORKERS, EDD OuSTATIONED A JOB DEVELOPER

PART-TIME AT COS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE INTENSIVE JUB DEVELOPMENT

SERVICES TO IP WORKERS;

IN THE INTERIM, WHILE STILL ACCEPTING BIDS, IP FUNDED AN ECONOMIC AND

SOCIAL CONSULTING FIRM TO ASSIST THE COMMUNITY IN PLANNING FOR THE

FUTURE. THE FIRM, COMMUNITY DYNAMICS, WORKED WITH THE NEWLY FORMED

PLANNING FOR TOMORROW COMMITTEE (PFTC) HEADED BY THE MAYOR OF WEED.
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A MARKETING SURVEY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES WERE INITI-

ATED, WITH TECHNICAL ADVICE FROM COMMUNITY DYNAMICS. BASED

ON RECOMMENDATIONS FROM EDD, THE PFTC SUBMITTED A PROPOSAL TO IP

FOR FUNDING A REEMPLOYMENT CENTER, AS WELL AS ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES.

SALE OF THE MILL TO ROSEBURG LUMBER COMPANY WAS ANNOUNCED IN

DECEMBER 1982,

ROSEBURG BOUGHT INTO WEED,'NOT TO GET A GOING SAWMILL OPERATION;

BUT TO GET THE PLANT SITE AND THE LESION OF SKILLED MILL AND TIMBER

WORKERS WHO STILL LIVE IN THE COMMUNITY. ."THAT'S WHY WE'RE HERE.

WE GOT THESE PEOPLE AND WE GOT A GOOD PLANT SITE, PERIOQ," SAID

MARTIN GRUGETT; WEED MANAGEEOR THE ROSEBURG LUMBER CO. OF OREGON.

STRUCTURED, UNEMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

THE THIRD GROUP OF PROGRAMS ARE MORE DIRECTLY RELATED TO TRADITIONAL

STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT. THE PRINCIPAL PROGRAM IS OF COURSE JTPA;

THE OTHER IS OUR "WORK SHARING UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE."

CP_IFORNIA WILL DISBURSE 75 PERCENT OF JTPA TITLE FUNDS DIRECTLY TO

SDAs WHICH HAVE DOCUMENTED THEIR NEEDS THROUGH THE SUBMISSION OF A

TITLE III PLAN. TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF FUNDS WILL BE RETAINED TO

ADDRESS NEEDS THAT ARISE SUBSEQUENT 10 THE INITIAL ALLOCATION.
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WORK SHARING UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

(WSUI)

SENATE BILL 1471. PIONEERING LEGISLATION PASSED BY THE CALIFORNIA

LEGISLATURE IN 1978. AUTHORIZED. THE WORK SHARING UNEMPLOYMENT INSUR-

ANCE PROGRAM; THIS LEGISLATION ALLOWS THE PAYMENT OF WORK SHARING

JNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BENEFITS TO PERSONS WHOSE WAGES AND HOURS

%RE REDUCED AS A TEMPORARY ALTERNATIVE TO LAYOFFS.

THE PROGRAM HELPS EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES AVOID SOME -OF THE BURDENS

THAT ACCOMPANY A LAYOFF SITUATION. FOR INSTANCE. IF EMPLOYEES ARE

ZETAINED DURING A TEMPORARY SLOWDOWN. EMPLOYERS CAN QUICKLY GEAR UP

'HEN BUSINESS CONDITIONS IMPROVE. EMPLOYERS ARE THEN SPARED THE

:XPENSES OF RECRUITING. HIRING. AND TRAINING NEW EMPLOYEES. IN

'URN. EMPLOYEES ARE SPARED THE HARDSHIPS OF FULL UNEMPLOYMENT. FOR

:MPLOYERS WHO NEED TO REDUCE THEIR WORKFORCES PERMANENTLY. THE

'ROGRAM CAN BE USED AS A PHASED TRANSITION TO LAYOFF. AFFECTED

MPLOYEES CAN CONTINUE TO WORK AT REDUCED LEVELS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY

'0 FIND OTHER EMPLOYMENT PRIOR TO THE EXPECTED LAYOFF.

ETWEEN JULY 1978 AND JULY 1983 ALMOST 6.500 EMPLOYFR PLANS HAVE

EEN APPROVED. AFFECTING OVER 200.000 EMPLOYEES.

DDITIONAL STATE LEGISLATION PASSED THIS YEAR (SB 57) ELIMINATES

HE 20-WEEK ANNUAL LIMIT FOR ANY EMPLOYEE AND SUBSTITUTES A SIX=MONTH

LAN LIMIT ON EMPLOYERS. THE PLAN IS RENEWABLE IF THE UNEMPLOYMENT

ATE IN THE STATE EXCEEDS 7.5 PERCENT.



1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD ENCOURAGE AND ASSIST THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN

PROVIDING SPECIALIZED TRAINING, SOME EXAMPLES OF WAYS TO DO

THIS INCLUDE:

TAX INCENTIVE1. PROGRAMS SUCH AS TARGETED JOBS TAX CPEDIT (TJTC)

ARE GOOD EXAMPLES 01, THIS; GENERALLY; HOWEVER. THESE PROGRAMS

ARE TARGETED TO JOB-SEEKERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, AND THIS MAY BE

A NECESSARY AND DESIRABLE FEATURE OF TAX-BREAK TRAINING PROGRA".3.

WORKSITE ['RAINING PROGRAMS. THE EMPLOYER TRAINING PANEL AND

CWETA ARE GOOD EXAMPLES OF THIS. THESE PROGRAMS ARE USEFUL IN

RETRAINING EMPLOYEES TO EQUIP THEM FOR TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE. TO

PREPARE THEM FOR HIGHER LEVEL JOBS AND TO PROVIDE EMPLOYEES FOR

RAPIDLY EXPANDING INDUSTRIES. "UPGRADE" TRAINING PROGRAMS ALSO

CREATE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN ENTRY LEVEL JOBS.

2. WE NEED A TRULY COMPREHENSIVE LABOR MARKET INFORMATION (LMI)

SYSTEM TO MEET STATE, LOCAL AS WELL AS NATIONAL, INFORMATION

NEEDS. VERY LARGE EMPLOYERS THAT HAVE KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFFS OF

PLANNERS AND ECONOMISTS OFTEN CAN ANTICIPATE THEIR EMPLOYMENT

NEEDS AND ARE AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF LABOR MARKET INFORMATION;

THE VAST MAJORITY OF EMPLOYERS, AS WELL AS PLANNERS AND COUN-

SELORS IN SCHOOLS, PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS, JOB SERVICE OFFICES
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AND OTHER PUBLIC PROGRAMS, MUST RELY ON INFORMATION PROVIDED

THROUGH THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND THE STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

AGENCIES. WE HAVE (IN CALIFORNIA) AN EXCELLENT RELATIONSHIP

WITH THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, AND THE STATE-FEDERAL

COOPERATIVE STATISTICAL PROGRAM FORM THE SOLID FOUNDATION OF A

STATE AND LOCAL LMI PROGRAM. HOWEVER, THEY FALL FAR SHORT OF

PROVIDING THE SPECIFIC TIMELY, LOCAL OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

WHICH INDUSTRY AND THE PUBLIC SECTOR NEED TO PLAN TRAINING

PROGRAMS. CONGRESS AND THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MUST FUND, AND

SUPPORT A NATIONAL LMI PROGRAM THAT MEETS STATE AND LOCAL NEEDS.

3. NATIONAL PROGRAMS MUST NOT BE SO CATEGORICAL AND SO SPECIFIC

THAT STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAM PLANNERS AND OPERATORS CANNOT

RESPOND TO THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF THEIR STATES AND LABOR MARKETS.

JTPA HAS NOT MADE A GOOD START IN THIS DIRECTION.

THERE MUST BE EXTREMELY CLOSE COORDINATION AMONG PUBLIC PROGRAMS.

IT IS CRUCIAL THAT THIS TAKE PLACE AT BOTH THE LOCAL AND STATE

LEVEL; THERE ARE SO MPNY AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS INVOLVED THAT

COORDINATION OF THESE EFFORTS BECOMES A SEPARATE AND MAJOR

RESPONSIgILITY OF LOCAL OFFICIALS.
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5. RECOGNIZING THAT THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT IS NOW BEFORE

CONGRESS FOR REAUTHORIZATION, FOR PURPOSES OF THIS HEARING-,

I WANT TO URGE INCREASED COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS REGARDLESS

OF TNE EVENTUAL FORM OF THE REAUTHORIZATION.

6;
GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PLAY A ROLE IN EMPLOYMENT TRAIN-

ING. PUBLIC EDUCATION IS IN LARGE PART A RESPONSE TO THE INDUS-

TRIAL REVOLUTION AND THE NEED FOR HIGHLY SKILLED ANDI TRAINED

WORKERS IN A COMPLEX ECONOMY. THE PRESENT PREOCCUPATION WITH

"HIGH-TECH" INDUSTRIES AND THE NEED TO TRAIN WORKERS FOR SOPHIS-

TICATED "HIGH-TECH" OCCUPATIONS IS ONLY THE MOST RECENT MANI-

FESTATION OF A LONG PROCESS. THEREFORE, WE HAVE TO CONTINUE TO

ASSUME, IN THIS EXTREMELY LARGE, COMPLICATEDAND VOLATILE SOCIETY,-

THAT GOVERNMENT STILL NEEDS TO ASSIST SOME INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS

70 PREPARE FOR WORK; AND THE INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYERS TO COPE IN

FILLING JOBS. THE QUESTION IS THE PROPER IDENTIFICATION OF THE

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS.

GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE WARY OF BECOMING OVERLY INVOLVED IN DIRECT

TRAINING FOR SPECIFIC SKILLS WHICH CAN BE DONE MORE EFFECTIVELY

AND EFFICIENTLY BY EMPLOYERS THEMSELVES. EMPLOYERS OFTE" DESIRE

A TRAINABLE PERON RATHER THAN A HIGHLY SKILLED WORKER. TWO

RECENT REPORTS ADDRESS THIS ISSUE. DR. MARK BENDICK JR, STATED

1.53
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THAT "FUNCTIONAL ILLITERATES DO NOT MAKE SAFE, FLEXIBLE, PRO-

DUCTIVE, OR EASILY-TRAINED EMPLOYEES: THAT, RATHER THAN THEIR

LACK OF SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS, IS WHAT SCREENS THEM OUT OF JOB

OPPORTUNITIES".

[A STATEMENT BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND' TECHNOLOGY AND

THE COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

JUNE 9, 1983, PAGE 12.1

IN A STUDY PREPARED FOR THE LOS ANGELES AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

DR. WELLFORD W. WILMS REPORTED THAT "GOOD WORK HABITS AND POSI-

TIVE ATTITUDES WERE GENERALLY REGARDED (BY EMPLOYERS) AS CRUCIAL

TO AN EMPLOYEE'S SUCCESS ON THE JOB. ".

(TECHNOLOGY, JOB SKILLS, AND EDUCATION, JANUARY 25, 1983.]

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS FOR PUBLIC TRAINING PROGRAMS,

INCLUDING:

BASIC OCCUPATIONAL LITERACY. THESE ARE THE KNOWLEDGE SKILLS

WHICH MANY, BUT NOT ALL ACQUIRE THROUGH A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION-

READING, WRITING, ARITHMITIC.

WORK HABITS. SOME PEOPLE ARE NOT PREPARED FOR THE SOCIAL AND

BEHAVIORAL DEMANDS OF THE WORKPLACE AND NEED SPECIAL PREPARATION

IN THESE AREAS.
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GENERALIZED TRAINING; THE BASIC PREPARATION FOR GENERALIZED

OCCUPATIONS WHICH ENCOMPASS MANY MORE SPECIALIZED..JOBS-WELDERS.

MACHINISTS-CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH PUBLIC TRAINING PROGRAMS;

INDIVIDUALS ARE PREPARED FOR A WIDE RANGE OF SPECIFIC JOBS;

EMPLOYERS CAN RECRUIT FROM A WIDE POOL OF PERSONS PREPARED FOR

IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT OR FOR MORE SPECIALIZED TRAINING.

TRAINING FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT.

PERSONS WITH NO WORK EXPERIENCE (AND PARTICULAR1.-.Y, YOUTH),

DISABILITIES, SOCIO- ECONOMIC DISADVANTAGES, AND SO FORTH,

REPRESENT HIGH RISK AND HIGH COST FOR EMPLOYERS WHO UNDERTAKE

TO TRAIN THEM. GOVERNMENT HAS A SPECIAL OBLIGATION TO PREPARE

THESE PEOPLE FOR EMPLOYMENT.

DISPLACED WORKERS.' THESE PEOPLE OFTEN FACE DIFFICULT REEMPLOY-

MENT PROBLEMS: LACK OF TRANSFERABLE SKILLS, AGE, THE STRESS OF

THE DISRUPTION CAUSED BY UNEMPLOYMENT AFTER YEARS OF wORK.

THE ALREADY-DECLINING INDUSTRIES AND CLOSED BUSINESS THAT ARE

FORCED TO LAYOFF EMPLOYEES OFTEN ARE NOT EQUIPPED TO HELP.

GOVERNMENT HAS A VERY IMPORTANT ROLE HERE;

TRAINING FOR OCCUPATIONS IN DEMAND. THE MAJORITY oF EMPLOYERS

ARE SMALL BUSINESS; THE MAJORITY OF WORKERS ARE EMPLOYED IN

SMALL BUSINESSES. INDIVIDUALLY, THESE FIRMS OFTEN DO NOT HAVE

THE RESOURCES TO ANTICIPATE THEIR OWN EMPLOYMENT NEEDS, NOR DO
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THEY HAVE THE R SOURCES TO DO EXTENSIVE TRAINING. GOVERNMENT,

THEREFORE, CAN RODUCTIVELY ASSUME RESPONS!BILITY FOR TRAINING

FOR OCCUPATION WHICH REPRESENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES, BUT

WHICH ARE NOT ONCENTRATED IN A FEW FIRMS OR INDUSTRIES.

SUMMARY

IN SUMMARY, THE MAJOR POINT IS THAT TRAINING FOR EMPLOYMENT IS AN

IMPORTANT-ESSENTIAL-COMPONENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH.

OBVIOUSLY; THE COMPETITIVENESS OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD'S

MARKETPLACES DEPENDS ON MANY FACTORS, BUT THE AVAILABILITY OF

WORKERS TRAINED FOR INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT AND TECHNICAL JOBS

IS A MAJOR DETERMINANT OF OUR FUTURE ECONOMIC WELL BEING. THAT

ECONOMIC GROWTH PROVIDES THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL MEMBERS OF

SOCIETY-INCLUDING THOSE WHO HISTORICALLY HAVE HAD THE GREATEST

DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING EMPLOYMENT TO BE PRODUCTIVE: AT THE SAME

TIME, HIGHER LEVELS OF EMPLOYMENT REDUCE THE EXPENDITURES WHICH

MUST BE MADE BY SOCIETY FOR INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS. WELL-

DESIGNED AND WELL-MANAGED TRAINING PROGRAMS ARE A KEY ELEMENT IN

THIS ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BALANCE.
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Representative LIINGREN. Thank you, Mr: Kiddoo. Our next witness
is Ernest Savok, director_ of the labor relations planning and employ-
ment office, the labor relations staff of the Ford Motor CO.

Welcome; Mr. Savoie, you may proceed as you wish;

STATEMENT OF ERNEST Z. SAVOIE; DIRECTOR, LABOR RELATIONS
PLANNING AND EMPLOYMENT OFFICE; FORD MOTOR CO;

SAVOIE: Thank your Congressman Limgren; First, -I would like
to congratulate whoever did the scheduling because I_ feel as if the ob-
seL,-ation should be made that the buck stops here. [Laughter.]

I am the direCtor of labor relations planning and employment
office of Ford Motor Co;'s labor relations staff_But I am also-a mem-
ber of the joint_governing body of the UAW-Ford national develop-
ment and training center; - - -

My appearance in this dual role underscores the concepts of mutual-
ity_ and_ of jointness that made possible the subject of this reportthe
JAW -Ford national training program and its joint national center.

And although our_ program has been in- operation for less than a
year, some 7,000 individuals nationwide already have taken advan-
tage of one or more of its features;

Mr. Congressman, I have filed a more detailed prepared statement
on our program with the committee, and with your permission- in the
interest of abiding by the time available, I would like to enter the en-
tire prepared statement; as you indicated before; in the record; I will
now summarize it.

_ Our. _employee development and training program is not a stand,
alone creation, but one of several mutual growth f6atures of our 1982
collective bargaining agreement, A greater_understanding.of the joint
training approach requires perhaps a brief review of that agreement
and an antecedent, joint effort of major scopeour UAW-Ford em-
ployee involvement process.

Employee involvement, or _simply EI, as we _call it for short; had-its
start at Ford in our 1979 labor agreement. This process rests on the
principle that people have more to offer than just the strength of their
bodies or their presence at wOrkthat when given the opportunity,
the time, and the training,_that they can and will contribute mightily
in terms of positive _ideas that will hel? solve work-related problems
and enhance work relationships.

Ford and the UAW are full partners in this effort. We created the
process together and we administer it jointly together. The basic struc-
ture of our ET effort consists of _local jointsteering committees and
voluntary employee problem-solving teams. We have such EI steering
committees at virtually- every one of our major facilities and there are
over 15.000 employees in some 1.500 problem-solving teams. In total,
some 25;000 employees have received EI support-training,

Among the most notable achievements of the ET for us are improved
product quality; improved management - union relationships. -and, ac,
cording to a survey, dramatic increases in employee job satisfaction
from 58_ percent. I-;efore ET tri R2 percent-,-and from 27- percent to 82
percent in employee-perceived opportunities to accomplish something
worthwhile;
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I could go on and on; for ET for _us_ is truly an industrial success
story. But the point for today isthat EI forged new attitudes and new
relationships over this period of time: It also was the catalyst that we
believe that made our 1982 national agreement possible.

As we approached the bargaining table; both sides had learned first-
hand in those,prior years how to cooperate how-to-suare-eoneerns-and
information; andhow to resolve problems. We concluded the 1982
agreement in 13 days-6 months ahead of timea first in the industry
and without a strike. The agreement included labor cost-moderation;
which was important for international competitiveness, commitment
by both parties to promote competitiveness in the future, extensive job
security and job protection measures, profitSharing for the future, and
pilot human resource projects._

It also launched the joint UAW-Ford employee development and
training program. This program is built on the same participative
principles and has many of the same ingredients that are basic to EI
local committees; employee volunteerism; local program flexibility and
autonomy, and national encouragement and support.

Our_program focuses on individuals and allows both our, active and
laidoff employees to seek educational and traininr, opportunities. The
program is funded by company contributions of 5 cents per hour
worked, with specific expenditures authorized by a joint governing
body of company and UAW representatives.

Now the program's objectives include providing services for active
employees _and support of our EI effort. Most of our efforts thus far
have 4een designed to assist dislocated employees because of the critical
nature of this problem and the need for immediate action for them.

Let me take just a moment to put into perspective the work force
changes that have occurred at Ford;

Our hourly employment peaked in 1978 at just over 200,000. The
industrywide depression subsequently reduced that hourly work force
by one-half, to around 100,000. Today, we have about 107;000 hourly
employees on roll and over 37,000 on layoff still have seniority recall
rights. These employees, both active and layoff, reside in 22 States;

Just this yea:, in June 1983, our national center left its temporary
quarters to open its doors in a new building on the Henry Ford Com-
munity College in Dearborn, Mich. Importantly, the program is not
isolated or limited to any one location, although our planning center is
in- Dearborn; but it extends into all of the communities where our laid=
of employees are located, where we create working consortiums with
external _groups. No one alone, we believe, can handle the problem, of
worker dislocation. As a result. we must, and we are; working with
gov_ernmental; social; and educational resources.

Now when we negotiated our program, we made no attempt to set
out all the details of what we wanted to do or how to do it. We ex-
panded on theprinciples that we have learned through EI of mutual
trust and problem-solving, and we were content with the general
charter in the agreement itself. Most people could not believe that
type of language.

We knew, however. that we could work together to fashion specific
programs and to allocate the funds and to staff intelligently for these
purposes. We also knew that we needed professional help, a dedicated
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planning gronp, and_ We did not want to duplicate_ any existing serv-
i es in the eduat tonal community or governmental field.

'rids _is why we established a center concept with _a small staff of
piofessionals experienced in vocational education, training career
counseling. and in job development; We wanted to encourage the local
union and plant manaftement in their autonomy and in their local
ownership so that those who are closest to the situation would be inti-
mately involved. And we wanted to serve the needs and desires of in-
dividual employees and _not_ to impose our own_preconceptions. _

Now with respect to the dislocated worker, the outcome in less than
a year bas been_six_distinct approaches; and I will try to go through
these Tiickly. The first logical step we found for such a program is to
organize what we call - Career Day conferences :wriere_ we convene
groups of laid-off employees in a locality to inform them of their
program options and of available community services.

From .Tarmary through August of this year, 12 Career Day confer-
ences were conducted. 'attended by over 5,000 laid-off employees from
lr -locations. The details of this program are in the full testimony.

In the next step. the national center; upon local request; assists the
local committee in designing awl administering a survey instrument
tailored to that community to gather information on employee plans
and interests. Such surveys assist the individual in beginning the proc-
ess of sel f-evaluation, exploration of alternatives and; of course, they
tiresseittitil to facilitate the planning of_specificlocal activities;

From_ October 1982 through August 1983, 12 discrete surveys were
administered to some 6,000 laid-off employees; -

These programs assist employees in their self-evaluation process by
helping formulate specific career goals; and 'Areas to attain them
through career counselin_g and imidance. Our pro_grams have four
main componentsself-awareness. career awareness; career decision
making, and career planning. Using model guidelines that were de
veloped for us_by the Macomb Community_College and then refined
by the national center, we tailor these locally through existing insti-
tutions, _The national _center helps local unions _and managements to
obtain the delivery of the specific protrram which may be anywhere
from 1 to 3 weeks; From December _1982,through August 1983; seven of
our local joint committees have initiatea such projects and about 1,100
participicits were in them; _ - -

We initiated right at the beginnirs of air prIgra in, in August 1982,

a prepaid tuition assistance plan. This is a self- selected; voluntarypre-
paid tuition plan. Some people call it our own GI bj11 of rights. There
have been over 3;000 enrollments in this program oince August 1983.

Briefly, the plan pays tuition and certain fees, up to t$1,000 per year
for up_ to 4 years for self-selected education and training of any type
the-individual wants.

The national center administers this plan in its entirety, including
evaluating the applications,_responding to_the applicants; and reim-
bursing schools. And you will see a report that we had done coy a pro-
fessor from _Macomb Community College that shows that people are
really selecting the types of programs that have heen described here
for the future_programs in the fields of vocational technical education
when left on their own.
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Another strategy involves creating what we call targeted vocational
retraining projects, or TVR's. This is the type of group retraining
that has been discussed by the other panelists: These consist of spe-
cially desigued, full-time, technical or skills-oriented retraining pro-
grams. They focus on areas ;dentified as having job prospects or rep-
resenting future iob growth markets.

Our national center staff will go to a locality and evaluate labor
market. prospects with the Government sources. They will then obtain
detailed project proposals from educational and training institutions;
Each such program includes a full complement of assessment, coun-
seling, job search preparation and placement services, and project
evaluation as well as training. TVR projects have been initiated in
cooperation with local training providers enrolling a total of 'some
400 individuals to date.

Now, for various reasons, of course, many individuals neither need
nor want retraining and are interested principally in job search assist-
ance for employment that is consistent with their background and their
experience. Job search skills workshops provide laid-off employees
with professional job search assistance that includes provision of labor
market information, the development of job-seeking support systems,
resumes, and interviewing skills.

And from December 1982 through August 1983, special job search
skills workshops were attended by 800 emplOyees at over 8 locations.

I would like to say a few words now about plant closings, and I have
mixed feelings as I discuss our special national center assistance for
plant closings;

I am proud, of course, of what has been accomplished in establishing
and implementing comprehensive; integrated; and intensive- action
plans for our San .Tose, Calif., Milpitas facility and our Sheffield,
Ala:;:plant closings. But; obviously; I would much prefer to talk about
opening new plants and retraining people for being new employees, so
there are some kudos that we get that we do not want

Assistance for employees displaced by plant closings in terms, of
course; of income support; other benefits; _and intracompany place-
ment have traditionally been a provision of our collective bargaining
agreiment and these provisions arc administered locally;

What we did in 1982 in our EDTP and our national center is to
provide special assistance with respect to career gnidance;_outside
job search, and retraining. The national center, through onsite con-
sultation and liaison with governmental and community agencies;
has assisted both San Jose and Sheffield _plants in designing their
own local union approaches; in addition to funding particular features
of local action plans. For instance, our program will fund many of
the services in conjunction with the local people; The program has
been beneficial in enabling us to join with these external sources.

The program and the national center have helped local unions and
managements obtain assistance under the Job Training Partnership
Act and other Federal and State dislocated employee and training
provisions,

External commitments from monetary and in-kind contributions
of some $3 million have been received, either through action of the
center or through the local parties with center assistance. About $2.8
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million of these funds_ are slated for San Jose and Sheffield and I think
we lia.ve just received from the _State of California another million
dollars from the discretionary fund.

The local EDTP committee at San Jose; and you have a listing
here in the testimony of the type of training they have done in con-
junction with the community and governmental sources, has aggres-
sively _pursued a full range of assistance programs. By now, every
laid-o employee at San Jose has had the opportunity t o participate
in at least one educational retraining or counseling activity. And
many have participated in more At our Sheffield plant; a full sery,
ice reemployment assistance center has been established at the local
ITAW union hall. And a number of actions have been taken and some
of these programs are fully operational. Others are in the planning
stage since the plant just was closed a few months ago.

- Now-,_hopefully, this recital of program configurations and statis-
tics will not obscure the real focus of this activitythe individual
laidoti worker: We believe that none of what we are trying to do
makes much sense if it does not contribute directly or indirectly;
either immediately or long term, to an enhancement of the individual's
personal and work life.
-- We know the basic goal of a _dislocated worker is reemployment.
But not just any employment. Dislocated workers, especially, may
feel that the system has let them down. They -want a quality -job and
one with dig,nity and one-that will last. Whatever contributes to
achieving these goals; we feel has some utility;

Now our _program intake rates are quite high, we understand, com-
pared to _programs: Yet; perhaps_ro more than 10 to 40 per-
cent of an elifrible pc.pulation will be impacted by thess services.
A report from San Jose_said that out of some 1,400 to 1,500 people,
500 indicated after preliminary counseling, they have no need for
services.

In other words, retraining and related support is not a full plate.
It is only one part of _the menu: And even where_ it is practical -re-
training' and its related support is only one part of the solution. This
is not to suggest_ that training and support are not important, _for,
indeed, they are But a sense of perspective is necessary to avoid false
promises and - false routes _and to promote success within the limits
of what can be accomplished.

Perhaps-the _key measure of success should be expressed less in statis-
tical terms and more in human qualitiesthe sense of accomplishment
in obtaining new skills and reemployment ;_and_ the thanks and hopes
of individuals and families that are rekindlul in themselves in their
society, and in their institutions. And that, more than anything else; is
what we wanted to do and what our program is all about.

Now our training program is clearly new ground in collective
bargaining.

It is new in terms of the people that it services,-not only active work-
ersand I have not had the opportunity here to discuss fhatbut laid-

. off workers, many with little or no prospect for reemployment with the
company.

It is new in terms of its structure jointly governed national cen-
ter with a qualified professional staff to develop and nurture the pro-
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gram goals; to instill a sense of immediacy and urgency to move, but
only as the local people and local committees and laid-off employees
voluntarily agree.

It is new in terms of its focus on local programs initiated and admin-
istered by local union and plant management leaders, the people that
we feel are Closest to the human problems and who have an emotional
and organizational stake in the outcome.

And it is new in its outreach to the community by these sources, by
seeking the assistance of availab1 educational and other community
resources in delivering high quality training and development.

Can such a program be a pattern for others? _Yes and no. We feel
they will have to answer that for themselves. Naturally "-e UAW-
Ford approach is rooted in our own specific experience and circum-
stance, and that is why I went back to our employee involvement
process;

Certainly, much can be learned from any approach. In doing ours,
we studied others and we learned from them; Our whole approach;
therefore, may not be germane, but certain portions may be adap' file
for other pe4le. And Lae spirit, of course, certainly is;

So, in conclusion, Congressman Lungren, I submit that while many
of our specific program features are not unique or unusual; we believe
we have taken a new approach in the overall packaging, in the spirit,
thca.ring, and the delivery.

While, obviously, what would be most -helpful to the dislocated
worker is simply more jobs; In the meantime; training ias a place and
we should and will continue. to do what we can to assist willing indi-
viduals along the painful path of job transition; Though the entire
structural unemployment problem cannot be solved simply by training,
much (rood can be done. Many individuals can be helped. We therefore;
should not be deterred because we have not found a universal solution.

k I submit that we never will and that what we had better concentrate on
doing what we can.

We feel that working through the Government; the communities; and
with the right spirit, that together we can fashion some useful answers.

Thank you very much.
[-The prepared statement of Mr. Savoie, together with the attached

exhibits, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERNEST J. SAVOIE

TRH UAW-FORD EMPLOYE DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

AND ITS JOINT NATIONAL CENTER

Mb. Chu'rnian and members of the Joint Economic Committee, my name is Ernest J. Savoie
and I am Director of the Labor Relations Planning and Employment Office of Ford Motor Company's
Labor Relations Staff. I am pleased to be here t-iday, not only in this capacity, but also as a Member
of the Joint Governing Body of the UAW-Ford National Development and Training Center.

My appearance in this dual role underscores the concepts of mutuality and *jointness" that
made possible the subjects of this report the UAW-Ford Employe Development and Training Program
and its Joint National Center.

These concepts are important to an appreciation of the power and strength of our model, if one
wishes to call it that, to assist the experienced adult worker whose life is abruptly disrupted by the
forces of economic change. Although our program has been in full operation only a year, some 7,000
individuals already have taken advantage of one or more of its features. These features include career
day conferences, vocational interest surveys, career counseling and assessment by professional
personnel, job search skills training, prepaid tuition assistance for self-selected education or
retraining; accelerated full-time group-sized retraining iii skills of forecasted job growth; and special
broad assistance for facilities that unfortunately had to be closed because of depressed market and
economic conditions.

With respect to closed plants, our National Center has been selected by the U.S. Department
of Labor to co-administer a Title Et discretionary Job Training Partnership Act lJTPA) grant of
3875,000 to the state of Alabama to assist employes at our Sheffield Plant. Also, the existence of our
program and of the Center helped our Fan Jose assembly plant, located in Milpitas, California, enter
into a cooperative arrangement with the state of California that includes the allocation of JTPA and
other funds. We are seeking to create similar joint efforts in other states where we still have
substantial numbers of displaced employes.
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Our Employe Development and Training Program Is not a stand-alone creation but one of
Interlocking' mutual growth features of our 1982 Collective Bargaining Agreement with the

UAW. A greater understanding of our joint training approach can be gained from *brief review of the
harkground of that Agreement and an antecedent joint effort of major scope: the UAW-Ford Employe

-involvement proses..

Employe Involvement. or El as we call it for short, had its start at Ford in our 1979 Collecae
Bargaining Agreement. The UAW-Ford El process rests on the principle that people have more to offer

than the strength of their bodies that when given the opportunity. the time and the training, they
con and will contribute mightily in terms of positive ideas that solve work-related problems, Improve

the work environment. and enhance work relationships. Ford and the UAW are full partnersrin this
effort. We created the process together, and we administer it together.

The basic structure of EI_ consists of local joint steering committees .and voluntary employe
problem-solving teams. We have El steering committees at virtually everytc;ne of our major facilities,
and there are over 15,000 employes in some 1,500 problem-solving teams. In total, approximately
25.000 employes have received El support training. Among the most notable achievements of EI are
improved product quality which, is up by 52%, car for car. over 1980 levels; improved management-
union relationships as demonstrated at the bargaining table in 1982 and in the daily relationships in our

05 bargaining units; and according to a survey, dramatic increases in employe job satisfaction from
53' 'before II to 82.7;) and in employe-perceived opportunities to accomplish something worthwhile
(from .:7% to 82%).

Two years ago, at an early stage in the development of the Ford Tempo and the Mercury
Topaz. our new front-wheel-drive cars, we showed prototypes of the vehicles to the employes in the

assembly pla.s. We wanted their ideas on how we might improve the products as well as the
manufacturing process. The outcome was more than 400 suggestions with nearly three-fourths of
them adopted and used. At Indianapolis, we were having problems with s4ering gear halves. An EI
problem- solving team investigated and proposed corrective measures. The result: scrap went down,
first-time capability shot up, and we cancelled plans to buy an expensive retest machine. In Dearborn,
a research and engineering joint hourly and salaried El group successfully presented a proposal .o open

a Ford employe fitness center. Labor associated with refurbishing the facility was volunteered by
hourly and salaried employes. The fitness center is governed by a joint hourly and salaried board of
directors; current membership is approximately 2,500 hourly and salaried employes. Program design,
development, and instruction Are done with the University of Michigan's Physical Education
Department.
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It is unfortunate that time allows us to highlight only a few specific achievements. There are
literally thousands of other case studies where E.! has delivered results. And continuing results, .

regardless of size, but 30 a broad scale are far more itoportsnt that just a few showy, spectacular
ones.

Employe livolveroent has bi.ssted employe job satisfaction, and helped to improve
attendance. It has een an impertant factor in reducing grievan,-es as much as 75 percent at some
plants improving the quality of our products and the work environment. EI is working for us, for
the union, for our customers and for the public.

I could go on and on, -tor El is truly an industrial success story; but for today's purpose, the
point is that El forged new attitudes and new relationships. El wig the catalyst; we believe, that made
the 1982 Ford-LA national agreement possible. As we approached the bargaining table in 1981, both
sides hr . . :tensive experience with Employe Involvement. We had learned `first -hand how to
constructively cooperate, share concerns and resolve problems. We jointly recognized the need, and
shared the determination, to be internationally competitive.

As a result, we concluded an agreement in 13 days six months ahead'of time, a first in the
industry and without a strike. Because of the healthy relationship we had estabibed, we found it
possible to fashion an agreement with a number of innovative features. Many called it "historic." It
certainly was not typical or traditional. And the employes endorsed it overwhelmingly. We called the
accord the 'Mutual Growth Agreement", and it bears the indelible stamp of Employe Involvement. In
both tone and substance, the negotiations and the end result broke new ground, and provided an
assurance of 30 mistihs of uninterrupted production, thus supporting the largest product launch in
Ford's 80-year history.

The agreement included labor cost moderation, commitment by both- vrties to promote
competitiveness. extensive job security and job protection measures, profit-sharing and pilot projects.
It also launched the joint UAW-Ford Employe Development and Training Program.

The Employe Development and Training Program (EDTP) is built on the same participative
principles and has many of the same ingredients basic to Employe Involvement: local committees-
employe voluntarism, local program flexibility and autonomy, and national encouragement and
support: The program focuses on individuals and allows both active and laid-off employes to seek
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educational and training opportunities. The Program is funded under the Collective Bargaining
Agreement by Company contributions of 5 cents per hour worked, with expenditures authorized by a
Joint Governing Body of Company and UAW representatives. While the Program's objectives include
providing services for active employes and to support El, most of our effor.1 thus far have been
designed to assist dislocated employes because of the critical nature of this problem and the need for
immediate action.

Let me take a moment to put into perspective the work force changes that have occurred at
Ford. Our hourly employment alone peaked in 1978 at just over 200,000. The industry-wide depression

subsequently reduced that hourly work force by one-Wf to around 100,000. Today, we have about
107,000 hourly employes on roll and over 37,000 c iyoff who still have seniority recall rights. These
employes, by the way, both at work and on layoff, res'cle in 22 states.

In June 1983, the National Development and Training Center left temporary quarters to open
the doors of its new building on the Henry Ford Community College campus in Dearborn, Michigan.
Importantly, the Program is not isolated or limited to any one location but extends into the many
communities where our laid-off employes are located create working consortiums with external
groups to help them. No one alone can handle the problem of worker dislocation. We must, and
we are; working closely with governmental, social and educational resources. This is a matter of
conscious choice, philosophical as well as practical. Our Center does not itself, for the most part,
provide educational or training services to the eligible population, but brokers such services from
existing Institutions and organizations most qualified to deliver them.

The National Center is the flesh-and-blood, bricks-and-mortar embodiment of the Employe
Development and Training P- gram. Our 1982 Agreement charters the Program. and through it the
National Center, to "... promote training, retraining and development activities and efforts, and, in
the process ... contribute to the competitiveness and well-being of the Company aspects which are
essential to the job security, personal growth and development of Ford employes." The Program has
four principal objectives, but today's focus is limited to the one that most closely deals with the
subject of this hearing - azsistar.ce for dislocated, or if you will, structurally unemployed workers.
Exhibit I contains the collective bargaining documents covering the Program and it,goals, funding,

--general-structure-and-kerscrechimuszes.The-Co-chairszrezr-of-tbe-Joint-Governing-Body-of-the-Hationel

Center are Peter J. Pesti Ford's Vice President of Labor Relations, and Stephen P. Yokich, UAW
Vice Prisident and Director of its National Ford Department.
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ASSISTANCE FOR DISLOCATED WORKERS

When we negotiated our Program, we made no attempt to set out all the details of what we
wanted to do or how to do it. W- expanded on the El principles of mutual trust and problem solving
described earlier and were content with a general charter and broad guidelines in the Agreement
itself. We knew we could work together to fashion specific programs and allocate funds and staff
intelligently for these purposes. We also knew that we needed professional help, a dedicated planking
group, and se did not want to duplicate existing services. This is why we established a 'center'
concept with a small staff of professionals experienced in vocational education and training, in career
counseling and in job development. We wanted to encourage loc4 union and plant management
autonomy and local ownership so that those closest to the situation would be intimately involved. We
wanted to serve the needs and desires of individual employes and not impose our own preconceptions.

With respect to the dislocated worker, the outcome in less than a year has been 'ix distinct, yet not
mutually exclusive, approaches.

Career Day Conferences

The first logical step in our program consists of ,organizing slat we call 'Career Day
Conference? to convene groups of laid-off employes to inform them of Program options and available
community resource+. Typically, these conferences are coordinated by the loeaa EDT? committee,
with assistance from Nrtitinal Centeetepresentativea, an,: bring together local community and public
service agency represent,'..lvas to explain ayptspriste social programs. From January through August
1983, twelve Career Lay Cmferenoen bite bee. cmducted nine at local unies a As and three on
community colle;t are purrs noed by over 5,000 'aid -off employes from 17' Ctopany locations
(Table 11.

Table 1: Career Dos Conferences
/Is:inert - August 1983)

Employee Employes
_ation/Fac1 thes Atten ng Locationfflicilithrs Attending

Rouge Are,; MI 1400 LorainAssemblyi 250
600 Ohio Truck, OH

CI eve:s.ud_Zugine_Plants1._ 750 Chicago Stampin&IL ZOO-
Cleveland Casting, OH

SWfield Casting, AL 400
Nashville. Glass, TN 500

Twin Cities Assembly, MN 200
Kentucky Truck, KY 500

Sandusky, OH - 125
Rawsonville/Saline/ 400

Ypsilanti, MI Monroe/WoOdven, MI 75
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Vocational Pisan and Interest Surveys

Upon loc4 request, and usually in conjtmction with a Career Day Conference, the National
Center assists the local EDTP committee in designing and administering a survey instrument to gather
information on employe career plans ano interests. Such surveys assist individuals in begirming the
process of self-evaluation and exploration of alterratives, and, of course, are essential to facilitate
and focus the planning of specific local activities. From October 1982 through August 1983; twelve
discrete surveys of over 6,000 laid-off employes have been conducted (Table 21.

Table 2: Vocational Plans and Interest Surveys
(October 1982 - August 1983)

Employes Employes
Location/Facilities Particaathi- LocatL7s/Facilities Participating

Rouge Are.. Na 1,300 Sheffield Casting, AL 400

Lorain Assem bly/ 240 Rawsonville/Saline/ 700
Ohie Truck, OH Ypsilanti, MI

Chicago Stamping, II. 250 Kentucky Truck, KY 460

Nashville Glass, TN 431 Sandusky, OH 100

Twin Cities Assembly, MN 150 San lose Assembly, CA 1,500

Cleveland Engine_Plantst 700 Monroe, MI 56
Cleveland Casting, OH

area, --Dunne mx and a,anuancn

Career Counseling and Guidance (CCG) programs and projects assist employes in their self -

evaluation process by helping formulate specific career goals and plans to attain them. These

programs may rary from location to location, but generally consist of four main cornpone_its: sel'-
awareness, career awareness, career decision-making and career planning. Last year; Macomb
Community College in Michigan helped us to conceptually develop some general specifications and
guidelines for potential voca..onal CCG applications. Using tLese model guidelines, the National
Center belps local unions and plant managements obtain the delivery of specific programs from
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qualified lucal institutions. Local committees review the proposed content, length, time and place,
solicit attendance and evahate resii-lts with ProfesSiOnal help. A consultant has been retained to assess

local efforts, identify the most promising, aspects of a number of our local programs, and recommend
change; as warranted. Frain Didiniber 1982 through August 1983, seven joint local committees, with
National Center assistance, have initiated Career Counseling and Guidance projects covering more
than 1,100 participants (Table 3).

Table 3: Career Counseling and Guidance Projects
(December 1982 - August 1983)

Location/Facilities

Rouge Area, MI

Lorain Assembly./
Ohio Truck, OH

Rawspnville/Saline/

Employes
Participating Service Providers

290 . Wayne State University .

160 . University of Michigan,
I

Employment Trans. Peng.

50 . Lorain County Comm. Col.

150 . University of Michigan,
Ypsilanti Plants, MI Employment Trans. Prog.

20 . Washtenaw Co. Comm. Col.

Twin r'ities Assembly, MN 120 . Sneer Hills/Lakewood CC

Nashville Glass, TN 120 . Tennessee Tub Service

Sheffield Casting, AL 100 . Alabama State Employment
Service

Sandusky, 011

Prepaid Tuition Assistance

100 . Erie Consortium of
Educational Resources

A pr :paid ,tuition assistance plan was launched in August 1982. Coverage was broadened in

early 198:. and there have been over 3,000 enrollments through August 1983. Briefly, the plan pays
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tuition and certain fees up to 3I;000 per year for up to four years, depending on seniority _for self-
selected education and training. The National Center administers the plan in its entirety including

ev4uating applications, responding to applicants, and directly reimbursing schools. OnIS recent

National Center publication, Center. Re'nrt 3, gives a ,ro[l]e of the first 600 participants; mder this
program and Ii included as Exhibit II. Table 4 (below) gives highlights of this profile.

Table 4: Highlights from Centel-Report-3 on Tuition Assistance
for Laid-0 ff UAW -Ford Hourly Employes (April 1983)

The following profile of experience data is based on an au4raii of_the_first600 ladraff hourly
employ applications appravestfar_parnent to retraining and other educational institutions under the
Nation 1 Vocational Retraining Assistance Plan (NVRAP). The analysis revealed that a 'TYPICAL"
EMPL YE:

Selected a public community college:

- Enrolled in a vocational education curriculum involving either technology (such as
electronics or robotics) or a business-related area (u.cb as data processing), and

Sought a two-year Associate Degree, not just a few courses. (Employes enrolled in one of
35 community colleges, in ten states.)

o Began studies with a relatively heavy workload:

- Enrolled for almost a full -lime load of courses in two-year degree programs.

Had roost of Ws/her tuition and compulsory fees paid for the first term in school:

- Received NVRAP assistance for about 95% of such covered expenses,

- Received little financial aid from other sour -. 1. -rd

- Probably had certain types of expenses (sta.:. as books, tools, supplies) which are not
covered under NVRAP.

a Had over seven sears of Company seniority as of the last day worked, and thus was
potentially eligible for:

Two years of NVRAP assistance, a..d

A total amount of S2,000 for an accredited institution.

1 7
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Targeted Vocational t<etraloiott

Another r,training strategy involves creating what we Call Targeted Vocational Retraining
Projects (TVR'sl. These consist of specially designed, full'-time, technical or s .11s-oriented retraining
programs for laid-off employes focusing on areas identified a:. having job prosprr!s or representing
future job growth markets. Our initial pilot project, launched in SepterlLer 1482 at Henry Ford
Community College, benefited 72 individuals, including laid-off Ford employes from 15 southeastern
Michigan locations and 18 individuals from other companies through joint EDTP and public funding
arrangements. Forty-two participants recently graduated, with 18 having found new jobs to date.

Such intensive. full-time retraining is often difficult for the individual in terms of personal
..ccif ice and dedication and there is no *stipend" provided during retraining and is expensive to

deliver frequently in the range of 53,000 to 55,C00 per person. These are 'custom-designed"
programs. National Center professui....1 staff evaluate labor market prospects in conjunction with
government sources, and obtain detsiled project proposals from educational and training institutions to
assure quality as to content and to monitor effective delivery. Each program also includes a full
complement of assessment, counseling, job search preparation and placement services, and project
evaluation, TVR projects have been initiated in cooperation with local training providers enrolling a
total of some 400 individuals to date. TVR's currently sponsored by the National Center cover over
300 laid-off employes at five locations (Table 51.
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Table 5: Targeted Vocational Retraining (TVR) Projects
(Current as of September 1983)

TVR Location/Service Provider

Sheffield, A:abarna
Muse le_Shoili_State Tech. College

and Alabama Ind. Dev. Dept.

Muscle Shoals State Tech. College

San Jose,-California
Poothill-De Anza Comm. College

Microwave Training Institute

Center for Employment and
Training

Superior Training Institute

Total Training Institute

Rouge Area, Michigan
HighlaTnd Park Comm. College

Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville School of Broadcast

Technique

Macomb County Area, Michigan
Mactimb County Comm. College

Type of Training

. Computer Num. Control
(10 weeks)-

. Prog. Logic Control
(1 week)

. Welding
-(54 weeks)

Small _Engine Repair
(33 weeks)

. Electricity/Electronics
(ZZ weeks)

. Air Conditioning/Refrigeration
(ZZ weeks)

. Machine Shop
(4 weeks)

Machine Tool Technology
(16 weeki)

Microwave Tech. TrOng
(40 weeks)

Auto Service Technician
(35 weeks)

SetnieTniclt Driving
(4 weeks)

Heavy Equip. Operator
(6 weeks)

Comp.-Repair and Maint
(33 week)

(Plus Others TBD)

. Licensed Prac./Nursing
(52 weeks)

, Video:Prod. Tech.
(14 weeks)

. Auto Body Division
weekid

. Electrical Engr. Tech.
(52 weeks)

Robeitics_Teclmology
(52 weeks)
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Job-Search-Skills Trainint(

For various reasons many individuals neither need nor want retraining and are interested
principally ir. job search assistance for employment consistent with their background and experience.
Job Search Skills (JSS) Workshops provide laid -off employes professional job search assistance that
supplements the basic state employment service and employment search orientation sessions normally

available.. The workshops include provision of labor market information, development of job seeking
support systems; resumes and interviewing skills. JSS training may vary from about a week to more

extended programs that include "job club" support techniques. From December 1982 through August
1983; special job search skills workshops were attended by over 800 laid-off employes at eight
locations (Table 6).

Table 6: Job Search Skills Training
(December 1982 - August 1983)

Employes
Locations/Facilities Attending

San Jose Assembly, CA 220

Detroit Area, MI

Rawsonoille/Salinei
Ypsilanti Plants, Mt

Twin Cities Assembly, MN

Sheffield Casting, AL

R-6ge Arel; MI

Service Providers

. California Employment
Development Department

35 Career Works, Inc.
50 Jewish Vocational Service

150 University of Michigan,
Employment Trans. Prog.

20 Washtenaw Comm. College

120 Inver Hills/Lakewood CC

100 Muscle Slwals Area Adult
and Comm. Ed. Program

160 University of Michigan
Employment Trans. Prog.
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SPECIAL NATIONAL CENTER ASSISTANCE FOR PLANT CLOSINGS

I have mixed.feelings as I discuss this next item. I'm proud of what has been accomplished in
establishing and implementing comprehensive, integrated and intensive action plans for our recent San

Jose, California, and Sheffield, Alabama, plant closings action plans that include all of the programs
Eve just mentioned and more but obviously, I would much prefer to talk about opening new plants,
returning employes to work and hiring new employes.

Assistanc..: ',or our employes displaced by plant closings in terms of income support, other
benefits and intra-Company placement considerations traditionally has been a- provision of oor
Collective Bargaining Agreement and has been administered locally. Now, the EDTP and the National
Center provide special assistance to the local parties with respect to career guidance, outside job
starch and retraining matters. -The National Center, through on-site consultation and liaison with
governmental and community agencies, has assisted the San Jose and Sheffield plants in the design of

their approaches. Exhibit III graphically displays how all of these EDTP elements come together in a
sample local program design for laid-oy employes.

In addition,.to direc^ly fu.ding particular features of local action plans, the EDTP Program has
been beneficial to allowing us to join forces with external resources. The Program and the National
Center have helped local unions and managements obtain assistance under the Job Training Partnership

Act and other federal and state dislocated employe and training assistance provisions. External

commitments for monetary and in-kind service contributions of some S3 million have been received
either through Se.. s the Centel directly or through local parties with Center assistance. More

than 52.8 million of th,$ , ads are slated for San Jose and Sheffield.

The local EDTP Committee at San Jose has aggresiively pursued a f0 range of 33Sistance
programs for laid-off employes. By new, every employe at San Jose has had the opportunity to
participate in at least one education, retraining or counseling activity and many have participated 4,

more. Exhibit IV, attached, provides details of our San Jose experience. At our Sheffield plant a foil
service Reemployment Assistance Center (RAC) has been established at the local UAW union hall. A
number of employe development actions and training progesms are currently operational and others as,

in the planning stages (see Exhibit V, attached).
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FOCUS ON THE INDIVIDUAL

Hopefuily this recital up to now of program configurations and statistics has not obscured the
real focus of all this activity the individual laid-off worker. We believe that none of what we are
trying to do makes much sense if it does not contribute directly or Indirectly, immediately or long-
term, to enhancement of an individual's personal and work life. The basic goal of the dislocated
worker is reemployment. But, not just any employment. Dislocated workers, especially, may feel the
system has let them down. They want a quality job one with dignity one that will last. Whatever
contributes to achieving these goals has some utility. Retraining and related activities focus on
individual qualifications, and consequently we have found that we must be very careful of the human
needs and expectations that we deal with, and we must be realistic about the limits of such programs
in times and places of very high unemployment.

Our Program intake rates are quite high, we understand, compared to similar programs. This is
attributable in my mind to the joint Coapany and Union concentration of purpcse, the dedication of
our national and local management, union representatives and our professional staff, as well as our
working with local community resources. Yet, perhaps no more t..an 10-40% of an eligible population
will be Impacted by these services. Our Intake is generally higher in terms of counseling and job
search assistance (e.g., 40-50%) and less in terms of lengthy or difficult vocational retraining le.g., 10-
15%). The percentages, as expected, are normally higher in plant closing 3ituatioas where employes
recognize clearly that there is no prospect of reemployment at their former facility. Utilization is
obviously dependent on the extent of employment opportunities and the level and type of unemploy-

ment in a particular labor market. Utilization also is influenced by attained skills levels; by personal
mobility, by family obligations and income availability, by individual characteristics, by the time and
effort .necessary to upgrade skills, by an individual's vision of the short-term versus the long-term in
areas of great uncertainty, and by a Aida of other factors that have been discussed in pertinent
literature and thrt are borne out by experience.

In other words, retraining and related support is not a full plate. It is only one part of the
menu. Even where it is practical, retraining and related support will be only part of the solution. This
is not to suggest that tralning and support activities are not :33f.irtznt. Ind,ed, they are. But, a sense
of perspective is necessary to avoid false promises and false routes, and to promote success within the
limits of what can be accomplished.
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In our came. we will measure enzz.-.:. w A !..ti Cat Oft: cd. the
quality of jobs, duration in new employment, --eRd of re-entry, trainfue -- . and completed,
participant testimony and independent evaluation. But perhaps .access should be
expressed in less statistical and more linsTsan quOities th ense ..0 Rce'..caplisent in attaing new
skills and reemployment, the thanks and hope of indivi.inals and families rekindled in themselves, in
their society, and in their ins titi ons. That, more than anSthing else. is what our Program is all about.

TEITUR-E-P-NS-

With respect to assisting the dislocated worker, we plan to intensify program availability In all
the communities In which we operate. My own guess is that utilization could double in the next yam..
We also will be striving to improve the quality of the various approaches, develop new ores where
needed, enlarge the network of community and educational interactions and arrange for an es4uation
of the total effort by outside observers.

We will be extending our development activities with our active work force, both to build up
skills to meet Company needs as well as those that may be useful in the economy at large. Here again
we will focus more on what individuals want and not on what we think they should want. We will be
operating participatively through local committees and will involve local institutions as appropriate.
One interesting pilot project currertly being launched is an adult basic skills enhancement program
(reading, math, listening skills, etc.) developed with the Dearborn, Michigan, public school system and
a private firm using competency-bassi approaches.

TIlE UAW-FORD MODEL

The UAW-Ford Employe Development and Training Program is clearly new ground in collective
bargaining. It is new in terms of:

The people it services not on!), active workers, but laid-off workers many with little or no
prospect of reemployment with the Company.

- Its structure a jointly-governed National Center with a qualified professional staff to
'develop and nurture program goals, sod instill a sense of immediacy and urgency to move, but
only as local committees and laid-off employes voluntarily agree.
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Its focus on local programs Initiated and administe.nd by local union and plant management
leaders, the people who are closest to the human problems and who have an emotion and

organizational stake in the outcome.

- Its outreach to the community seeking the assistance of available educational and other
community resources in delivenng high quality training and development services.

While the Program already has proven to be of value to dislocated employes and no doubt will
continue to be in the years ahead, it 11110 represents a unique and valuable contribution to labor-
management cooperation and ((lint endeavor* where there is clear mutual Interest. Local union and=
management i.s.dership are key elements of our Program. The people at the plant level are the join{
initiators and 'e catalyst for designing and implementing the programs that they want and need at
their locations. Their responsibilities extend beyond adaptation of nation0 parameters. Loc0
interests, suggestions, needs assessments and diagnoses orm the bases fur free-flow exchange between
the lora! parti*e and the Nation0 Center.

The incorporation of the National Center as a separate legal entity and its joint Governing
Body have decidedly "new" flavor. Unlike islet other programs and bargained joint boards, the
Governing Body exercises considerable Judgment within the general parameters of its charter; it can
freely establish specific plans and programs, modify them, abolish them and reallocate funds from one
approach to anotber depending cn need and circumstance; and it can make exceptions and
interprmationa and need not be bound by old and inappliablecable provisions.

The programs (discussed eisier In this testimony) which are now in place, were never
stipulated such in our Averment with the UAW that established the Employe Development and
Training Program. They were fesInotiod Jointly after the negotiation, after a review of problems and
opporturities, within a general fund, with a vsrlety of needs and constituencies to be serviced, without
imposed deurlines, with self - chosen targets, and with full prior recognition that not every employe,
union or Company interest could be fully satisfied.

Can this Program be a pattern for other companies and other unions, and for other industries?
Yes, and or They will base to answer that for th.niselves. Some companies have large numbers of
unions repreuenting their employes, and some have no representation. Some are In entirely diffeyent
businesses. Skills, basic competencies and individual possibilities cover a -tide spectrum. Obviously,
the UAW-Ford approac' Is. rooted in our own speCific experience and circumstance. Each company and
each union will have to assess where they are, and where they might be able to go. This is not the kind
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of approach that can be stenciled. It permits and fosters change and does not just react to it. ladeed,
Ford and the UAW themselves may not fully realise their expectations and their goals. Economic

forcei, in particular, may be a limiting factor.

Certainly much can be learned from any approach We babe *tolled others and have learned
from them. We are willing to share our views and experiences. Our whole approach may not be
germane, but some portions may be aUptable. AMI the spirit certanly is.

CONCLUDING OBSVIATIONS

I have concentrated on describing the Ford-UAW approach to assisting the dislocated worker
with respect to retraining and reemployment services. Many of our program features are not urJque or
unusual, of course, but we believe we have taken a new approach in the overall packaging, the spirit,
the caring, and the delivery. o

Beyond this, of course, there are broader Issues.relating to employment creation, taxation, and
other public policy approaches intended to promote a healthy, prosperous and dynamic economy. In a
full employment situation, the conteneof our approath and of measures such as the Job Training
Partnership Act would no doubt have a different focus. And if jobs went, begging because of a dearth
of skills, entirely different measures and incentives would be needed. Experience over the past year or
two suggests that even if all our displaced employes had advanced degrees, many of them would not
have found qualifying employment.

Despite what some advocates may otherwise imply, the plain truth is that job availability is a
far inc re critical factor than retraining for ameliorating the current social problem of worker
disloca.ion. True, training has a plat and we should and will continue to do what we can to assist

individuals along the painful path of job tranaitton. Though entire structural =employment
problem cannot be solved simply by retraining and related services, much good can be don,, and many
individuals can be helped. We therefore should not be denirred because We have not found a :adverse/

30iUtiOft. I submit that we never will and that we had better concentrate on doing what we ran.
RetrWningmay not be a full answer in a depressed economy, but it has an importance in its own right.

Dangles Fraser, recent retired president of the UAW, summed it up very well last year when

we broke ground for the National Center:

8
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*Two or three years ago i wouldn't have thought this ... could be possible, but
you learn from adversity{ you learn from the difficult times you go through, and

ib the long,run that's going to benefit everyone.

' There's lot of frustration, despair and suffering out there by the unemployed

people .. a lot of agony. . . Maybe you have to experience it or be close

enough to feel it to really understand unemployment. . It occurs to me. .
.that, had we had this program in place few veers go, we might not have
eliminated the suffering and agony, but we certainly would have eased it.'

Before closing I would like to cite a few remarks by former Secretary of Labor John T.

. 1p at a national conference of Ford management and UAW leadership last September:

' Tye alvrays thought training to be one of the untapped, mtgs.-irked areas of labor-
management relationships, and i am pleased that you are pioneering this joint
committee in that particular way ....

'l'Training is ritO to our country. We talk glibly about revitalizing the American
,onomy, bout reindustrialixing Americans, and yet that need to develop the

human factor, at a whole series of levels, from the lowest through the
maiiiagerial skills, is clearly one of the essential problems of our time.

. . What you are doing, particularly in the training area, constitar, an
Important experiment and an important work which Will be of_enormous irarrest .

..to other labor and management people and to public policy.'

Clearly, we must not, despite the problems and the uneven prospects. Jet ,,p in any way

in our efforts to help those who may benefit from such help sud who are able and willing to help

themselves. We must exercise heZthy realism, but one enlarged by constructive optimism.

Together, CC can make useful progress.

179
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EXHIBIT I

1982 UAW-Ford Documents
establishing the

UAW-Ford Employe
Development and
Training Program
and its
National Development
and Training Center
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rhii.ing the 1982 UAW-Ford National_Ne_gotiations the Company and Union agree
to a new Loint venture ... a venture to he revolutionary in scope, dynamic i
character, responsive to the personal and career needs of UAW - represented herr]
employes of Po.i Motor Company and beneficial the mutual goals of greats
joh security and increased competitiveness.

The h. ,ie documents that launched this venture are reproduced here fc
.1form.,ion purposes. They it.ztedr. the full Letter of Understanding whic
cs ielis..cd the Employe Development- and Training Program and the joint]

red National Development and Training CenterL the attachment to Ills
err' a related ex_cerpi from_ the UM Settlement Agreement which detail

tke .ing arrangements for the Program, the Center and its activities.

Issued_by
UAW-Ford National Development and Training Center

nonakt F..Ephlin
Union -chairman

Dan Forchione
E. C. Hendricks

Joint Governi

Peter J. Pestillo
Company Co-Chai man

John E. Reese
Ernost J. Savoie

181
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Fehr..re 13, 1981

'dr. )..laid Vic. mdont
Ford ilepartnient

Inter, ' .'nh,n, UAW
.t_JIfrs.,,, avenue

nerrt, 511,5 .,,.0 41114

I' 3.4r E1.11:11:

Finpl ore Deael,i-rnent Trning

the r,rrent nott,tration_a_the-COILV, _anst_the_UAW agreed to establish a
aritnrnwered, ,iinprehensiee, nee Ineloye Lit and Trashing,grani, rhi,h intrests o' the ereptaxes, In,- -z _aad-11'-orapane.

retraining and denealsruent ard ,4 effort., and in
the nc es. It A VI reIltrItnIte to the cootselitheness and well-being of the

pEa asp,-a. dare essential to the 336 security, personal arodth, and
drve:,prnent of rrr, ,r,ployes.

A 1'1, Ford tt tlonal .3rveloprnent and Trilinina renter .01 . 'to/ 'hod at
a.- And ritsttn ' entity/ to prosIde focI foe orle

e 11.1er the-general dirctoon and ga,den; ,.. body
1,t1f1,, .41 nureb, of repr entties el the ant. _ It

underst tse -ompanv_antit he_UAW--ttat the
rarge of -41,-,nal, training and retraining Ad. a ,11. s t- .:-

I .5 r art,. ! or the, ittrition14-hn their spetifc,.

aute of the uniq ue,. ss and scope of Ow taint undertakins. it Is aire-ed
Sr aoprottuat. I b _ enter'. goerning bud,' to establish the renter'sspeif traIs and ribiertiv1 consistent with the intent of this leter ofunderandinAr rr.4 rh-len. to_nd_Olg B. pc rnde_d_, '1.1tlement Agreeroentrotrurite 13, 1fl. , the parties' mire that the Center be launched and

Ii --n:na within sit months after the effcti, date of the _of* CollPvlive
3argarn_ing AgreeJnent.___Th.s. An.. not pa yeed1tures-13Ing,,t1torit.d Sir t rooter'. tonI gonerni body for the Cei.tr or for Center
program p tho i,,-snnnSkpo.rind 5npendilure. may le authorized

n thr -in :-. h .s functirrni
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Estectilerkment_lf_th_e_Empinye_ aerlopmeniitnel_Traint_tig.ProffteM `sir PrOV/ele-ibe
pet ,es through the Center's-joint governing body with unusual , ...enmities to
d 1 vel ,30 and implement mutually_ agreeable training and education activities. These

mities wilt fort-. on the needs-of all employes and will include specific-efforts to
assure Union art manigeroent representaties are trained to participative,
imperative_ 62,(1U, -.A _oanceptAIn_ lon,Liminingtedurationsd_cour sea can

h. made tyill.thle to mgende/sharpen present joi-ski-11s, provide updating on the
tate-of-the-art techne fee skilled mil semiskilled_emploYe based on preient
.en d -anticipated job requirements and Improve the job satisfaction and performance
f all ernp...yes.

It ty nnieestond that this Program will nett r. place the Company's obligation to
pruril e the- _to Jamming speollied_r_othe_Collecitee_liargaining AgreensentancLlet terse(
underttanding apprentice -framing, breath-and safety representatives' training,
sitt'led trades training, etc.I. Further, establishment of the Program will not Ion t
the rneht of either party-in provide educational and trainiig-progrmes on-the same.

..ne or °thee subjects as It may deem appropriate. Flintily, the Grievant-
set 1,th_ ut dattiele_313 of -the Uillectie_Bax-tirt- Agreement has

ion to, or Mrisdiction over, any resItee relating to

is also igreed the-attache-1 eiencrir..tons 01 Ineipal
:rctives. rele"unsl p to UoW-For.: ..`tir

funetioningeneral developmental Minn-. and '.he
ly are an integral part of the pm ties' understandlig with .he ere . ern

partirseeeognise and intend- to- fashion an Empl.- itvelo dent and Tratilee,
l'retram whir;. will provide added impetus and ongelog esoirces to in.nlre

*es to- - Ireat, -degree ix. relevant _reorkplct matters _hni._to Improve
*mkt... it can enhance occupational and work stoup stills thereb"e

t tog gr_e_a_ter __Joh_imeurlt y _and_compell tivee,esst__provin _employee
opportunities for career and personal development; -stimulate and sustain employe
contniutIons through communication. 10011tiOr, changes in attendance and work
habits and inter-group relationships: support mutual goals of -aehievirig-the highest
product qualtty and operational competitiveness; support and encourage_ displaced
employes and contribute in focal way to the par-ties' Mutual Growth Program and
goals.

Very truly yours.

ErilkOrt e. Di ector
Le...tor-Re] ons Planning
and Employment G :fire

Labor Relations Ste ff
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Alt an hole: I

I Sytir Tit:AIN114(7, 17ty:1(11? Ahf

The !-,11, +An,. gene-a.ly des, ril,e tne Einplove-Tovelorn it and Training Progrm's
si tiv ., telationtoi, tr. II VA' tnvolvem nt, generalr, f-un. deyel,,pinent the -ro.-e of the-joint

'fl.ese riptions or. Intended I. I e iltustrative and not
all _no:_1.1,ye.__They may _he_ rp,10d, 4ItiPil .or othewile modified

ono !w.f. man' imitaallY Jar.e.

Provide individual- and group training. retraining -and de-ve.ripAental
..pportuni to enhance the dignity and tin- the -lob skills and abilities of
empl-,ve wt.,ch r an !sad to greater )oh security and personal development.

Snek of arranging land, in some providing/ for trsninv
retraining and development assitnre for -employes displaced. 1iy new
t.,htv.h.g$^, 00 tion terhnicLues and shif ts i ustomer product
referee, e_Ctmll_or .:for, would i_e_ond_e_r_taken ICILP_ItTlitye displaced

facility 1..1'10 or ontinuanr es of operations.

tnergite. ,itain and- supprrt to"? and-ntonal Employe Inolvemev..
effort. under the UAW-Fort' Fl..11tle Ins,,Iement prove Provide
r . h and stud,* in no- and methods- to.fortIo, Employe
lo.-dvement and other coopertiv, f I or. b.,tween the t'on.pany and the

Provide .,portunties for II eitrhange nle. and innovations with
rr..pert le, eniploye flePlopmnt and training -need. within framework
4,f requirernent and ..neon 'management relations.

EM1.1.1,iF 'Met .VEMENT (En

I W i n g 1 rnpnst, ..rovide developmental oppor,,,,..0 to e. hanre the
pervmal develop:n..1 ,f .11 ..nterested einnloyel, the 'I'erier w:11 work

_! ,snly with Cr.mmittee on -Employe invo!,, .at IN EP to nolp
,,,rPts Lnd rproaehes. (ZP develop ne.- techoiluov and pilot

and. _tr_arrange for and_provioe_.,thev._cervires_and_a_vsutanr,respirared_hy
a; FI .tearing comm." ees. With reipert to the IT-A% rord El prores, the

'enter ad', .1i ceptdire.-tion and vmidan Ire to the 1.4JCEI and will.consult.with.it
regoiari,. iieri,do- onferon,s and e-minars to f-arili

.66. 11,e e, han, 4,ty.rt-111., and ivformaitioi t a.ur continued ',meth and

I', I. 1. nt 1., 1 t.,,lertandini; on the Empl Ileylopinerit and
r ive I try 11,
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.1.. 71", Ft .:,-11CiNS (W THE NATIONAL. CENTER

administrative procedural And TligibititY details of the Employe
ev,: ; iunu; pram will he resolved by the Center's joint g,ecnnR
h., t,. i'r ,ram ,(girt. am' rev-mi. es oo u'd take into ,,,o'Oderation:

i.1....tifying ...lip atom, tr., ng and retraining rerd I ncluding..updatinp on
%t at, -the art reihndogy :Tilled arid semiskdled emploves^1- r hoth

t.se and !tsp.., ed mploy. b.. utili. VArloPt sourer. skill as
. sting . aent al mow., .tun , .sus, vs, h and

opT t the /use Ives:

Identify:rig ediu_wtional_er_sour_r__u_maili_r_i:ing them to inert
employe needs art ' etwouraong employe participetioe'

,..,,rdinating tine of existing resource -within-the C dzipany and the UAW to
assist, where fe.uable, in meeting rtnploye eduest. nal/training needs;

providing lo-al lassrorti training -ins i consulting services,
t.,1101.rpt - be n..1 through existing
internal And external r, sour to dein., rerviired train!ng;

determining- the level -and type- e ed.cationaLtraining-.end- se-training
tance that I. availed.' and T.,ay be proy-bied to display-A employes,

unt i o ol whole _nein pact tm.tion_,_m_s..and.fees
-0...4'ot...es that ,ontr.iute directly to enhancing the er. ployability

empl,,yes;

,n tai' ontart with Cnmpany and UAW field organizations is pr ,vide
!.rogr'.rn and promote partie ..ion.

1,,,lict4Ing the _nartiea. tra.ningieduca_tional a_c_tiyities
en. ...rage- Sim, or co nst ructive undertals gs that Are clearly t he

t trtnr 115 public seCtOrt

ten:, prof...tonal, government. labor and industry
repr-esee,iive t. _ tqa._ .t rparticApate_ in national and _local_ confr,enr,r.
for Ion. twat., 4. tneat Sop ,nrs .0...1 to the Program's obi :tives:

studies- and. research art, ,,ties (both internally and by
lr, on topics of mutual interest and importance to the parties,
tog thceie ir,e .ifierl by the National Mutual Growth Forum:

rw.r.;_lottrf latuin.1._nAtionAl._r_rglonkl Avid In, confecoca.. -work-
, meting and Seminars to promote joint 1-0,1p-ratty., efforts and

related tab-p.c..

serving ad rin, capacity to those Ineatirns which may be interested
Setting tip t he own t raining r

....41. to provide nit. n and coons I
t not sptvrfol.g
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PP0171AAN1 DEVELOPMENT PIIA.".S

The parlits understand that the at telr,nt.. of _the Centefa _programa -and
a. ttvIties will evolve over period of time: In penerI, development of the pro-
gram's vhases would het

o olentifittion of employe 1individual and groupt eloctionL training and
retrain[ -g need. and coordination of educational 'training re.tourre.i,

development of _program. designed to meet those employe, needs not
addressed by existang res0111.C.,

coordsnatoon of forums', .iemm tr, for the errhange of ideas
and concepts. and

o cornmivison of approprite t.
needs and snluttons to ern,
matters,

.11tINT 111VERNING BODY

t rsa,c. studies to identify
Mote, ' retning iame.inn: ether

A joint governitg ronsi.iting_of an ego. otonber of repreaenta_tives__ol_the
UAW and the 1-14-.pany, will provide -q . I direction and guidance to and-establish
policy for the UAW-Ford National Development and Training Center. To assure
appcuptiaie_ hasson _wit _t he _Ern ploy, antrol vern era 1E0 process, UAW- and-Company
members of the Nat otnal Join, Committee on Employe Involvement thliCEI) will

tn.Orioint governong thellirectnr_of_rhe__UAWLs_Natlarul
Fri Department at 3 -the Vice President of Fords Labor Relations Sta If shall
appoint an equal nomiter of persons float within or not.iiric their respective
ergantrat tons aa. members n! -the mint gotre bndy. Appoint-ment.
body membership will be made no later than 60 days after the effective dale of the
new CollertIve Bare..ining Agreement.

One, of the me.ial req.. mibilities of the governing
reecutive Dt.ector tu age- the "PR Progrm-
nperatson 4 the Center. Initial futl-tinte staffing wtli
and -Lill- .time - .support per.ionnel who, wppointrne
the go o.,ntnR body on rerornmendation front the Ea,
and!. .t ecocide _a_ _r as sue r atotutra_o.
proleittanI services -to insist the 10101 gor.nlr, body.
of Me Center, will mute- o provede approprtat
1.7ninpase has or can rea ily obi un. on reasonable.

body will be to sefret, an
and guide- the day-to-day
concst of four profeviionala

nt t-- ubject to-approval by
.:.c Director. The Co ,pany
legal, at--ution_to.g_ana_other
The Cc.opany, upon re rat
e other eryices that the
mutually agreed -upon rot,

One year after the Center ha. been 3n operation. members of the Punt governing
oily will meet .[IPi I ficlIty. to apse.. the Program. modem dPt

ttg mt.te -tote. d accompliatung-its pincipal objectives and tr tbe needs c' the
p.tie.i are being met. In light of then. conutlerallons., the joint FovernIng bout,
ea.: decode whether- the Pro,r..-ra shook be continued, modified or discontinued.
The joint governing body rri,lv at soch time or 1. any time thereafter er. mutua'y
agreed_npon .torh artton as ,nvided in the eettlernent Art, tent dated
February 13, ISPZ.
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Ematinre Deyilimenew and Tratrjiogprom

In connection-with the -,ew Com !eye Development and-TratnIng Program /mestablished in
the attached le tt e t of understanding, the Company -will reely available funds equivalent
to live -cents 1521 per hour worked rurnmencing.wilb Datteot_thenew
Col'ective Bargaining Agreement to fund the Program, the UAW-Ford National
Li/melon nuen t _and _Tra tri mg n ter_and ctsisclivitiess heoe ionds_shal Che booked_ it the
end of each closed roll month in an account designated for the Program, I he Center and

ar...tivines; The Ce_nleris joint gov_ernIng body (or its designated representative) may
authorize and approve expenditures and receive the necessary-funds to be billed to this
actonnt. It is also agreed that costs for- services_provided by UAW and Con, -
representatives will-be included as mtpenditur-s of the Cent, at a rate titter by
the p-ont governing body.

To assure adequate funds are available to permit prompt implementation of-the Program,
the.Crinter Multi& tt is agreed the Company cirill advance to the Program's
amount an amount equivalent to the monies that it estimates would be booked during the
fimi three months of the Prot/twe peration. It is understood this amount in an advance
and does not constitute -or represent any payment or commit Itmnt to.rnake any payment
by the Cot sang to the Program's account over and above the monies generated by the
alourziagreedupottlormulaThorthremmontbcolvamie mil I Mirepaidthming the lirs_t_l
months of the Program's operation by offsetting one-nintn :1191 of-the total advanced
amount each month commencing w: tI..he fourth r nnth Ater the date of the advance.

In the vent the Coinpany and the UAW. directly ar threogit the joint governing body,
should agree to-diStOntinue,-in while _n pant- thrtP_r_thicAtn-nt_the_rtcptret inn Aat,_uf
the new Collective Bargaining Auret,ent or prior thereto, they meet to termini...
the- Program. the_Ceeter_and_any or Alt of tts iCtlYille_le Ai! OUP11411411716; claims to
monies in the account have been :ve 'eluding the amount advanced by the Company
described-Minim tf not repaid at th. tone of the Prokratn's terminattoM. any monies
remaining in the Program's account saallbe disposed of in such a manner-as the parties-
shall agree at the time of the Progra.n's termination. After disposing of funds booked to
the account, .cy other monies that--the-agreed-upon-formula_in_theliest_paragraph above
would have produced during the remaining life of the new Collective Bargaining
Agreement also 11.1111, disposed of as determined by the parties it the time of the
Program termination.

Jointly l? led to Human Growth
and Uncle . "Mg,

September. 198:
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An Open Letter--

ition assistance an iny?4,. _If:attire of the UAW-Ford programs _raigned to
;, tid off employes:__ Ono these programs is the thoNational

Assistance Plan for .-ertain employes on indefinite layoff. " r Plan
ritich individuals- purt,ue self-sracted formal education or og to

r their chances for reemployment and build l'uture careers.

This Center Repot-, presents a profi:e of initial experience ,ith the tiatior:A
Vocational Retrainii,g Assistance Pl o whic.ii was launched ir. August 1982 ond.-r
the sponsorship of the UAW-Ford National Development and Tr.tining C -nter.
report is based on a study of the first 600 applications approved or pi,.,.ent under
the Plan duri ig the first few months of its existence.

The report i,as prepared by Professor Richard A. Hayes who teache.. at Macomb
ommunity college in Michigan and is also an irriependent consultant. He has had

experienc. in the auton:obile industry as well as in colleges emphasizing
vocational education.

The study reveals that the f-otployes on layoff who participated in the Plan
selected a with range of t:.:cation and retraining options, but they strongly
preferred two-year -.ocational education programs offered by local community
colleges and technical institutes. These employes tended to select a full-rim,;
load of college courses, with . he P',.n paying for about 95 percent of tuition ancf
compulsory fees.

The study coneludes that the Plan is working out very well. The study also
suggests that the employes now participating in the Plan have a serious intent and
a strong motivation to learn. Although this couldn't be quantified or measured
with precision, it was evident from not oni7 the number and type of vocational
courses selected by the participants but also from the reasons for retraining which
they gave on their applications for the Plan.

This experience is only _a beginning. We expect many inore applications
employes on layoff become more aware of G.. Plan, including those .vho now are
newly eligibles result of its recent impro, merits and extension of coverage.
The c- ...:rning Body encourages local unions a. man igements in " 'r efforts to
.ocrease employe awareness and interest in th .an. Not only t. ly_but also
letters from _employes indcat_e_the_Plan cart ,; significzn he . addressing
the needs of UAW-represented Ford employes of of:.

JOINT GOVERN:NG_Bf1D_Y
ilAW-FORD NAT!ONAL DEVELOPMNT AND TRAINING CENTER

ilon.i.14 F. Ephilit
Union Co-Chairn.an

Dar Forchione
Elvin C. He dicks

Peter J. Pestillo
Company Co-Cha:-m an

john F. Reese
Erne:,t J. Savoie
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Tuition Assistance For UAW-Ford Laid-Off Employes

THE

1,;Ar!. AL VOCATIONAL RETUAINING ASSISTANCE PLAN

The First 600 Payments

it A Profile of Experience Data

This report is based on an analysis of the first 600 employe
applications approved for payment under the Natior.s1 Voca
norm' Retraining Assistance- Plan. It -was prepared-by Richard A
Hayes. consultant and Professor of Business at MacornE Com.
munity College. N., Clemens. Mithigan.

Andrew A. Mazzara.

Lxecutive Director /
UAW-Ford National Developniv... and Training Center



The details of the t JAW Ford
tOton assistance plan for laid off
hourly employes are contained
in the pamphlet:

187

A copy of this pamphlet was mailed by the National Development
and Training Center to each eligible empluye. Additional copies
may b-e obtained from Fr-d UAW local onions, local Ford Facilities,

\
or from the National Center.

I

NVRAP prepays tuition aid compulsory feet\of up to $500_Pet
year for any approved educational courses and up to $1,000 per

\
yea-ear for courses at an accredited college!

491
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CIAW-FORD

NATIONAL VOCAIIONAI: RETRAINING ASSISI ANICE PLAN (NVRAP)

The First 600-Payinerrts-

A--Prafite-el-L-xperir .ze Onto

the following profile is based on an analysis ;,f the first WO laid-off hourly employe
applications approved for payment. Cu retramin., .,rid other educational institutions under
the NiatAP. ltie analysis revealed that a "TYPI: AL" 1-..M1-COVE:

Selected a public community college;

Liirolled in a vocational &Ideation_ curriculum_ involvingeither technology
(such as tileetr_Oriies or robotics) or a business-related area (such as data
processing), and

Sc ight a two-year AsSociate Degree not lust a few courses.
(I mployes enrolled in one of 35 community colleges, in ten states.)

Began studies with a relatively heavy workloarii

swelled for almost a full-time load of ses iri two-year degree programs.

flail net of his /her tuition and cumpulsor;, fees ;;;;:ti for the first term in school:

-- Received NVRAP assistance for about 95% of such covet 'd expenses,

iteceivud Hale, finantial aid from other suloce:;, and

IThibLibly had certain types of expenses ( .ch as bnoks, tools, supplies) whith
jee hot covered under NVRAP.

Had over seven years of Company seniority as of the last day worked; arid thus was
Potentially eligible for:

lwu years of NVI-(AP assistance, and

total amount of $2,p8P for an accredited institution.

. wte. See the_ sehtidOle en page 8 for the ri2aximurn amount and duration of
covered payments.
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TYPE OF PROGRAM

60
53

40

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

20 18

13
9

7

0

1-YEAR 2-YEAR 4-YEAR NON- OTHER
PROGRAM DEGREE DEGREE PROGRAM TYPES

COURSE

keiraineig and ether educational programs selected by employer, covered a wide
.11

I here was a preference ,itriong the ;53°,6) of employes for two-year
voeational education degree programs al oust all at community colleges) --
1111.1111 1;11'111.'1' tiluil the 13';, of erhployer, who selected four-year colILIge and

oversity degree programs.

9",, selected one -> ear vocational education programs (almost all at private
trade schools, loony of which award certificates).

Id tion-program courses (e.g., such as truck driving).

7'4, of employes chose a variety of other options.

'ZV, 1111111, 41!1't. :1111,rovoci for a total of 55 public community colleges, of which 12
are ii, ,r1,1 ill Wiwi' slates.

193
30-388 0 - 84 - 13
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TYPE OF CURRICULUM
SELECTED IN TWO-YEt.R DEGREE PROGRAMS

60 57

40

PERCENT
32

OF TOTAL

20
11

0
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS- OTHER

RELATED

o The above data ace for payments approved for employes who selected two-year
vucational education degree programs.

Waal 57%) chose electronics, robotics or other technology-related
curricula.

-- Almost. _a third (32%) selected data processing or other busirfess-related
curricula.

The reinaining 11% chose allied health Or other curricula.

By comparison (although not shown above), payments approved for employes who
selected four-year degree programs included:

Almost a third (32%) in businessrel-ateG .urricula,

-Atmos-ta-quarter (24%) in engineering or natural sciences, and

The remaining 44% in a wide variety of other curricula.

194
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CREDIT HOURS SELECTED
ALL COLLEGES

6 OR
LESS

7 THRU
11

12 OR
MORE

_

o L.mployes began their college studies with rather -heavyworkloads -- paticularly -

noteworthy because most of :fern were entering college for the first time.

Based On. the number of credit hours (units used by colleges to measure- student

Workload):

Almost half (47%) started out with a full-time Idad of courses (12 or more
credithouri)i-and

Ali a quarter (24%) of employes enrolled for six or fewer credit hours.

o Although not shown above, the average number of credit hours was 11, and some
employes enrolled for more than 20 credit hours.

195
1



60

40

1----.0E-TOTAL--
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CREDIT HOURS SELECTED .

TWO-YEAR FOUR-YEAR

49

PERCENT 29 29 30

20

0

22

41

6 OR 7 THRU 12 OR 6 OR -7 THRU 12 OR
LESS 11 MORE LESS 11 MORE

Ltoployes who selected two-year vocational education degree programs began their
college studies in an especially ambitious manner.

49% enr.ulled for a _full-time load of courses (12 or mare credit hours);
compared to.41% of the emplOyes who selected font-year degree-programs.

22%_ Started out with six or fewer credit hours; compared to 29%. of the
employes who chose four-year degree programs.

-- 2-470 enr o ITEar Tufat -WIST-KOVers,-tiut-tess-tharrtwutvc-,-- credit-ticrurs-,=-ri tmast--
the same as among employes who had selected four-year programs.



PERCENT
OF TOTAL
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TUITION AND COMPULSORY FEES

60

69%

40 37
32

20

0

15

$250 $251 TO $501 TO OVER
OR LESS $500 $1000 $1000

u Over two-thirds t69%) of employes reported tuition and compulsory fees of $500 or

-- 1 lla 11.)n t ten. _les:; in community_ colleges than in other cullegiate insti-
tutions. 1 his affects the data that are reported. Lly selec tiny community
colleges, mont employes may yet payment in full for expenses cuvered by the
Plan.

__
AILILUtiLJI1e..7.1.LIFrd ',..J- u) repurlekl.tt,ation and compulsory_ fees of more than 8500, as__
follows:

16'4, reporting $501 to $1,000.

15% reporting more than $1,000..

+Itleejh nut shown above:

-- Tied-Tarr-tot iii turtfui cfromputsuryf eeswa...s and the
average was close to $400.

Few employes received 1..q.lt Ice tional financial aid from tither sources.
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PAYMENTS TO SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

$250 $251 TO $501 _TO
OR LESS $500 $1000

With respect to approved payments to schools for tuition and compulsory fees
reported thus far by employes:

-- 74% were for $5UU or less, arid

2b% were for $501 to $1,000.

Althoutjh not shown ibuv
. .

-- 1`ie average payment approved thus far was about $380.

The Plan covered approximately_ 95% of the average cost of tuition and
compulsory fees as reported by employes.

Approved payments covered the full cost of these items in almost foJr-fifths
ot the cases.

ttii,l'tan dam- not-cover oxpenses-rnvolitirrg-books-rittd-suppliesi--trtmsportation and
par kinu, meals and personal items.
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DURATION OF PAYMENTS

YEARS OF YEARS OF MAXIMUM
COMPANY RETRAINING TOTAL
SENIORITY ASSISTANCE AMOUNT

1 T05 ONE $1000()
5 TO 8 TWO $2000
8 TO 10 THREE $3000

10 OR MORE FOUR $4000

(a) 1-f fective April 1, 1983

Dorat ion of assistance is based primarily on an employe's Company seniority on the
last day of work.

ii The maximum total :onotint payable for each year is:

-- $1.0110 for accredited collies, and

-- 'PAH) for approyud schools,

199
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YEARS OF COMPANY SENIORITY

60

40

PERCENT
F T,CTAL.

20

0
5, 6, OR 7 8 OR 9 10 OR MORE

Future distributions may differ Irmo the above due to
extending the plan so laid-off employes with 1-4 years of

The above data are based on payments approved-prior to the April 1, 1983 revision
in the seniority _table (to inelOde employes with One but less than five years of
Company seniority). -- See Page 8.

(48%) of employes had seven or fewer years of seniority. (The average
was-seven years.)

-- Over -a tla rd-(-36%)-lvett-ti et her gilt. or- nine -years-and .alm)u t-one-si ict14-(16%)- had-t.art
or more years of seniority.
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SOML ( TN( TSION5

I MPLOYLS LiC TING A WIL)L VAR1L 1 Y OF LDUC:A IONAL "PTIONS..

1 HL MAJORITY ARE Al ILNOING PULILIC COMMUNITY COLLE.GLS,

LMP_LEWL5 ARL.PUR5UING THEIR COLLLOL STUDIES WITH RAT HLR
AMA! 1 1005 WORKLOADS.

LMPLOYLS ARI. SLI_LC TING VCX.:A1 TONAL AND TLCHN1CAL LDOCATION
CURRICULA.

----FOR MOSTTMPLC/Y1=14-11- IL- PL AN HU5-1 -AlttiAS- PAID I- OR -NEARLY AL E.
RU-'01ULD IUII ION ANT) COMPULSORY ELLS.

IN GI NT RAC, II IF PI AN IS ACCOMPLISHING ITS 013JEC IVE.
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CLN I ER REPORTS

I AW -F URI) MPI NYE INVOLVEMENT: A Special Survey Report

THE SHARUNVIELL STURY: Worker Involvninent at a Ford Motor
Company Plant

TUITION ASSISTANCE FUR LAID-OFF UAW-FORD HOURLY
EMPLOYES: The First 600 Payments -- A Profile of Experience
Under the National Vocational Retraining Assistance Plan

Reports are distributed to UAW-Ford local unions and managements and to other
Union and Loinpany personnel.

The UAW-Ford National Development And
Training C-nter Is Established -Under The UAW-

Ii ord Motor Company_ Employe _Development And
Training Program. The Center's Joint Governing
body, Consisting Tif Company And UAW Repre-
sentatives, Authorizes Specific Publications_Tiueh__
As The Center Report.

JOINT GOVERNING BODY

Donald I. Eritilin
Vice President
Director-National Ford
Department, UAW

Union Co-Chairman

pare Forchiane
Amdinistrative Assistant
to Vide Presiden4 Uiree_tor-
National Ford Department, UAW

Elvin C. Fiendricke'
CoordiriaLor4f_
SrlecTaTProjects;
National Ford
Department, UAW

202

Peter .1. Peatillo
Vice President,
Labor_ Relations
Ford Motor Company

Company Co-Chairman

.JoJn E. Reese

Union Affairs Office
Ford Motor Company

Ernest ,L_Savoie
Director,
Labor Relations Planning
and Employment Office
Ford Motor Lompany
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Jointly Dedicated to Human Growth
and Understanding . . .

UAW-Ford
National Development
and Training Center
P 0__Ros 6002
Dem t.orn, Michlyan 48121

April 1983
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EXHIBIT III

UAW-FORD NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAENDIG-CENTER
SAMPLE PROGRAM DESIGN FOR LAID OFF EMPLOYES

Job-Search
Assistance

Local/State
Employment_and__

Training Programs

C.-immunity

Support Services

Outreach

Care., _Day
Orientation

Analysis of Vocational

Career Counseling
and Guidance

_Local
Development and

Training Program

-Irre2!!sir2T-ciri--

Intensive
Vocational Retraining

Projects

English as a
Second Language

4

r

_In,Denth_
Assessment

Self-Direcred
Job Search
Training

Ba c-Sk
Classes

Development Classes

General Educational
Development

Testing Sessions

Copyright Q 1983

2 0 4
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EXIIIBIT IV

SPECIAL NATIONAL CENTER- ASSISTANCE -FOR
FACILITY CLOSINGS SAN JOSE; CALIFORNIA

Following the 1I-18-8Z closure announcement, San Jose local union and management personnel
formulated a comprehensive training and assistance program_ available itiall_houtly__employes
impacted by_the closing._ National Center assistance came _primarily in the form of advice and
technical expertise in the training field as well as an immediate source of funding for Prepaid
Tuition Assistance and initial Targeted Vocational Retraining projects. Much of the program's
success, however, is clearly-attributable to the efforts cif the local union/management Employe
Development and Training - Program in securing the _cooperation _and_support of the emplmes,
state _an_d_local _government agencies andlocal educational institutions. The following informa-
tion summarizes those efforts to date; however, it should be stressed that the overall
training/retraining effort is continuing and its success in terms of employes finding jobs that
suit them will not be known for some time.

. ia,ti.l On Provided by California Employment Develop-
ment Dept. (EDD)

Activity

Orientation to Training program/

Enrollment

1,400
services, UAW-Ford and EDD

Skills Assessment/In -Take Counseling 1,275

Testing for Basic Skills 1,35Z.

Testing for English Language Skills 1,30Z

Job Search Skills ZZO

In -Plant VocatiOnal Training Orientation Sessions (Conducted by Company personnel)

Zes,ioii (Varied from Z to 10 days) Enrollment

Personal- Computers 548
Auto Upholstery Z7Z
Forklift Operation 110
Auto Mechanics Z63
Metal Repair 196
Basic Welding Z82
Maintenance Welding 162
Basic Electricity 83
Programmable Logic Controllers
Statistical Q.C. 889

Total Z,817

205
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. in--Plant-SenitnansfProgrma (Conducted by Outside Poviders)

Session (Varied from 1/2 to 10 days) Provider Enrollment

Financial Counseling Crocker Bank, Employes Auto 140
Credit Union/Santa Clara
Consumer Credit Union

Small Business Seminar Small Business Admin. 190

Soc. Sec. Benefits Seminar Social Security Admin. 165

Loan Seminars Ron Reece & Assoc. 24

Real Estate Preparation
Course (2 weeks) Century 21 136

Armed Security Guard Course Varicnis Agencies 17

Bartending Course Santa Clara Bartending School 15

Total 687

. Basic i (Provided by California EDD through local SChool
systems)

Total Enrolled for
Course Title Attendance Future Courses

English as Second Language 71 0
Math 1- 47 40
Mat h a 53 40
Pre-Algebra 26 35
Algebra 26 20
O.E.D. 130 25
Spanish Speaking Job Search- 26 N/A
A.B.E. 1 (Adult Basic Education)- 40 25
A.B.E. II (Adult Basic Education) 0 25
Reading . 47 N/A
Language 0 60-

Total 466 270

. Prepaid Tuition Assistance - National Center funded prepaid tuition assistance for self-
selected education.

Applications

14

2oR

Total Paid

S 4,189
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Targeted Vocational Retraining Projects (TVR)

Occuirational-Trairrirrg Provides eEnrollment
Funding

u

Machine Tool Technology Foothill-b_eAnza 17 UAW-Ford Nationa
(16 weeks) Comm. College. Development & Training

Center (NDTC)
Microwave Tech. Training Microwave Training 15 NDTC

(40 weeks) Institute
Auto Service Technician

(35 weeks)
Center for Employ-

m ent & Training
18 NDTC

Semi-Truck Driving _Superior Training 5 ROTC
(4 weeks) Inst tote

Heavy Equip. Operator 5 NDTC
(0 weeks/

Computer Repair Tech. Training Ctr. 42 NDTC & Trade
(20 weeks) Adj. Asst.

Microwave Tech. Training '= San Mateo College 26 California Emplmt.
(40 weeks) Trng Panel

Welding San Mateo College 19 California Emplmt.
(50 weeks) Trng Panel

Machinist Foothill-DeAnza 20 Job Trng. Partnership
(12 weeks) Corn. College Act (Title IM

Plant Maint. Mech. Regional Occup. 20 Job T_rng. Partnership
(26 weeks) Vocational Ctr. Act (Title III)

Total 187

Placement Summary (Hourly)

Outside Con. pane 153
Preferential Placement ( to other Ford

plants nation-wide)
97

Total 250

Future Plans

TVR's Under Consideration:
- Electronic/Micro Processing
- CAD Drafting
- Landscaping _

- Telecommunications
Air Conditioning/Heating/Refrigeration

- Word Processing
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EXHIBIT V

SPECLAL_NATION_AL_CENTER_ASSLSTANCE_ROR
CLOSINGS SHEFFIELD ALABAMA

Outreach asd JUsiiewaitnent Prox.am

Activity Service Provider Eni 011tnent

outreach Local Employe Development and 1,242
Training Program (EDTP)
Committee

Career Day Conference

Explanation of UAW-Ford EDTP
Program

Presentations by community and
public service agency
representatives on services
available to the unemployed

Presentations by specific training
institutions

- Completion of employe vocational
interest survey

Local EDTP Committee and
UAW-Ford National Development
and Training Center (NDTC)

1

400

. eareer etamaeling and Guidance Alabama Stull Center_,- __ _107
finnied by Alabama Office of (on-going)
Employment and Training (OET)

1Reemployment Mai:stance Center

Eitablikhrbeitt Of Local/EDTP Committee Available
center for development and to all
training activities- (on- going)

Located at Local Z55 'Union Hall

Pret..id Tuition Aaalatanee Local Educational rnstitution 103
(on- going)
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. Targeted Vocational Retraining protects (TVR)

Occupationaal Training Provider Enrollment Funding Sources

Computer Numerical Muscle Shoals State 65 UAW-Ford NDTC/
(10 weeks) Technical College/ State of Alabama

Alabama Office of
Industrial Development

Programmable Logic Same as above 21 UAW-Ford NDTC/
Control State of Alabama

(I week)

W elding_ Muscle Shoals State 12 State of Alabama (JTPA)
(54 weeks) Technical College

Air- Conditioning/ Muscle Shoals.State Z5 State of Alabama (JTPA)
Refrtgeratinn Technical College

(22 weekal

Machine Shop
weeks)

Muscle Shoals State
Teclinical College

6 State of Alabama (JTPA)

Small Engi "e Repair Muscle Shoals State 42 State of Alabama (JTPA)
(33 weeas) Technical College

Electronvo'Llectricity Muscle ShoOs State 22 State of Alabama (JTPA)
(22 weekil Technical College

. Basic and Remedial Skills Training

Type of Traini Provider

Basic skills upgrade

Job Search Skills Training

Activity

Ptovideself-
directed job
search skills

Labor market
int firm a tion

Resome development

n - PA 14

Muscle Shoals Adult
Education

Provider

Muscle Shoals Adult
Education

Enrollment

25
(on-going)

Funding Sources

State of Alabama

Enrollment Funding Source

101 State of Alabama

209
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Placement Summary (Hourly)

Outside Company 19
Preferential Placement -(to other 180

Ford plants nation-wide) 199 ion-going)

Future Plana

Funding has been received to continue a full-service Reemployment Assistance renter until
September of 1984. The Reemployment Assistance Center will coordinate the following
services:

Counseling/assessment
Basic skills enhancement

Self-directed job search training
On-the-job training
Class-size training (TVR)
Individual referrals to training
Relocation Asiistance
Professional job development/placement assistance

210
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Savoie.
I want to_ thank all the members of the panel for giving us help to

try and find some answers to some very tough questions.
Mr. Carey; you testified in favor of a national computer system to

improve labor market information; to better match up job openings
with people seeking jobs. Can you think of some barriers that we might
run into as 1.'"P attempt to develop such a system?

It just strikes me that if you have a State with high unemployment,
they might be somewhat reluctant to advertise their job openings to
other States and just have some other _people come in and not really
deal with the unemployment problem in their own State.

Is that an unrealistic problem that I foresee; and if there are such
barriers, how would you suggest that we might overcome them?

_Mr, CARET. .Well; I think that the private industry councils need to
play a role in the development of this national computerized system so
that you can embrace support _from the private_business community;
There are certainlywe are becoming a multicorporate nation- as
well as a_ multinational_societn in_ terms_ of our corporate effort. :bid
I think that there will be tremendous advantages for corporations to
relocate their existing work force elsewhere if the need arises -to assist
their workers who are seeking alternate forms of employment.

I think that you have identified the critical problem; but I think
there is a solution if you involve the employer community in the devel-
opment of the_process.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Dudley, how would you respond?
How would your State respond to the suggestion that we set up a
better, a more comprehensive national computer system for informa-
tion as to where jobs are available?

Mr. Drnr.F.r. Well, personally, I like that. I think that we have a
similar system in South Carolina already. I am not sure how effective
it is in its uses, but. I think it has tremendous merit as far as trying
to match it up again. BuLagain. that is not _going to be-the _whole
answer. I think you know-this as well as I. A lot of these peoplethat
are displaced,_especially these individuals who the 15-, 20-year em-
ployees of a plant who-have been displaceda lot of those people are
not going to be as mobile as some of these individuals who maybe are
younger.

But. I think the idea of a computer job bank; match-up, I think is a
good idea.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Kiddoo.
Mr: _KM1100. Ida not like it I share your Concerns. Also; it is not

realistic. 'We are having an awful time getting people to move, anyway.
The work force is far less mobile than it was; sav,_20 years ago; I can
see regional job banks, certainly. But national; I just. do not think
that, it would serve_any worthwhile purpose;

Representative LFNGREN. Do von think we would have some prob-
lems irt_Californin with the fact that

Mr. Kmnoo. We. sure do.
- :Representative LTTNGREN_ would he nilyertizing
job opportunities that might brim* people from some other States
rind_ not. solve our own unemployment problem? T am trying to be
realistic.

'rr. Kinnon; Definitely;
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Representative LuNGREN. It soundE like an excellent idea, but are we
going to_ run into sonic political-problems with this sort of thing?

Ali. Iiiuiioo. I think we would and I think California still has a
tremendous draw, _as you_ know- both within the United States and
from withOnt the United States W. We have a tremendous problem there:
We -have L3 million unemployed now; That is a _large problem.

Mr. Dirikki-. On the _political side, yes,_sir, Congressman. _I think
you have a- problem because l_ know most States in economic develop:7
merit have been very_ serious about economic development. They would
probably not want that type of information to get out to the competi-
tive StateS. I Mean, if you have a severe shortage, a lot of States would
use that probably against you rather than for you

So it does have that neg._ative connotation, yes sir.
Mr CAREY;- I _would like to comment just briefly. There is currently

a national job bank available that is accessible by the PC through
existing mainframe capability right here in Virginia, for example.
There is already some interest in the employer community _in this
process: I think it is the longer term view and I think the approdeh
should be that you are looking for the best worker, not necessarily the
parochial_ interests reflected by the individualStates. And I think that
if we at least, perhaps in the view of Mr. Kiddoo, approach it -on a
regional-basis; or even pay more attention at the local and State level;
I think that it would facilitate this process.

We- currently have a State ozcupational'information coordinating
council in every State across this country, through the NOICC; The
problem of implementation reminds_ me of the process of moving
technologiehl innovation to commercialization. It took 25 years between
the time that_the power steering was_ developed before it was -corn;
niereialied. Right now, we have the technology to accomplish this
But we have to train the pedple how to use the computer terminals to
access properly that job bank.
- But Imould like to reinforce the fact that there_is already_a_national
job bank. You have to _pay for a subscription to get into it in the
mainframe here in Virginia; But employers are very readily partaking
in that_process.

Representative LuivoREN; Mr. Savoie, from an employer's stand-
point?

Afr; SAVOIE; I Would like to share just two facts and_I_ hope that if
ant bile lOOkS at them, they will thite i!, in the right spiritas trying
to 'Aare information; _

We are woritino- withsone company in another State to place some
of our dislocated emnloyees._We ran -into this problem where theother
mplOyer was able, by working with the Governor; the_ local union

neople, and others, to accept some of our disnlaced skilled workers.
But they would not accept any of our nonskilled workers because
they lead -their own to take care of.

I think that there would be some limited applimbility for a job
bank; in practice, but I know of many situations juSt like the one I
just described.

The second faet is that we have _a _preferential placement under-
Standing-within-our comnany; But even where people can move _geo-_
graphically, and have this new opportunitywe have placed 1;300
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people. through this systembut because of the emotional and human
, cost involved. we have to go throligh 4 or 5 applicants to get one place-

ment. _That is- on the same level job and within the same company.
That is with the same service company and generally the same earn-
ings range.

And even there, you will go through a 4:1 ratio process.
So 'think that money for such a national job _bank could be spent,

depending on the'design of that program, a little bit unwisely in terms
of the_ results._ But I think the design of the program is important.
Aiidif it emphasized _a job registry in terms of a pilot project for_in-
dtviduals who want to- registlrthey are already saying that they
want to inovemaybe that might be a different approach than simply
trying to get people to list jobs.

Representative_ Luiccam,r_. I would like to address this question to
the entire panel for your observations. As I mentioned. we areabout
to gto into the full panoply of work, of the Job Training Partnership
Act.10110 of the concerns that I have in Congress i is that as we deal with
specific issues, we tend to rim off to create a new program or a new
ripproah before we- have even tried the program -that we pas-ea the
last. Congress. That. is one of the fears_that IdirtN7e about the Job Train-
ing _PartnershipAct, that-we will -not. see if .4 Works_ and see how we
might change it here and there and give it a real test before we are off
running on some other program; \From your _own observations and your own participation in the
prograni. we_ have already had a part of it that started for at least
several/montlis. can you give me any ideas about your assessment of
the potential for that _program and where. in fact, we might make some
change_s_as we are beginning to build up to it.

Mr:: Carey;
'Mr. Carey. If I may begin, as a member of the PIC in Delaware,

I see.' tremendous potential; But; of _course, the potential depends on
availabilityvailability of revenues. There have been some cuts, as you are

well aware, from previous CETA. levels to the new JTPA system;
In this process we have shut off private. contractors who had been
providing excellent training programs simply because of lack of
resources.

Ithink_in the area of title ITT, however; there is one adjustment that
ought to be, considered, two considerations. First of all, there is cur-
rently n an _percent match requirement from the State level; _And
certainly, being a State official seeking_support from the State level,
I am sure you can certainly -appreciate that process; it is very difficult
to match what the Federal Government has already provided. And
r think that some _States wilLfall short of -the matching- requirement

Representative LtrIccinErr. Let me just interject an observation. I
have _noticed that most States- and localities in my own area as well
love the concept of revenue sharing. I have never had one of them
come to me and _assert the proposition that we ought-to have -a sharing
of the t eficit. (Laughter:I But ma_yl-ie that day will come. Go ahead.

Mr: fARET. The second feature that I think could be- addressed-as
a refinement, a fine-tuniug, if -you will, and I agree with you whole-
heartedly: We. need to give this program time to work and I.,see_ a
tremendous potential with private sector involvement. Hopefiillyi
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that private sector involvement will be maximiz d over the years to
come,

But currently, title III is available after the act of displacement.
It just seems to be a backwards direction; W seem to throw money
at cures, but we do not seem to put the money up front when the
problem is in developme_nt. If that same money was given to private
industry directly when they see a displacement problem coming down
the road; we could _intervene with the private sector and provide title
III funds. Currently. I am restricted from doing that General Motors
just expressed interest in some support to move to robotics and elec-
tronics, and I was unable to give them title III assistance, even though
they anticipated possible layoffs unless some additional revenue was
forthcoming.

Representative_ LIINGRE1sL Mr. Dudley; - -

Mr. DUDLEY. Congressman, in my State, the Governor was a prime
sponsor; his office; and we were the subcontracting - agency under him
for classroom training under the old CETA, which I think this will
bear outthat probably we had one of the more successful programs;
Federal programs, of that type in the Nation.

So I think under the same JTPA; we will probably go under that
same type of mechanism. We felt like it merged in and was real
/very well to our -2 -year college system: So I am- definitely in favor

/of the JTPA and I think it has tremendous merits.
I agreea great deal with what_ Mr. Carey said about the preventive

measure if we could do this And I am sure that my State is no different
from any others. We have a tremendous retraining and helping exist-
ing industries. Most States talk about new industries moving_in or re-
location. In our-State; we talk about new industries; but half of the
new jobs created come from existing plants or existing jobs, existing
industries.

So I think we need to, in some way, to help those older plants that
are refurbishing, to help them in the retraining process by some of this
money also. And_I am not sure that that is included under this JTPA,
but that is a significant part, helping some of these older plants in their
refurbishing.

Representative LIINGREN. Mr. Kiddoo.
Mr. Ktonoo. share your concern,_Congressman, that we ought

to let these programs run a little while before we tinker with them and
try _and change their direction._

This 'progam is a tremendous undertaking -and, of course. has
caused a major dislocations you know; in all State training; The pat-
terns are, different. Some of the things are very good, such as more in-
volvement by the private sector; We certainly- welcome that;

But, know, it is hinted as a very flexible program and it is
not. a very flexible program; This program is limited_ very distinctlY to
sort of a welfare-type approach which hrotght CETA into disrespect.

We need_ more flexibility at the State lev_el. We need more emphasis
on economic development.. Economic development creates jobs. That
gets people of of welfare. I think that we look at these programs from
the wrong end. And, again, as I mentioned in my testimony, the thing
that we need is flexibility. Flexibility. Let us manage our programs
and do not structure them too tightly.
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Representative LIINGREN. Mr. Savoiei_ has Ford Motor Co. been in-
volved in setting up and so forth? And do yOU have any eib:
servations on that?

Mr. SAvoiE._We participate in the PIC'S. And of we have
many of the JTPA programs going already; - -

While I would ce_rtamly_echo, as I did before, he job
through an economic development concept; which-is-anotheranother whole
approach; Ido not think-that is representative Of JTPA. So in talk=
mg about_JTPA;_which is a remedial program; and in looking only
at the aspect that somethaes you are going to need a remedial pragraiii,
rbelieved_personally;_thut there should be some variations in approach
by the level of unemployment in the- States. I do not know what these
might best -be -at the moment, but it is quite different trying to do this
type of work_where there is 17 percent unemployment against 10 per
cent _or_ only ;5_ percent. I wish we had only 5 percent; and then every-
body would say; what a great job you are doing taking these people,
training them,_finding them_ jobs,

But it is _quite different when the levels of unemployment vary. And
although the funds have been allocated by the levels of unemploy-
ment; yet, vondo not _look at it by the point of view of the retraining
opportunities by_level_of unemployment that people want.

So I think some variation of that type would be helpful to the
programs.

The other thing we found _very useful is mu-UAW-Ford program's
5-et-at-per-hour-worked funding, approach. We in effect; and I_ twit
my finance people about Fordis 21/2 -year _budget. There -is also a
21A-year agreement. We found that many of our programs have been
cut off by some of the States because of the _fiscal year or they may have
used some funds I am sorry to say, unwisely; here the end of the
fiscal year is coming and they said _well we have to spend that money
we have to shove it out or lose it.

That is a reality of life.
So I think there we arc a victim of the appropriations process and

we need a longer budgeting process to accommodate _these programs
because many of them arc longer term programs. And so; some atten-
tion, I believe. should be paid to that in the law. _

NOw another part that we, did not discuss here today which Mr.
Kiddoo brought up is we have only been discussing_ the dislocated
worker. But a lot of the law, of course, is aimed at the new worker
and the disadvantaged worker. And that is an important element also;
that I hope people would, from n social standpoint, continue to try to
find ways to do something about these problems.

Representative_ThrxonEi.r. As I understand it, the greater focus of
the overall Job Training Partnership,,Act is actually on the disad-
vantaged worker.

SA VOTE._ That is right.
__Representativerit-xonr.x. The displaced worker is addressed by title
TTI of the act and represents a recognition that that is a serious prob-
lem. T do -not think that it-is alailnre to 1.erognize the eontirming diffi-
culty with respect' to the disadvantaged worker and potential worker.

fir _Tiddon T would just say_ about your comment on the lite_k of
flexibility of the program. sometimes getting something through Con-
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gross_ is very diflictilt. It _is _probably tiA flexible a program as we could
get through. We were _trying to build -on the old _CETA experience,
recognizing: altiiiingli it may hay e differed froni_State to State on a
national perspective, the_Oublic sector side of ETA probably did the
poorest on gett .ig people long-teriii jobs. The private sector side of
CE'rA did the best job:

And we were concerned._ as Mei-fibers of Congress, about-the lack of
re:-.otirees ir the overall program going to actually_ training people
That is why we have put_ a_speeifie limit on how much of that overall
funding has to go to training people; That is_dealing with a sledge-
hammer, I grant you. But we have no way of dealing with it other
than that.

I hope perhaps we can make it more flexible as we get into it and see
that thnt is necessary;

One of the subjects that has been touched upon it testimony of se:-
oral of yeti some_thing that him been referrid_to

m
in_previons testi-

mony concerns soethingthat I believe is going on in Delaware and in
California and some other States. where you use some of the unemploy-
ment insurance fiiiids for training purposes.

Whit. I would like to know is precisely hOW that works in Delaware
and in California. And I do not know if you-have -that in South Caro-
lina. how YOU would react to that sort of thing being _used in South

a.Carolin Arid ask whethee that approach wouldhe preferable_to split-
t ing off fluids that are now designed for the Job Training Partneiship
Act for sure.

other word. is this an already 'eXiSting program that we could
use to fight flit.; disease_before we hal=e to bring a_cure to bear? it Strikes
tire that it makes some sense: I recognize that there are some political
problems in different States and perhaps nationally with using unetia=
ployment insurance funds for people who arc not yet unemployed on
theanticipation they_would otherwise be

What_has t he_ experien^e been in Thlaware and Cabin/Ilia_ and_ has
this _been thought. of or seriously considered in South Carolina? Or
would on considex it?

eArtF.Y. Well let me begin by saving that I can detect that youo.

are vel.y_sensitiv e to the political consideration here. The U.S. Chamber
of Coln ei.co is not, very eXciteil about this idea because they see this as

an _additional tax_toan unemployment insurance system that is already
heavily_ ,luirdened _State5 are currently in_ a deficit position. Last

States borrowed $13 billion from the Federal Government to
keep pace NV i tb unemployment insiirance_benefits.

SO teeognizin-A-r_thrit political_ constraint of_involving_4-he empleyer
mcomunity. and understand that the onIN reason California got-this

thetinglrWAS bemuse they fikid a masSiVe their ITT trust fund
and there were some trade-offs involved that worked out Verx nicely for

political _purposes; _
But the approaA Delaware is raking is to F,ecifically and

recommending act _on by the Federal Government to I Alc more Closely

at tba, _Ell arid_ FSC programs; 'Extended benefitS and Foderal sample

Mental_ compensation benefits are nottainly_ a politically e' pedie it,
shorr-term solittion to a downturn; a cyclical diiiviiturn in the economy.

But I like to argue for structiieal side 000nomios; that we ought to be
putting money up front rather than paying for it later.
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I use the StatiStie that $18 billion was spent in those programs be-
teen 197( and 1981; including the Trade Act adjustment program.
And only $53 Milli-en Of the total was spent on _retraining and job-
search assistance; which is one half of 1 percent of the total.

So 1 think we have a political__problem moving to that area. -But I
think that it should -be done: Om. approach that is-very-creative that we
are now experinient big With iS the individuaLtrainingaccount concept,
which, in conjunction with_Pat Choate and Malcolm- Lovell at Brook-
ings Pat Choate is from TRW, we are exploring the feasibility of

nu the cost of training between the employer and the employee
through a voluntary, individualized training account which would re-
volve similar -to the IRA;

And 'think there is a potential there for innovation that has not yet
been fully explored;

Representative LuNdiiticr. Mr. Kiddoo.
INfr. like_this idea of the individital training account: But

if von do not have that, you can use your fund; I think very in-
novatively. And; of course; we use it roughly three different teats: I
spoke_ about the. work Sharing proorram. We use Iii-money for that.
And I talked about our _employment training fund. This is A $55 mil-
lion fund that we litiVe jiiSt recently collected. And; yes. there was an
agreement because we ci d _have, not excess revenue, but because we
managed our progiani «ell and do have a positive balance, we were
able.to get the support of the business community. And in our State;
_

t he Chamber .of Commerce, the California Manufacturers Association,
they carne into this agrepmenti came intointo -it quite willingly.

We also have a provision to extend IT' benefits for those people who
are in bona fide training programs. I think there -is a trade-off here
bet ween just receiing -your lehefit,_you _knaw; and sitting home and
osteziAitily looking for a job or using at leaSt part of that money for
training purposes.

experienced,
.

One of the things_ that we experienced, particularlyat South Gate;
when the Genezal Motors plant _dij8i41 there; we were late getting into
it, as I mentioned in -my testimony. But more importantlybecause
many of the orkers had Unemployment insurance, because they had
supplemental unemployment from _General Motors, they were very
reluctant to Come into training until they had almost exhausted those
benefits._

So if indeed, they had a decision that you can use part of this money
for training; say; or you can use it entirely. -as many of them did, for
benefit purposes, §itpo6fitotitai income; I think that that would be a
great thing to_ put that decision on the- worker.

Representative IA7X-Oittx. Mr; Dudle3%
Mr r Dtair.Er. I am not quite aware ofwhat the Delaware situation

and the California situation are I know that we had a problem in
South Carolina initially when our unemployment rate was so high
and the fund balance of the U . was draining,_ and that was worked
out; But at that point in time, and I think the Federal legislation -re-
laxed- their regulation on-bat and it became a State responsibility
whether you wanted to let UI go into training or not

Iiut thiS was a serious problem in our program and nearly wrecked
this particular program; I mentioned a moment ago at Piedmont Tee
because we would have people who would go into the displaced worker
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program and the local ESC would cut them off because they were in-
eligible. ':hey would lose. their UI benefits because they were not
eligible, then. to go look for a job.

We finally worked out an agreement whereby after a certain period
of time, and I think the statistic is that if a person is going back to
work lie or she will probably go back in the first weeks._ At least that
was the way that it was worked out in our State._ But after 15 weeks-.
the person could _automatically go into the _retraining program. And
also in the first. 15 weeks, if the individual is _certain_ of the type of
skill the. person had, that he or she could qualify and immediately go
into one of these retraining programs and would still keep their UI
benefits.

I am not quite- sure- whether- we are communicating the same -prob-
lem here or not, but that was basically the one that we had in South
arColina.
Representative. LIINGREN. One of the major questions there was us-

ing the unemployment insurance for something other than .specifically
just unemployment support. Some would view that as not raiding it;
butiapping_into_a_system for a purpose other than what. is was orig-
inally established for.

Mr: DCDLEY: The problem- in our_ State;_though, was the fact that
some of the peoplemaybe the employers, because they were actually
feeding the accountthat_ a person might not be looking for a job_or:,
m a sense, training. So they would lose their subsistence or the UI
benefits if they went into training; But that matter has been cleared
up now. But that. was our serious problem.

Representative LIINGREN MI% Savoie; from the-standpoint .of_the
employer, do Voll have any comments on what we are doing in Cali-
fornia and what they a.e_doing in Delaware in using that for a _pat-
tern across the country? Do you, from an employer's standpoint, have
some fear of it_just being another tax that will be in addition to the
unemployment insurance tax that we now have ?

SAvorE. I am speaking here as an individual rather_ than in an
official positior I have a-lot of concern with this approach for many
reasons:. First. if an. employee on his unemployment account_were to
enter into training, it could be either 15 weeks, 30 weeks, or 52 weeks
of training-. Also; the approach _seems to me to have a philosophical
basis that somebody would feel he or she is entitled to the whole UT
accoant. in which case we_would say; no you should he looking for a
job. Von might he out 4. 5, or G weeks and then go hack to work.

So f think there are some real distortions involved and we would see
all kinds of things happening as people go into that.

Now Mr. Kidcloo said that. in California, a lot of_ the workers who
had -their i_7_1__and who had their _ST7B would-not enter training until
the FE or_ SUB was exhausted. Ido not know how such a_ program gets
anybody to take on training if it is -in lieu of his unemployment with-
out some strictures. And I would hate to see any more strictures in
American life that_ force you to do something when you -have to do
something else. And that may not be part of the approach. but it_ could -

happen_ that people would feel that you must take training and some
particular type of training for jobs when nobody really knows where
those jobs are;
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So. see a lot_ of invasion of both the concept of the program of_ the
individual freedom down the line. phis tax distortion._If you get into
this type of thin.Q. you may find that the employer who is benefiting
from it most is the one who _is expanding. So_ lie is benefiting_ more
from that retraining than others. whereas. the tax may be levied
evenly or disprop_orttonately the other way unless it is properly done.
.c,;_o. a _lot of the_ design issues rest on not hurting the ones who _have
already sufferedTmean, no one wants_ unemployment: no employer
wants to go out of business: no one is doing it forthe_fun of it

There could be a lot c, f; T would think. economic distortions that
could_ occur from such _a. system. I would prefer that we focus on the
individual and say, look. there are a_lot of people_ who want training.

us help them get it -That is what we did through part of our
programwe have a tuition assistance plan; completely independent
or separa t e. _tall we say : "Do you want some_ tuitionnssistance ?" OK
then. we say. you get so much: you have to find out how_ to_live: you
have_ to find your income support: you have to want it bad enough;
you have to do your family things: but here is some money with a
cap on it and ri limit that you_ can use- for training.

Representative LTINGREN. Who are the people who are eligible for
that within the program?

S.Noi.. AnYbody with 1 year_ or more of seniority who is
on layoff is eligible. Of course; _e also have it for ont; active em-
ployees as yell----and some_ .000 laidoff people took advantage _of it.
That is a tremendous number. where people :in their own decided to
take action.

_Representative LtrZsZnitEN. And they are not limited to some sort
of training, whereby it. would_ be applicable to the line of work that
they are in oA_he industry that they are in.

Mr. S kVOIE. That was one of the new things that we did for laidoff
worker;. Tit need not he related to their jobs: whereas. our active pro-
gram is. Other people say. how can_ you do that? Thosepeople are
laid off. They may never come back to your industry. We say let
them choose._

Now. a study indicates that they chose mostly vocational. technical
training. and t community eolleges. Some f72 percent of the costs
were paid _for_by the program yet. we will-not pay more than $1.000
per individual a year. And they chose the data processing, computer,
electronics; vocational; health__fields.

Representative LIINGREN. Was there any followup study done by
your peoplo to _try and _determine whether this works in a situation
where you are in an industry that is in sonic difficulty? I mean, the
average autoworker recognizes that there are-not, _as_ many jobs-in
the alit() industry as there were 10 years ago and probably will not be

Was there uny sort of- analysis that was pursued to-see if that was
perhaps tie overriding factor in why theypursued jobs that seem to
be geared_ toward advancement as opposed to the possibility that they
are III an industry where unemployment is not high. they might utilize
this for things- -that would not be of a _career advancement nature.

SAoi. We have no such study. And since this is the field of
the future; I think_ that is alegitimate concern for future study pur-
posesyour second point. From my standpoint now; however; any
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individuals that want-to advance in terms of education or training; I
say, Gbd bleSS theM. This is America; let them dolt;

So I do not luive any individual concern for the__preSeht. But we
have no Sikh Stiidy and. Iknow of none because I think that ours is
the first program that gives laid-off employees some prepaid tuition
assistance on large

Representative LUNGREN. ;Mr. Dudley,in_y_our testimony, you men-
tioned that ie are not only talking about training'from the standpoint
of a particular job skill; but you are talking _about remedial eduea-
titiii. And YOU indicated that is something that we must address _our!.
selves to if we are going to meet the needs of mans of the long-term
unemployed, both in your State and around the country.

I guess my question, then, is this Is our_s,ystem__Of adult g_a_eral
adequate to _meet the literacy needs of our people? Is it

wsomething that e ought to say, now that we recognize it as a problem;
We ought to c-o_nstiuct_n program, perhaps a Federal program; for it
Or is it an indication that if, in fact, it is inadequate at present; there
is_some<<-here that we do not have to create a-new program, but rather
don more intensified job of what we all_ traditionally thought we -were
doing pattkulatly on the State and local level; that is, providing
education for our people.

Nit% Dunt,trie. I am not sure where-that responsibility is going to lie,
Congressman; But I know from this_standpOitt, that we are having
a kit of emphasis now in the K through 12,--what bothers me, and this
is fine; This is where it should be, to a_certain degree. But no basically;
I think. all agree in this room; we have two problemswe have a short:
range problem that We have to deal with and we have a long-range
problem. --

lot _Df people now are really_ pushing public education, public
SelidolS,_K through 12: This is_fine; But it is going to take us 15, 20
years, probably; to see _the products_ coming out of the other end; We
have to live _tun just talking about my State and this is what con-
corns mein the,next 15 to 20 years_ because somebody has got to pay
the bills while all of this is_ happening; And you have to increase your
revenues by economic development. new jobs creation in a State;

Therefore; von take care _of the public Schools, but by thesame token,
in our State. I think the delivery_system for remediation for either the
so- called high- school graduate maybe who does not _have the skills
that he or She is supposed to have or No 2, the dropout or; No 3, the
Person who maybe went to -high school 20 ',ears ago who_needs this
rernecliiititin probably in_ a_27year college system, and I am _probably
hiased on that bemuse I think most adults like to go_ back and identify
with a postsecondary or adult institution versus a public school
institution._

So I think Whatever the Congress does. it needs to take into account
the two groupsthe low*, and short -range _problem that I aM talking,
about. Ytiii just Cannot tae care of the public schools because we haye
to do something for this mass pool of people that we have out there who
do not have the three -R's. the six R's. as they say;

That-is not quite answering your question. It is a problem that I have
in my Stritei thotigh; because we have to help build up those remedial
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deficiencies -iii the-se People, before they can take on oven_ some of -the
jot;; in the low we are talking about versus the highly sophisti-
cated jobs.

ReliteSenttahre LIINGitEN. All four of you have--and I thank ;you
for itgiven comments on specific proposals that have come be ore
the Congress or specific proposals that have come out of your eperi=,
ence in your own States. We asked you to do that and I truly appreci-
ate that.

T,et me try to gettba_moregeneral question _that_ covers many of
those things: It arises out of my concern that oftentimes_ in hearings

Wand also in COngressional committees, e come up with the _best plan,
the ideal plan; or plans; and we create those without really looking at
whether We are ever going_to be able to fund them adequately And
so we have many; many different plans out there,_many,niany, differ-
ent piogianiti. And we all come in and we all decide that; gee.; we do
not have, enough money to support any of them adeqiiately and we do
not do the job.

We have to get hack to the idea of prioritizing; -es though I do
iiot like that word. I do not know how we make verbs out of other
ii-,:es_of gra limier; but we do here. We have to get back to setting priori-
ties in terms of spending here.

ml_so fl'0111 ft general standpoint, let me ask you this: Do yon think
it wriiild better for its in dealing with_a program for retraining of
those people who are currently working, but have_prospects for losing
their :Oh§ heeause of changes in the economy; and therefore, need
retraining? -

Winild it be more appropriate for its to go_ hackie basics; that is,
having the educational_institutions with the_flexibility that you men -
tioned. Mfr. Diidley, and the timeliness_of that flexibility. and you men-,
tinned also Nfr. Carey. making sure that those institutions are- avail-
able to the Oke, lint in a sense, leaving it up to_ the worker if he or
she wants to participate in those programs ?.Or _do we heed, to create
financial incentives of a tax nature or a granting nature to get those
people to do that training?

I Where does the_ responsibility lie when you have a limited
amount of resources? Ts_it not enough to _just make sure that thosi3
institutions are there and available if the people wish to avail them-
selves of it ?

7ifr. C.tany. T will begin by saying that you mentioned the concept
of developing some to incentives to expand training within the pH,

ate sector. _I __Mil a_ firm believer that the private seetor is the best
trainer of our work force, that the public sector's role should be
limited to displacement; _

I am suglrestinfr that to the extent _that you can divert money that is
currently dedicated to cures to prevention, I think it would serve all
of_our interests.

Currently it has been estimated by the American_Society for Train -
ing and Des ehipment that the private sector invests between $10_ and
$15 billion annually for training. The technicalproblem_that you have
When 3-on address tax incentivesalthough rsupport it wholeheart-
edlyis on the deficit side, There is no_ question that it would drain
money from the et-manly over the short term;
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L again, would urge the Congress to look beyond 2- and 6-year
cycles, as most Congressmen and Senators are really_ obliged to do in
some respects, and look to long-term solutions which I think will serve
the interests of those of us in_the public sector and private sector alike;

Representative LIINGREN. Mr. Dudley.
Mr. DUDLEY. I know there is a lot of rhetoric about the condition of

our economy, the world economy, things of this nature. But I think,
No. 1, all of this, and I am sure that everybody in this room under-
stands the seriousness of the problem. I am as much of an American, a
flag-waver, I guess, as anybody in the room. But I am not sure that
a lot of the people still talking about and making major decisions, in
my opinion, realize the seriousness of the problem facing mean,
with the world economy, and I firmly believe that people are going to
produce goods probably where they can produce them the cheapest
anywhere in the world at this day and time because you can export
technology, you can export whatever it is.

So- whatever I think, No. 1, you have an educational _process or
renaissance process for decisionmakers and also -the people back in the
communities, home towns;_local general assemblies, and et cetera.

No. 2 on that though if it is a 2-year public education system,_and
in the United_ States it is going to be this; I think they ought to beheld'
accountable for whatever it is that you are requiring them to do. I
think for too long; and I hope our system_has been in tune with the
economic aspect of our community, with the business and industrial
segmentsfor too long; I think; there has been a_polarization between;
and I know that this has been rhetoric, too, the industrial and the
economic community and the educational community,

They have to bethis job at this day and time, the competition of
worldwide economy and all this; is_so great; that the job of retraining;
or education, is too bit,- for just one institution alone or one group alone.
It has to be a total cooperative_ ffort;

So I think that accountability has to be there to make sure that
whoever_ is responsible is delivering the goods; And then last;_ you.
asked who would be responsible as far as the payin_g of the bills? I
mentioned _a while ago; and I think I feel this way about it; whereas
the West Gernians, maybe the person can_go back for 75 percent of his
or her salary, I think it is probably going to be a responsibility of the
industry if the person is still involved there. I think the State or the
Nation has to put some money in. But I also _feel that person has to
have some kind of putting something into it. I am talking about dol-
lars and cents. To make that person feel some type of involvement or
not-just a giveaway type of situation.

So I. think it needs to be maybe a tripronged situation there.
Representative LIINGREN. You mentioned in South Carolina, one-of

the things that you are happiest about is the flexibility of your edu-
cational systems; how you_ have _made some- changes in it. There is
probably nothing that anybody fears more than change. We all fear
that particularly when it involves our own jobs. I mean, that is the
whole subject of it.
_ It strikes rne _that some_ people teaching in the systems would also
fear change. They have been trained to teach something. All of a
sudden they find out that their department is going to be eliminated;
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maybe changed. They will not be able to teach or they will have to go
through ret raining in order to teach.

how do-you ercume or how have you overcome thematural reluc-
tance to change or the natural inertia that- is there when you go in
with -the State, saying, we need to make changes because this com-
pany's coming down here or we know that a number of companies
will be down here in a couple of years and frankly, if we train people
for these old jobs, there are just not going to be any jobs there ?

Mr; DUDLEY. That is an excellent question, Congressman. And it has
been easy in any State. I cannot answer' for the other 49. But in my
State; _22 years ago, this program was started, the 2-year college sys-
tem; the technical education; And the bottom line simply is -this
there was about-a- one paragraph piece of legislation which really told
us to go out and help the economic base of South Carolina; And _that
is basically itto help create jobs, train people for those jobs, and help
raise the tax base.

Now we have tried to keep that type of philosophy, even though we .
have expanded the curriculum offerings in the_16 colleges-We are still
probably the best economic tool the State of South Carolina has. As
I mentioned a moment ago, it has been primarily the special school
function dealing with manufacturing-type plants.

We realize in the 1980's and 1990's that that has got to extend over
into the service; the information. Tourism is big in South Carolina.
So we are going to have to also help in that_ particular aspect; too-.

Now as far as change,_you are right. I think most of list we _get com-
placent in what we do. If we are halfway successful; we get. feeling
comfortable there.

I think one of the biggest things as an administrator is CEO in a
college (win_ my _job;_one._ thing we did when we started this "Design
for the. 1980's" that I alluded to, we put them in a jet and we flew
them to GMT_ [General_ Motors _Institute] to show them what was
happening in their particular field, computer_ graphics. And this was
back in 1978 and 1979; CNC-type of equipment. Most people had never
heard of computerized numerical_ control. CAD/CAM; computer-
aided design; computer-aided manufacturing.

It meant nothing probably tons 6 or 7 years agO. I think exposure
I guess you are going to_have to shock some of these people because

think you are correct. You are going to have too many people who
think things are going_tn be business as usual; just like this recession.
When things pick up; I am going back to my same old job, whatever
it is.

We-fault that. I think. whether it is the Governor. and I think he
probably is the person that _probably in _each. Fitt e is the one that sets
the stage. the environment, the trend of how that State is going to feel
about either economic development, environmental issues; or whatever;
jobs retraining. whatever it. iA.

Wit T think we have a tremendous renaissance as far_ asand_I did
not_ mean to get on a soapbox, as far as the educational syStem in the
ITn ited _States,- because_ T am not. sure that a lot of us fully appreciate
the_ problems that this Nation faces at this day and time.

Representative Lrixonr.x. Mr. Kiddoo, could you comment on_ Cali-
fornia; whether we are seeing a response to the flexibility that evidently
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will he necessary with respect to changing our educational curricula to
respond to thesechanges ?_

Mr. Kinnoo. Yes. 1 think me, are seeing some tremendous changes out
there; Congressman._ A numberof groups; such as the California Round
Table, in which I sat, have studied the problem, have worked very hard
to get new legislation; which _we got this year. And, as you know, we
appropriated an extra, I think it vas WO million to the public school
syStem;

The COMMImit collegesof course, which Mr,- Dudley has been ad-
dressing have _had .a greater problem there. In fact, we are
having groat bud! -et difficulties right now in California, largely be-
cause the system has -not been responsive, There are exceptions to that
down in your own Orange County, up there at San .Tose__Community
College which woilud with the Ford layoffs; San Mateo Valley, and a
few like that have, been exceptional.

But; _for the most _part; they have_not been as responsive as they
might be to the needs of industry, of business, and the needs of the
State;

. So we are seeing some I think, tremendous- changes: I think there is
legislation in California nowDick Katz, whom sou may know, has
author ed a prebill out there which would take a look at our total voca-
tional training programs; not only those that are eonducted through
.TTPA, our own CIVETA pros7am, employment training panel; and so
on._ through my department; but also looking at what the community
colleges are doing or should do and what the department of education
is doing. _

And it draws up a whole new scheme of how these Various programs
will be coordinated; will be worked.

Representative Lrsoar.x. Mr. Savoie, could you comment on the type
of responsiveness_ yon have seen in educational institutions for voca-
tional and other type training in_ the _efforts that Ford Motor Co. has
been- involved in to help the displaced worker, or just people who are
not displaced at this time but participating in your_ tuition program

fr. SAVOIE I think we have found extremely great cooperation With
the groups that We 'have dealt with However, we have found that hav-
ing our professional center and our professional group was critical
In two Or three locations, we did have to-drop courses because ve. felt
once they even had started,_the quality of the instructor or the quality
of the equipment was not there. Without our professionals, we would
not-have known that

Representative LuNGREN. SO your training center, which is the joint
effort between yourselves and the union, oversaw the quality of the
instrnetumal program.

Mr: SAVOIF. You_are right.
Representative Luxoar.N. And you exercised an optionjust. take

your people out.
Mr. SAVOTE. Alld We had in cute of them _

_
Representative Luxoni.lx. That is a most effective option; is it not,

the financial hammer?
Mr. _SAVOIE. That is right. The adult. votes with his feet when it

comes to education and_ training, He just does not go back. And we had
some of our own electricians who would not go back to that particular.
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Sit We found out what the problem was and we-actually brought
in unot her provider. I do not think you can do that with a regular edu-
rational institution approach.

The institutions have_ been very willing to give us the program_de-
and then our staff will go through the whole program design.

monitor it. evaluate it and they have accepted that If it_ were done
On a broader scale, I am not sure the same thing would_happen.
_ would like to make one point. You know, even if all of our people
had had advanced degrees, they would still have faced a_ huge_ place,
ment problem._So we have to get back to just one_key_ point : Even if
the educational system was the best in the world, it might still not be
training people for the right jobs at the time that you need them.
And that is important. -.-

Representative TAY:COHEN. Yes. But one qiiestion3 would like on that
is are we doing_ an adequate job of forecasting _what jobs are going
to be available? I suspect that we have not been in the past. Can you
see some changes coming about? _

No. 1. it appears that_we are beginning to recognizeit._Thit No 2,
linty do yon accurately forecast what jobs are going to be available,
forinstance, in_the_ auto industry 10_years from now?

Aft SAvoir,,_That is an excellent point.
Representative LUNCREN. Is Ford doing_somethino. on that

-ltTr. S4170r-F: I.xt me respond from two standpoints; First, I think
almost. all of us as Americansand particularly, as I have two of my
boys here. now to think_ about in my_ own_ rightthey are going to
have to face feur cr five jobs in their life, whether they know it or not
So we will constantly be _forecasting new jobs in the future.

Now at Ford, and this is one of the_points where people are. saying;
let us_ train _people ahead -of time when they are going to lose _their
jobs. I would submit that for the_majority of employers, that is almost
impossible to do in a meaningful sense: -

We were doing the small cars. All of a sudden, it came to big ears;
We closed the small factories, worked overtime at the big_ factorieS.
Within 9 months, the whole picture could change again. That would

then; the entitlement of those peopletalking about the sledge:
hammer.

Some might come in and say. oh, yeah._ we are going_to_retrain these
people,- get some money, do this particular thing cr that; because we
think that-they may be dislocated. But oh, now they are not. Virehait
Saved it Was it _a run to get some training money to do the job for
you ? Who dial von help ?

SO I think the human entitlement ought to-be the- first -thing that
we start out withapproach the problem of dislocation through_ the
human suffering aspect, not through preconception. There _are jobs
out there: Let us train people, even_ people at work, for what jobs might
be therein the future.

We are_ startinfr a remediatio_n and basic skills education brusli;iiP
proz.ram in our Dearborn complex with the adult education system in
AficTigan and in the city of Dearborn, bringing, them_into the factory,

as Mr. Dudley said is one of the best places, Again, for those who
w_ant it; not for everybody.; not forced. because,- as we indicated, out
of the whole thing, you will probably find in every program no more
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than 10 to 20 percent of the _people will willingly take adYaiitage of
the programs aml benefit f70111 them,_And perhaps_some 40 or 50 per-
cent in a crisis situation will take advantage of the counseling and
placement aspect, And the others will_ not. _

Representative LUNGREN. As I understand the panelists, you believe
that, counseling is absolutely_an essential ingredient in dealing with the
current displaced worker, that that is as important, if not more im-
portant, than the retraining itself, Correct?

Mr: SAVOIE. Exactly.
Mr. CAREY. Yes. I would submit that counseling and job search as-

sistance are the most effective and it is demonstrated in the literature.
In fact, Marc Bendick at the Urban Institute even _goes so _far as to
argue that we do not have the size, the numbers of displaced workers
that are traditionally assumed-The Congressional _Budget Office esti-
mates between 840,000 and 2.2 million workers. I concur with Mr.
Savoie's. estimates that perhaps only about 20 to 25 percent may need
to be _retrained_ to get back into the work force. I also would teeinpha=
size the point that we should not be_ encouraging people for new careers
if they are already possessing marketable skills. Otherwise, We will be
prAlonging_theduration of unemployment insurance.

_ That is why it is very_ important that there be a very careful process
before retraining kicks in.

Representative LUNGREN, Mr. Dudley.
Mr. DUDLEY. Could I address one thing I forgot to mention a while

afro? One reason_ why we have been so successful, I guess, with the
industry_ in South Carolina is we began that way 20 years ago, We
probably have done some things in the_ colleges that would probably
make_ a tvpical_educator cringe because if we have a special school; we

moveove in and-let that machine shop-be taken over by training for
that particular_Plant._I mean._ whether it is our instructor or whether
it is somebody out of the plant doing it. That particular-thing is most
important, trying_to take _care_ of local business and industry, rather
than the typical educational process; if you understand what I am
trying to say.

Too many States have come in_to see what we are _doing in South
Carolina and they could not do it becauseone example, and I am, not
going to mention the name of the Statebut they could not move -that
into a particular community college because the educators would not
let _them move into the community college,_ -

And see, we look at our institutions as being there to serve business
and industry. And that is a little different from what maybe some
educators---

Representative LIINOREIL I think all of you have mentioned that you
believe that retraining programsutilizing whatever institutions
there aremust allow the private sector business community to iden-
tify what jobs are going to available. I have always thought that
that is sort of the double indignity. If you take someone_ who is unem-
ployed. you send 'them through a training program with the promise
of a job._ Then that person does not have 'a job at the end, You have
shattered that person more than if he had never taken; or she had never
taken, a training prograni to begin with.
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Mr: I Yunixv, There hits to be a _marriage between that local indus-
tial and business community and that local educational institution.
At_ least that is the was we feel in my State.

Representative Lt:NunEs. Well; I guess we could go on for hours and
hours on_ this subject. I_know that you all have your own time limita-
ions. l just want, to tell you that I appreciate very much this panel.

It has been one of the most interesting and informative panels that I
think we have had this session and I appreciate it

If vou_ have any other further thoughts on this- subject and would
like to submit it to its at any time, we would certainly appreciate it and
would make sure that they would be a part of the record.

Thank you very much. The committee stands adjourned.
Wliereupon, at 12 noon, the committee adjourned, subject to the call

of the Chair.]



INDUSTRIAL POLICY: THE RETRAINING NEEDS OF.
THE NATION'S LONG-TERM STRUCTURALLY UNEM-
PLOYED WORKERS

Retooling America's Labor Force: A Business Perspective

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1983

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

TV aahing tan, D .0 .
The committee met pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2203,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren (member of
the committee) pre *ding.

Present : Represe ative Lungren.
Also present: Ch, rtes H. Bradford, assistant director; and Mary E.

Eccles and Robert remus, professional staff members.

OPENING STAT 0 ENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN; PRESIDING

Representati e LUNGREN. Good morning. First of all, welcome to
this panel. We lave started a series of hearings on the overall question
of national in ustrial policy and what that means or what that does
not mean. And = s a followup to that; we have been examining the issue
of long-term memployment, structural unemployment, displaced
workers, and so forth. We certainly appreciate the three of you taking
the time out of our schedules to come here to appear before us.

The problem of long - term structural- unemployment must be ad-
dressed before he United States can enjoy a high employment, high
growth econo y without inflation once again:- The challenge confront-
ing the Natio is to rely on competitive market forces to create jobs
and upon trai ing to assure that labor market needs are met and that
all American can enjoy the benefits of a prosperous economy.

The chall ge, although large,_ is not insurmountable. Unquestion-
ably, provi ng training and eliminating structural unemployment
will require cooperation between business, labor, and all levels of
governmen

Fortuna ely; Federal legislation is about-to go into effect next Sat-
urday to eet the Nation's training needs. The new Job Training Part-
nership et provides severil-significantdepartures from the past na-
tional ft; ining and manpower policies. First, the business community
is; at 1 hust; given a significant role in designing and implementing
the trai ing programs that it must turn to for new employees. Second,
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unlike the past, State governments are given broad new responsibilities
for training. Equally important, the act shifts emphasis from p_nblic
service _employment, and related make-work programs, to training to
reduce long-term structinal unemployment.

These features of the Job Training Partnership Act make it a
unique and innovative approach to meeting America's training needs,
but it remains to be seen if the business community and States can
Work together to design and implement effective training programs.
Other important questions concern whether or_not policies to improve
human capital investments, such as individual training accounts and
voucher systems are also needed at this time.

The purpose of this hearing is to investigate these and other issues.
In two recently conducted hearings on training_and structural unem-
ployment;__witnesses told the Joint Economic Committee that labor
market, skills And t raining needs Are changing as society becomes more
technologically_ oriented. The witnesses emphasized that technological
change is creating an increased need for training to keep workers em-
ployed and -to equip the_ Nation's structurally unemployed workers
with the skills to one again become employed.

Does the business community share this view _that the United States
underinvests iii human capital resouies? Or is it the perception of the
business-community that e_overinvest in education and training_?

I would hope that We could address these and other questions in to-
day's hearing and _T_ would like to welcome the witnesses and thank
them for their participation.

Before we _begin; I would just_ like to mention to the three of you
that w' will include in the record your entire prenared statements, so
that if you .wish to- proceed to read from its that is _okay. If you wish
to highlight it or give just a srimmary, that is also all right.

You may proceed as you wish
The first witness we have is Nfr. Jim Campbell, president of MISS:

CO Corp:, a_ member .of the board of directors of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, representing the Chamber of Com-
Ille_r_Ce of the United States today,

Mr. Campbell.

STATEMENT OF JAMES CAMPBELL, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMITTEE, CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT L.
MARTIN, ASSOCIATE MANAGER, COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Nfr. CA.IrrnEr.r.. Thank you very much, Congressman Lungren. I have
with -are today Robert L: Martin, who is our associate manager of com-
munity and regional development of the Chamber of Commerce of
th_TTnited Stares,

Congressman, I am pleased to be here today_to present a business
viewpoint on solutions to thelong-term structural unemployment-prob-
lem that faces our Nation. We have the very unique opportunity of
discussing the issues of_long-term structurally unemployed workers at
a time when the American economy is improving.

r,
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_ The Federal programs that could result from these hearings will re-
fleet: t he training and retraining needs of a growing; expanding econ-
omy; and_otter real long-term employment_ opportunities; In tins con,
nect ion, t he chamber wants to go on record as continuing our support
for Public Law 97-300; the Job Training Partnership Act; We- also
%%mit to encourage_ the Congress to utilize fully the training delivery
service that is available in this act.

The rinunb_er is committed to the encouragement of sound policies
t hat promote high levels of employment._ Current levels of unemploy-_
moat, both cyclical and structural, must be reduced; This is beginning
to happen as a result of the economic recovery and new programs as
the soon to be inaugurated Job Training Partnership Act ;-This
Live places the business community in a new and dramatically different
role; It places us ill the leadership of the new Federal job training
proorain.
_ _ ern the_ State level; iJT PA creates -the State Job Training Council.
One-third of each council is composed of representatives from business'
and industry; and it is chaired by a nongovernmental representative;
The councils are responsible for advising their respective governors
oft -the overall operation of iITPA.

On the local level, the new act reestablishes private industry coun-
cils as the leaders in the development and_implementation of local
t raining plans. The chairperson and at least 51 percent of the members
of each PTC must be from the private sector

Since its enactment in October Of 1982, the U.S. Chamber has
worked to assure the effective implementation of the Job Training
Partnership Act. Although complete data are not available at this
time; a recent chamber survey found that 82 percent of those State
and local ehambers of commerce responding were aware of the new
job training program; Further; 98 percent of the local chambers of
commerce responding were involved in the activities of their local

while 84 percent of the State chambers of commerce responding
were involved in the activities of the State councils.

Not only has the U.S, Chamber been involved in JTPA, but __a
significant number of State and local chambers of commerce are
actively involved in this program at this time.

Special recognition, we think, goes to the Congress for-shifting from
the Federal Government to the State government administrative func-
tions that were previously performed by the Department of Labor;
for requiring most funds; TO percent, in fact, to be spent for training
rather than for income support activities. And for eqtablishing earn,

_ings_gains.and_ reduced welfare dependency as _mandated measures -of
perforninnce. Local PIC nehniniAratom must meet minimum per-
formance standards or else they lose their funding._

These three fiiiidamental differences from previous_employment and
training legislation provided the cornerstone for_ business support for
the tact -and- helped cement the new public-private partnership.

Another job training program thatthechamber has been monitoring
and observing is -the recently passed Emergency Veterans Employ!,
ment and Training Act, which pros ides $150 million annually to fund
on-the-job training for unemployed Vietnam and Korean era veterans.
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The chamber supports the concept of job training for veterans and
will be working_ with the Veterans' Administration and the Depart-
ment of Labor to assure that the act maximizes the training funds
available. Because this program-will _provide up to 50,000 training
opportunities and because there are currently 1;2 million unemployed
veterans, we must assure that the administrative costs are kept to an
a bsolute m ininuun.

We also will lie- working to see that the act iitiliteS the existing train:
in_g_delively services provided in JTPA ancl_that _the act applies the
performance standards evaluations criteria of JTPA before there can
be additional funding._

On September 2L- 1983, the House passed a new public service jobs
program. _Sponsored by Representative Hawkins; H.R. 1036_ would
reestablish the public service jobs program of the Siiiiii:to=be=defunct
CETA _program._ This program would continue the- Federal Govelai-
ment's longstanding tradition of funding make-work, deadetid public
service -type jobs.

_YER. 1036 should_be contrasted to JTPA, where Congress intention=
ally excluded funding for public service jobs _becanse_of the _ dismal
track rceoril of CETA. Forthis_ reason alone, H.R. 1036 should be op-
posed. We believe that the JTPA deserves a fighting chance to succeed
before new legislative initiatives are offered.

After all, we gave CETA some 10 years to prove itself and it didn't,
and we think the JTPA--deserves some time to prove itself.

In going beyond _JTPA, however, we want to_ address proposals for
changes in the unem- ployment- compensation system. We strongly sup-
port improvements-in providing better job search assistance for ITC
claimants; But we oppose proposals to redesign and expand the basic
UC program to serve individuals other than workers who are tem-
porarily and involuntarily off the job; We believe that the -UC sys-
tem should give more emphasis to reemployment rather than pro-
longed income maintenance;

Accordingly, we urge Congress to require participation in intensive
job search and counseling programs_ as_a condition for receipt of any
extended or supplemental UC benefit. Indeed, it is surprising to dis-
cover that State employment service agencies do not provide such job
search counseling. Already, ironically. less than half of the employer's
Federal unemployment tax contributions are spent on any services to
UC claimants.
- We urge Congress to rectify the situation by providing financing
from a source other than unemployment taxes, for U.S. employment
service functions for individuals who are not eligible for ITC; includ-
ing labor exchange for first-time jobseekers, services for migrant farm-
workers, and special programs for exoffenders and the handicapped
and so forth,

We support the displaced workers title, title III of JTPA; hith
encourages States to offer placement assistance and training for job
losers whose skills.must be- updated in order to find new jobs.

To assure high levels of employment _in the _1980's, both economic
recovery from the current recession and sustained economic growth
are needed; Achieving these_ goals requires support of the following
fundamental policy goals. First, we must stimulate saving and invest-
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mont work effort and productivity by reducing both personal and bus-
iness taxes. We must reduce the growth of Federal spending and en-
titlement programs. We must reduce the burden of Federal regula-
tions. -We must encourage the moderate and steady monetary policy.
And lastly, we must regain international leadership by aggressively
trading in world markets;

Employment opportunities are expected to rise throughout this
decade. According to the Department of Labor, total employment will
rise from 102.1 million to more than 120 million, at least 17 percent.
This will mean a net gain of at least 17 to 19 million new jobs.

An analysis of these figures shows that the service worker sector of
the economy will experience the largest increase of job opportunities;
while the farmworker category will continue to offer fewer jobs.

In addition; most projections show that the greatest number of serv-
ice-oriented job opportunities in areas such as insurances real estate,
hospitals; hotels; and auto repair; Many of these service-oriented jobs
do not require 4-year college degrees, but rather, call upon the kind
of training and retraining that could be provided through the Job
Trainiag Partnership Act.

Equally important to an analysis of what types of jobs will be
created is consideration of the types of businesses that will provide
them. During 1982, the Small Business Administration estimated that
560,000 new businesses were created with the vast majority being small
firms. Further, between 1979 and 1981, 60 percent of all new jobs were
created by firms with 500 or less employees.

So the development of any new Federal employment and training
program must, at the very least, focus on the needs of the small busi-
ness person and provide programs to prepare Americans for jobs in
the emerging service worker field.

During the past 2 years, the chamber has actively worked to develop
framework for an effective national employment and training policy.

Support for JTPA represents our initial efforts in this area. Flowever,
we believe that future employment and training programs should
model JTPA and they should further reflect the folrowing: First, the
creation of any public or private employment training programs -must
meet current and emerging labor market demand. State and local gov-
ernments should take a lead role in improving the education system's
ability to prepare people for work. The Government should supply
information about labor markets to_the. public; The Government should
identify skill needs and assist educators and employers to retrain
affected workers. The Government should focus placement services on
those who are drawing income maintenance and employment and
services from Government-funded programs;

Employment and training should not be used as an income transfer
program and actual employment and training services should be avail-
able to all qualified groups in the public and private sectors on a com-
petitive basis.

Economic recovery is well underway. Its benefits are now being
realized, Trnemployment, inflation, and interest rates are all down. The
goal of Congress must be to support efforts that will lead to permanent
job creation and to avoid programs that are just politically attrac-
tive. Usually, these propose short-term gains and impose serious long-
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term consequences. We must continue tv support established job train-
ing _programs that offer real hope to the disadvantaged; dislocated
workers of America.

And to that end; we urge the committee to review and act upon our
recommendations.

Thank you; Congressman Lung Ten.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Campbell, together with attach-

ments; follow :]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES CAMPBELL

I am Jim Campbell; Presi dent of the MISSCO Corporati on, a member of the
Board of Di rectors of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States; and
Choi man of the Chamber-' -s- Canni_tteeon. Educati on Employment and Training.

with me today is Robert L. Martin; Assoc: ate Manager, Community and Regional
Development, of the Chamber of Canmerce of the United States.

Mr. Chai nnan, I am pleased to, be here today to present a business
viewpoint on solutions to the long -tenor structural unemployment problem facing
our Nati on.

We congratulate the Chat man and committee members for holding these
hearings sothat representatives of all poi nts of vi ew can cane together at
one. time Such an arrangement furthers the exchange and cross - fertilization
Of ideas so important; if we are to arrive at 3 national consensus on this
important issue.

We have the very unique opportunity of discussing the issues of
long -teen structurally unemployed workers at a time when the Ameri can econany
is improving. The federal programs that could result from these heari ngs wi11
reflect the training and retraining needs of a growing, expanding econany and
offer real l ong-tem employment Opportunities. In this connection, the
Chamber wants to go on record as continuing our support for P.C. 97-300, the
Job Training_ Partnership Act, and encourage the Congress to utilize fully the
training deli very service available in this Act.
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Chamber Support for Job Training

The Chamber is committed to the encouragement of sound policies that
promote high levels of employment. Current levals of unanployment, both
cyclical and structural, must be reduced. This is beginning to happen as a

resU1-tofeCOnanc_recomery....and_neyLprograms, such as thesoon to be
inaugurated Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). We are optimistic JTPA Will
contribute much to solving the problems of disadvantaged adults, displaced
workers, and unemployed youth through a unique public-private partnership.
Thi s i ni ti ati ve places the bust ness cannuni ty i in a new and drarnati cal ly
different role leadership of the new federal job training program.
Previous federal government adventures into this area failed in part because
of a lack of meaningful involvement b the enpl oyer community.

On the state level, JTPA creates the State Job Training Coordinating
Council. One third of each Council is composed of representatives from
business and industry, and is chaired by a nOn-governnental representative.
The Councils are responsible for advising their respective governors on the
overall operation of JTPA.

On the local level, the new Act reestablishes Private Industry Councils
(PIC) as the leaders in the development and implementation of local training
plans. The function ch- a PIC is to provide overall policy guidance utilizing
the resources available from local elected officials and the business
community. The. Chairperson and at lease 51 percent of the members of each PIC
will be from the private sector.

Since its enactment in Cictober 1982, the U.S. Chamber has worked to
assure the effective implementation of the Job Training Partnership Not.
Beginning with the Board of Directors' statement of November 10, 1982,
(Attachment A) and most recently with the completion and distribution of the
new Chamber primer entitled, The New Job Training Partnership Act, the Chanber
has encouraged and fostered business i nvol vement i n the new program. Al though

complete data are not available at this time, a recent Chamber survey found
that 82 percent of those state and local chambers of commerce responding'Vere
aware of the new job training program. Further, 98 percent of the local



chambert of commerce responding were i nvol ved i n the acti vi ties of their local

PIC, while 84 percent of the state chambers of commerce responding were

involved i n the activities of the State Councils. Not only has the U.S.

Chamber been involved i n JTPA, but a significant number of state and local

chambers of commerce are acti vely involved in this prOgran.

There are myriad reasons to explain the positive response of the

business community to the act; including the outstanding congressi onal

leadership of Senators Hatch and Quayle and Representatives Erlenborn,

Perkins, and Hawkins; the excellent work of the Department of Labor led by

Secretary Donovan and Assistant Secretary Agri sani ; and the assi stance and

support provided by the Business Coalition of the National Association of

Manufacturers, theCommittee on Economic Devel opment, the Business Roundtable;

the National Alliance of Business. Speci al recognition goes to Congress for:

o shifting from the federal goierninent tO the state government
ni strati ve functi ons preVi ously performed by the Department

of Labor ;

o requi ri ng most fUndt (70 percentl_to be spent for trai ni ng
rather than for incline support activities; and

o establishing earni rigs_gains_and reduced wel fare dependency as
mandated - measures of- performance. Local PIC administrators
must meet mi niman performance standards or lose their fundi ng.

Thete three fundamental di fferences from previous employment and training

legislation provided the cornerstone for business support for the Act and

helped cement the new public - private partnership:

Another job training program the Chamber has been monitoring and

observing is the recently Pasted Emergency Veterans' Empl oyment Training Act,

which provides $150 million annual ly to fund on-the-job training for
unemployed Vietnam and Korea era veterans.
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The Chamber supports the concept of job training for veterans and will
be Working with the Veterans' Administration and the Department of Labor toassure that the Act:

o maximizes the training funds oval lable;__18ecause this- programwill 1 provi de up to 50,000 training opportuni ti es and becausethere are currentlY 1.2 million unemployed veterans; We mustassure that adnini Strati ve costs are kept to a minimum:)
o utilizes the existing training delivery servi ces provided inJTPA.

o applies the_perforniance_ standards evaluation criteria of JTPAbefore there can be additional funding.

New Legi sl ati veProposals

A number Of new legislative proposal s are being offered to solve thetraining retrai hi ng, and empl oyment needs fact ng our Nati on Each proposal
deserves careful analysis to assure that we continue down the positive pathlead by JTPA -- and not the Wrong path of the previous CETA program.

Public Service 'Jobs Proposal. On September 21; 1983; the Htiiite passeda new public service jobs program; Sponsored by Rep. Hawkins (D-Calif. ), H.R.
1036 would reestablish the public service jobs program of the soon to be
defiThet CETA program. This program would continue the federal goverrnment'S
long-ttandi ngtradition of funding make-work; dead-end public service jobs.

H.R. 1036 should be contrasted to JTPA where Congress intentionally
excluded fUnding for public service jobs, because of the dismal track recordof CETA. For this reason alone, H.R. 1036 should be Opposed. We believe that
JTPA deserves a "fighting Chance" to succeed before new legislatille
initiatives are offered. Afteral 1, we gave CETA 10 years to prove itself, andit didn't. JTPA deserves some time to prove itself.
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Proposed -C a -ti on System. The Chamber

shares this Cconni,ttee's concern for the long-term structurally unemployed,

and we believe -that JTPA provides the appropriate framework for federal
assi stance.

In going beyond JTPA; however; we want to address proposals for changes
in the unemployment compensation (UC) system. We strongly support
improvements in providing better job search assistance for UC claimants, but
we oppose proposals to redesign and expand the basic tiC,program to serve
individuals other than workers who are temporily and involuntarily c,1 the
job. We believe that the UC system should give more emphasis to reemployment
rather than prolonged incane maintenance. Accordingly, we urge Congess to
require participation in intensive job search and counselling programs as a
condition for receipt of any extended or supplemental UC benefits. Anyone who

remains unemployed for at least six months can be presumed to be in need of
this type Of assistance; whith has been proven Successful in shortening spells
of unemployment (and disqualifying UC claimants who fail to report jobs).
Indeed; it is surprising to discover that state employment service agencies do
not provide such job search counseling already. _Ironically, less than half of
employers' Federal Unemployment Tax contributions are spent on any services to
UC claimants.

We urge Congress to rectify this situation by providing financing from
a source other than unemployment taxes for U.S. Employment Service functions
for indiViduals Who are not eligible for UC; inc:uding labor exchange for
first-time job seekers; services for migrant farniworkers, and special programs
for ex-offenders and the handicapped; etc..

We support the Displaced Workers Title (Title III) of JTPA, which
encourages states to offer placement- assistance and training for job losers
whose skills must be updated in order to find new jobs. The Act expressly

exempts participants from UC work search requirements while in Title III
programs. Al though federal law prohibits states from disqualifying UC
claimants who are in approved training, fe4 indiVidual take advantage of even
the limi ted training opportuni ties; in part beedUSe the oval 1 abi 1' ty of
long-term UC or Trade Adjustnent cash benefits discourages them from facing up
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to permanent changes in the job market. Extension of benefit duration without
mandatory job search or retraining encourages workers to postpone adjustment
and defeats the intent of JTPA.

Broad Action Needed

To assure high levels of employment in the 19805, both economic
recovery frcm the current recession and sustained economic growth are needed.
Achieving these goals requires support of the following fundamental policy
goal s:

o stimulate_saving, investment, work effort, and productivity by
reducing both personal and business taxes;

o reduce the growth of federal spending and entitlement programs;

o reduce the burden of federal regulations;

encourage a moderate and steady monetary policy; and

o regai n i nternati onal leadership by aggressi vely tradi ng i n
world markets.

Attachment B lists various proposals that w,uld accomplish these goals;

Future Employment Opportunities and the Role of Small Business
Employment opportunities are expected to rise throughout this decade.

According to the Department of Labor, total employment will rise from 102.1
million to more than 120 million, at least 17 percent. This Will mean a net
gain of at least 17 to 19 million new jobs.

Table 1 shows projected job changes to 1990: An analysis of these
figures shows that the service worker sector of the economy will experience
the largest increase of job opportunities, while the farm worker category will
continue to offer fewer jobs. With the movement of the economy shifting
toward service - oriented employment, the labor force is likely to become
i ncreasi ugly dani nated by low and semi -ski lied service jobs. In addi ti on,
most projections show the greatest number of service-oriented job
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opportunities in areas such as insurance, real estate, hospitals, hotels, and
auto repair. Many of these serwice-oriented jobs do not require four year

_____.. college degrees, but rather call upon the kind of training-retraining that
could be provided through the Job Training Partnership Act.

TABLE 1
Projected Job Increases 1980-1990

1

1990 % Change
(in thousands)0 (in thousands)

White Collar 51;436 64,752 26
Blue_ Col lar 32,435 40,497 25
Servi ce_Workers 15,547 20,234 30
Farm Workers 2,689 2,426 - 10

* Source: "Occupational Outlook Quarterly," Spring, 1982, U.S. Department
of Labor.

Equally important to an analysis of what types of jobs will be_created
is consideration of the types of businesses that WI 1 1 provide them. During

1982, the Smal 1 Business Administration estimated the 560,000 new businesses
were treated With a vast majority being small fi tins. Further; between 1979
and 1981; 60 percent Of all new jobs were created by firms with 500 or less
employees. So; the development of any new federal employment and training
programs must; at the very least; focus on the needs of the small
businessperson and provide programs to prepare Americans for jobs in the
emerging service worker field.

Future Job Trai ni ng Legi slati on
During the past two years the Chamber has actively worked to develop a

framework for an effective national employment and training policy. Support-
for JTPA represents our initial effort n this area However, we believe that
future employment and training programs should model JTPA and further reflect
the following:

30-388 0 - 84 - 16
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o the_creation_Of any public or- private employment training
programs must meet current and emerging labbr market demands;

o state and local_governments should take a lead role in
improving the education system's ability to prepare people for
work;

o the goverment should supply information about labor nrarkett to
the public;

o the goverment should identi be ski 11 needs and assist educators
and employers to retrain affected workers;

o the government should focus placement services on those who_are
drawl ng income mai ntenance and services from goverment-funded
assi stance programs;

o ployment and trai ni ng should not be used as an income
transfer program; and

o actual employment and training services should be available to
all qualified groups in the public and private.sectors on a
competi ti ve basis.

Ccinc-1-us1 on÷

Economic recovery is well underway and its benefits are being
realized. Utieriployment, inflation and interest rates are down. The goal
of CongreSS must be to support efforts that will lead to permanent job
creati on and to avoid programs that are just poli ti cal ly attracti ve.
Usually these propose short -tern gains and impose serious long-term
consequences. We must continue to support established job training
programs that offer real hope to the 'di sadVantadeel-di SI ocated workers of
Pmerica. To that end; we urge the Carmittee to review and act upon our
recommendations.

21.1
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At tachment A

Foreword
A Commitment to Leadership

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States hails the
enactment of the Job Training Partnership Act (Pl. 97-
300) and will utilize its resources to help successfully im-

plement it.
This Act is a sensible and workable law: It provides a frame-

work for a new; vital partnership between knowledgeable
employers and local officials. It will help train people fOr.real
and permanent jobs in the private sector.

Fortunately, this Act places the leadership of these p\ublic
training programs and facilities in the hands of local emplo -
ers who know what skills are needed and what jobs are ava f-
able in the communities; as they work iri partnership with loc I

elected officials to help the _disadvantaged. ;-,/
The new law_will benefit those who need to acquire skills to

get a job; displaced workers who must prepare for new ca-
reers; and ernployer.,=especially small firms-==who seek well-
trained and qualified employees.

The success of this new job training program will depend
on the degree to which the business community makes a com-
mitment to leadership of the system. The Act provides the
chartibers of commerce with an excellent opportunity to or-
ganize this local and state bUsiness leadership.

Therefore, the U.S. Chamber encourages local an ;I state
chambers and their allied business organizations to take the
lead inimplementing the Act.

The U.S. Chamber also encourages trade apd professional
associations and business firms to join in this effort.

Note.This statement was adopted by the Board of Directors of the Chamber
of earr.imerce of the United States on November 10; 1982. following the
enactment of the Job Training Partnership Act (Pl. 97:300).
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General Area Actions Needed

SELECTED ACTIONS TO SOLVE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS

Type of
Action Needed

Rationale for Action

Attachment B

Potential Benefits

Community
Developmentt
Urban Renewal

Enterprise Zones Legislative Free enterprise approach
to urban development

Experiment_to_inerease jobs
in depressed areas.

Education

Job. Training
partnership JTPA
Act

Reauthorize the Vocation- Legislative
al_Education_Act_so that
federal dollarsare_used
as incentives forthe
voc-ed system to make its
program directly respond
to specific employer needs
- including initial
training of young people
and retraining of a mature
workforce.

Implement Title III of

Bea 1 th

Insurance
Prevent new_taxes on
costs of employee
health plans.

Enacted

Legislative

To make better use of a

$6.5 billion annual
investment - which cannot
now be the4h to Mile a
significant differencein
earnings for students who
complete secondary voc-ed_
and those who complete the
general_edUdarion earricu-
lum. (Same is not true at
the post-secondary level.)

Allows state_governienti ta
set up an organization of
employers and others to
direct job search, placement
and training assistance to
displaced workers.

To prevent larger coats for
labor, pirticularly-any
that would reduce_adequate
health care for the labor
force.

RedUeed unemployment-among
youth - now 19:5,_and_413,1_
for minorities - by providing
them with job skills that
are compatiblt with present
and future industry needi.

COst - $150 - $200 million.
Would aid unemploYed skilled
workers, who have lost their
Jobs in declining industries.

Prevent increased labor coats
that could increae unemploy-
ment.



kenor3). Area Actions Needed

N., - '.'"'"*

Type of Rationale for Action

Action Needed

Unemployment Charge Federal Supplemental Legislative

compensation Benefits debt to federal.

general revenues (FSB was

temporary extension of

duration 1974-78).

Prohibit net benefit Legislative

liberalization while states

are in default on loans

Tight lIIbiIIty. fdr

Federallupplemental

Compensation

Require claimants to

participate in programs

teaching how to look for

jobs.

Potential Benefits

. .

To itply &Names that

should never have
.

been

an employer liability; will

speed up expiration of

payroll surtax

To prevent states from

raising benefit9 when they

can't afford-existing

benefits; will encfluraPe.

benefits reform Icading.to

earlier return to work and

reduce future payroll tax

increases

Legislative To eliminate payments to

individuals with weak work-

force attachment, out on

strike, etc; will reduce

FaCentivii to avoid pork.

Legislative or

Regulatory

T1 teach claimants how to

'find their own jobs and to

disqualifY claimants who.are

not. interested in working;

411 reduce benefit payout,

payroll taxes.
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Increase employment by reducing

total labor costs of businesses

Increase employment by' reducing

total labor costs of businesses,

Budget savings - $1 billiOn

Increase employment by reducing

total labor costs of businesseo.

Budget savings - $100,0110; .

Reduces disincentives to take

jobs,

increase employment by reducing

total labor costuoliiiIhesses,

Budget_saviugs'2.11_billion._

Reduces disincentives to take

Jobs and reduces cost of labor,
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_ Representative LUNORnN. Thank you very much, Mr. Campbell,
Our net witness is Mr. Nathaniel M. Semple, the vice president of
the_Conuitittee for Economic Development.-

Welcome, and you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL M; SEMPLE; VICE PRESIDENT;
COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SErarLE. Congressman Lungren, thank you very much. First,
let me apologize for getting_ my testimony up -to you rather late; Both
myself, my staff, and the Xerox machine all caught the-flu at the
same time. -And as far as I can tell; only the Xerox machine has
recovered. [Laughter.]

First, let me say that; as you know,- CED has: had a long-interest
in this area. We were actively involved in the Job Training Partner-
ship Act and we have maintained a continuing interest in related
labor market policies.

Before goincr_ on; I would like to comment directly to the questions
that you raised in your letter, which I have not addressed in my
testimony.

First, is JTPA sufficient to deal_ with structural unemployment?
Even if we could agree as -to what the term "structural- unemploy-

ment" means, and there is a lot of difference as to that it is too early
to say. For all practical purposes, JTPA is just- eating underway.
It is our belief that it provides a new and, hopefulfybetter
trtitiV -rrangement to encourage a much greater participation of the
business community in helping__ resolve_ structural unemployment
problems; but there is a lot that-still has to be_ determined,_ _

Is the business_community living up -to -its,its.obligations? Well, from
any evidence that I have seen; either- -from- our trustee companies or
from other businesses, yes, indeed. They have become aggressively
and actively involved in JTPA. But again, it is _too early to say;

iBut the fact of the matter is JTPA is primarily targeted to one
type of structural unemployment and is- dealing with a group of -the
unemployednamely, the disadvantagedand structural unemploy-
ment may well include a good deal of other individuals; Although
title III does deal with dislocated workers, it does so in just a begin-
ning fashion.

As you know, the structural unemployment problem has become
increasingly complex and there- is- very little- agreement as_ to -what
the future may bring. But we do know that there are certain things
that will happen in terms of labor- force demographics; I detail -these
in my- prepared statement. Suffice it to say, we do have a general idea
what the -labor market will look like in terms of sex; race, and eth-
nicity a few years hence.

But there -is _almost_ no agreement on what the demand side of the
equation will look like.

As you__know, there are three schools of thought as to- what the
future will bring as to structural unemployment. The first holds that
the U.S: economy will undergo _a massive structural change,- with
technology supplanting many jobs and not enough new jobs being
created to replace them. You may have seen the AFLCIO statement
to this effect that came, out this last August.
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The second school believes that we are also_ experiencing such change,
but feels that we are going to have critical job shortages. The third
school believes:and I Would term this group the "gradualists," who do
not see much change happening, who believe_ that the market system
will pretty much be capable of- dealing with changes _and who contend
that much of the job growth will take place in traditional Sectors.

It is little wonder that _policymakers tend to _be confused- when the
exports are so clearly confused. But I do not think that we have to be
confused. In my view, we all_ generally agree that change will occur,
and to some extent. What we do not know is how much will occur? And
I believe it is possible; and I think that JTPA is_a good beginning, to
structure_ policies that will work in a situation where we do not know
how much will occur; but we do know that something will occur.

Let me_ explain myself.
Fii Si, I think we can agree that them are going to be three basic

kinds of structural unemployment problems. past years; as you
know. economists tend to define structural - unemployment as occur-
ring when there is- a structural shift as a result of changing technologyi
competitive position; et _cetera; But _recently we have also included
those Who do_ not-have the skills initially to join the labomarket in
any kind of job. For example; this involves the unemployment proh,
lems of youth, particularly minority youth, and the "disadvantaged."
This the first form of structural unemployment;

_ Second-, I think that there will be instances of hinhly visible job dis-
loeation of tho sort now going on in some -of our basic industries. And
third_. I do believe that there is going to be dislocationmaybe not a
lothut some that involves jobs skills mismatch; where skill require-
ments _in the workplace change more rapidly than the skills of those
in the labor market.

Now; said,_I think it -is possible to adopt policies to deal with all
three. CBI) has been looking at these differing kinds of unemploy,
ment for quite some time._Over the last 2 years, we have been looking at
labor mark,2t problems of dislocated _workers. We have also been look-
ing it the youth problem. I will not discuss the youth problem now,
since it invoh-es issues such as education; and this may not be the place
to deal with it-right at the moment

Regarding large-scale localized dislocation, that which results -from
permanent plant closings, _nest week-, the GED will be-considering a
series of policy options to deal with this problemWe believe that fail-
ure to deal adeqiiately_with_this problem may- ead for political reasons
to the wrong kinds of "industrial policy;" either protectionist meas-
ures or plant closing legislation or -the

We think that this is a very important problem that we need to
deal_ with and if we are going to allow the economy to adjust to change,
wt, think that we have to deal in some part With this issue.

We are considering a number of policy options; both private and
public. On the private side, one is to institute agreements between
labor and management. Another_ is to adjust_ the level_ and stnicture
of employment _compensation, whore wage differentials have been a
problem. The third is to adjust assistance in response to plant closings
of voluntary mature. And we emphasize "voluntary."

Among the public options is the greater utilization of iTTPA and
a general reform of the unemployment insurance system. And a third
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is liberalizing State laws to enable those receiving UI to participate in
training-.

Shice the ZED has not made any official pronouncement on these
recommendations, I cannot discuss them in great detail; I will have
to wait until Friday to do that. It often happens whenever I testify
that I am 3 days too soon.

But, with respect to the latter two recommendations which involve
the UI system; I think that we will agree on certain fundamental
principles. First, any change that involves the UI system must be
flexible and responsive to demand ; second; any program should be tied
directly to currently employed workers; third, any program should
be- self - financing, and further, any involvement-of business_should be
voluntary or have mandated offset by other relief in the UI system_.

Finally, and perhaps most important; a training option needs to be
included.

If -tied into the UI, workers ought to be discouraged from staying
on UI for an extended period of time, and encouraged to participate
in early job search and counseling; Finally, any new effort needs to be
operated in conjunction with a greater improved employment service,
and as well; I might add, with the JTPA as it develops;

There are several _proposals now that have been suggested, one
jointly by Pat Choate and Malcolm Lovell; and another by our own
Mr. McLennan at CED. I will not detail these for you They are
included in my testimony, Suffice it to say that they are geared in
much the direction that I have descrihed and emphasize training as a
necessary ingredient;

The main problem with these proposals and, again, I do believe
that they are. heading in a somewhat useful direction, is the question
of who is _going to foot the bill? Whenever you mention taxation in
this process; hackles of concern- are raised in the business community
and I do helieve with some justification.

However; I do think that they do represent; and I would urge that
vou look at them carefully, a beginning of how to deal with the long-
'term dislocation problem without having to create new institutions.
It has always been a habit of the Congress to create whole new institth,
dons or else to fund a large program with billions of dollars. But even
if a program is devised along these lines, it should be mark,A-tested
and experimented with before going on.

I might add. that there is one otherproposal that I know of fairly
well and that iR one of Marc Bendick's of the Urban Institute. With-
out going into detail on his, let me say that he does emphasize the im-
portance of early job search. And I happen to share his view on that,
When T was on the Labor Committee, we did a survey of a series of
experimental job club and job search p:ograms and I can only say
that we were rather impressed.

.Clearly, anyone who has ever been in the position of being unem-
plo-ed knows how difficult it is to get geared up to find a- new job.
My Mess would be that if this was heavily emphasized. and it is em-
phasized in the proposal by :Malcolm Lovell and Pat Choate, that a
good deal of the concern raised about staying on unemployment for a
long time might he mitigated.

Mr. 13endick points out that he does not think that there is going to
be much need for training of dislocated workers and he both shows

24'
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empirical and _other evidence to indicate that most workers who are
unemployed will not need it.

Now this may be true to a certain extent; and I believe it_is true to a
certain extent, except the unemployment we are dealing with now in-
volves quite a shift; primarily in the_ wage area;
-2N-OW it is not thy feeling thatI have had some experience with this

problem; I worked on the assembly line myself back in the. late_1960's
and I can tell you from my own experience that it was a horribly boring
job; probably more boring than listening to testimony; [Laughter.]

And that it paid very good wages. To me, at the time it seemed like a
king's fortune; but that it did not involve a great deal of_job_ skills; And
if I had elected to stay in that job for 15 yearsactually, I would not
have had a chan.ce_sincethey closed the plant- -,4 would have had very
few transferable skills and I wourdlitiValiiid-a- very high- wage-tO-deal----
with: _

One of the great problems, I think, that dislocated workers in heavy
industries are having to contend_ with is the adjustment in their wages;
Now I do not think it is necessarily society's obligation to make a direct
transfer; But I do believe that; despite what Mr; Bendick says, training
can certainly help mitigate theproblems of wage dislocation.

So_ _I do believe training should be an option_ as does Choate and
Lovell. For example, there is one program in New Jersey that does
directly train autoworkers in truck driving; Now it is:a different kind
of occupation; but it pays reasonably well. This kind of adjustment,
I believe; is useful and justifiable; I am not agreat advocate of doing
much more, such as the bill that was passed in the House. I feel that the
long termwe_ really need policies that are market-oriented and not
create new public responses or new public jobs.

Congressman; in closing; I would _like to point out that all proposals
dealing with future change have o face certain obvious realities. First,
we really do _not know_ whoThe dislocated are Now the estimates range
from 100,000 to 2 million. We do not know what their characteristics
are in ago; sex; educational achievement.; career patterns, or family
situations._

I-know this would be hard to do; but I think it would be_fascinating
to find out what happened to the air traffic controllers: They had no
assistance _whatsoever _in terms of their job dislocation; none whatso-
ever. And it would be kind of interesting to see what kind -of resources
they actually fell back on in order to adjust or whether, in fact, they
did adjust.

If there is- a classic_exampie of a dislocation problem where people
had untransferable skills, but were paid wages of a fairly good nature;
I think that represents it I know it is not something that the_ current
administrati-a would go charging off and doing, but I do think that
it would be an interesting thing to look at._

Seebiid, the problem is just who is to foot the bill ? I have already
mentioned some of the problems; The idea of cost sharing is something
that we generally support. But once again, the question_ is whois going
to be taxed and how much; and if you do put a tax in for the business
community, does it represent a camel's -nose under the tent problem?
And I believe that these are very thorny issues.

The third is the fundamental question of the management capability
of our employment service and our III system financing.problems.

248
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And the fourth is the simple_ _fact that_ whatever proposals _we are
going to be considering really will not deal with the current dislocated
issue_ and we will be relying primarily on title III; I have never known
anything to happen where we can forego dealing with the current
problem and usually that results in new legislation with a tremendous
budgetary impact.

But, in closingi I am sympathetic with the notion that training as-
sistance that is tied to the worker can ease transition difficulties. Now
there are those who_nay criticize the GI_ bill,_but some of us _forget,
and I used it myself, that after World War II, we had probably one
of the greatest structural changes that ever occurred in this economy,
from a war-time to a peace-time economy. And I think the GI bill
was a good reason, one of the major reasons, why that transition went
as-smoothly as it did.

In-clOsing;-I-hepe-you-do-look-at-some of the_suggestions-that I have
included in -my prepared statemer.t. I do- believe they represent
beginnin. They certainly are not miracle answers. I am not sure that
th,) CED trustees would necessarily share the details, but I think they
would share the intent.

Thank you. . .

[The _prepared statement of Mr. Semple, together with additional
material, follows :j

d
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL M. SEMPLE

; Mr. Chairman

My name is Nathaniel Semple and I serve as Vice President

of the Committee for Economic Development and Secretary. of its___

Research and Policy Committee, otherwise known as CED. CED

is comprised of 200 leading business executives and educational

leaders who actively develop policy recommendations on a variety

zf economic and other important issues facing the country.

We at CED have long held a special interest. in employment and

labor market policy and were, most recently, actively involved in

development of the Job Training Partnership Act. We have also

maintained a continuing interest in related p0Iicizs such as

unemployment insurance, dislocated workers, and other matters

related to structural unemploymennt.

We are currently devloping a series of proposals on labor

market policy as part of our study on international competitiveness

which we hope to release late this year. I will refer to our

tentative conclusions on this study as I proceed.

The structural unemployment problem has become.. increasingly

complex, more so, perhaps, than at any time in recent history.

However, there are certain "facts" I believe most experts would

agree on in terms of what the labor market will look like in the

years to come. We are fairly certain that:

1) The labor-force will continue to grow but at

diminishing rates by 1995. Two-thirds of this

growth will likely be provided by women.

Although partially based on prior CED policy statements,
these _views expressed herein are - entirely the of-the
author and in no way represent_the views of individual CED
trustees or their organizations.

25 0
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2) Prime age workers (25-54 years old) will con-

tinually increase as a percentage of the labor

force and will grow from a level of 65 percent

today to over 72 percent by 1995.

3) Female participation rates will continue to in-

crease and by 1995 women may account for as much as

half of the total labor market.

4) The rate of employment in the service area will

continue to grow -- at a slightly less rapid

pace than we have been experiencing, but at a rate

faster than in manufacturing. which by 1995 will

represent less than 20 percent of the labor force.

5) With the passage of the baby boom, the labor force

will continue to "age" and that Youth's share of

the labor market will fall to about 13 percent as

compared to about 16 percent today.

6) The representation of blacks and other minority

groups will-conti-nuetoitterea-se and between 1985

and 1990 their rates of entry into the labor market

will at Least double that for whites.1

But this is where any agreement ends. There is virtually

no agreement on what impact competitive and technological changes
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will have c. labor market. At no time in my experience --

and I have sy.% ,` most of my cLreer dealing with structural un-

employment issues -- have I witnessed such confusion of the

--"experts" on what structural unemployment really is and what the_

future may bi ng.

There are three general schools of thought. The firtt htddt

that the U.S. economy is experiencing massive structural charje

akin to that of the industrial revolution. This observation

asserts persistently high levels of "structural unemployment",

with technology supplanting many jobs and not enough new jobs

being created to replace them.2 It is estimated by some that

job losses resulting from technology and foreign competition

could reach as high as 10 to 15 million workers, with much of

this occurring in the next few years.
.

The second school also believes we are experiencing -a

profound change in the economy for much the same reasons, but

thinks our biggest challenge will be to dead with a growing

cumulative skill shortage, particularly in areas such as in-

dustrial machinery repair, computer operators, machinists, tool

and die makers and the Iike.3 This Latter school sees technology

impacting throughout the occupation spectrum; and envisions

the urgent need for both training new entrants and retraining

the existing work force to meet changing job requirements.,
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Some of those who hold these views can fot Significant govern-

ment involvement, either in large scale job creetion to offset

unemployment, or in providing a fair share of the resources fox

---------trainIngAne retraining the work force to "man" the economy of

the future. A bill responding to this expectation has been

recently introduced by Senator Nunn, who predicts the cumuIatiVe

shortage to be in the neighborhood of 2 million.

The, third school are those who I would call the "gradualists."

This school citet the empirical evidence of the past to show that

the shift will not be as profound as some might believe. They

believe that job creation will occur, in very traditional sectors,

and that the marketplace will be by and large capable of responding

to shifts in job demands and training requirement.. This school

views dislocation more as a problem of wages and sees the chief

problem being the_transition of awork force from higher-paying

jobs to lower-paying occupations.4

Little wonder Policy makers are confused. You needn't be,

for while experts do disagree on the extent of change, its

impact, and the ability of the market system to deal with it,

they do agree that s'ome change will occur. And I believe most

would agree that we will be faced with Structural unemployment

in these readily perceived areas,

First, we ...ill continue to experience employment problems
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among youth; particularly minority youth and other new entrants to

the labor market.

Second, there will be occurrences of highly visible job

dislocation of the sort now going on in some of our basic industries,

aE well as some displacement of other manufacturing jobs which will

be shifted overseas.

Third; we will see some.jobiskill mismatch; both Within existing -

occupations where current workers fail to keep pace with changing

job requirements and when new jobs will go unfilled because

of skill shortages."

I believe it is possible to adopt policies to address these

areas v-Ithout severly Impacting the budget. To do so, they need

to be flexible, be designed to respond to change as it occurs,

and not be pree2cated upon how much will occur.

on the Issue of youth unemployment, although the aggregate

number of jobless youth will decline, black youth will continue

to experience serious labor market problems.5 Much of the

solution to this problem rests with improving the schools in our

nation's cities, and convincing a generation of youth that attend-

ing school is a critical irgredient to long-term success.

Considerable national public attention is now being paid to

our educational problem. CED has initiated its own look at the

problem under the leadership cf Owen Butler, Chairman of the Procter
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and Gamble Company, but from a quite different perspective. We

intend to define, froth a business perspective, those skills which a

young person who is not goi4, on to higher education will need to

obtain productive employment.\\A bettek descripton of this effort

is contained in the attached material which I would like to have

inserted in the record.

For my own part and what I ad' about-te.say represents my views

only and in no way is to be viewed as representing the thoughts

Of CED's trustees -- I believe it is extremely important, in addition

to upgrading sch000l quality and standardt;, to provide young people

With job experience: One recent experiment has shown that linking

schools with job experience can have a profound effcct on encourag-

ing youth to remain in and return to .SCheel. Rather than take the

time to detail this approach; T refer you to several reports of

the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation\on the results

of the YoUth incenrive proyLda eXpernielrr-funded*under-the-Youth ---
I

Demonstratien Projects Act of 1977. The program 7rovIded more

than 76,000 disadvantaged youth with work experience provided they

returned to or remained in school in good standing The most

significant results were that black youth employment doubled in

the targeted areas, drop-out rates were dratiatiCary reduced. and

a significant number out of schoOl chose to retvrm all at an

average cost of about 52000 per participant. I believe that

--_ ......... - ......... . ............
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efforts of this kind could 1:0 initiated within the current budget

constraints; although it would require shifting priorities.

Addressing the problem of one-time, large-scale localized

diSIocation which results from permanent plant closings is
-----.-

one of the most important political problems to reSOIVe - a

problem which causes us continual concern. The failure to deal

adequately with this problem could lead to numerous protectionist

and other industrial policies that would prevent necessary

structural realignment.

This next week, the CED trustees will be considering a

series of policy options devoted to this problem. I am not ih a

position, today, to tell you precisely what they intend to recommend,.

although for the most part; the CED trustees share the "gradualist"

_ _ v iew of__the. problem.. However,_. they-do-see a need- to- initiate both

private and public responses to assisting dislocated workers.

tpr-iv-ste responses they are considering iheIUder-

instituting agreements between labor and management
on jointly sponsored programs to assist permanently
displaced workers; *

adjusting the level and structure of employment- compen-
sation, where wage differentials have been a major
factor in a firm's competitive position;

* A well known example i. the "Downriver" project now being
operat^d under joint spo sorship by the OAW and Ford Motor
Company.

30-388 0 - 84 - 17
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adjUStaient assist ce in response to plant closings,
of a_voluntary na ure, which might include prenotificatieh;\
severance pay assistance, extension of bnnefit coverage
and cooperation with public sector training and re-
location programs **

Among the public options are:

greater utilization of the provisions of_TitIe III__
of the Job Training partnership Act, working_threugh
the private industry COutiCiIS established under JTPA.

general reform of the Unemployment Insurance system
to_make it more effective in providing transition
assistance, which could include resolving the current UI
deficits; instituting-a minimum unifOrm_waiting
period of 10 dayd to 2 weeks_btfore_program_benefits_
begihi instituting mandated_jOb_search seminar during
the waiting period; and possible, instituting a second
ti...x_to the UI system to provide a separate account
which would be used by permanently dialocated workers
to finance their retrainigi

liberaIiting_state_laws to enable those receiving! UI
to participate 5n training.

The CEb is considering .d-ritimber-o-f-Speerfie--approaches-under

the various options; particularly_ with respect to the new training

account. Since the trustees have not officially voted on which

approach to pursue, I will elaborate eh what I believe are the

essential principles which any proposal should contain and then

briefly comment on two such proposals -- one developed by Kenneth

McLennan of CED; an3 the second by Malcolm Lovell of the Brookings

Institute and,'Pat Choate of TRW.

A series of recomMehdations_along these lines can be

found in the Business- Roundtable (BRTI position -papers on
plant dIbtih0 (Washington, DC: BRT 1983, Mimeograph).
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In my opinion; since it is extremely cifficult to judge the

rate of change, or the seriousness of the dislocated worker pro-

blem; any policy should:

1) be flexible and responsive to demand:-

2) be tied directly to currently emplcy4,-. workers;

3) be self- financing;

4) be voluntary; or_i if matdated;_o1ffget by
strengthening the UI experience rating;

5) if tied into UI, be designed to discourage
staying on UI for an extended period of time;

6) encourage early job search and COUhSeIihg;

7) be operated in conjunction with a greatly
=proved employment service.

None of the proposals I intend to discuss satisfy this

last point: the management problems -of -the Employment Service

I at partiCuIarly concerned abbut the lack of attention that has

- -- been paid -to- the ES. This agenr_y -is one of-tht-thOtt itportant

government tools in the labor market, yet it continues to suffer

from serious administrative problems. I will now briefly comment

on these proposals.

Malcom Lovell/Pat Choate

ThiS is a combined proposal, involving two tiers. The first

Malcolm Lovell is now associated with the Brookings Institute
and Pat Choate is Senior Economics Analyst at TRW, Inc.
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part is a basic program with broad eligibility criteria providing

intense job search assistance coupled with vastly improved Labor

market information, education and training options, and where nec-

essary; income support beyond the normal 26 weeks of unemployment

insurance. The second part of this approach is an optional self-

financing indiVidUaI training account (ITA) designed to provide

additional resources which an individual can use both for ex-

tensive retraining and for relocation.

For bOth programs; the term "dislocated worker" is defined to

include any laid-off employee with 4 years of covered U/ eMPIoytent

who has been certified'by his or her former employer as 4nlikely to

return for work in that company within a six-month period. This

is an effort to distinguish these individualn from "dieadVantaqed"

and from those who are "CyCIiCaIly" unemployed and are likely to

56 recalled= The definition is also designed to exclude those__

workers who have the capability of moving from one company to

another and will not require special assistance. Unlike the Trade

Adjustment Assistance Program, it does not require the government

to make a finding that a specific Industry is "declining" for a

laid-off worker to be eligible.

Once certified, a la.Ld-off worker will be offered a thbite

to join a "basic program" or to proceed independently to find new

work. If he or she chooses not to opt for this program after

25j
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a four Week period, the options would be foreclosed.

The basic program requires the participant to engage in a

forty-baur-a-week_ schedule of job search .. during whiCh tiMe,_if

a "sLitable" job offer is made, the individual would be required

to take it. If no job is found, after 8-12 weeks of intensive job

search and counseling; then education and retraining opportunities

would be made available. Certification of the training would be

made through the States, either through the newly established PICs,

Tthe E. or some other arrangement. A voucher. would be provided

that would cover the full cost of a relatively short retraining

effort and a percentage Of the cost of a longer-term program. After

successful completion of training a participant would be eligible

to resume the job search process until a job was found.

This training part of the program would be financed through

a "user tax" to be paid in equal measure by employees and_

employers in a payroll tax. The authors envision a levy of .01

cent an hOur on employers and a similar amount on employees which

would raise the targeted amount of about $3 billion estimated to

be the overall cost of such an effort. This amount would be

placed in a separate trust which could not be borrowed against.

The second tier of the program would be an individual train-

ing account, very closely modelled on the existing IRAS. Similar



to whole life insurance programs, a premium would be paid of

approximately $116 each to an insurance fund (this equals about

18% in wages up to a maximum of $250). The contributions would

be tak deductible. Part of the premium would over workers laid

off before their individual fund builds up to the maximum of

$4000. The account would accrue interest at existing government

rates. :1 not used for training, it could be drawn for retirement,

under tht same conditions that apply to IRAS.

A worker COUId draw on this fund for financing -training at

any time after being certified as dislocated. However, a worker

would have to take this option to remain eligible for receiving

supplemental UI benefits.

Interestingly enough, this latter approach is in keeping

with an effort made by Senator Dan Quayle to allow certified

dislocated workers to drawn down their IRA without tax penalty,

except it is much mcre specific and limits the use of the funds

for the single purpose of training.

Unlike the first "tier", this latter tier is voluntary.

The c Lerman Proposal *

Dr. McLennan't proposal shares many aspects of the

Lovell/Choate concept e;:cept that it works directly with UI

_Dr. Kenna:T McLessan_iS Vice President and Dia:eltor of
IhdUttial Studios at the Committee for Economic Development
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financing arrangements to provide for more effective experience

ratings and a Langer waiting period.

Dr. McLennan would also establish an Individual Training

Account, to be financed by a portion (about 108) of the employer

tax. Each account would be fun}, funded, and Interest would

accrue to the funds credited to it. Eligibility would be similar,

with an employer certifying dislocation and continuous lebor

market experience of 5 years. Unlike the Lovell/Choate arproach,

the accumulated funds (which would accrue tc approximately $3000

after 10 years in an interest-bearing account) could be used

solely at a worker's discretion and for whatever purpose the

worker envisions. Dr. McLennan believes that only the worker

knows his or her most important needs. In essence, Dr. McLennan's

proposal is a savings system that provides. the workers with a cash

resource to assist in transition.

Dr.° McLennan also proposes allowing workers at the 26 week

period to utiIite the value of E0 to 75 p(..tent of the 13-week

Federal extended program as a reemployment voucher. He estimates

that the value of the voucher would amount to from $750 to 51125

to he used as a cash incentive to employers to hire the long-

term unemployed. A more detailed description of this approach

is provided in thi- appendix.

While I have difficulties with various aspects of these

proposals, they nevertheless meet the conditions I have enumerated

262
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move in any "disIoceed worker" program. They are flexible

and market oriented; they provide a number of options and are

tied to the individual workers; they are, in most respects,

self-f.Lnancing; and they emphasize early job search and training.

These proposals are ersentially directed to those who lose

their jobs through permanent "lay-off" and of these, to those

who have strong labor market attachMent. In general; they are

not directed to those who lose their jobs because of broad

applications of technology and changing skill requirements

which can occur through the occupation spectrum. If such

disl-,cation does occur, much of it will take place in. services,

were the concept of a "layoff" does not really exist.

Marc Bendick of the Urban Inst.:.tute rases an inter...sting

,ornt in this regard in a paper he released in February f last

year. He argues that: "the n7-,7lems 1-:Located workers are

more appropriately addresed if disloci.:ron is seen less as a

characterise'- of a.. idencifi,r1,ie population of individuals

than as a recurrent tem,or..sr condition in the career of the

major:.ty of worker ."6 Mr. Bendick arT-es that any retraining

system should lao made ava:lable to all workers, whether on the

job or nct, and preposes ':hat we look at the French MOdeI: In

essence, the French approach is a social insurance fund for

mid- career training. The fund is derived solely from corporate
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taxation, estimated to be about 1.6% of a firM's total wage bill.

Employers are allowed to "satisfy" this requirement by (1) financing

internal training; (2) making a financial contribution to a

training insurance fund, jointly sponsored by employers, employer

associatic.s and unions; contributing to other training institutions;

and/or (4) contributing to government sponsored training institutions.

Under this approach, funds would be made available to those

"on the job" to obtain training, either to upgrade their existing

skills or to obtain new ones. Both living benefits and tuition

payments would be available to those who lose their jobs.

Although there are considerably different administrative

arrangements, there really isn't a great deal of difference

in purpose between that of Mr. Bendick's.and that of the other

approach, have mentioned, except for allowing currently

employed workers to obtain additional training. A. tf we do

-iscover "dislocation" to include a large number in the general

economy; these other proposals could be modifi0 to take this

into account.

Although he supports the notion of a training insurance fund,

Mr. Bendick does not believe that there will be much of a need to

retrain dislocated workers, whatever the cause of their dislocation.

He argues that most dislocated workers will either (1) be rehired

by their former employers; (2) find similar employment eIseWhere;
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(3) obtain new jobs where thetd is either no training requirement

or where the training is provided by new employers; or (4) drop

out of the i& or market for personal reasons, such as retirement;

or in the case of two-worker families,. where one elects to stay

home with the family.

Empirical evidence tends to support this case. AItheligh;

as I will discuss below I believe we are experiencing a somewhat

different situation among our currently dislocated workers parti-

cularly in our unionized industries.

If this is true, then considerable emphasis on job search

is justified: In his paper, Dr. Bendick states that "job search"

is the key. 1-to argues that most unemployed worketg leek job

search skills; and that We d6 net have in place adequate insti-

tutienaI arrangements to provide them with these skills. He argues

that as a possible model we look to the Canadian Manpower Con-

sultive Service (MCS) which is heavily involved in providing

job JearCh and consultive services to dislocated workers and

works primarily through local employer -union committees. In

some respects, thig is the approach that has been taken by the

CAW-Ford 'Downriver" project in Detroit. hr. Bendick also argues

that we lock at "job clubs" as a possible device.

I she hig enthusiasm for "job clubs". Whileserving on

the staff of the House Education and Labor Committed, We undertook
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a field survey of a number of such experimental "clubs" and

frankly, we were quite impressed. Such clubs tend to provide

the institutional focus and emotional suppert that unemployed

workers need when they are looking for newnew job. In addition,

they can provide considerable training in technique. Anyone

who has had to look for work knows that job search is an acquired

skill, and for those of us who have enjoyed a long labor market

attachment, we have not had to learn it. This is particularly

true for the with seniority in our heavy industries.

But I do not believe "job clubs" can do it alone. One of

the points Mr. Bendick makes in suggesting that dislocated worker

do not need training is that workers can obtain new jobs where no

training is required or where employers provide the training. This

would be true fo: job replacement which is of comparable wages

or for those who have transferable skills. It is not true for

thc,se who have enjoyed a wage premium and do not have transferable

skilLs. As Wachter and Washer suggest the problem in our hew-7

industries is not the availability of jobs, but of the wage

differentials.

From my experience on the assembly Iine -- I worked at

the Chrysler Lynch Road axle plant in the late '60's -- the

wages were high (at the time they represented a small fortune

to me) but the jobs were extremely dull and not demanding of a
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great deal of Skill, If I had chosen to stay at the plant for

-he 1, 15 years; I would not have had much in the way

tiL,sferable skills. (As it is, I would not have been able to;

since the plant was dIbted several years ago).

For most in this category, the jobs. that are ,vailable

are much lower paying. The fundamental question; in my mind; is

now much obligation society has; be it the corporation, the

Union; or the government, to help these individuals obtain comparable

paying jobs.

I dotibt, it Will be possible to ever devise a scheme that

guarantees a direct transfer, nor do I belleve we shoUId, The

jobs simply aren't there. But I d6 believe training can help

workers minimize the wage loss; and can help to a considerable

extent. I know of one example where training has lead to a

fairly comparable wage, and that it a truck driving school that_

haS beeh Set Up in Delaware expressly designed to retrain'a'uto

workers.

But I do believe the cost should be equally distributed,

and this is why I find the concepts proposed by Messrs. Lovell,

Choate and McLennan do have merit. They are premised on a jointly

shared obligation by employers; employees and to some extent,

the government; in providing some protection for workers :In ah

increasingly uncertain environment.
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Despite my support for the notions expressed in these various

proposals, they must be tested on the basis of some important

realities. First, it is extremely difficult to define just who

is "dislocated". Estimates range from 100,000 to two million.

The fact is we do not know the characteristics of the "average"

dislocated worker, be it in terms of age, sex, educational

achievement, career patterns, c. family situations. All of

these proposals make a somewhat arbitrary definition. And

---while I believe they are about as good as any we can devise

at the moment, I believe we need to know a good deal more about

just who we are talking about before forging ahead:

Second, is the problem of just who is to "foot the bill",

and whether the arrangement should be mandatory or voluntary.

Although I support the idea of "cost-sharing" it will be extremely

difficult, both practically and politically, to define what one

means. And i -f a system is to be mandated, considerable hurdles

have to be overcome if employers are to be willing to pay a

new "tax". If voluntary, sufficient incentives need to be put

into place, but what these are again raise a number of thorny issues.

Third; there is the fundamental problem cf management capa-

bility of our existing labor market in:;ticutions and the financial

crisis of our current DI program. Despite years of sometimes

serious, but usually half-hearted attempts, neither of these
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problems have been resolved.

Fourth, all of these proposals would do little for those

who are now dislocated. All we have available currently is

Title III of JTPA. And while I believe this program can help;

the fact is that to cover all those now out of work would require

a vast expansion of this effort, a near impossibility in right

of current budget constraints. It would be difficult to

institute any new approach for future dislocation when those

currently unemployed are not being dealt with.

Finally, if a new approach is tried, I would strongly urge

Clat it be market tested. It would be a serious mistake not to do

so. There are simply too many unanswered questions on administra-

tive and other arral.,!ments that need to be addressed, but can only

be addressed after seeing a porgram in operation.

Despite my reservations, underlying each notion -- a notion

I am sympathe-ic with -- is that training assistance that is

tied to the worker can ease transition difficulties, much the

way the GI bill served as transition for millions of veterans

into a peace-time economy. We often forget that one of the

greatest str.,ctural changes that this economy went through was

after Worll War II when an entire industrial base was shifted

almost overnight. In my view. the GI bill was in no small

measure responsible fcr making that transition as successful
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as It war.

These proposals reflect that we are again going through

a transition, Of a different sort; and perhaps less dramatic,

but they see the human resource element as important to assuring

an effective transition, and this Is a view I share. I would

hope thaf ideas Of this sort are looked at carefully and not

dispatched because of a sense that this is not the time to try

something new.
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_LISTING'OF FOOTNOTES CONTAINED
IN TESTIMONY OF NATHANIEL SEMPLE

BEFORE THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE
/ September 26; 1983

I. See U,S. Long -term Review Summer 1983, Data Resources, Inc.
1.76 to 1.84.

2. The clearest statement of this view can be found in "The
Future /of Work"j_ a report of the AFL-CIO Committee on the
Evolution of Worki_ August 1983. Also see Pat Choate,
Retooling the American Wo
Training_StrategY (Washington, DC: Arrow Printing Service,
Northeast-Midwest Institute, July 1982).

3. A number of statements sharing this view can be found in
High-Techno -or the 1980s, a National
Journal Issue Book. See, particularly, articles by F. Carl
Willenbrock and Pat Choate.

4. See Michaol L. Wachter, "Labor Market-Policies in Response
to Ft..ructural Changes in Labor Demand",_(PennsyIvaniat
Department of Economics,-University of Pennsylvania);
William L. Wascher, Board of_tovernors, Federal Reserve;
a taper presented to the Jackson NOIe Symposium, Ruguat
1982); also, Kenneth McLennan; "Effipxbyment and Training
Strategies in a Changing Ecobbmy" la -paper prepared for
the American Enterprise Institute Pubric_polioy Forum
on Conditions of Growth, December 6-9; 1882);

5. See David O'Neill, "Labor M rket Problems of Teenagers
Result Largely from Doing poorly it School" (Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Officei March 29, 1983).

6; Marc sendick, Jr. Workers /Dislocate dByEco.noti-cChange:
Towards New Careers for Midcareer Worker--Tran
A Research Paper by The urban Institute, February, 1982.
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Volume yin; N Utter 2 Sumner 1983

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE:
TO HELP DISLOCATED WORKERS

Kenneth McLennan

In the 50 years since its enactment under the New Deal; Fed-
eral-state unemployment insurance (UI) has been extended to cover
almost all workers. Moreover, qualifications for benefits have been
systematically liberalized. In 11 states, benefits are paid on the first
day of unemployment. The remaining states pay benefits .after one
week of unemployment.

Unemployment insurance has broad national support. The
conventional wisdom; frequently expressed by officials and interest
group leaders, is that Ul is our most successful labor market/pro-
gran-7 and ri; Uased on sound social insurance principals.

This view of the program is completely. unjustified:

Many state Ui trust funds are today in a desperate :inancial
position. By January 1983, 19 states had borrowed a total of $8.3
billion from the Federal government in order to meet the, Ul pay-
ments to which they will be liable t;i s year Those will total some $25
billion.' Meantime, "overpayments" to unemployed workers con-
stitute a substantial waste of UI resources. When the current reces-
sion ends; many state trust funds will still be in deficit.

The well-intentioned expansion of the program (see bor.,
Overview of the Unemployment Insurance Program") has been ac7

companied by policy changes much at variance with the original
goals of the program; These were described by John R Commons;
whose students at the University of Wisconsin played a decisive role
in establishing Wisconsin's precursor UnemploymentInsurance pro-
gram and later were significant flgures in the New Deal ferment in

The recent extension of Federal Supplemental Cornpensation will, in fact,, bring total UI ex-
penditures to some $30 billion.

30-388 0 - 84 - 18
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OVERVIEW OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE SYSTEM

The Federal-state unemployment insurance (UI) system
was established almost 50 years ago to provide workers who
were firmly attached to the labor force with income support
when they were laid off during a recession. k has also assisted
employers by maintaining a minimum level of consumer pur-
chasing during economic downturns.

Components

There arethreevceimporenCpartsof the system: regular:
`til, Extended Benefits (Ek.'and'Federal Supplemental Compen-'

.sedan

Regular Ul

Ninety-seven pement of the Work forcis covered by thiS,.
program:; &mit state has its own program,Staie law prescribes
tax_structineY:frir: financing It* syStern,' eligibility for benefits,
4-0 beriOtkilleks,'AiAt'qiust-contarnt, to Fl derat starictwd&

dot t

:.1

financed almostentirely:byia tax -on ern-
PIctlfer4:-The *xes:are:determined and collected by

_plaaatt-iri;lhe statres Ui trust
cruciat in

08TerTAtriffig.ifiiiWzOraft?' by,failyfirtg'ila5Partent
first:-5210Xf: paidin QQS:to each employee

bOt providing:up to a.2.T.percent.tax:cre to em-
ployers for taxise they pay to the staie Ul programs:
Thedifferencie.be ween:the Federal tax (3.5 percent)
and the:credlf(2.7)*tie percent which the Federal
government Uses- ror'ildrriinistratiOn of th,, syslerti,
for a loan f urid for states tc4draw'upori and for finars-

; Ong part or tha ExlientledBenefits ;- ,;4..

T* state: tier not tax..all'employers at the 2:7
percerirrate. Eactiatatetiat a range of ratesifrorri 0

- to niercenti and an employees tax rate will depend
on his-experiencswith ummoloyrnerit _These state

BEST 1.,,,C.Ty
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- J.-- , u . --t .., 7-^. 71/4 r -,,,,trs-yeartInIcv.., 777,-.7^ ......77,. '77; ---7.- "r.7...:Nr"-'".A

rates if they frequently lay oft employeesand at
experience- rating systems tax employers-at

w_

higher

lower rates it employment is: more stable. The tax-
wage base also varies by. state and can be as

high as $14000. .. 'i-,i .-- ::..r..-..-'.).

BecauseMany tit friit fulidi are2inrcksticiti,.the
tax rates wi Mae substantially hl 1985. The current1
2.7 percen credit Will its* to 5A percent. . .

Ellgibil y for Ben-Witt:

must:have; h)34441ald-oft
worked .Jar a 'Certai n. number o :weeks In -1-;

.pas past Fort,itie titii2AWeeks.91 penefftsLthe::;'
tigitstt)ty viiirei*noritailit0*,fitWerl.tii.42Wele14.tr-4.

of w jk during the' -patte.yiat;
continue to ,receive bprieffts;:*?

worker is supposed tif.p4 acti+ie!yriseeltirig
; lob but the enforOliminiof thits.`!Wiiik t.e.*" Ii4ervik

areal sale tittseassitrifiriO'
20%. elkAvwkef

friotiPt*Piotkri4,*;,,,t4t,, 5t744.

it

Beheiits vary, by sues. art eft stet-
iepefits VariciaqtAirdVrittt$

weekly wagfts;_putlhprogokma wtks.gp the
so high paid worker

cen. Melt. previcuo:Watie4t. ;,i(
.b previciaisiviieldif.:wagiOsvattagyralculated'i

on the rifgheit-qUarterrY; 14101ft.prizkW
,Wsges:thiCtuattudtilThftabifi .);=;-,
,qornparidta",:their:an

1
in the eadjaVeTers 't tpwe

: not paid until It* worker forth
or four weeks. Now thi-41Vftp

'one week or payinent itartOrtim.da of Un.
-7' mein_ .' gz6wilisia

274
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Extended Benefits (EB)

claimants who exhaust their regular benefits. may.
receive Extended Benefits (for 13 additional weeks) if thd EB
program is "triggered _on" by high unemployment EB
nanced 50 'percent by Federal government an 50 percent by
state taxes on employers. To receive, Efifi.trfe Worker:Must haves
worked 20 weeks in the year prior to the original period-of unern- 1
plownent.

Federal *ippleinental'r,carrin*aation (FS( l.;
,

; temporary program was extended beljoritifitarch
-798 c.taituanta, k-kttla thabstpiaikrectutex, 00;
tended aeruefita, aadavAtn high" Ut13171i)oymentstatot;
re; ye -betwen end- weeki of paYments..7;
These benefits wflt be financed eitbrely out: of Federal general
reyerrue. ;a-41U ,

the first term of Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration:

The labbrer has been encouraged by society to fit him-
self for a trade, and when his trade is abolished in the
interests of society: the employer first, and society
ultimately; should share the loss with him:2

Despite this clear-cut goal, UI to this day fails to help shorten
the length of time in which workers must cope with unemployment.
Nor does the program improve the ability of permanently dislocated
workers to adjust to changing labor market conditions: Indeed: the
UI program actually encourages unemployment and discourages
workers from Tnproving their job skills.

Major reform of the UI system is long overdue: The challenge
is to reform the system so that it can actually assist workers to ad-
just to economic change, and also help those enduring the greatest
hardship froin unemployment:

The news media have often cited individual abuses under the
UI system: Fer example. on the April 21. 1983 Phil Donohue Snow, it

John R_Commons. 1699. Quoted m Gerald G. Somers. ed.. Labor Management nd Social
Policy iMadison: The University of Wisconsin Press. 1963) P. 263.

^1* nr.,"0/ f.'"" "?r r - °
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LOCKED GATE. Ford Motor Company assembly plant at
Mahwah. N.J. stands permanently shut.

was claimed that in preparing a newspaper
story; a writer had obtained approximately
$5,000 in UI benefits by registering at a
state UI office in Utah and falsely claiming that he had been laid off
by nonexistent firms. In New York State; an individual made up the
names of 28 corporations and /a identities, and obtained $600,000
in benefits before he was apprehended.'

To be sure, it is thought that no more than 2 percent of UI ben-
efits is obtained by means that can be classified as legal fraud.
Nonetheless; estimates have it that 7 to 10 percent of benefits paid
it several cities represent overpayments caused when applicants
under-report their incomes. In some cities, improper payments are
as high as 20 percent of total benefits paid:'

Disincentives

The effectiveness of the program is also undercut by the work
disincentives that the UI program embodies; The rate of unemploy-
ment is consequently increased, probably by abc..it 0.7 percentage
points during periods of relatively low unemployment. A 0.7 percent
rise in the unemployment rate increases expenditures fOr unemploy-
ment insurance by approximately $2 billion:'

In fact, the work disincentives of the UI suste-n may effective-
ly undercut its intended subsidy of a worker's search for a new job;

' See Comptroller General, Unempleyment InsuranceNeed to Reduce Unequal Treatment
of Claimants and Improve_flenefit_Fltyment Controls and Tax Collection (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. General Accounting Office, April 5, 1978) p. 67.
This estimateis_basecLon_theresults of detailed research of r.c administration of the 01
systemin-several cjties. See Paul L Burgess and Jerry L Kingston -Estimating Overpay-
ments and Improper Payments," In Nations! Commission on Unemployment Compensa-
tion Unemployment Compensation: Studies and Researeti, Vol. 2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S..
Government Printing Office, 1980) pp. 487.426.

' By returning to_work,_ ihe_worker's incomejor additional 'airily income) is taxed .1nd addi-
tional jo_b,relate_d_e_kpenses occur. As a result, the worker's (or family's) additional net in-
comeirnm returning may not be much higher than a weekly benefit amount un ler unem:
ploYnient compensation. See Richard A. Hobbit), Work Disincentives in the Unemployment
insurance (U0 System (Washington. D.C,: Congressional Research Service; Libra", of Con-
gress, 1980).
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One_study of job searcn behavior found that only about one-third ci
all UI beneficiaries were actively seeking work during the week if
the survey. While there may well be legitimate instances in which an
unemployed person tails to look for wt-;rk particularly during a

recessionone-fifth of beneficiaries indicated they were
illy not interested in working.6

Unemployment is expected to remain high throughout the re-
mainder of the decade: Consequent expend:tures on UI benefits are
likely to be in the $15 billion range annually over the next several
years. If unemployment continues chroiiically, it ma.y be that the
work disincentive effect 'ypically created by the program yid: be
reduced:

Nonetheless, overpay nqn1s and overuse of the system_ by
some employer 3 and worl..ors vi 1 significantly distort the effec-
tiveness c he labor inarket. If the overpayments revealed in several
cities are extranoiated in the entire Federal-state UI system; the cost
of this misallocation to the Federal government and states could
amount to $2 to $1 annually.

Even when the national debt nears $1.3 trillion and we face
annual budget deficits of $200 billion; the -sum of $2.to $3 billion is
not to be shrugged off. In comparison, $3.8 billion war appro_priated
in 1983 for the Job Training Partnership Act. Title III Of thiS Act, th-e
Federal government's one serious effort to retrain dislocated work-
ers. has only a $125 million appropriation. The somber reality is that
waste and 7:ibuse ;n the UI p ogram cost more than the Federal gov-
ernment spends assisting CP located worke!'s adjust to economic
change:

'Reforms to Reduce Intz...t%iii:y in Employment

several major reforms are necessary if the UI system is to en-
cc urace employers to conserve their labor resources and contribute
to a re _.i:"r1 in cyclical unemployment.

Strengthen the relatiomhri; between the firm's unem-
ployment experi,?nce and :!7F, Ul tax hat it pays:

Siri, Matthew Black and Timothy J. Carr. "Analysis or Non.Search." in National Comn:,s .
sion on Unemploymert Compensation. op. cit., pp. 527-542.
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LONG. LONG LINES. Michigan jobless in a line that trails out the door and into the Ft-irking lot;

In many states; the current ca:.: on the maximum tax rate
means that more and more employers are c! hying the maximum UI
lax rate. If these employers initiate additional layoffs; UI taxes
are net increased. They are "deficit" employees. More IS paid out to
trieir laid-off workers than the amount they pay into the trust Wild in

taxes.

The additional cost to the system is paid 17
(and their employees) whose employment records -;,re rnPre
The tax of employers at the minimum tax rate is usually increased in
order to help finance the trust fund. One consequence of this, how-
ever, is to weaker the experience-rating structure of the Ul tax Com-
panies with stable :inoloyment are penalizert and enr' subsidiz-
ing employers at the maximum tax rate.

in the part, the beneficiaries of the subsidy were the employ-
ert, and the workers, facing seasonal variations in demand and ab-
normal uncertainties about future earnings. In some cases, these
,employers P:mloited the UI system by using easy access tiaUl bene-
fits as an additional source of income for their workers. The current
degree of SUbSiqiZatibri is unnecessary; seasonal fluctuations in de-
mand, in such industries as construction, are rm.:ch fe' than in the
past le: any event; seasonality and precariousness in -earnings have
always been reflected in wage rates. Long ago, Adam Smith
served:

Employment in some trades is much more cOns.ant
than in others....What [the_ worker) earns, tAere-
fore while he is employed must not only maintnin him
whiles he is idle, but make him some compensation for
those anxious and desponding moments whiCh the

2
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thought of so precarious a situation must sometimes
OCCE

Recent changes in Federal policy make it possible to reduce
the unnecessary subsidization. of employers in some industries: In
1982. in order to improve the solvency cf state UI trust funds; the
Federal government prescribed that by 1985 all states must have a
maximum UI tax rate at or above 5.4 percent. Some 32 states will
have to raise their maximum UI tax rate by 1985: To ensure stronger
experience rating; the Federal government should consider requir-
e 'he states to retain their current minimum tax rat:? when the max,
I. irn rate is raised. As a result, the range of taxes raid by
ers will be more evenly diributeG between a wider mftlirt
maximum tax rate differ ,, al. This will strengthen the expo
cating concept and encourage employers to plan for_more m-
ployment patterns in management of personnel.

In the past, Martin Feldstein, the current chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, suggested an alternate way to
strengthen experience rating and avoid overuse of the system. He
proposed that all of the cast of the first month of a laid-off worker's
UI benefits be charged to the worker's former employer :8

Stronger experience rating will also reduce "overpayments'
in the system. If employers afe charged directly for a higher pro-
portion of their layoffs, they monitor the ciaims of their former
employees more carefully. Employers will have a stronger incentive
to ohallenge the local UI office's decision to raise the employer_tax if
they believe they are being charged for a false application for Ui
benefits,

c Require that all states have a raiting period of at least
10 days.

El ten states r.lw have no waiting period; in try:. remaining
Mates th;_ waiting period is one week,_except New York State which
has an effective period or four days. As in the case of health insur-
ance, the concept of "no deductible" makes no sense, The absence
of a wa'fing perico encourr.ges employees to overuso the system.
' Adam Smith, The Wealth c! Nations, 1776 (New York: Rando n House, 1935) P '
* See Marti Feiestt in, The Effect of Llnemployment Insurance (.,n Temporary Las

ployment.' ^merican Economic Review, Vol. 68. no. 5 (December 1978) pp. 5

9 'Al d
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Without a strong experience rating system, many employers are not
charged for this cost by having to pay higher taxes.

In the interest of equity. it would be much more appropriate to
use the resources saved by the longer _waiting period to assist the
long-term unemployed._ For example, if the waiting period was 10
days, the traciitibrial_ 26 weeks_ of regular UI benefits would begin
after 10 days and continue into the 27th week of layoff. Laid-off
workers would bear the initial cost of 10 days without UI benefits;
but part of the :"..)st would also be borne by employers; through provi-
sions in colleo...;:iie agreements or through the_potential loss of the
laid off erriploy-e:e vul to may seek alternate employmen'. This policy
change would reduce the incidence of cyclical unemployment by
discouraging lay-off of employees during downturns i1 economic
activity.

Vi benefits should be laid only after tne worker com-
)1e;tfs a job search seirLiar.

The key to rapi' rQemployment is to motivate the individual to
Search for erriploymed and improve his job :earch skills. In prac-
tice. the U.S. Employment Service rnferral of unemployed workers to
registered job openings has had little success. One factor is that the
refer ! process' is seen as a means of eniorcing the work test which
requires that an employee actively seek employment while receiving
UI benefits. Iii fact, the job search process; in itself; is somewhat
futile. Great numbers of people have little idea as to how to find a
job or to present their own capabilities. We could imbue all of this
with a far .3: criAter reality if receipt of benefits were continnent upon
S6dc.07. ,!!!' cr.: nrifction of a government-sponsored job search"train-
ing cc Jr .- :.

Whenever an employee registers for benefits he shoUld be
re( ::cad to register for vich a job search traininc, cr_iure during the
first week of L. nemployi -srit. During tiiese courses; workers cz- ba
giver. .group counseling so that each individual can realistically
assets his or her own employment prospects. Experience hag
shown that unemployed workers are much mr.;,e likely to find
plbyrnent on their wn rather than through referral3 to possble job
openings by the Emoiovment Service; Consequently the loo search
course should give the cnemployed worker some practical training
in how to present or her skills to employers and how to learn
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aboL't the sources of labor market information in the local area.

Taxing all Ul benefits will reduce work disincentives.

The average le_ngin of each spell of cyclical unemployment
would be shortened if the work disincentives built into the system
were completely eliminated. To remove such disincentives, the ex-
emption of at least a portion of UI benefits from tantion should be
gradually ended; Public thinking is becomir g attuneo to this sort of
development. The recently enacted taxation of Social Security uene7
fits paid upper-incr.lme retirees is a case in _point. Ultimately, all
transfer payments should lie included in taxable income.Thie orould
improve the affi.:iency of the UI system and be c nsi stc:.-nf with the
principle of er.wity in social policy.

Facilitate reemployment o: dislocated wo:kers

Economic change is a constant process. Fluctuati.ms in tile
dernand for goods and services are important causes of unemploy-
ment. Between 70 and 80 percent r:f workers who experience
"cycical" unemployment return to their prov:ous employer after a
short layoff. In 1981, wnen the unemployment rare about 8 per-
cent; the average le!:gth of unemp: 7yment for all workers unemploy-
ed was 13.3 weeks; The UI system provided income maintenance to
these workers as they searched for other jabs or until they returned
to their previous employer. However, some workers are laid off
because of permanent changes in demand, including changes ;n
technology; national priorities: and trace pattcrns: Such structui al
econorni C:Firlr',4 was a con .inuocs process throughout the 1970s
and early 1980s, as_;t !las E.,:iways_been. Poor U 3. productivity per-
formance compared to morr.s. rapid _productivity growth abroad con-
tributed to the loss of comparative advanta,.:e cf ,'umber of U.S. in-
dustries; Much of the traditions! triz. base has; a^ is so
well-Known, ente. a new era in widen its competitive advantage
has deteriorate,..

While most unemployed workes from these industries; in-
clui:nir the long-terrn unemployed; wit: return to work after the
economy fuliy recovers from the recession. some will never return to
their previous lobs. These workerc, have been Az.-7:anently
di!-located structural econonve criange. There are no i'recise
aata on the size of .;he dislocated work#r population; Nonethel( iris; it
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SMOKELESS SMOKESTACKS. U.S. Steel plant at Youngstown. Ohio stands idle in 1980. with 3.500
workers off the Joh

has been estirnat . that in any year, betv.-en ohe-ha1t and_one per-
cent of the labor ;orce is structurally dislocated and needs special
reempioymenL assistance. Many_pf the workers are concentrated in
ernbkettack" industries located in the hation's traditional in

&atrial regions of the Northeast and upper Midwest.°

The U.S. labor force has always exhibited a high degree of ore
cupatiorial mobility in respot to a changing economy. Over 1977
to /Pg° 20 percent of those employed were either laid off or

Imost half of these workers moved to different oc-
ct 3ar atter being laid off by their previous errnloyer.'

Sikh pa d, experienced workers; labor market mobiNti;
more .icult. The pressing need is to modify the Ul program e-r that
in the future when an experienced worker's "trade is abolished" he
will have the resources, and the moontive, to adjust to chance;

Modify J1 system to assist permanently displaced ex=
periencvd workers.

This could be achieved by int-iiirling an individual account as
a second tier within the current system. Tic!. would be a rriodified
version of the present system Wioil iT1'; re eaectivC experience .rati;ig
and a longer waiting period._';-o": dndiv;dual account proposed as an

addition vtiUld financed 139 A r 'on (perhaps 10 percent) of the
employer tax. Each account s!loi;r: be Mly funded. Interest shoUld
accrue to the Itinds credited to

For review of the otti-- a 6f_the magratme. Kenneth McLennan. "Employment and
Training Strategies i langltig _Economy."_onlash;ngton MC.: American Enterprise In-
stitutePUblic Polic im on Gond' ens of Growth. Oece.mber6. 1862. photocopy/.

' Basel on unpublishe supplied by the 3urea i of Labbe statistics; U.S. L-Aspg",ment of
Latar.
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Th eligibility conditions under. which a worker could dray)
,4 or. !he account might include:/(1) permanent displacement;
perhtv:is with the employer certifying that the worker will not oe re-

rf the pennanent elimination of the previously h-,Id
job -2nd (2 ,.:ontinULLIS labor forc6 experience of ficie yearS prier to
permanent layoff:

Fa: the average employer, the 10 perpent contribution would
be offset by the cost savings/achieved thrtiOh improved experience
rating and a minimum mandatory waiting period. Given the current
average cost per employee for the UI system; it would take about 10
years before workers would have an average of about $3,000 (in cur-
rent dollars) in their account. More impOrtantly, however, the funds
in the individual account would accumulate with work experience
and would be available for those who are likely to have greatest dif-
1.7ulty in adjusting to Structural changeworkers with a substantial
work hktcry.

It ,s important to permit the worker to have control over the
way the funds in the individual account are utilized once he or she is
eligible to draw on the account.

The amount of withdrawal and whether it is taken in
the form of income maintenance, retraining or reloca-
tion should be the worker's decision. Only the individ-
ual ca'n properly decide which type of investment in his

hr human capital is likely to lead to successful
tabor market adjustment.

Workers shou'.d have the maximum inc- to readjust
qr ckly after permanent displacement Accr , it is probably
desirable for some portion of the accrued baler accounts,
plus interest, to go to them upor. retirement.

Another approach; which in the long run would achieve the
goal of providing workers with financ.al lasour.:es for adjusting to
change, vfas introuuced by Senatc. Dan Quayle (R. Ind.) in his Eco-
nomic:Opportunities Act of i983 (S. th1s WhiCh is current -
ly being considered by the Senate; diet:laced workers (as defined in
the Job Partnemhip Training Act) would be oerrnit`ed to withdraw
funds from their individual Retirement Acco, wt' pout the 10 per-
cent,' penalty specified in the Internal Revenue
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The probability that this innovative 1-zatur.s of the Economic
Opportunities Act of 1983 will be enacted is doubtful. The main prob-
lem is that there is currently no co-sponsor in the House of
Represental ies. Indeed, in the House, the major initiative to assist
those permanently aislocated and the long-term unemployed is
simply in typical New Deal fashion to pay out more on public em-
ployment programs and public works.

Many unemployed workers believe that they have made an
individual contribution to the.UI system in the pa=t and that this is
what entitles them to receive benefits when they become unern7
ployed. The advantage of both the individual account as a clecond
tier in the UI system, and the use of Individual Retirement Accounts
for assisting dislocated workers, is that individuals would be encou;
aged to plan for the possibility of being permanently displaced.

Employers should share part of the cost of providing employ
ees with this form of protection. Consequently, if the Individual Rc:
tirement Account change is enacted, the government should con-
sider amending the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) to require that employers provide payroll deductions for any
employee who voluntarily_wishes to save for his or her own Indiv;d-
ual Retirement Account. This will encourage the expansion of IRAs
and employers will also have the option of contributing to their work-
ers' IRAs as a :arm of employes protection for retirement and/or re-
adjustment assistance in the event his employee becomes per-
manently dislocated.

Many state laws do not permit UI beneficiaries to engage in
training progrems while receiving UI benefits." This "ec;.;ciomy" is
aliogetner counterproductive. The Job Training Partnarship Act
recognizes this problem and Title III en-...:urages a link between

--. receipt of UI and retraining programs. It would permit up to half of a
percent state-match requirement to be stz !e UI paymeilts to eligi-

Statrl UI systems should be encouraged to experiment with integrating retraining with the
UI systsm Some ccuntrief allow unemployed per -tons taking training_ courses_t_o_ continue
receiving Ut. Canada, tor uxample. aiiows trainees to continue eceiving_Ultotthajduration
of -the training course. even it entitlemel would formally tapsein Mistime and then pro-
vides a further shOrt exterisiart(up to six we :;s)io_cover a period of active job search cn
atmoietion of the course, However there .., be other uses: the Netherlands -"owe (mem-
ploy_ed_persons being given onlif job 'raining by a firm to continue recel,.ing benefits.
Oganizalion for Economic Coop:Jranu,1 and Development (OECD), 4 Review of Member

rIteriences in Alternative Uaes of ilnemploytnent Insurance Money, Restricted
Docu nent (Paris: OECD, Octobe,. 1382)

,284
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ble participants. Senator Quayle has proposed that his link be ex-
tended to stu lent loans and Basic Education Cpportunity Grants,

The cost of himg a per-rnanc illy cli.1:1ated worker
(and other long-term unemployed w6-rkor.., :thould be
reduced by oermitting the worr.1-2r. ;r1V8ft extended
Ul berv)r, .'0,e -Federal alloca,iic,i paid after the
regular J-weer; program) into a "Reemployment
Vou , :.)e paid to his or her new employer.

The value of the voucher might be 50 o 75 oe,ror?nt of the
value or the 11 weeks under the Federal extended program or any re-
maining weeks for which workers would be eligible if they remainec
unemployed ct,,ring the entire extended perioc! (i.e., currently 13
weeks). This vo loner could be bifered to an employer who provides
the worker with a job whici: represents an incremental increase in
the employer's wok force The employer would receive the value of
the Reemployment Voucher in quarterly pav vents from the state UI

stc rn.

The incremental wage Subsidy _through the Reemployment
Voucher should end after about a year. Oth.irwiqe the program would
eventually be paying employers to hire workers they would have
hired anyway. Also; employers should not be subsidized for hiring
during the later stages of an economic recovery.

The value of the voucher presented the employer by the
average worker receiving extended benefits would be about $750 at
50 percent and $1,1'15 at 75 percent Jf t7e average value of enrtod
benefits. For many employers; this wou11 be a signific int .ocentive
to hire a worker whb has experienced long-term unempinyrnent.'2 At
the presE it time; tho irate of Delaware has takers the .itiailve by
establisn no an e-perimental program using a form of t'

Voucher Jhich includes training and relocation s21 -1,.s Aare
flexiblo ti 3e t Ul benefitt. to assist the 16hvotti urie;op weu and

to !982. :1,a cat; ^f the cederaf extende..: orograr., was billion. If ::.e cost is the same
19ESTi Paemp:..yment VOucher wox..f only result in 3 net increa:y, ,n expenditure

workars became eligibie- fore (tended Lent percent of the
value of 13 weeks of exte,..::_:1.k.,enefi%-q- woo ket for 7:: per ). Ode ti%suimony
of Kenneth Mclennan -on .Stunulatt! thr. .ng of ''it! "._.;mg-torm Unemaloyed
and_Permauerifly Disple,..11O.VVorko,s before the SU;;cc.)mmittel_on-E-.21playrrient ar.2 Pro.
duclivfty-., ALS. SenatA (97th Con;:,-,is..2ndseSSion. JanuZ ty 12.1983). iris, ..ofICP-,..1 of a Re-
employment Voucher was it, .wiled -n 2 242 .no S su:)perteb by the usiration.
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those dislocated by structural change, is of growing interest to
policymakers at all level8 of government

The igeed with the uses of the Ul sl..sterri
clear. In the future, ill Bcr ..-f.ts should continue to assist workers'
search for jobs at Well aS r,r0Vide important countercyclical income
rnainterianCe. However, during 1983 the cost of unemployed work-

to their families and to society; will be high. The issue iS
.vnether we can design a more efficient UI system by reducing the
cv2,rpayments and work disincentives inherent in the current system
while allocating more bf the resources to those who really iteeci re-
employment assistance.

The views express ;d by Dr. McLennoa, an °Meet of_the_Committ_eo for Eco-

nomic Developmc :, do not necessarily represent the thir king of the cep
trustees or their organizations.
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November 3; 1982

The Program Committee
The Research and Policy Committee

From OWen BButIer, Chairman
Design Committee on the Business-Education Relationship

Sub3ect: Report of the Design Committee on the Businss-Education
Relationship

At its Nay I982 meeting, the Research and Policy Committee-

established a Design Committee to study the.relationship between

business and education,' authorizing it to develop a policy state-

ment outline that would focus on "current and potential education

problems at the elementary .and secondary levels with the greatest

import for the.economy and what contributions business c most

usefully make to resolution."

Consequently, the Design Committee (a list cf members

and advisors is aLt:tcned1 met twice, on September 15 and October 27,

to discuss sae organization and content of a prdposed polity

statement which wcuid offer recommendations for improTing '.11e

performance of .11,1rican s ducation and the work-reac,iness of the

. nation's gradia'.:es. As a guide for the Design Committee's dis-
,

cuasions, a preIitlnary research agenda was trepared by Project

Dinecms Denis P. Doyle Pnd Marsha Levine of the American Enterprise

Earlier'researc': CID, particularly an April- 1982 survey

of lt3 Tr".1'ees, lemonstrated a sUbstentiaI atd growing concern for

poor overall tuality of "1.S. -.,.'.ucation. A consensus emerged

30-388 0 - 84 - 19
2 8 8
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1:e..71,2 13 b:le =bn.olems anH bne asar-s 'they abe
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empl=yees.

Thtrd, A :c.-n7a:a:t analyst:, :f

metthcd:i ittbln -dne t"ntzed S:abes and amcng zuz 7a:zb

:crabebb===: az a -ray := aszerba.tnth wna': wcr',:a. what
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ax-tInded tmd inemniLymeht insorante

stata=ent t: 1 :tnoenos ?-:tat:isn :ir-m

-cm---,-- tn, -,ed :,2fzrm.

:he needs :f tusiness -- 13 defined tv the ttntert :f

anti-mpass ti:th mcra than a narrtw 3C7. tf

AkiIIS. Poi:nary and secthdary edocatitn :ay the

ft..ndattns :f Life-Itno leahninoj ?rtoess that is esSettIal

i I ancing society. A3 technc:tcital

;i-twth :tntinoes to thansftrm both the and sobstane tf

w crk, we must te taretol not to :'it edocatitnal "dinosaurs"

;utmi,led Adattabilitv must 17.e dne watthwcrd for

any """T advocates to imbrove the schools.

7!-..2 22= ,tclity statement shouLd em7.nasite that dne

7-o:cse edotation is tt rare 7raduates wnt are not

:nly wor:-reaty, tot wno are tatatie t: tontinun5 to learn and

t: iecom__4 ii,___tuting members of sc,iety. The

Tesirn lommittee identified seven afor elements dhat cchstitote

dnis kind of edutatitn and which ShOuld be su7.74:crted by the business

t ommuhit. T-hey

Productive attitudes and behavitr, soch as an
-eed tea.mwork in learnino and

work situatitns, ft:- maintaining self-res,tect and res,tect
fcr thers, and for treating a hea:thy sente tf ttmltetititn
in a tompetitive society;

:. MMon base :f ,:nowiedte in a man; s%Lt.tects.
A:td

otientes;

2:mmonitati:n intiade readinc.:,

2
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'rst _f th, E.-luzation

OallS

ihd,:stry to ini:raase its n..ipper: 7f pri-collegiate education.

7he Zommission on Excellence in ':iducation a:know-

led_Tes that tne business community Zh;.2 user

an..: suggests :ha: 1.Lusiness has a great ilea:. tb

contribute to resolving the problems as the commission ha:

.!efined rtem. The Iloper: of :he Education Common o=

t he :;:at...:, his issued war amo%:nts to a ola:-...cn call fOr a

ruess-education collaboration. '_:r.fortunately, none

of these sues are ye:' a'cout :he roles business

oan play :r how business can re most effectivelv and

s:y inyclved.

Over :he past year. a ZED Zes: l:n Committee has

teen locking at precisely this -..uestion. This Committee,

WhiCh chaired; and wnich involved a i'P'='t.

trustees and advisors has issi:ed a piminary recort.

nave included a copy or the report am:: the Design COmrlittee

membership in :he appendix to tn_s statement.

:n our report, we conclude that education for

economio growth means a great deal more than satisfying

business needs that ito purpose includes education for
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citizenship and education as a means to personal fulfillment

and equal opportunity as well as education for the work

place. We stress that an education system which seeks

to enhance equal opportunity must reward merit; enterprise

and talent; At the same time; we conclude that if our students

do not have the necessary skills to gain productive employment,

their ability to eAercise their rights of citizenship surfers

and the goal of equity becomes difficult if not impossible,

The Design Committee also believed it important to

view the problem of elementary and secondary schooling in

the context of Life-long learning. We feel that elementary

and secondary edUcation should build on the valUes and

teaching of the home and provide the foundatiOn fOr

further education and training in post-secondary institutions

or the work place. Changing demographics and work re-

quirements will increase the need for the business community

to provide an ever growing share of an individual's total

education and training, and we believe that quality ele-

entary and secondary education is a vital prerequisite if

business is to fulfill this need effective-2.

Accordingly, the Cesign Comm:_ttee set out for Co'

a number 'of =b3ectj_ves:
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. a to define better the Iink between

education and economic productivity by:

(a) assessing the costs to the economy,

employers, society, and one individua'

of educational failure;

(b) articulating the needs of business

tri terns of _..tell -actual abilities,

vooatinnaI and general learning skills;

(c) defining more preOisPly the educational

re-:-.....:7ents needed t1 develop the ability

to Learn througnout one's life

(d) defining the oenavior patte7ns and

attitudes ',4hion students neE:1 to obtain

productive employment; and

(e) working with schools to dvelop mutual-1-y-

reinforcing standards or achievement and

mechanismS for reaching those

standards.

.
Second, to examine and identify primarY and

JeOCtddry education as the foundation for life-long

_earning; tot only in terms of business's needs

but n__so in reLltiOn to the role higher education has in

Jt-anddrda of achi-ement at lower educational levels.
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Third, to examine the various roles business can

appropriately and effectively play to improve the quality

of education. These include those activites which result

in positive programmatic Lmprcvements such as curriculum,

standards and the like and those that deal with insues of

school policy and finance. This will go far beyond the

traditional concept of public-private partnership; SUCK

as the now popular adopt-a-sctOoI approach:which is by no

means tne on_y way business can make a positive contribution.

Finally, the Design Committee urged TED to pay

ca,-e"' attention to the historical and social context

Within Which educational decisions are made and attempt to

czovide a balanced analysis of the three broad goals of

public policy: education for citizenship; education for

work readiness; and education as a vehicle for providing

equality of opportunity.

A full CED Subcommittee on Business and the Schools

has now begun work to carry out this mandate. Its membership

represents an unusually talented group of business leaders

and academicians. Our first mission will be to undertake a

comprehensive review of the vacuous reports recently released
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and determine those Areas of possible -e---m Where tuture

research is needed and where the business community can make

a positive contribution. We exrect to accomp:ish this first

Stec by the end if .7...11.y with possible release of the findings

August. We w:t1-1 the ertake cur full study, the

conolusions of which .411: in every respect, be developed

through carerul research..

ALthough the ma:Dr part if cur work will not be

completed iintil 1985, we voce to oe able tO comment ocie

specifically on our concerns and to identity :.00ee areas

where farther work is by early next year.

Mr. Chairman, the CEO is in a unicue posit:.on to

bring a much needed business perspective Z3 3uf national

to Improve the quality of the natio.n's schools.

CEO is tne only organization approaching this suc:ect

that has a bared-based business consituency and can craw

on the insight and expertise of such a large number if

cor_ ncra: e leaders on a soecifi olicy concern. 'he CEO

process if oonsehsus; combined with objective research

and 4e-- nrus-ee 'tvolvement, assures that the business

perspecti%e is a considered one. ZoualLy imbortant, CED

has the catacitv to encourage implementation Df its

30-388 0 - 84 - 20 3 04
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trustee .:cmpanies OUt

around

tne :cintry. reoeht statement, ?un-_io-:?rivate

An :zoort=ity for ban omm._:nitIes, is helping

in the area of .i.',:onomio deveIo,tment needed coalitionS

tecp_:2 and -:ey puLio offizielS az the

is at t-he local level mCSt orrz
?..re made and :El' oan in a similar way

to s,.:p,o.ort anzd stimulate le .dership =senses among

nati_:n,._ and -Doal- pclitioal leaders, business teople, parents

ed;:oators ;tudents.

zne CF.: study will devote itself to those

and implementation the various report

adequately and to hicn business

ca- And we will direct our attention

and develop our recommendations with a commitment to

identifyin; the stude-t needs to succeed; and not

what the educato: or busl.ess person needs:

Xr. Chairman, we do not intend to lAment t:le real

or agined fail.4res of the past nor do we intend 7..5

spend time pointing fingers and assessing =lame, whioh,

..inf_:r=.:.nately appears to be an ..:nhappy consequence when
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iSieS if t.n. radcgnide

better in :dr natiOh's ho.3 cal:acity

any cne 3f government cr gr:up, cr e:en an

%-idual community tc _x.dertake. :t w...11 take mora

that a pitli-privaze partnerchip. lt wiLI take a parrner-

_snip 3f all concerned and interested in t-he 1.mportant role

the g-:aduaes :f cur pubiLd w1l1 :tlay in

economi: well-being cc tne nati3n. lt will take

ind the working togett:er cc a

.;ederal role cc asoist in reversing the trend; cc Will

ta.k, 7,tata and locil education policy makers working together

teatners and their -cr. a; cc will take the CoMMitmeht

tne -ocards, business and the cOMMdnity

it large,

Mr. 2hairman, I would like to close Cr. a :-.ersonal

note. rs.ne cf toe great blessings conf=rred cc me as an

.%merican n caa the init./ to cttm. C Baltmore

public schools from 1929 to 1940. :n a time of severe

economic raoession, the gene,,-.-- wnich preceded me had

ceec willing tc make the extra sacrifices recuired to provide

an cutstanding ed--,-'-nal opportuniiy for soy child willing

to make the effort. Much of what I nave been able CO achieve

in the last 4.D ',ears is s result of toot schooling.
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aM na.g:ry =r sa; :na: : am more

omprovemen:O Srnrcla nr;7,: =nan ha-re teen

Ln =ne las: 22 years. :emorri:-.- s=:.11 workO

rc'ar.=.7y. "einer a rf a

need frr arr_ses, =ten :sr-sc::;a =----n

reS-a:=S. dcn't =nere any ,Taes=:.rn =ha= =he

e:a =ec:cle are dea' g rf themseI-;es :no.= rur

elemenmary ind Serrndary :c-ca be .-..mn-:--ad. Seca::.Se

rf :hey ._:Oe _.rre and

tha= =ney w.-..11 call on e7erycne - =he teachers, =h6 Sch661

bca=c1s, =ne governments, and the ch.--4-n themselves --

to ge= Oe==er res'al=s. :t Is my h.-roe =ha= CZ: oar.

7osotLvely1 no: only by ass:.s=Ing de=erm:.nIng =he des=

sc----cns; Lr. seelnc =ha= =hey are Ihd,=.ed. ::1=lemen=ed

and
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Representative 1.17 NaarN. Thank you very much, Mr. Semple. Our
next witness is IVilliam IColberg; president and chief executive officer
of the National Alliance of Business.

Mr: liolberg:

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERG; PRESIDENT THE NATIONAL
ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

Mr. Konn Eno. Thank you, Congressman Lungren. The business
organizations repnsented here this morning, as you already have
Beard from my colleagues. were very strong in the pursuit cif a piece
of legislation like the Job Training Partnership Act. _In addition to
or organizations. the Business Roundtable, and the. National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers also worked very hard to achieve passage
of this legislation. As you have pointed out already this

i
morning

Congressman. we thick breaks a lot of new ,round, 'File word
landmark- gets ove .used in this town, but we believe that in some
senses it is a landmark piece of legislation.

Business interest in this legislation grew out of concern for the
quality of labor force entrants and rapidly changing skill demands
upon the current work force. The business community had certain
concepts in mind which were essential to its support for the _passage
of ;VITA: Most of those concepts were eventually incorporated into
the law.

We sought if' establish a formal system that w,m_ld_ require genuine
collaboration bet \Veen private enterprise and the public sector to assist
the labor market in- its operations. The most immediate need was to
help individuals with barriers to employment become productive
members of the labor force. We recognize the importance of getting
the employers. who are those who must use the employment and train-
ing system, to _participate in developing_the training and placement
opportunities fir the unemployment. This required a reassessment
of both t-he systems of labor exchange_ services _established tinder _the
Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933: and the public training system established
under CET_ in 1973:

To make this system a regular source of productive employees, it
was necessary to_ assure_ that skills developed through the use of public
funds were useful and efficient when compared to actual employer
needs in the local economy. The result was the Job Training_Prtner-
ship Act which went further than any other similar type of Federal
legislation to e_qualize authority between the private and the public
sectors over all a3pects__of local policymaking planning, admin-
istration; and program operations,

Thus was a deliberate recognition of the need to harness private
sector expertise, resources_ and support to_ tailor publicly financed
training programs to local economic realities.

The act incorporated a new concept of local, private,industry conn-
cils as the primary labor market organization in each locality. The
PIE structure and staff is employer led and its membership is chosen
from recommendations made by general purpose business organiza-
tions in the area: It is a process that enables the private sector to choose
its own beSt leadership to help each locality carry out public respon-
sibilities: The council provides private employers and other commit-
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lilt iii inhi is Wit h I lie forum in which to discilss and shape judgments
about t he t raining needs of the area and how best: to meet them,

tiled (if gent ral-purpose. business orgimizatIMIS NVZ1S to get
h employer organizations to _support_ 1:nd work with the- private
industry council. We liave hoard from :Mr. Campbeti that the local
chain( iers of commerce. over so percent, have been very much involved
it) the iirst -year implementation of the JT1'A..

The reason for this is quite elearmeniljors 011 (lie private industry
councils shout,' see t hemselves as representlit Ives of the employer com-
munity. And the generitl-purposo. business organizations, typically
chambers of commerce. are capable of identifying those epresenta-
t i :es and enlisting their aid Oa the private industry council:

The identity of he i itli its I-peent. basiness, ma-
jority mentherbip and its chairperson_ chosen _from business tiLnibers
provide, its most important leverage for bmitlening the private sector
support and use of publicly funded employment and training pro-

in our view. this identity is critical to-the future success of the pri-
vate indust ry councils and of the Job Training Partnership Act,

There are now over :-)St) new': privute.inclustry ("mittens in- operation
!tat Mu wide. Their members represent a broad variety of business lead-
ers frQ111 t Ile Fortune Top 20 to local entrepreneurs: which is what we
it) t lit. business community had hoped for.

Overall. bout 11:non new business volunteers are involved _in mak-
ing this initiative work. (-)u est initite. Congressman. is that there are

00no ohniteers servinfy, on these new: private, industry councils,
of which. of ou,e, the tiiiliOritY ille

You are interested, as we are: with the kind of involvement and sup-
port that ,iiierican business has given over the last year to this new
responsibility, T could read off perhaps Tshonld just very_briefly-
sonic of the chairincr companies that would read like a who s who of

merIcan business. T,et me proceed to do that,
A mono. the :State job-training. councils. chairmen come from the

following companies "fraVeler's. Mellon Nnt lanai Corp.: Delta, Gen-
era] _Elect rik._:_ntinker Oats. Emerson Electric. Rockwell International,
Sollio. and ITT.

,nion the lopnl. privnte. industry councils. clinipeople conic from
the folloW1112 eornpnnieF: Aetna. .Inlinson .TOlinson. General Mills.

Goodrich:: Pr-Li lent inl. Boeiticr. TRW. Eastern Airlines. IBM',
Goodvenr. Ifart in :kin riot tti. Rockwell. T-nited States Steel. Armco.
and neneral Motors:

A, you pointed out earlier. Congressman. the implementation period
of yen r cells this coming week. Clearly. hi looking. at 5S0 to idle new
bodies we Bare not a t temoted so fn_to put together a who is who and
what_ is what Oil it: I think it is sit fe to say that . although one is never
stitiqied with the kind of volunteer assistnnce that you get in any orga-
nization: the showing:On _the part of .kmerican lmsiness is to he ap-
olnliderl. and T believe it will continue.

-;tie of the greatest chnllenges the system will fare is harnessing and
innilltaltl1T1 g. the cot unitment of these pInte volunteers to the
private industry council. Successful partnerships nu any endeavor are
based oil mut lin 1 respect, t rind confidence. .1.1 pn rtner.s must be-
lieve in the mission of the joint ventnre and see themselves as sharing
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OW !ally in l of h t In risks arid the benefits. The partners must have equal
access to resources, staff, information. experience, and i he authority
to unleash those resources.

I f the partners under the .Tob Training Partnership Act eannot, per-
ceive_ their :tutlioity as equal, we will _not, _be Able to maintain the
Involvement of top management of either business or government.
Sustaininginteest in getting results front t he_ partnership will depend
on how well it is managed, how important the issues nre to the part tiers,
Low well t liey_are kept informed, the signilicance of the role played by
each and whet her measurable results can he achieved.

This gill require a_ genuine effort from local elected officials and
PI( inembei, to build and share a t raining system and program slut-
tilde to each conimitnit V.S needs; -_

New private. industry council meiiibers will need to better under-
4:1ml how the available job t :-zys_tern:, work nail _be able to ex,.
pion. :t yaieti, of options for the role of the private industry council
:is a Ile W institution,_

The primary initial responsibilities of the private industry council
will he to deaf with the 3 to it percent of the local labor market that
arc typically structirally unemployed. primarily youth, women and
minorit It is an enormous challenge for any new fledgling system.
but one t hat we are confident can be addressed under the Job Training
Partnership ,ref.

"Flie success of the private industry councils in dealing with the most
difficult labor market. problems will expand their eapoeity in_ the future
to its not only the, disadvantaged, but to take on pObll'II:.; coo-

lquidovability of the entire community.
Private industry councils %in need to develop the capacity to help

prevent structural unemployment by helping the local education in-
st halt ions better Imilerstand t heir traterfs labor market needs.

The potential of the private industry council to become the primary
community initititution for addressing labor market problems is the im-
portant point I wish to emphasize.

Conoressman, we have_ a long-term view of these new _institutions.
We do not see them as only a new body that coneerns itself with a very
small portion of the labor market problems in the community in which
it exists. We see it over time becoming more and more a competent,
intelligent_,_ well supported institution which can take on ever-larger
responsibilities in the labor market.
_ Ott tin' one we need to assure that the private industry councils
have snlistantial ongoing responsibilities that will retain business vol-
untees and nurf ore development of the partnership-. But, on the other
hand. we must be careful not to load this new fledgling body with too
many new responsibilities before they-have bind a chance to establish
themselves or learn how to succeed with their communities' immediate
training needs.

Tet, nit' turn now. Congressman. to some other possible actions which
t he iConotress might wish to take which T believe would be consistent
with the act ion that the Congress has taken on the .Tub Trainin, Part-
nership Act.

For instance. the unemployment insurance system i being con id
°red by some as a potential source of training funds. The unemploy-
ment insurance system, as a whole, funded primarily out of employer
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taxes, is bearing, a great flinincial burden :Is we move out of the recent
recession. Much of the cost can be justified to maintain an experienced
and ready work force during brief periods of economic downtiirel.
However, we have seen from this recession_that a growing_number of
unemployed wortons will not return tn jobs because their skill§ :ire
moded hy rapidly cluir..,ing technology.

For these individuals, it mignt make sense to experiment w ith Senile
the options of using compensation payments to ltelp cover t he cost of

retraining, Since such ideas rnulel be very expensive, they Sheilild tuft
lie imposed lire the system before thev_are tried on a small scale,.

.klid I might add parentlirt ically, Congressman, that seeal States,
t'iilifnrnia being, One of them, has, I glither-, sitcoessfuily used the un-
employment insurance system as a mechanism for

The option of using unemployment_ compensation or trade adjusa-
m_e_nt, assistance to meet dislocated workers' livine.experises, while title
III of the Job Training Partnership_ Act pays for their retraining, is
one that also should he utilized. The limited duration of Benefits
lead individuals toward an early decision to seek out and undergo
training.

The iitie!tiplovitiont insurance system nd the job service it supports
must, do more to provide effective job search assistance, counseling, and
related serf ices to all the tinemp! iced. These tee11111(111('S li ki proven
themselves especially helpful to Gisineated workers.

The 'IOW planning sYsteiii for the job service which requires inint
planning with the local lu ivate industrycolincil and mandates review
:Mil certification of job service plans by the State job t raining coordi-
mit Mg council holds 1.-r- reat linpe of directing job service efforts toward
the iiinst pressing- employment problems in the State. That process
needs to he encouraged and nurtured,

Parinit Cort,ressmati, fiver time _it may well _h that the
most important part_ of thc_Joh_Training Partners-hip _Xt-t was the
drnRing together of the State agencies a.id the longstanding, em_plovi
ment service with the activities of -the private industry eouncil_al the
leicat fold. The job service, t believe. has snfiotetl for too long from a
lack of inoly?ment and_a lacknftinderstanding on the part cif private
emplovers. That involvement, is now mandated in this act. I Believe,

ertime. it Will malee_atremcndous difference in improving the effec-
tiveness of the, job service,

Programs that focus nn aiding dislocated workers shoidd continue
to be a ririorit*-. The new program of State grants for di§Incated
Worker training iiiider title HT has not yet. been fully_impleinented.
Mo-,t_ Mate; have been so busy trvin,,_ to meet the deadline§ With the

Cr 1 ihiplementatinn of the .TTPA that they have not been able
to_turn _their full _attention to title TIT.

The StateS need time to plan careful use of the funds and to think
beyond_ the current experience.

Aiintlier of the great resources a ilahle for t raining and retraining
is the Vocational Education System. An extensive network of pliblie
and piI:ire secondary and post-secondary institutions has the poten-
t of deliverinrr state-of-the-art occupational skills to i lilii iiliiiils of
all age.§. The Vocational Education System is an $8.5 billion ssteun
primarily funded by States and
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The upcom int, reaut horizat ion of the Federal Vocational Education
-Act proides_a_t iitiely opportunity forthe Congress to_ rethinlz how
the Federal doll:13s. currently about, $750 million, should 1,e used to
encourage au improved and responsive 'Vocational 'Education System
that, meets the employer needs.

lIere; again;. T echo what_ my colleague; Mr. _CampbelL leas said.
lielieve that, in general, the .ipproach to the N`ocational

Acr should he the same_approach_3_n concept, that we have imiler.the
.1-01) Training Partner:1110 _CO. The Vocational Education System
exists to provide orl:ors for real jolts with private sector ein-
ploverF, ThP clos,sr we can draw chit to and till' vocational system
together; the mere_ effective it is 7oing_ to be.

Indeed, hettc Planning, coupled with measures of program per-
formance mil closer coordination with the .TTPA: :-,VSte111 are sortie
of the st,e.,311(.. steps that -11-,111:11q.! coil !crcit.

__ Tic+ targeted _yobs tax_ credit rc.authorized in 1982 as part of the
Tax 'Ind Fiscal liesponsibility Act is another important, ap-
proach; even though it is s'11 it; its t stages. The re- dilations for
this 1ro:2:rain have not Vet been developed, after nearly 2 years of
op rail ni. Negulations are necessary to encourage better bustness
involvement ; otherwise. 1),:sines, fears its of a cr& whieli the. Fed-
eral Co-eminent may w P. ,leny later; or the threat. of an audit. The
rietifcation procedures for eligible employees remain unclear.

The expel.tenco of this past sii miner. during which_ the new 8:1-percent
ta credit for hiring, conoinii altv disailvantacred 16- and 17-year-old
\"is i ph,c e. race a.c it iportant indication that adequate tax incentives

pn11)1(,_vf:-: ,j,) W(1i t() hilt and 1)1111 thloSe ill(111.;!111:11S
:1)(.1.1:t1 needs44 (tr he further refined and should

tic tri veil e-ntlinc
There a re a innklie of other tax credit proposals pending in the

Contrre,s t hat should he discussed seriously. such as those giving 1)11Si-
e,o(ht for don:ItNH,* to editimt tom, institutions t hrollgh e(11111)-

went. 1.-e of [ t w i l i t ies or sharing, of personnel. There are also t a x lu-
cent l i t s for to iirwrade and retrain their current employees
rail pndintr ic:oithorizat ior of Hip employe educational assi:Thint.P
prou-rato ti her wise will_ expire at the end of this year.

'In a way. the tetX and epailatory beneritsjotTereti in the pelid,
iii eliterrrie Zone H)1)0,4;11:4 oligilt to be _tiled. These benefits could
prevent further (onoinic decline in specially_targeted areas.

I i t!ie lieNt fi ii i e ii tiwt., will lie a full agenda. as the new .Toll
Trainiw, Vartnership- .kct _institutions develop into an efficient sys,
tent thn' deeply involves local employers and commits States and
1,t,a lilies_ to improving employment and employability within their
juris,iict ions.

1-Yo do not believe; Congressman:_ that this. is the time to change the
bolo Tail-Inv, Pat inerslitp .het lorrislation. but rather, a time to develop
and _reline options which ran be complementary to that system. We
could i,,courir.r.0 von to demonstrate the value of any new ideas in pilot

programs,_while protecting the early development of the _partner-ship.
Tt, is still possible tai act on a ninnher of these during the remainder

of this Com!ress. Tf both t Chambers poi la complete action on hills
vontional education. establishing enterprise zones, provid-
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mg tax incentives for improving educational institutions, and co-
ordinating title III dislocated_ worker training with unemployment
itittrance, a great. deal will have been accompIrshed for the benefit ofthe unemployed:

It can be done by budding Sensibly on what we already hare. It
would not be productive at this point, in our view, to undertake major

hiltiatires or entitlement programs without having first provedtheir value on a smaller scale,
Thy, nature of unemployment does not lend itself to any single an-

swer.swer. It will require continued commitment. and cooperation among
labor and government and educational institutions to tap

the variety of resources and expertise necessary to meet our labor force
needs.

I commend the committee for holding these hearings SO that a broad
perspective on employment. and unemployment issues can be developed
and decisions made in that light

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kolberg follows:]
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uuc rturalti-, tr .:1.:;AdvAntuied And lonci-term unemployed

pursn.s through strong putlic/privdte partnerships cf

(vernMent; labor; eddCitin; uhd cr,mmunity-

uised or'jAnizations. The Alliance has had nearly 15

yeArs c,f experience helpin,-1, uneMplcyed youth -and adults

obtain productive jobs in business and industry.

Every administration Since NA8'S E-rundinq in l'38 has

tjrne.1 rc 05 tr ccntinue our lead in developing and

miintlininl business community commitMeht tr train and

The tiOnUi Alliance rf Business wrrked hard for

pissA,je of the Jrb Training Partnership Act (JTPA) along

cith ther Majrr hational business nrganizatinnsi and

this commitment continues in support nf the Act'S

imp2eMentatiOh.

,L13iness interest in this' legislation l'ew nut rf

Concern for the quality of labor force entrants and

rapiIiY z.rhan:j iri.j skill demands upon thn current

wrrkforce.

The business community had certain cnncepts in

mind which were essential tr its biJirmt f-or passage nf

:TPA. and most were eventually incorporated into the

law. We sought to establish a frrmal system that would

re'f,:utr2 jenuine colIbrratinn between private enterprise
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t:1 t Sist the 1)brr markat in its

pe-Itiuns. The m, at immedilte need was ti help iii-

lull 4: t:n barrier S t(, emplcymunt becrma prcductive

We race gnized the imprrnance cf lattini the

emplcyers, whr are these that must use the emplryment

and traininc) system ; to partic.ipate in de,-),?lhoit, the

tralnirr3 and placement nppertunities frt the unemplryed.

This required a reassessment nE bath system rt labcr

exchande services established under the Wmgner-Peyser

Act 1933 and the public taining system es:lbliShel

under nhe Crmprehensive Empinyment and Training Act

cf

Tr make tnis system a redlar srurce Cff prcductive

emplryees, it was necessary ti issue that skills

leveIrped tnrrugh tne use h pub'. it funds ware useful

and efficient when ccmpared tc actual empinyer needs n

the Inca. ecnnnmy.

reUlt ,IJS the ,l-rb Traininj artne-Shi2

wnich went the than any he similar type

fe-deral lejLSIatinn tr stijilite authnritY betWen the

private and puolic sectcrs nver all aspects rf Ircal

ale
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;, , an, p-cgram

T!113 -ecognition of the

priv,re se: r expertisu, resources, and

publicly finance'i training programs Cr

: num ic real i ties.

The Act incorporated a new concept of local

private indds'try ccdricils (PICs) as the primary labor

market crganizaticn in each locality. The PIC structure

rstaff is employer led, and its memberShip is thOSen

r, m re:c.mmendations made by general purpose business

rrjanizitions in the area. It is a process that enables'

the private s,,.ccor to choose its own best leadership to

help each locality carry nut public responsibilities.

The diaCil provides p.:ivate employers and other

community members with a fcrum in which to discuss and

shape ]uzgements about the training needs of the area

and hr -s best to meet them.

The idea of using general purpose business organi

zations was to get local employer organizations to

supp, rt and wnrk with the private industry council, and

to encourage the general business community to help

train and ultimately hire the trainees. The business

iderititY the PIC; with its 51 percent business

.cajority membership and its chairperson chosen from
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m( n. 1.2v_rag:_

pr support and use

empi-yment ind training programs. In

i rntit, is ; t1C the future

P: in ot JTPA.

The 2 now over 53 ;1 new privatc Hdustry

.r unr.i Is-1 in operation nationwide; Their memb., repre-

sent a broad variety of business leaders, from the

Fortune top 20 to local entrepreneurs, which is what we

viii hcpeJ Overall, about 11,1no new business

vrluhteers involved in making this initiative work.

One of the greatest challenges this system wilt

face is harnessing and maintaining the commitment of

Cldhteer8 It the PIC. Succes8fUl partnersnips in any

endeavor are based on mutual respect, trust, and

CCnfidehce: All partner; must belieVe in the mission cf

the joint venture and see themselves is st-aring equally

ih bhth ridk; and benefits. The partners must have

equal access to resources; staff, information, experi-

ence, and the adthCrity tO unleash theM.

It the partners under JTPA cannot perceive their

authority as equal; we will not be able to maintain the

involvement ct top management CE either business or

government. Sustaining interest and getting results
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ship will i pend on w well it is

h impertant the isues are to the partners,

4 well tney are rapt_ informed, the significance of the

pliy a by each, and whet;er measareable re8UltG can

This will require a genuine effort from local

elected rrficials and PIC members tei bUild andssha!-e a

traininj system and program suitable to each community's

!4ew PIC members will need to better understand

nr s the able job training systems work and be able

re a valety rE options for the rOle OE the PIC

tee ii:mman ty institution.

Tae primary responsibility of the PICs will be to

with the three tr frur percent rE the local labor

garKet that are structurally unemployed; primarily

yrutn, women, an. minorities. It is an enormous'

7nallenge r any system, but one we are confident can

addressed under JTPA.

The success of the PICs in dealing with the most

diff:CaIt labor market problems will expand their

capacity in the future to include not rniy the disad-

Vahtlled tit the ampicyabi ity rE the whole community.

Will deve t -p the :ap tc help pr,?.
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menr y h I I nj ic ailrn

n tUt ette- unuer.:,t 1 area' r mar 'K et

Th,2 pc t t:rlt t the PIC tr teccrnc the pr imar y

:iLiit insti tut inn for add ressi nr; labor mar ket

1; blems is the impr-rtant print I iSh to emphaGlZe. On

hani, ac ne t assure that they have

uubstant i :-espc,nsIbi 1 i t that Will retain

bu.a.ines.s unteer.3 and nurtu.-e develcpment r,E the part

ne- I p; (,r, the ,the- nand, we must be careful nrt

1 tl:eM rh to m my new resprsibi I i ties befcre

t-n eStabl iSh th,eMSelVe r r lrn
tc tc the it emnmuni ty's immediate training ;

nee i

:En t:ie inter iM; I hell eve it IS iMPortnt that c

t- ,xlm hi w r the related public systsms sii

J-jhr tn hear bh toe hihihna wina eMPleYMent

. p S

r inst an ; the unemplcyment insuranT:o systm is

ni: iere by Si-Me aS Pntential SnUrce rE train=

j im-2nt ihsur an re system as

XSS, 13

n A."; W'.

30-388 a 84 - 21
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h t 'h :(s r in be j taStifi ed tr

er inl -ealy w, k fi rce 1u in

t e2( m !c wntu-n. However, , we have

; n 1 r L71-3 rILlinb:r LI

turn tr jobs because their

k 1 1 i r e c u t m , by ra la 1 y ch 1iLIi technology. For

t n i iv t !u-11g; it miiht make sense tr experiment

t 1LI cnmpensat inn payments

r Ye- tn- st C etrainim-1. Since such ideas

:1 er y ex en Sive t he Shr did hr t b iipi on

r-t re they aru tried (fl a small scale.

iaih unemployment compensation

is3i 3t.Ance to meet J is Ir cated wr rker8.

'n.n h. 1 le Ti: I ie; [II rf JTFA pays fr 7' their

t r 1 1 a ne th t 3hu u 1 d be ut : 1 i bed . The l i m i t e d

; n n-net i tg wr aid lead ind iv iduals toward early

.,eek It ml unde rqo re tra in in;

ym en Lflwu.1flcw system and the job

'ire 1 sappo-ts Must dr !Mr re. r_r provide effective

7;-an ; .7c LihSe in-3, ir._ related 'itceLI

Th.2:t.m 11h I U haV,2 prcv en

helptu lislccated wrrkers.
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rhU nyw ul innini pr(,cess tcr the jcp service

-ectui es int planning with Irca: private
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_repreststitative LI:Ncrit:N. Thank you; Mr: Kolberg. and thank you
;ill for ou tetimony.

tiolberg. last week we 11:1f1_ D1111 iS W110 is secretary
of the Delaware. Department of Labor. ITe testifica as to some disap-
pointment_ in the progress of the _formation of PIC: suggesting that
they may lu ltigging behind schedule. I hike it from Vour testimony.
you_do not believe.that to lie the case.

Mr. Kor.nr.no. There had been some of that earlier in the year. Con-
gressman. I believe.that_ there were 22 new Governors; Sonie of the
Governors liad a difilult time getting around to this particular new
responsibility of theirs, I believe it is fair to say that_ all States are
ready to 1.1,-o. I believe the October 1 date will be met. I believe we in
the business community. as \ell as the Congress. expected _more to
happen over this first -ear than is reasonable to count on. It. was a
heavy job to put in place a new system involving20.000 new people.
050 new institutions station- off with Statcs and then working their
way down to the grassroots in every State in the country. That is a
ma jo t ask.

I thin]: we can point with some pride to the fact that this task will
be accomplished by October 1: 1Ve_now have the meaning
the private indust y councils and the State eouneilsof taking a look
at the program that kris preceded their being on board. the CET_A
program. and making the kind of program planning decisions over the
next 9 months that will redirect that program in ways that the private
Indust ry councils are more corn fort able with..

TIcliresentative Lt-Netnr.N. That lendsoie into another iniest ion. which
: You mentioned that a number of States have new GoVernoi.s and

that may have been the _cause for some delay in goariii,g. lip with the
State participation. -kid I would like to ask this of all three of You.

t.c von satisfied_with_ the level of commitment and cooperation that
vou are receivin. that. the organizations that you represent azT receiv-

frini the_ State governments in preparing for the Job Training
Partnership Act ?

Mr; Corenri.L. Yes: t_would certainly think_so._Confrresstritin._ The
State governments have been responsi Ve. I think 'Mr. Kolberg's obser-
vation that the big job thar_faces_us._ first of all: was harnessing a Jot
of private industry people. first of all, into the program. Now we have
got to make it work:

In this country. we do not have a lonc, history of public -private
coopernt_ix-e ventures: It is a relatively new thing on the horizon for
maybe 20 years of experience. and some maybe not Vet y good
experiences: _

_Xs far as the State government. though. they seem to have responded
very well:

Representative LuNortrN:. Mr. Sample.
fr. S Nrer.E._T think: as in any effort of this sort. you .will find rotten

apples in the barrel. Where there has not been a history of public-
private .cooperation and_ there is a _great deal of historical antipathy
or political poblems,- between the business community and the State
gnAT 111111071 t

It bac- been my experience from tilling with our trustee companies,
althottp-li T do not think they necessarily represent tbe whole lot: that
they hare enjoyed a relatively good success. Partly. it is because these
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Representative LinvonEN. Particularly in an election year.
Mr. SEsil'I.E. lapecially in Il_eleetion year.fLaughter.1 _

Either they will add new things or shift it or reeinplifiSIZe. And
i!ompounding with that., of course._ there are appropriations_ differ-
ences and personnel-differences in departments. It is very difficult to
keep iiti track. But. if there is any possible way that we can keep hands
off_ this program: 'hope we condo it:

Representative LUNGREN. Do you agree with that; Mr. IColberg?
KoutEno: I agree: -

The_lue.o.est challenge, and Mr. Kolberg read some
impressive names of companies _that -were- involved in this program
and involved in a very big way. And I think we have lead; and I think
my colleagues here would agree, that the larger corporations of this
Nation have certainly seized upon this opportunity. They feel it as a
responsibility to make it work: _ -

The big challenge. though, is making, in some way getting all of
the small businesses involved in the pr., ,gram; getting them to IleIt part
of it; getting them excited about the opportunities that it provides for
them as far as providing workers: And these small businesses; the
heads of these small businesses have as much of a social consciousness
about tliern as the heads of larger businesses; but getting them involved
is a more_diflicult process.

I :-Ve this as really the inip.,hallenge th,it _we have:
Representative. LuxonEN. You anticipated my next question, which

was going to be how well_ have the_ small business leaders been inte-
grated int o_t he planning of the implementation Of the prc-,--ram ? How
inthh are they actually part icipating in the PIC's on both the local
level and-the St ate _councils.?

Do we have any data on that?
Air: CA:Ntrurr.r.,. T do not: think we have any data. Our recent survey

went Ont to the metropolitan chambers of _commerce. = and we will be
:Wont the luisiness of getting the 'rind of information von arc ask=
ing alight. T do not. know of any data that we have that woLid indicate
in vol vement of firms of less than noo involved.

Representative. Li-voris,x, And because you indicated in your testi-
mony. a significant amount of_ the new jobs created over-the last decade
have occurred with small business. That. is consistent with every figure
t lin t I have seen on it: And it would strike me that-we would be making
a nia jin. mistake if we, as we sI; aId do, welcomed thecontribution of
the larger vompanies: did. not make_ sure that the_system_ has enough
flexibility in it. to attract the small business individual, the entre-
prenen r. at the local _

And I guess t hat would he a question of the three of you: Is there
Suflicient flexibility in this_sv::em a> -. it is set -up by_the legislation to
allow_ that participation? T kri.w it is a challenge for pis Co get theSe
individ Oa Is, but is_there_enough.flexibility so that it is scinething that
srdneone on a _lova l level. a local business person of a small size com-
pany can part ici pa te in and feelroic fortable_with ?_

_

__-___-
_ Mr: CAnprwm. think jt there is. sir. The problem is complicated,
ItsuppOse,_ by the fact fl r = 1nir11 ;)11Stlf':,zSC'S are ha ving_Kmally as hard_,
i f not _a harder, time_ ill 00HIIF! the recession and the coming out
into the recovery. Thi:-. perhaps, is a hurdle that, we are just going
to have to deal with:

3 2 9
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But as the economy recovers, I think we are going to see more and
more small busineses: more and more involvement by small_businesses.

Mr. Koirwito. 'There is certainly nothing in the legislation that
inhibits small businesses being very much involved with the private
tietu.--try councils. What worries me more, I think. is the thing that
Mr. (:ampbell was alluding to. and that is how much volunteer time
toes the typical small business person have to give to something like
ths. .kid that is going to be the problem all the way through.

Essontially. what we have done is. by law. mandate a volunteer sys-
tem. Nu(' volonteerscannot be mandated. Thev can be motivated and
rewarded, We need to be very careful to staff these volunteer hodies
so that the 6. 7.S hours a week that could be the most that a small
business person couhl give, that time and that- talent and that knowl-
edge t hat that person has is co p lived and is used well.
- I t hink that_ is the thing, thit Ave_all need to understand. that we
have mandated a set of boards Of directors of volmitees._ very busy
pec,ole xyho have businesses to run and but torn_lines to pay attention to.
And it behooves all or us who spend a lot of time in ring to make
this system work _to understand that: and try to figirre out what it is
hat encourages the volunteers to coma forward and give their time

and talents to the s_vstem:
liepresentat iyo Li-xonEx. T suppose one of the things that would be

extremely imp ghat _would lie to make sure_ flea their part icipat ion
is appreciated. or their influence is felt. that if they have things to say
about how it part icular_program is rim or: as voirsuggest, as the T7TC's
become long -torsi institutions mfluenving the local voeational edu-
cational in'ogranh that it is not just the la;.-r.,est employer in the om-
munity who is listened to as to his or her employment needs, but the
entire business comnimui v. including nut smallimsine_ssman orwoman.

Semplo von indicated very strongly. but rather briefly. that
there are problems with ilio Entnloyment_ Service, the ES: that must
he addro:,sed. Would you ho specifie about that?

SEmerE. T do not want to take up the whole afternoon.
Representative LI-NnnEN. :1114 t he hi,trhlight,. r T,n ughterl
Mn'. rm err.... The ES has been our most importantnp until the

PlC's. possibly---nvernment labor market institution. It has toms
around since 19:13 nnd we 'rive never even looked at the program: We
have occasionally held hen rine.s on it, lint that is about as far as we have
;one. Vet there wove serious maturcremont problems, stemming. not so
much from the quality of those the ES emoloys,but from_the priorities
of the svAein, \Odell scenic rather. T wonld say. confused.

Thi ES has had 11111111'1'111N, missions over time. Tt semis to have_ad-
justod with every ehanew in the wind. After the war. it was mainly a
veterans rePlaeement service.-Tn the 19(107s- it_ don't with the_ disadvan-

Tn the recent past it has emphasized placement. Since it has
always funded itself by joh placement. and_ has worked for at long
period of time under a foruoila that awarded job placement just for
job placement's sake, it has excluded other_yery _impotant th_in4.rs that
the F.mplovment Service could do. particularly in the area of counsel-
ing and job search.

T think the system has become kind of calcified. I am hopeful that the
pm_islons nadir -.1TP-A-, which will allow for a greater input of the
PTC"s into \vokin_g out with the local employment service, may sud-
denly give it some more life:
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But._ right now, it is not viewed with the credibility that it needs to
have. That is why I think we need some time to spend looking at the
whole institution and how it is structured and what kind of priorities
we establish for it.

Representative LUNGREN. Another question that was raised in previ-
ous testimony was a better job of inatchup between job opportunities
and people searching for jobs. and the suggestion that we do a better
job of a computerized network on it national scale.

That prompted the observation that perhaps some States would not
want. to advertise the fact that they have jobs available if they have
their own unemployment problem.

From a business perpective. would you suggest that we encourage a
better _coordination if computerizedit does not have to be computer-
ized--but an easy-access, matching network such that we have a better
idea where jobs are available, where they might not be available to the
people who are there? In other words, people who are trained in other
areas or have a_ willingness to work in that particular field would have
a better knowledge of the job availability in another part of the
country.

Mr. Koz.ntlio. Congressman. I think we have some cruel dilemmas in-
volved here. The problein_with the -job bank, job matchingand comput-
ers is not the hardware. The hardware has been there all along. It is
there now.

The hardware is far ahead of the willingness of employers to list
jobs. It is garbage in. garbage out.- Unless -you can get employers like
Mr. Campbell and 4, 5. 6 million other employers to see that tire public
employment service, is something that they want to work with and
there is something in return for them; all the hardware will not do it.

The question that has been looked at -for at least 15: 20_years;_maybe
lon7er_than that, is why is it that employers typically. do not list the
jobs ? Well. it is concern- about Government intrusion; a legitimate
concern about equal employment _problems. If you give the Govern
merit more than they really have to know; they are going to come to
get, you.

There is -that kind of fear. A lot of it is real._ Most of it; I think; is
economically motivated. Why should I list jobs? I never hire from
the employment service: anyway. I do not expect anyone in this room
has ever gone to the employment service looking for a job. Why ? Be-
cause we are pretty sure that the jobs we are interested in are not listed
there. because the employers that we work for would not list their jobs.
- after saving all_ these dileminas however, does it not make sense,
laical sense, that the more jobs that are listed in some kind of an auto-
matic_joli placement. job matching system. is not that economic good
sense ? I believe it is. Most countries have one that works at least as
well; probably a good bit better than ours and we really need to go
back and readjust that. It may well be that you need the major business
organizations to take it on as a responsibility to try -to educate busi-
nesses on why it makes economic sense, why it is good business for each
and every business to list jobs beeause of what they can get in return.

Like Nat, I suppose we could go on all _day with the-problems of
the Emplovment Service. They are real. T think. as I said in my testi-
mony. to tie the local employment W`rvice, offices and the employers
in that community with the private industry councils, over time, is
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going to make a big dilTerence.1-Vitat is -going to happen? I think that
is going to vary area by area. But I think just_stich link will make
the Employment Service. a public agency that is responsive to the em-
ployers in that community.

Mr. CAMNIELL. I think; though; Congressman; that the idea of a
national network, or whatever, and while it may be very helpful, I
think we. need to exph,re Long_ and hard this whole matter of whether
or not we, can persuade a displaced:01w worker from Detroit to move
to the west coast to work in an aircraft factory without some kind of
assurance of a job and mitybe even expenses of movincr d.an so forth.

That is a very real and a very major problem; We'' do have some
migration and within certain industries, I suppose, the construetion
industry is the best example; but the whale idea of moving families
from (Inc punt. of the country to the other because of the job available
1.000 utiles away needs_an awful _lot of examinationi I think, before we
can find what we think is much of a solution.

Mr: SEMPLI% 1 think Mr; Campbell's right on that point. Any study
t hat has ever been Made shows that if a pel.son Who does not want to
move, they are not going to move; If a person's likely to move, they
will Mit there is no Government policy that has ever swuncr
them one _way or another: I think; particularly where families and
C011111111111110S have been tightly structured, it is almost impossible to
encourage agreat deal of movement.

That I- WliV I emphasize this notion of early job search. If people_
aro 1111Wiii hi!" to move; then there is going to have to be a good deal of
:then: ton devoted to the local situahon.

I think the idea of a job bankT might add tlmt one of the rett=
EmplOvinent Service is viewed with some_eynicisin. When

they wore loin= the job bank. and this may have changed. one -ES
to liide a job frolll oiler employ:tient seviees because that

ES_ was funded by how many it had placed.
So this elaborate job batik system, but then individual ES's

would hide the jobs. Needless to say, it did not work very well.
T think the p-oblem in terms of emplovel!S providg,in the job service

with job opportunities is a complex one. Tt involves a number of issiicA
and sometimes it is a conipetitle question.

Ern plovOrS fe111? to like to work more throughtheir own associations
if t Ito titt, going to ilo ttn listing of jobs: T think that is beeause they
trust them and ther.e is a certain sense of confidentialit.

It all boils down to the ereclibility _of tote- employment service. Afavbe
t lo,re is some way that we can upgrade the ES. I think maybe the PIC's
cati go ;t long wit to establishing that: _

TlePresentat iv e T.axonEN._ One general question I would like to ad-
ilros to all of von: Mr: _Semple: you indicated that there are sonic
assumpt ion,. that we would _allaeeept about certain changes in the la-
bor tinirket_ over the next_ few years. Rut you also indicated that there
is a hit of _dispute as to_what_we are going to have in the way of the job
market. Trow do we distinguish between policy options when we cannot
agree 011 the scenario?

In other Words; we ha vemad people testify here that one_of the great=
est, SliOrtiiiiiitigS of the Tliireali of Labor_Statisties is they arc -not
anticipating adequately_ and in a timely fashion_the types_of_new jobs
that are going to be rather large in the future. We have had testimony
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tlt;tt ono of the roost important things we can have is_flexibility_iti our
oducational in_ -t it both V00:111011:1 and general aeadiiiiiic insti-

sit-eh t hat i hev__can_ respond to the new jobs. thitt_ttro av_ailable
in their communities and stop training people for the Old jobs that arenever going to be there.

Tipit ,ouji,1:4 good as a general proposition, but When ydti bareall the tterent x-perts things about what type of
i,(1,' are gffing 10 In. a vililable:,_how ills W.(' the flexibilit-V ill t
sy- tem ? 1Vh0 do ivm li tcii to? Who are the best people to give its advice
:is to what jobs will is available_ at least in the foresee:ible future. sothat we can have sonic, of these institutions make those changes that,
are tleC(`:-,Sary

Mr: ":"_EMPLE. W011. I raise this vin in testimony. I think 3-on are
absolutely correct. .\ \'e in fai13,- 1-,;,11 predict hat-the lilroi Stipplywill look like. lint e_ do not know what the impact of teclitmlogy
will it in tetans, of demand: And I argue that since We do not kriOW,
wo_ have _to admit that sic do not know.

I tliink we c:innot predict: It _is ver hard to predict What the
impact of teclinolo!,-3- will be r_o _hwo it will play out Therefore: I
think what policies we need to pursue have to be geared to the factthat do not know.

Nio that may seem strange. But I think_ it does lead to certain
policy options: One that the yolicies Should be tied to the market
phice as closely as possible. Since We do not _kno what thecliange

going to be: and only the market place really sends the signals as
t those changes are. it should be tied to the market place.

Second, it should be tied to theworkor. It should be tied to the
eloselv as possible._ because they tie the 011-Vs ii ho at.-e

to most ininiediatelv respond to changes -inin the market place.
ri-e cannot tell W.liat is going to happen to Si' 0-1 ke I. A or weirker B.

We cannot even tell whether industry A or industry B is going totNLt- or survive.
No: 1-, I _suggest tlitit if we dodevise_p_olicies, that they be in a

,--elf-financing and cost shared: Now this is hei.e thereIS is hit
disagreement as to what that represents. But there are some pro-

tlitit have been. and you will probably hear :ibotit it later, thathead in this direction.
Nolo, of tlwsp proposals will call for establishing institutions

Pitt what they do call for is providing_resources and a systern of
choice among NOrkelS to iise those resources: If in fact, the economy
does go through serious striictural change, and it depends on in effect,tho ituibet pltice to provide the educational _and other resources,
do believe the market place ii ill, in a lot of was, do that. either
through vocational education or through businesses-, thomseleS._

I think that businesses that fail will lie the ones that rlo not provide
rot r-ti Ming. for t heir own employees as their competitive changes ()coil:.
I mean. it is obvious to me that there is going to be a Frit more ih-house
ongoing tot rainino._among_ businesses as demand requires._

I think it will move so fast, in fact. that there will not be time to
create (lovintieht institutions to deal with. Nevertheless-, I thinkt fish this is the kind of thing Iii we are heading for and I think that is
why I believe it is poSsible to look at sonic of these options;
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IT41).:.esentative 1-xxourN: Kolberg; M_r. Campbell: I would like
to ird :ress t he same question to you, but with flu perspective of are
thr organizations which yx)11 represent _adequately aware of these
problems: that is the problem of training workers for jobs when
those jobs become available: And what is _the participation that your
businesses. those that you rtpresent, would envision for tlipn.,:ef,,,?

I talie it ._Mr: Kolberg; von believe with the P_Irs institutionalizas
t t hat if they have a good workIng relationship on the locid level
with the eta ill' C01111111111it V: that they can be it guide and tires eanbe an
influence on the local educational institutions to tie them more closely
to NVIlat the business corninunity is envisioning- -that is print of the
marl:et phice. If t he business does not respond to the marketplaee; they
are not going to be in business very long.:

t here recognition of this role as well with the'groups that you
represent in :elms of the possibility of the PIC's or outside the PICs?

Mr. Koran:no. Well. I think both you and Mr. Semple. iii describing
t role of I he nave stated it the way we see it: Oyer time: we see
t it HOW i1lSt it In ions becoming, very much involved with and Ver-V
IMMO(' on labor market facts: The industries that _are growing: -the int-
dust ries that tire declining, and the skill needs in that g,eographie area.

That is not to say that we _have_ not, had bodies; to some degree: with
that responsihility before. The Employment Service hits thought for
vears that it :dta that responsibility.. I think it_ean be carried out much
more ively by the private industry councils: over t litre.

As la r nut ieat ions on growing and_ receding octal-
pat ions. I_ think Mr. Campbell said in his test imony that the Bureau
of I.:1 hot. St at ist :.cs now is saying that the maior employment increases
are lint going to he in the llllrll tech jobs. but more in the meat and
pot ;noes of thi lnhor market t hat we know so wellsecretarial jobs.
clerical jobs, waitresses jobs. chefs. a whole range Of things primarily
in the service inditst ries. If von look Ii) years ahead. employment in
the_ lar,e. lie _hundreds and hundreds of thousands of new jobs that
Will he created ire going to come in those service occupations,

I would tend to _helieve_ that_ t his is t he _ease. That is not to denigrate
those tli.it say tech is going to continue to boom. It will But we
are_ talkin, about the Ve-ry. N-cry large training requirements. Again.
as Mr. C'aniphell pointed out, that is -what the private industry coun-
cils are all about: The _occupations -that he listed:. and I_ just_ relisted.
are not I long, th:it bike yr;IrS 11111 VelITS of training. It takes some
t raining: yes. to he proficient in those' oecupar ions. Tile priA.ate_
t ry rwinrik Iyttlilti It Involved in planning and providing that kind of
t rain i

IZepresontat 1.1'N4;IZEN. Arr. Ca niirbel
:NIT% _Cv mourtt: Congressman; you asked one question about what

part _kinerian industry sees itself as playing III thiS t 1111111g and
retraining: American industry today; by the indications that we get:
are spending S01111. $:30 billion -ear on training and retraining and
hiring, of the workers they nee(.. ..nd T think that A mericanindustry
sees this as a commitment. Iii some it is somewhat inflationary
in that i f the. edneat ional delivery systems; the_public and private sys-
tems. could deliver those people with the skills and I raining needed,
these billions of dollars would not have to he spent; although I do
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think that American industry 6ees this as a necessity and they have
a commitment to doing this;

do not think that this great change in the complexion of the work
force is going to change nationwide overnight, o_ r within 5 years or 10
years, or 20 years, even. It changes in certain parts of the country and
it changes with varying degrees of speed in certain sections of the
country.

The educational institutions; the delivery_ systems of this country
have historically overrun the supply of needed Skills and professions
in this country and I would think thatI was- reflecting on _this when
you asked the queStion of policy. -We have always done that and I
would assume that. we %yillcontinue_to do that.

Right now, I think everybody from one end of the country to the
other is tenching computer literacy and computer training and_pro-
graining. It is going to be amazing, to me if they can all find jobs in
5 or 6 years if this continues; if the interest of the students continues
in that light.

We had it in social workers here 10 years -:Igo: We trained enough
social workers for everybOdy to have two %e have done that as part
of our edueational system;

1 think that this is part of the risk of the free enterprise system. We
have it in education as well.

Representat ive LUNGREN. Let me ask this This is a general question,
and then I would like to get to some specifics; Taut if what we are
saying is we cannot fully anticipate or eVen, in some ways, largely
anticipate the. total changes that are going to take -place in society,
and I would just suggest that if you jpStgp hack 20 `,'ears, I am not
sure how ninny people would have anticipated now the- regularit with
whili the average American family goes to a fast food restaurant.
They were_ not. around. _We. think _now that they have always been
arm:n(1.1)a you go back 20 years, if you were the average family, you
would go out to (limier maybe once. every 2 weeks. If you went to
MDonald's, that is something you dropped your kids off at. You
would not dare eat it.

I mean, that was sort of the concept we had. And now it is the
regular thing; Lguess more people: go.to fast, food quite a it more
often than they do to regular estauratitS and Voll find more and more
.families probably doing that more than they fix their own meals at
home;

_

That creates an entirely different industry which has a whole lot of
jobs: They are not high tech jobs And except. for those few who were
snia rt enough to get, into that bilsiness, I do not think a Government
ageney_would have anticipated that would be the case. And that cer-
tainly has grown as fast as the high tech computer industry, even
though we seem to give more attention to the first part.

And that prompts this questionis perhaps what we are talking
abeiit, a reded ietit kin to the fundamentals? That is; if we create an edu,
rational system which teaches basic literacy-1 am not talking_ abut
computer literacy. Tam talking about literacy that gives people basic
skills and a iinSie confidence in their own abilities,- if we do a better job
of that are_ not we in a better position, NO. 1, from a governmental
Standpoint; to have those people deal with the jobs that they are given
in the first place and the confidence to be able to accept the retraining
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t hat would be made available to them in any other type of program we
give them down -the line?

Ought we to be considering that in the first instance as the proper
governmental _response, not saying that there are not other things that
we ought to do? Should we not be perhaps really emphasizing that
from the governmental perspective as we try to sort out some of these
other things down the line?

Mr; SEMTLE:j. CIO not thinkthat there_ is any doubt about that We
are starting to look at that at CED. Brad Butler, who is the chairman
of Procter & Gamble. is initiating a study to try to define from the busi-
ness perspective the educational needs of students who are not going on
to college in terms of their_future employment_ prospects.

But I do not think there, is anyone now who doubts the importance of
sound educational base to_succeed in the economy. And I think that w-e
are going to get there if the signs are correct,. I really do. I agree with
you completely; -

Re_presentat lye, LUNGREN. We had a lot of testimony on the I111migra-
t ion Subcontin it t eo._of wlticlt_I have been a member_ for the last 5 years,
on illy quest too of foreign labor versus domestic labor and a lot of our
own_ people not having the skills to take certain jobs and therefore, we
need them.
- _And in talking with It number_of the business people for sometime;
I Inive tried to indicate to them that they have a tremendous ability to
influence the local docisi_onmakers. And if. in fact. we are havingLiifli-
i'ldty in the area of math and schnce, thei.e is no more pOWerful force
than the employers of a particular eommunity or a _State making
known through their workers as well as themselves how important this
is and going in and very strongly_ fighting _for those dollars_ for those
progrzinis, hecanse we, are all tlie. losers and certainly your industries
aro t lie losers if _yon find that, you do not have t he people to do the job
volt ha VP to (1 if you are going to compete OVCrifq.S.

And maybe out of crises we finally_begin to act. At least that is the
way it worhs around this place. [Laughter:I

I guess it woks-that way with the rest of the world: I did riot mean
to interrupt yon, :qr. Campbell.

:tfr: 3IP11111:.L; _011,_ I was just going to suggest the _e(Incat ion cm-
mitt( ts of the U.S. Chamber is nos looking_ at all of the studies of
national prominence that _have to do with the very thing that you are
are talking about, just education and literacy and our shortcomings
t here:

I am (011ilwed that, out of that i' going to come the very thing that
you are talking it1,0111% about a basic education for those, who are going
to college or thos:7! who :11'C going to enter the workplace.

I t hink; though; the one -thing that we have got to keep in mind when
we talked. we mentioned flexibility here and quite a bit. lately, the. free
enterprise, system; you know. our system in this country. is extremely
ilex ible. We do bend and are pliable enough that we are able to accom-
modate our needs.

Von mentioned the fast food business._It certainly_ takes ;tint of a
certain kind of people to work in tlna industry. Bin Lilo not know of
an of the larger chains that :1-11.- not aware_of tlifact _that-they have
got to (10 an awful lot of training themselves. They bnild this into
the overall pricing structure of their organization;

10-.188 i - 84 - 22 336
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I should certainly hope that the Congress and all of us would con-
tinue to recognize that the free enterprise stern in this Nation is a
flexible one. We will rivet whatever demands are put on us.

Representative Li : _I do not have any doubts. about it being
However. I v i.'d observe that. by and large. the educational

institutions of this country are not, in a free enterprise mode. And
without, trying to unduly criticize them. because sometimes we change
just, for change's _sake and that does not do a good job. But m many
eases. there has been resistance to meeting the changing needs as
would be identified in the work force.

3;fr, Kolberg._ you testified that _the system of_job service and court-
seling_ needs to be tmproved. ould you be specific on what you think
needs tote done in t hat regard?

Mr. KoutErio. Congressman. before I respond to that, could I just
?rake a comment on the preceding colloquy ?

Representative LUNGREN. Sure.
Mr: KOUIERG3 I think one_of the most dramatic examples of how good

we are at making some national prognostications about what is going
to happen in the labor market happened in the early 196_0's when _Pres-
ident Kennedy appointed the Automation Commission because the so-
eiety was absolutely certain_ that tremendous_ numbers of jobs were
going to be automated out of existence, not robotized, but automated.
And that commission studied the problem. Out of that came the Ilan-
power Development and Tra.nino. Act, which was really the Federal
Government's_entree, into this _whole area. The entree into the whole
area was not, for the disadvantaged it was for the displaced worker
who_was going to be automated out ofexistence.

Well. we know what happened: 20, 25 years later, we are now talk-
ing the same kind of_ program again. The robots are coining. Beware.
.Yobs are going to be lost. and we oftentimes. I think; get a scare tactic
going; which I do not believe, is going to be the case.

The labor market, is one of constant adjustment and readjustment.
And it is going through more change.

My hunch is that we -will weather this. and I supp_ose those of us in
the_country that, for all its imperfections. love the free labor market
and the free_ enterprise system._wil I see again that we are not very good.
with 120 million people Itt our labor force. at prognosticating how they
are going to behave and what, is going to happen with new techniques
and new technology.

but; by and large; we have_ done very well in adjusting over time.
Representative Lt-Nortnx. Well. let, me ask you a different question

than the one_T posed. We had a big dispute in the first hearing we laid
on this question, about. Whether change is going to conic about so rapid-
ly._ that_ this throws all the old rules out, and is so different than any-
thing that we have ever had in the past. that we have to just take a
whole new.look at it:

I take it from your testimony that you do not believe that that is
necessarily the case. We have heard some of these things h-efore.

11r. KornEno. If you had asked me that a year ago. T_tbink rwould
have_ fallen into the tray of saying. gee. I am not sure. But. I believe if
you look at the auto_ industry and the steel industry: yes, serious: seri-
ous adjustment problems are going on. And yet, the auto industry is

329
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coming hack in a strong way. I think part of the problem was masked
by a serious rovession, wit bout any doubt.

I do not mean to leave the impression that_I do not support title III
cif t he doh Trainino. Partite riShip Act. I believe that is important. I
holieve t hat the public ought to share the costs of readjustment now
with the private part ies under certain circumstances. And that
es -t nt ially what. we have started to-do. For the first time in history;
we have rodent] tax dollars that help management and labor prepare
adjust went. proYrams for workers. And I think that is very appropri-
ate. :Ind I think over dime. it will ease such transitions.

1;111. to characterize how dramatic thislabor_market change is; like
not long we hove ever seen before, I would say that is not the case.

hepresent at i ve I.,t7N-unEN. Well. Lthink that Mr. Semple gave me the
hit example of t hat when he mentioned what happened post-World
Witt I 1.1 had never. really thought of that_ as an analogy; but when
von_titird k about the tremendous manpower being, in a sense, dumped
()little private secto --

Mr. SEM PLE.- it was tremendous.
hepresentat ie Li-Nuf:EN ktu'l all of the problems

its :social oil wit II _that. part kali:lily when van realize that prior to World
War 1 I, we really had not gotten out of the Great Depression, _and all
of the sear, stories I lett_pame out of_ t hat: We_ _are going_to go back to

depreS1( >II. `Tien, will these people work? They could not possibly.
.all flint work:. _t he_ one overwhelming governmental response _was
prohii t he GI bill, which allowed people to Work on their own mitia7
Live to I-) what t hey would with their own skills and train themselves
for nt into t he job market where they wiShed to 4ro.

Congressman, what _is really sip-nificain about it also is
that the t inst it ut ions developed in response in a market-ori-
eweil wax% ani; t his is why I tend to share Bill's point, of view on this
subject.

We are ping through a tremendous amount of structural change
right now Tremendous amounts of struetual change that may not
appear every day in I he front page .of the newspaper, but that where
t he market system is esponding, either in terms of providing educa-
t ion or whatever. I think the school systems ore responding to the
urent problems in t be school crisis. though I think there is a lot, more
t hat needs to be done.

Rut I also tend to share the view that the economy has_ in the past,
and t hat is a perfect example. shown an extraordinary ability to meet
these kinds of _changes.

hepresentat ire 1,1._Nuor N. Let me ask this to all three of you. What
do you t 1611_1:A11)mo proposals-for further_ tax credits to assist in- em-
ployment of the unemployed ? We have had aIMIS proposals and have
varioits thimrs _on the books for if you hire someone_ who is a former
coni ict. if you hire someone who is ti teenager. if you hire someone who
is a_ minorit v. i_f von hire someone now; the suggestion of displaced
worker. and so forth.
- 1.)o you think that is a viable approach that we ought to build on
fiirt heti ?

Mt.. C.oremit.r.,_ Congressman, Tthink it is. T_think one of the reasons
iri t lie past 2 or 3 years, perhaps 36 months, that it has not been used

33s
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as much is because of the recession. A tax credit to a company is no
good if they do mot. have a profit _against_ whieli to apply it. And as
long as we have been in this recession, we have had many. many com-
panies that have not, participated, been able to participate for that
reason.

I think as the recovery grows; that you are going to find; we are
going, to find, tlito. more and more people are going to participate and
I think it is a ve:y viable program: It perhaps does not have the visi-
bility that it needs to have.

Representative TxxortEN: Mr: Ho !berg:
Mr. Kotantto. I think it has important possibilities. But it-e have

been sayinfr that now for a decade: And one of these days we are going
to have to face up to the realities that up to this point, with the pos-
sible exception of the new 85 percent summer employment tax credit
for low-intmile 16- and 1T-year-olds, tax credit programs really have
not changed very much employer behavior,

In other words, it has not been used. Now we can point to a whole,
number of reasons why. The Treasury has yet to issue regulations for
the- targeted jobs tax credit, so there's some uncertainty about how it.
Will be administered, The Government, has not. done a good job pub-
lieizing it, and I must say that we in the employer community have not
done a very good job publicizing it, either.

The. accounting profession has been slow to publicize it, as well.
So there are some logical reasons why it has not been used. But given

those reasons, it. still does not explain the lack of _uptake on the part
of employers. Is it, because it is not enough? Is it because they are
worried about Government intrusion? As I spoke earlier about em-
ploye attitudes toward the Employment Service; I don't think we
know the answers:

GiVeii all that aSide. I much prefer automatic mechanisms like tax
credits to- straight subsidy programs: By that I mean if an employer
wants to hire someone, who fits the following c-.tecroriesessentially
low income or with_a major barrierthe Federal Government says;
you hire them, we will give you a tax credit. That is the whole program.
The more of that we can do; without all of the intermediaries and all
that kind of bureaucracy, it seems to be the better off we are. And it
keeps the. Government, out of the employing process; except to grant
the employer a quid pro quoyou do something that we think is so-
cially desirable: here are the dollars that. go with it;

Representative LUNT:12EN. *Mitt iS the basis for your conclusion that
it worked well this summer?

Mr. Kottintio. Well it is really tOhttitii-t, so far. Congressman
Lurigwn. We- -have operated a slimmer program on the private side
for 15 Years. We were in touch with a number of btisinesses, a number
of private industry councils and, uniformly, they reported that the
takeup this summer was very, very much larger and that the programs
themselves were much more effective and extensive than they have
been in the past.

'ow we are going to have to wait until the numbers come through
from the employment sorvioo: The certifying agencies are the State
employment security agencies. And so until those numbers are put to-
gether; we are just going by hunch and that is why I say we are very
tentative.
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Representative IA:Nina:N. fir. Semplei about the tax credit?
.Mi. ,;"; 1 :1111,11. I MI 1:11()W, WO tire getting esetting:in imprsion at_thwe always

a mgree on everything here fro the busin;tss community. I Laughter.
That does not always happen. And I suspect there is some feeling

among son of our trustees that the tax credit Will not greatly change
in employer's decision to hire or not to hire. It is almost always going
to be :t competitive decision.

'What the tax credit really is it is a queuing mechanism: It says; if
you are going to -lure someone, Will you give this priority, person A,
:is versus person B. That is i ally the question -of policy; whether you;
in _fact: want to give that person a preferential treatment.

If it is, then it is a useful device. but it does not in mean
that yon :ire going to reduce unemployment heciiuse it is I_ -will- put
it another :i. It is :1 stittle kind of situation: 'Elie other person is
going to be unemployed its well. And what you are ending up doing
is luiving,:i queuing process.

So I third: We art somewhat suspect of tax credits. But I will not
say we :ire it

RepreSentatiVe Ll'N(111EN. INI. Semple. ou ment lulled that CFI)
I i ustees art. getter:illy in support of generill reform_ of tlic unemploy-
mnt insurance system. can tou be more .pecific ? What do you think
are some iii t he deficiencies of the system now ? _

St.i pm:, Let me it icic oil' of that a minute. I would not say right
now a total reform of the IT meatit_to sn was that they have
hecit supportive in the past of linking- I:I into a training -type

They are dealing new with the cuiestion of whether it needs more
sultstant ia I financing reform. Anil they will he dealing, with tlizit at the
011,1_ of tin week. I do not know if tin' would support litnt or not.

hepresentat ive INN-m:1:x. OK With reslo to the question of train-
ing, would that Le utilized only for training of those people who are
:dread 1111e1111do0ed ? 01 W(111141 It _he w0110 ,1S Who Wen currently em-
ployed with the prospect of unemployment ?

NIT S'EM-PI.1.1. Well, the policy option we are concerned with this
week fatly den k with those who arc. 11rently on rr :Intl not tairentl
employed. Tin have not considered. and T do not think we will eon-

ii(d1CV niiiili as 1110 oiii that :ichoent(A:_which
is to find n wn 10 pro_vide training for those who are ciirrently em-
plr_tved to oiThlin new F41111S

Ynli ;11'0 1)f-isle:ill tnthing_aholit tino- it into T-T.
flepre.zentnt ive LT- NGEE X. nr.

T think e:Ire -1:P11(1111ff:4Z:22 hill 1011 this venr on unem-
ployment insurnnee. And T heliee oti ir o)11111 bi t1:::t somehow
-01111 peroentnfre of _that ourlit to he used. instead of for what is some-
t iine-: moil:MR.1v cnlled oeking chair money. for some posit lye read-
jlistment st rn Ming or retraining.

Wilt- would it not he possible at 13 weeks or at 2(1 weeks to interrupt
that et-ele,_take a look at the individual involved :mil their skilk and
their possibility of either being recoiled _o finding that kind of work
idl that eonmittnit. and_ then plat them in a training proffram either
for the same amount of mone that they otherwise wourd hay, col-

ethill income maintenn nce or perhaps eNell With additional incen-
tive. INfnkc it worth their while dollarwise to go to school.
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Again. we do not lin ve a number of specific proposals. It just seems
to JIS that we ought. to coin to_work on that,

Now the problem always with the employer groups like the ones we
represent is that the same people talking flint way -are the people that
are paying. the bills every month. And they see their unemployment
insurance hills continue to rise and their States approach bankruptcy
or win

So ..,y time you start tampering with the kind of huge. expensive
system. part icidarly in a recession, ineiSt employers will not listen to
you longer than to timl out whether his tax payment is going_to go up
or not aliil do not want to hear a lot about tins kind of readjustment
mechanism._

I do not know where we are finallygoing to come out, but I think
over time. we have got to figure out. more_ effective_ ways of utilizing
that tremendous social system for more positive readjustments.

Representative LUNGREN: In _looking at that; would you be lookino.;
yourself. at use of the funds for tramincr for the unemployed tile
reason why I say that is that a major precedent you would be estab-
lishing if you were to use thoFe funds for the not already unemployed
to use sonic of those funds to assist the training of an individual who
was currently employed is ft little bit different than what you have
utilized it before for But nonetheless; it is targeted to the sameperson.

If you then make a decision that you are going to allow that,unem-
ployment money, that fund; to be utilized for training of people who
prospectively would be uneinployed, at least it strikes me as a tremen-
dous change._ and I do not want to say a raid on thatfund, but an open-
ing of that fund for purposes for which it was not initially utilized.
-And if we are_ haying trouble paying for the unemployment insurance
at present. at least my thonght would be you might be opening it up to
In used for all sorts of things and rho knows where it would end and
how are 1011 ever going to fund it for the specific purpose for which it
w as_be 7un ?

Mr. Kointain. Well. your State. for instance. has been very_successful
in its ne program of assisting.): employers to smooth out their employ-
ment /unemployment problems. So that the State pays unemployment
insurance for a dav or two for a number of people, and the plant pays
the rest.

I -father, without haviu.cr done a lot of study myself, that the State
-,(4'111,4 toll(' pleased that that has worked.

The value of that arram-rement, is quite clear. You keep the worker
connected immediately to the enterprise. You keep the enterprise going;

The crawern; of out'se, is that you are subsidizing an inefficient enter-
prise. that you do not know it until after the recession_goes away and
you find you have on your hands an enterprise that really cannot com-
pete any longer.

That kind of intervention in the labor market is always fraught
with all kinds of danger. And yet I would_ reiterate_.. it seems to me
that those kinds of experimental thin s_ that the States have been
willing to try, some of them are going to_work, ought to he encouraged
becanse of the size of the problem and the size of the dollars that are
now being spent on just plain- everyday income maintenance.

Representative LUNGREN". Mr. Campbell, on the question of some
modification of the unemployment insurance system.
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CA.mritr.i.L. I think that; with_ relation to the U.S. Chamber
would In t ilnt we would be against any hike in the tax structure.' think
it is pretty ;yell common opinion among_ the business world that the
system is inefficient, sluggish, and certainly needs reform. I_ do not
know that 1 :1111 in a position today_to address that whole problem.

If other services were provided by those organizations in the vari-
ous States. it steins to me that they ought to be funded from some other.
soul re rather than increase the taxes.

Representative T.t7xuaux. I _would- again-like to _address the panel;
all three of on on the question of individual training accounts. As
you know. let. me just generally state the_ concept as opposed to a s_pe-
eitie :ippoaeh. the idea, much like individual retirement accounts; that
you would set up an account to which there would be a contribution_ by
the employer and the employee, which woidd be nontaxable. And if

sonie tmint in time that employee became unemployed, to be used
fm. t Iltining.purposes. And if at the end of his worklife had not had
to utilize it it would then have the funds go back to him and he would
then pay _tax on them-at that point in time.

GenerallY, that is the concept; Do you think that it is something
that wemitglit to take a look at? Dees it hold much promise? What
do you think?

Aft.: SENfPfx. That -is part of the concept that -I talk about, in my
tei=tiniony that Pat. Choate has conceived. There are all kinds of varia-
tioiis on the. same-theme:

11Th tend. it CED. to suppoct taxation _policy that puts tax on_ con,
iimpt ion and riot on- incest meta. If one takes this as an investment and
fiittiie training r Nation;for the ation; then it does seem to have

meso possibility;
T think it is such a new idea that there is gOing, to be a lot of sus-

picionion about it. There is also to be concern about the tax conse-
quences. Always so, there is concern about tax loss to the Treasury; A
new tax expend iture. sn -to speak._
_ But the one option. the one thing that I ilo like about the concept. as

understand it: is that it is_voluntarv. voluntary on the part of both
t he_husiness and the individintl. It is not mandated.

The hurdle that would have to be overcome is whether the tax com-
mittees would be Willing- to give up some more monev. Also there is
the question of usarre as well. T think there area lot of administrative
problem,- that you have to go over, whether the training is certified
and by whom and all these kinds -of administrative arrangements.

Rut. yes. T think you should look at it
TZ fpresent at ivP T.rxottrx. Mr. Nolberg.
Mr: KoLarrio. T think it is worth looking at. Congressman. But. _as I

think T mid in my testimony, it seems to me that we have so many
more pressing. important things that need to have some attention. The
ongoing systems themselves that we are already committed to we are
already _spending multiple billions on. Tt seems to me that most of our
time and attention ought to be spent on that.

As far as the problem itself is concerned. T have not seen data that
convinces me y_et that the training situation in this country is of such
a nature that we need to put together a brand new Federal program to
address it.

Representative LrNonEm; Mr. Campbell:
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CAMP-11ELL:_ It would be interesting: 11_ think with the- bad re-
\IVAN'S that Social Security has gotten, for instance, over the vears
about being almost bankrupt._ that if it. indeed, is a voluntary thing.
I think you would haVeI think we would have it problem of con-
vincing a worker that he ought to put aside another piece of his weekly
pay or monthly pay to provide for that.

If it is worth its salt: that it should be_ looked at. perhaps on, cer-
tainly on a pilot program rather than a nationwide.

Representative LITNOREN: That goes back to my whole question of
whether the obligation that we have is to make sui our educational
inst notions are_ there serving the_ need with. basic education, and then
retraining as far as a community can determine those needs, and
whether we go beyond that:

I mean. do We provide incentives for someone to do that ? Do you
just. have it out there where the individual _can_ partake. of that op-
port unity if he or she wishes? Do we have a further obligation to pay
them to go to that sort. of thing? Do we hayean obligation to encourage
them through tax incentives to do that sort of thing?

There is a whole host of questions that I think we have to ask and the
one person who would really be asking it.- I suspect. is the taxpayer
who did take the opportunity to spend the time to go to school at night
instead of watching Monday night football, perhaps, and is trained
and makes the transition and his neighbor, who decided that he or
she didn't it to do that then comes along, at least from hisperspee-
tite, and says, hey. I have lost my job. Now you have an obligation
to pay me income maintenance while I go take the training that
you took a while back.

A lot of this not only do we have to -hook at in theory. we have to look
at in_ practice. And the perception of the individual taxpayer is they
wonder who has to keep paying and-keep paying?

And I do not mean to soft sell the problem that we have facing us
with respect to worker training: But I do think that we have to look at
those questions as N..11.

Mr. St...met..t. flan I add one more thing about the IRA_? I would -not
quite agree with Mr. Campbell that it is akin to Social Security. The
current experience_with our current IRA has been rather favorable;
Anil since it is tax-deductible both to the employer and to the employee,
t here is considerable-incentive: - .

Actually. Senator Quayle has introduced a provision to allow the
current IRA's to drawn down -for training re-use if a person is
deemed to be dislocated, without incurring the tax penalties. Even-
tually. the IRA: whether in-this case, the regular IRA or one like this,
will iw taxed when it is received at retiremea or it can be drawn down.
It not mandated like the Social Security system._

Tin. ultimate question is whether :you think this is an important
enough invent ive to include in the tax system. That is really where. the
issue comes down. because, ultimately. it would be your choice or my
choice NV1Wther to take it. And we are not necessarily robbing my next-
doo neighbor because we choose to take it. just like we are not neces-
sarily robbing them if we choose to go with an IRA right now.

Representat iyo LI-NC:REX. We are going to-have an opportunity to
hear from Mr. Choate on his plan. But in the Congress, as we are hear-
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ing about the idea of an individual training account and making
Changes_to t he indivithill retirement account. we now have the MA
being -considered in the iadividual housing account. We Have the ifidi=
vidual education account.

And you put them all together and it seems to indicate that, by bits
and pwees.we believe_ that we can provide incentives for people to do
:;oniething if we tax them less. But we only do it piecemeal beetitiSe
we are afraid if we _tax them less across the board, we will not raise
the axes necessary to pay for everything that we think ought tti lie
done.

It is kind of funny. Some_ up here on the Hill snicker about supply=
side. economics and the ability of tax rates to make a difference; yeti
in virt nally every field across the board philosophically, we think it
makes it great deal of sense to create all these different accounts.

And we all do that and at the -same time we hear people saying, how
about just, a flat, tax rate ? And everybody says, that is a great idea;
iglu le we proceed along with all these other changes.

r. SEMPLE. Act tinily, it would all be solved if you went to a :,zraig,ht
consumption tax and that_ would be the- end of that because that is
W II at. all these things bisically are parts of.

Represent::ive hi-Nom :N. I_ know. But think of all the committees
that we would have to disestablish. [Laughter.]
-Ways and Means would not have the power that it has now.

[Laughte.]
I )0,,one, you could not have all the raising and funds and so for tli.

"nia['1;-eya hie. [Laughter.'
TA 't one just ask one last question: I appreciate_ your indulgence in

being here this long and giving us your ideas on both your prepared
statement and your answers to quest ions. _ _

But. as I understand, there tu'e some in the business community, it
ina be a prevalent viewI do not know. I would like your advice on
itwho are reluctant to assist in the improvement of the skills of
tlw workers if that would also increase _the nmbility of that _worker
in the-ork force. either just in the work force there or geogTaphically.

Ii the possibility of losing a trained worker through training that
they receiNI in part from assistance by the already emsting employer
jierceicd as a problem confronting the business community Does that
go -into the equation at all?

Mr. CA-grin:1.r,, I do not sec that as a problem_at all: sure do -not:
In fact. I do not know that I have ever even heard those kinds of views
CX pressed or talked about within business circles:

Representatiye_LCNoriEN. Mr. Kolberg.
Mr. Koi.amm. Some labor markets function the way von described;

For instance. I think it is fair to say in Cincinnati that inachiniStS.;Vatit
Co work for General Electric because it is unionized and it is high -wage:
And _so. typically, small -machine shops train machinists and ulti-
iiiately. too often,they get hired away.

i hat happens_. think. in the labor market all the time Better wages
attract people from low wages. I expect that there are a number of
other places in the_ country where you could say that is the reason.
At the same time. the machine shops in Cincinnati are probably -con-
t inning to train people, recognizing at some stage they may lose them,
because they need them to continue to make a profit also.
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So it just seems to me that such a flow within the labor market, with
the kind of a labor market we have, is ju$t built in. It is desirable. One
should not try to frustrate it. And I doubt you could put together any
programs that would or could change it very much.

Representative LrYortE.x. So that is not an attitude that interferes in
the _business community with a commitment toward retraining.

M r. I do not recall ever ha ving had t hat kind of a conver,
sat ion. The phenomenon is recognized. It is a regular phenomenon. Of
course, it is.

Mr. CAMPBELL. That is t he free enterprise system. It works for busi-
nesses and people as well.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Semple.
Mr. SEMPLE. I could not agree more. in fact, I think the opposite

view would he held by our trustees, The feeling would be if they did
not t rain their employees, they would not be competitive-for very long

It may occur in various sectors of the economy; as Bill has pointed
out. but I have never heard one word of that.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, I just want to thank all three of you
for your test imony. You have helped us- deal with an issue that we are
not going to solve any time soon. One of the strong points of the Joint
Economic Committee is that we are not a legislative committee; and a
st rong point from the standpoint that we do not have to lie committed
to a particular piece of legislation when we hold-hearings: We try and
take a broader view of it and perhaps come up with some ideas or some
comprehensive approaches.

We really do appreciate the time you have spent and the obvious
attention that you have given to -your testimony: Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 11 :55 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]



INDUSTRIAL POLICY: THE RETRAINING NEEDS OF
THE NATION'S LONG-TERM STRUCTURALLY UNEM-
PLOYED WORKERS

Training and Labor Market Policies

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1983

CONGRESS OF TIIE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC _COMMITTEE,

TV ash ing ton, D .C.
The committee met, pursuant to_ notice; at I0-mo., in rooni 1310;

Longworth I louse Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren (member
oft he committee) presiding.

Present : Representative Lungren.
.Also present: Charles II; Bradford; assistant director; and Mary

E. Eccles, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN) PRESIDING

Representative LUNDEEN. WeleOrne; gentlemen; _ _ --
'l'liis-is the _final in a series of four hearings before the Joint Eco-

nomic Committee on the industrial. policy implications of long-term
structural unemployment; The first three hearings that we had tended
to focus on the size of the problem and the adequacy of-current labor
market policies to help those who are, or may 13-e, unemployed for pro-
longed periods of time.

Despite a steady decline in the Nation's- overall unemployment rate,
what some call structural unemployment is; and may continue to be a
serious _problem; This is attributed by some to the unique character-
istics of dislocated workers. They are usually older; have lost career
jobs; and suffer from skill obsolescence. To-others, however, it reflects
primarily the problems of young workers who frequently-can only find
temporary; .low wage jobs, In its previous hearings, the committee
learned that even though the economic transformation of America is
gradual; it is important that individuals, _businesses. unions, and all
levels of government recognize that the skills of the labor force must
keep pace with change; By working together, these groups can do much
to reduce the pain of an inevitably changing economic structure, and
provide for a more vigorous; prosperous economy;

Several important gruidelinrs for designing training programs have
emerged frogs the hearings to ("late:. T. 77.ctors of innovative State train-
ing programs testified that training should begin before workers he-
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come ilslooatod: They also urged that. training programs be flexible,
recognizing that not all areas of a State or even a _count have the
saute t raining 1Weils_. Business and labor groups test ilied I lint it is
portant that t he private sector Ice involved in training% _They agreed
that _training should begin early. and that. employers should have a
role in 11(101'11111114g typeS Of jobs people shoult_kbe trained. for
;Ind the_ skill,;_neetled. for those jobs._.1.11 of the witnesses stressed that
counseling. job search assistance. and basic skills literacy are most im-
portant to dislocated workers.

'Today we will hear from three distniguislied economists; two of
whom are already here: Nit. Pat- Choate. senior policy analyst from
TIZ1V. Int.: Prof. Lawrence I-I. Summers. I larvara University; and
Prof, :John Iiishop. Ohio State University_ These_gcntlemen -will dis-
cuss labor market policies and proposals for solving the problems of
Inugdel111 A11(1111111

Phis crnuntittec is part ictilarly interested in examining the feasi-
bility of individual t raining accounts: tutiployment A.01-lel-lerS. tax (real-
it;. and specialized programs to deal with critical skill shortages. The
committee is also interested in hearing testimolev on Nvnys__to reform
the st rnrt lire of labor markets so they can perform more efficiently.

volthl like to ag:tin '.volcome the panel, two-thirds of the_paitel so
far. and thank yon for taking time from your busy schedules to be
with us and to ask Mfr. Choate if you would start ofT for us:

STATEMENT OF PAT CHOATE; SENIOR. POLICY ANALYST;
ECONOMICS; TRW; INC;

Cln Lyn:. Thank you very much. Congressman. It is a pleasure
to be with .yout his morning anal: -with your permission, T will submit
111V p_110:14.e1I statement to be printed in the record of the heanngs :Lod
then Briefly summarize it foryon.

Representat ive LI-Num.:N. That is fine.
Mr. Ctio.vrr. There is a growing awareness that a major issue in our

economy. as indicated in your opening statement. is that of structural
unemployment. Tt is my own view we are going to see structural nn-
employment continue to be a major issue within our economy.

it is an issue for a variety of factors. not the least of which is the
rising competitiv_eness of foreign competitors and their access to the
U.S. market ; and second, the scope and pace of technological change
which is affecting employment. in a \vide diversity of industriesman-

fact uring and service.
Every evidenee suggests that_ these changes and dislocations being

created by these forces will cont nine over the coming .vears. if not even
accelerate:

In addressing these issues. T thmk it important to recognize that the
Nat ion has many inst it in ions_that provide a firm foundation for gimp-
piing- with these challenges. The eountry has an extensive system of
colleges: common it v_ col le7es. and postseeondary ediutat ion institutions.
It has a large. and T believe. healthy set of proprietary training insti-
tutions. Tt has an tinemployment insurance system; though ti.perienc.-
ing stress today. that nevertheless provides an institutional base for
Ina k ing additional changes.
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There are laws on the hooks that provide for labor market_exchange
systems, .lob liatiLs, that call speed t he processes of adjustment-, _

But equally obvious. I think that there are some gaps in our Institu-
tional net WOrl:S: Oar that is substantial is the availabilit v of an explicit
mechanism to deal elle-Mk-01y and comprehensively with the wide-
ranging displacement that We are now seeing in 01111)10y111CIW

1.111:-; is not to imply that Otis issue has not-liven addressed before.
It has. Over illy past .20 years. an array of some 22 Federal displaced
Nvw.kor programs have been put in place. These programs are charac-
terized, however, by 1 rather narrow focus and by limited funds.

The most recent of these, Of course, is title I TI of the .Toli 'Training
Partnership et, which for the first tine' provides a broader approach
Ian which. like -many categorical programs. has the restraints of avail-
ability of funding and the inflexibility that categorical programs or
even idock-grant programs always seem to bring.

thoinzlits about orient ional ilisplaeed workers pograms divide
into several parts. At its heart. though, there is no one specific. action
/)1:11 earn d() the 501) 1 itself. There are a series of actions that need
attention.

I; There the need. I believe. to have better labor market informa-
t ion, the jobs hank. a better_worlcer-employer matching system, using
t1R (xisting, authority and the existing institutions that already exist.

unemployed people_cati get bark into 1 lie -worn: force simply by
havoc,- a bet ler idea of where The jobs are and for employers to have
an idea 1)1 the people who can _fulfill those_johs._ 'chat is a -relatively
inexpensive task and certainly it is a task that the United States has
setriut to do ;la VWtIV.

The :-P101111 (.:11:111,.ligo is to make sure that our public training institit-
t ions are kept at state-of-the-art levels. The -1.000 vocational. technical;
community colleges. postsecondary inst it talons that we have created
ove_r the past 0 VO11's prok-ide a _sound fomulation for_ofTering a wide
and diverse array of training. Aly particular concern is that many of
lbmsc in >litalt ions find hems_olves with t heir equipment_ beroming_oliso-
lete. Buildings :ire in c,-ood shape on the whole: they will last probably
well o the -2 Ist cent tirv: but there is It necessity to have some program
to modernize the equipment and perhaps improve the skills of faculty
in those institutions:

The third and final challenge. I think. is to find a flexible financing
no_cluit(Hitt 11, 1111dpi-write retraining;

To provide such finanoiticr. all 1111" tr:41111011y T suggest seven basic
principles that should guide the event ion Of any new mechanism.

The first is individual choice. The second is comprehensive coverage.
Tie third the linkage of displaveil workers to the income support ;
in other 01111k. the I I system. The fourth is as early an intervention

possilde: fifth is assured financing. In other words, so that. -we
are not faced it 11 the financing (1 1 (Bei ties of I he system today. The
sixth is flexibility. .\.1111 the is. 1111 1101' than to invent new SyS -
Win'. II) 11111)1-()Ve on that which already exists.

\t its heart the individual t raining account system T describe in my
test 'HUMP.' would be a program basecl upon two experiences of the_past
t hat seemed to wnrk the GT bill. the voucher-based system; and sec-
ond. upon the in which-individuals would make contributions and
build up a personalized fund.
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As to how an individual training account could be created, there are
a _variety of ways; It (.ould b done by simply modifying-the existing
IRA laws. Or a third trust fund could be set up by the Federal Gov-
ernment.

A system eoidd be created that would be mandatory. Or a system
could be created that would be voluntary.

Each of the particular options of an individual training account
obviously has advantages. Filch has disadvantages. What I am sug.

however. is that some new financing mechanism is required
and can be created that would meet those seven principles.

_I_ am also suggesting that there is no one single solution to deal
with the issue. What is important is to build up the mosaic actions,
each -one of which can make an improvement, c ch one of which would
reinforce the other actions.

So -with that; Congressman, I conclude sununary.
{The prepared statement of Mr. Choate ollows :]
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you Mr. Choate, NW V much.
I think we hold questions until after we have heard from the

entire panel and then hopefully we can get some responses to some of
the _quest ions:

The next person we would like to receive testimony from is Law-
rence Summers from Harvard University: Welcome; iind you may
proceed.

STATEMENT 02 LAWRENCE H. SUMMERS, PROFESSOR OF ECO=
NOMICS, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS, AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, NATIONAL
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH

Mr. SU.113t:rts. Tharkyoi very much, Congressman. I am delighted
to hale this oppof..ir;.::. testify before this committee on the very
important problem of .ctural unemployment.

In my testimony .':iv I want to discuss three questions First;_ a
sensible way to kt...!o. or policy purposes what we mean by the
structural unemployment _problem; second,_ a diagnosis_ of the struc-
tural unemployment ',rot lem; and third, what we can do with pol'cy
to_n_lleviate structural unemployment:

1'' ere are many possible definitions of the structural unemploy-
!twin. iroblenu The one I find. most useful involves_ dividing InleM-
plovnient into two categories--struc:ur 1 awl cyclical unemployment.

By structural 1111e1111)1037111Vra: we reI t lc Vel of ntiempiny-
ntent 11Ulf will remain in the econc.:,:_. alter the ?conomy has
reached a ccli,ai peak. The unemployment, such as munch of that
that we are now suffering associated With recessions, with inacroeco-
notnio fluctuations; I refer to as cyclical unemployment:

At present and for sevetal years, of course, cyclical unemployment
will comprise a large fraction of our unemployment problem: The
September unemployment rate is way down from the peak level of
10.8 percent in December, but it is still way above any forecast of
unemployment after an economic recover;'.

Most economic forecasts now_suggest. the economy will not have
re.overed fully until 1986 or 1987. and that vhen the economy does
recover the unemployment rate will remain between_6 and _7 percent
It is thin level of bet,veen 6 and 7 percent that ; think of as being
the stuetural unemployment rate that we should try to reduce with
structural

Now it is_ of course possible to reduce the unemployment rate below
the 6- to 7-percent level with macroeconomic policies. SufEeiently
expansionary monetary and fiscal policies will in.the _short run _suc-
ceed in reducing the unemployment rate below the level at which
I. have _spoken;_ but the consequence will almost. certainly 'e _acceler-
ated inflation. Not just will the rate of inflation rise, but as the econ-
omy is stimulated more and more; shortages start to de -c lop. inflation
will actual Ii- accelerate.

A different but_ equivalent way of posing _the problem of defining
structural unemployment is to define the structural unemployment
rate at a point in time as the level of tmemployment at which the
economy could operate at on a sustained basis without incurring ex-
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cessive inflationary prptiStlreS. Again, the forecasts that the economy
will recover at 6 or 7 percent reflect _the_ conviction _that given_ the
current structure of the economy that is likely to be the best level we
could achieve without causing excessive inflationary pressure:

Of course, calling it structural does not make it immutable, and I
will talk about what we can do to change the structures in our economy
so as 10 Vedllee 11110111plOyffient in just a little while.

It is important to recognize. though, that structural unemployment
is a natural c,eletatutant to a dynamic economy with constantly chang-
ing patterns and denoinds_, Labor markets are always in flux andpeople
art ent ering and leaving the labor force, losing or quitt ing old jobs, and
sock ing and 0111plOpilellt opportunities. An economy with-
out any structural unemployment would be so stagnantly rigid as to
preclude economic growth.

Irowever. It appears that current levels of structural unemployment
arc much greater than is necessary to permit. the _economy to take ad-
vantage of new opportunities. Structural unemployment could be re-
duced with prudent _public policies which at the same time promote
economic growth and help the least fortunate members of our society:.

Let. me t urn to the_second. question that I posed; the diagnosis or
our structural unemployment. 1-Ire, at the risk of slight oversimpli-
fication, let no ilist inguisitt wo views: The new popular view and the
more tradit tonal view of the structural unemployment problem: and
I shall suggcst _t hat the more trad:: ional view of the structural unem-
ployment problem is clOsei. to correct.

_ In _mny circ:c.- it has b( come fashionable to think that we stand at
the threshold of a new era of rapid structural change and employ -
intuit _dislocation. It e. frequentL laithcd that force of interna-
tional compet it ion I i require a major rest ruct Icon f our economy.
Similarly: it is arrr-m-' ihafr. rapid growth of higli-u..,ffiology indus-
tries will require mas-ivc 4r0r:t at worker retraining._

A. particularly visibi g":oitp of the unemployed in FiN' pit months
has been comprked of dislcwated v.-oi kers with permanent :y lost --fops
due to 1-,ant closings This gr-,'1!, is bulb to be the tip of ,viiat will b0

gowing iceberg in months to CA.:
Want to suggest, however, that itt ;.0g, part -1 ut olt-ession

with these types of-events reflect a fundamental ccti fusion of cyclical
and struct oral developments.

The primary reason for_the apparently critical labor marketltrob-
hulls we have soilcivil during the last fc, ;ears is a sharp decline in
outItut :tssoiated with the _recentrecession. 'rift,. point. is superbly
docimiemed in a recent study by Robert Lawrence done at the New
Yori; I Reserve Bank entitled Is Trade Deindustrializing
A nierica

I found-the roaclusions so surprising that I went bact: and tried
to cheek his analysis at several points. At each point I found myself
agre_eing,_ re reaches several striking conclusions.

First. U.S. manufacturing has fared no worse recently than worCel
bp_expeeted_on the basis of theperformancz' of overall GNP,In fact, it
led the world in rate of, rowth of enu)loymem during the 1970's. Sot-
(A as measured _by the dispersion of industrial or rcg,ional_ growl h
rates, thic has not been It substantial acceleration in str uetural_change
during the last decade. Third; until the very recent. period when the
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exclinn!ze rate was %vay above its longiain equilibrium level. t rade in-
creased employment new exports:Treated more jobs than .Were lost
to Import pellet rat ion. La wrence's findings are substant inted lyv the
CB( Ys conclusion that less than 0.5 percent of our_urrent unemploy-
ment rate can be attributed to long-term unemployed in industries
thought to be adversely affect-0( 1.y international trails.

1 f we are to usefully address t he structural unemployment problem.
we must confuse these developments associated %vit 11 the recession
with the longer run developments associated with economic growth.
Bather; I want to emphasize two fundamental facts t hot have been t rue
about. the structurally unemployed for many years and %vill continue to
be t rue: I believe: unless we take policy act ions.

hirst.:t very high fract ion of the st rueturally unemployed are young
people. I )at a front the_year 1978 when the economy was operating near
:1 cyclical pc" k provides an indication of the characteristics of struc-
tural uneutp,oyment. t hat yea, -19 percent of the unemployed were
under the age of 11. while more than a quarter of the unemployed were
teenagers. These_ figures understate the significance of the youth labor
market problem because they take no account of the many young people
wino g-ro discouraged and withdraw_ from the labor f. vet... In fart.
about wot hirds of you people who become unemployed actually do
not take jobs lint._ rot her. end their spell of unemploym-nt by with-

W I 11, from the labor force.
Second. most unemployment is due to very long spells. On average;

in 197. a year when the economy was (gyrating- at or beyond full em-
ployment persons out of -work. at that point-in time were unemployed
for a t ota 1 of more than G months before finding a job. Moreover, even

,ong adult males. more than one - quarter of all imemplo3-ment sp_ells
ended in labor force withdrawal. The average person. who %vas out of
%vork_ at that point in time .during the. year suffered more than 71A
months of unemployment total (hiring the year 1978. So when unetn-
ployinvnt st ruck._ it struck- people for prof ratted periods.

What can be done? The beginning of %visdoni_on this subject is to
reeoenize t lint it is very difficult to usefully combat structural unem-
ployment and it is appropriate to be modest in setting goals: Tire _lesson
of _the List two (1-cads; is that it is much easier to spend money 1han to
deliver results. We liti%-e invested v:1:1- amounts- of _itionet-in .Federal
training and_job-inatching pog-rains to relatively little effect. While
there are evaluation st tidies t hat suggest_ that :.none training programs
have worked. there are at least an equal number of documented fail-

Aforeover. even those programs that_are ltleal4111-41 iti our evalua-
tions as succeeding oiny only' do so by reallocating a fixed stock of jobs
from the individuals who are in the _training program away from the
individuals who were n. in the training program.

A situilar point. of course. applies to Federal efforts to better match
workers and jobs IL, employment service. IV it limo increasing
the supply of jobs, 110 a11101111t of assist:1mqs to wori:.crs Pan reduce
unemployment.

'Therefore, the appropriate objective of new Federal initiatives di-
rected at employment should be to stimulate private sorl or job creation:

Let me i lk first about the youth area and the will say something
about t he problems of long-term unemployed adults.
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The Federal Government, has already taken important steps toward
reducing youth unemployment through the targeted jobs tax credit
program. this measure provides for a 2,-year tax credit of up to
-1,500 for employers hiring disadvantaged youth and certain other

disadvantaged workers. 'this paint summer, economically disadvan-
taged young people looking for work during summer vacation were
eligible for subsidy at an 65-percent rate. 'Phis reduced the employers'
cost of labor for most such teenagers below 50 cents an hour.r.:spite
the apparent attractiveness of the targeted job tax credit, participa-
tion to date has been very limited. Many employers, evidence suggests,
do not even bother to claim the tax credit for workers already on their
payroll; let alone hire new workers to take advantage of the credit.
Reasons for this behavior are far from clear. In part, it reflects the
fact that businesses take time to adapt to changes in tax rules; A
study by none other than Norman 'fare concluded that when ac-
celerated depreciation was first introduced into the tax code in 1954;
most. firms took several years before taking advantage of the ac-
celerated writeatI provisions; although they could have reduced their
taxes substantially by doing so.

An additional reason for the nonuse of the targeted jobs tax credit
program is that it is poorly administered. Covered workers in order
for their employers to receive credit. must he certified as aisadvan-
taged by the employment service. Local employment services, how-
ever; are evaluated and have their_ funding levels set by quantitative
criteria in which the targeted jobs tax credit certifications receive
zero weight in the formula. It _is therefore not surprising that they
make certification of workers a low priority activity.

Administrative attention and the passage of time should- lead to
more widespread use of the targeted john tax credit. A further step
that. should be considered is broadening the program's eligibility. This
would increase the Stimulus to employment and would mitigate the
stigmatizing effect of the program on current beneficiaries. A broad-

T;ITII might also induce employers to provide young people
with high quality jobs that had more potential for upward mobility.
Of course, a significant extension of the program would be costly so
its _benefits would have to be weighed carefutly.

t standard recommendation for easing the teenage unemployment
problem is leg,i:1-ition to !;.itu-rate the effects of minimum wage laws
on employers' incentive to hire voting workers. Other proposals that
would move in the right direction include the _youth sc!miinimum
wage and a brol:denin, of the current exemption for learners. Beyond
these measures. it is not at all clear that Government_ can _do a great
de-al to :ediire youth unemployment. There is very little evidence that
rt her lea%-e-wok pel,lie jobs or trainiirg programs are very efficacious.
_'ibis to problem of structural unemployttr.nt among

adults. As already 11,11)1mF4ized: the fundamental problem_ her, is
doing somethiurr for (he long-term unemployed. who account for most
problem unemployment. T believe that something- can he done for this
"Toy.; throi,o, ,Ippiopriate reform of the unemployment insurance
system. We seldom pause to reflect that total expenditures on unern,
plovinent insurance. which are t'evit.ci to mitigating the pain of
unemplovnemt hut no lo prevent it cad which may actually increase
imemplovniont 1w reducing :le economic costs it imprsas on workers,
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dvarf total expenditures directed at promoting unemployment. In
fact, we spend much more promoting. unemployment through unem-
ployment insurance than we do reducing unemployment through all
of our direct expenditure programs. Of course, in the midst of a
period of high unemployment such as the present, it would ahnost
-urely be on:weeptable to promote inventive by slashing benefits. How-
ever. it should be possible to promote incentives by adding employment
subsidy option to the current unemployment insurance system.

Such an opt ion might, for example, permit workers who had been
out of Nvork for some fixed periodI would suggest 6 months_ as a
untural benchmark but that is TIM, crucialto use their remaining
unemployment insurance benefits to subsidize_ a job for themselves.
This wouhl be done as follows. Instead of picking up their check at
the unemployment insurance office, workers could pick up vouchers
which could lae turned into potential employers. Employers could then
use lu vouchers to claim _a_ credit against their payroll taxes eqnal to
hal r of the worker.S Week] V benefit. Workers, since each Voucher is

fl!r to 1'0:1 011ly ha 1 f _the_ weeklv_benefit. would get 2 weeks vouchers
for each remaining week of unemployment benefits.

workers 111(1 1 lie Government might all benefit from the ex-
istence of a system of this type. Firms would find find they had a lower
margiwil co ,t of hiring labor am7 would hire more people and produce
!WM' Mit rut._ Workers ronl(1 not be made worse off by the proposal
-ince the _option of el:liming regular benefits would remain: Many
won141 find emplovCr (110IT willing to bear the inevitable startup
costs associated with a new worker and therisks a :isociated with hiring
someone who has been .(iii. )1. work for -a long_ time if a subsidy were
:ivnilable for the first few months: Taxpayers might benefit as well:
Neyenues could be 1411:1011VIVII fr011t S111;Si(117,111!r imein,,loyment to
encouraging employment; thus enlarging the tax base and increasing
lilt imate tay collection.

A ,ubsidy option of this _kind would ba a particularly desirable
feature to :old to the FSC, Federal supplemental compensation pro-
gram. lleeatisc this program applies only to the very long-term unem-:
tdoyed. very little money would be sprmt on persons who would find
lobs anyway. Most people who get on Federal supplemental comnen-

loll (10 not leave the prowitturn Ly finding jobs or withdrawing from
he labor force, but leave t he program by exhausting their benefits.

Been Ilse FS( i a temporary :utogram, the employment subsidy option
could be reg.arded as an experiment and phased out, when FS goes
out of business if the program did not pro' successful.

Iii addition, the federalism issues which plague many typeq, of TTI
reform would be a serious problem because of the Federal charac-
IN' Of the Federal supplemental compensation program. It is not
possible to ,1iabl_st estimate how_much_employment woeld be increased
by a men-sire sueli as the one I have described here. Of course, to the
extent that: people_ do not take _advantage of the program and is there-
fore not successful in stimulating employment, we will not have spent
exeessive amounts of revenue:

In moos lusion then. as the PC0110111V reCOVers, and cyclical unemploy-
mentdiminishes. structural unemployment will again conic to the
fore. The prONOTIIS of structural unemployment eannot be trticed pri-
marily to the devils of international competition or technology:
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Rather, it is traceable to the labor market problems of a small groap,
disproportionately young, in our population who tend to suffer re,
peated_ protracted spells of unemployment. The group cannot be helped
by training them or helping them search for jobs that do not exist.
Rather, targeted subsidies directed toward providing jobs for these
people. carefully designed to minimize displacement. provide the best
elm nve of reducing structural unemployment.

A. particularly _attractive vehicle is reform of the unemploymmt
insurance system to make it ul employment promoting system as well.

Thank you. Congressman Lungrem
[The prepared statement of Mr. Summers follows :]
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I'REPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE H. SUMMERS

t tee, I .17,

c rn tho ,rieus prAblem of

rind 1 current'.:

L. r1,

..me,

C,:iMOnV

1, discus. th A AnA m.is,reer.! A: structural

, t t prol , arid ,Tiira to

Ai t Aa: set it is imp rt.int t, dt. f .ne what we mean by sz r,, tural

. I wanict def i.tructeral unemplayment , a: the 1111,7 1.,.-rnent

ev,r. f ter eccnom recovers fully i rom. the re, ent

. The Ievel :Th ,:r411 is the 1,WeSt level of

nne.srl,ayment w111. compat with non-aC:elerat ing i.tfiat ion. The

rema 0 in,', unemplo::ment which is associated with macroeconomic flu:illations,

I label coo lical unemployment . At present , and for the next several

years, cy, 1 ical unemploymt at is .1 large traction of our unemployment problem.

The i,optemiter unempl.vinent rate stood at 9. percent, down from a peak of

10.9 per hT in December. :lost econotri. forecasts augt..est that the .,onomy

wi 1 1 ;wt. b inll rocovereA until 19H7, wIn, the oh, 7.71byment rate will

be b it. .1 n and 7 percent. Thr ; residual uneAployment which will endure

even after the c.'On0My recovers represents the ::t rues unemployment

problem.
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An ccenomist testifying betore you should be willing to acknowledge

the uncertainty surrounding any estimate of the extent of structural

unemploymenr. It is certaitdy possible that the economy can be stimulated

enough I. red's, the el.em.dovmen1 rate below sic percont without causing

excessive inflationary nres.sures. Such prossules might start to become

uaa,:cept.ible even before the gnemvloyment Tit, eLined to 7.0 percent,

particularly if the ,,onom. was ttrowing sufficiently rapidly. Nonetheless;

it is the heat ft ,petts in the area that the level or structural

unemployment in the Amvrit in economy today is betwev- six and seven percent.

In late part, structufal unemployment is S c-ncomit iot - a dynamic

e.:onomv with con.-ttantly clanging patterns of demand. Labor marxets are

always in tlus with people entering and leaving the labor force, losin3 or

quitting old jobs, and seeking and finding new employment opportunities.

Aa ecot,m, ,itbent any structurfil unomploymebt t.auld be so stagnant and

rigid as rb prJsiode sifnlificant economic growth However, it at,ears

fhat ,:ertent levels of structural unemployment are much greater 1 at is

necessary to permit the economy to tn., advantage of new opportan-ties

Structural J.-employment could be reduced by prudent public policies which

would at rd- ,ame time.p,om,te economic growth, and help the least fortunate

me-dert of our society.

The re et of this tesItmany is directed at the struotnr-1 unemplomen:

problem. I wadt however to emplssii, that ti impact of any conceivable

Jat ft strnJtural aelicies h4 dwarfed by tb, impact of macro ,oaomic policies.

!Ixpansion I. the ecouhmy is the most potent known so.ction to structural

roblems. In A rent btudy kin Cid 'It and I estimated that each one percent

:bull, in unemployment for adult myn is a- wiatel ith more thin a four
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per:ent in.rease in the employment of teenagers and more than a two p,rcent

lherease in the employment of Black adult males. The data tend to suggest

that the more dinavantaged a group is in the labor market, the greater is

the nurd n it h, during economic down.arns.

tact is it sensible to devote much attention to

structural poli.:esl Thu main reason that the inflation problem

inhetently limit, OUT ability t, llv on expansionary policies. As resent

e has taught u,, the legaey of an overheated economy is inflition

aud n.se;aent reeespicn. Macroeconomic police given our current state

t
remain A tightrope operation, as we try to minimize

,u14,1t and emplovz,,,. while a-:o iding accelcrutiuy. inflation. Structural

an m.6, a peitivi, contribution by permitting, reductions in the

t raze Witbcbt ACit=tilAtiag inflationary pressures.

Unemployment Problem

if poliCigo dirtcted at reducing structural unemployment,

n. ssaty C. de,dribe more li-ly the nature of the structural

unempTyment proPlem. In zYn'e circles it has betome fashionable to think that

,LC'..: A: tii, threshold of a new era of rapid structural change and employ-

itl It is frecuently claimed that the force of international

il! requir, a mo jor restructuring of our econetzy. Similarly

it ts A A ti.A
technology industries will

.nice. A particularly visible group

comp -iced o' dislocated workers

t.th ;er,.lhi3tic loot )ohn due t.. plant closings.
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Inevitahly in a dynag,I, e<<- tract; jobs will be lost as plants close,

ane retralain-g eome workers will be necessary as now industries emerge.

t: at the current obsession with these types of events reflects

:on ot cy.liea: and htrucceral developments.

imar. rea for the apparen.ly critical labor market problems

siterea during the last few years Is the sharp decline in output,

In.rease in interest and exchange rotes cau,od by macroeconomic developments.

nt is septrhlv documented in a recent study by Robert Lawrence

,. fi f:ew York r,d27al Bank entitled I. Trade Deindustrialicing

lawrerce rch.cht, several striking conclusions. First, US

fared no worse recently than would be expected on the

tn. : -ic, of overall ::NP. It led the world in rate of

,,h--wth during the 1470's. Second, as measured by the dispension

or growth rates, there has not been a substantial

1 is .truyturai change during the last. decade. Third, until the

ca ref perid when the e.. hang_ race was way above it long-run

liSr m !cv,L trade increased employment, as new exportF created

rt !ab . than wcre lost to import penetration. Lawrence's findings are

suhsta: tiatca by the GT.O's conclusion that mich less than .5 percentage

of our csrrent unemployment rate can be attributed to displaced workers

dciinci as the:,._ workers in rop idly declining industries who have been out

of woo !or m-re than .-;ix months.

'Ili, tact is that strsctural problems are a consequence not a cause

of ei,r r.o.nt poor e.onomic perfurmince. The combination of unprecedcntedly

rs and loose fi,cal policy has resulted in our exchange rate

tihing 't!.in like 25 pet-L:It aboe its long run equilibrium level.
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, elf., t would , 2, pt.. ;Tort subSidy and import
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enI d...uo le; ments. Eathor 1 MSi,i to emphosize two

st unerTloyed.

f a c t i, a of h ':true: ur it nil, Mt, it,Ved are `,22211.

/ t Vt !!, CL.Ott!It,.. I..a:, Operating ,ear a

I:. 1 :Id chardctertSt of structural

[la. unempl,yed were under the

t un, it t In: u.,,. gloved were young people.

t youth lab., market problems

1.1/, ../I

! of tht mAr on people who grew discouraged

tsr third, of young people who

t'oOt t eyperience by withdlowir,g from

A A velet large fra.:tion o:

work or in school. The problMs

it I, ,s or the problem:, of chose

11., r 171. prohlc72, Block Are

uocmplorent rat,- t-La,.hed

t Eld,_k male teenagers, who

r-mmri F 1 ,4e . remoinder had either

trtil;,:i !IP]. Urt,rk And I;!. t the labor force,
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t I 5I 't .1 I V50I 5.157';

;l' h o: all tl

eral In wi

more .

CI,:

. fven In t le,,,

te t,91:ch thee can

ant of C. at ar.,- p.,1!,

h months lief re f

re lat; I I I. 7 and t1,5- r p. I lc issist

;Ifni t. n u,o quarter .ill

e,t,len.e that unee: ymeat LO ho perA tent, fr.,: Lion

of the pof111;tion suftefig repeated, pron.-a:Led ,pcIlt; of ioblessntss.

Can be Done?

Th. ,f pol hies to , o a structural ur,:aloyment V575

di t t a ! . appropr t, be modes; in s tt ing goal::. The lesson

1.1.t d, iles is that it 1'; much easier to hper'l money than to

deliver re,.ults :1AV invested vast amounts of money IP r3r,1 training

,11.1:-.! job , t irorar., t" re I at ively little ef f ect there are

:wiles that sugge,. that some trninin pro' rams have worked,

th,to alc It50.! n, 5q0.11 nuMh5r 0! dO:UMunted failures. MOre0Ver: even

tho prograe that succed" may only c_lo so by real:cc:It ing jobs to-Irds

3" 1.
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yerll empl,yment. A siMilar
. applies

ril 11 rregrams such these carried out by thi

.1 it int int- ti., ,apply of lobs, no amount of

:t . Ti, refsre tie appropriate
der ,1 tmo! ttss iat i me:. .1d be t ; stimulate

pcint lesetyvs emphasis. A few year, up, wi eithraced the notion

ln.oy tents in physiccl iattal coeld bring .bout miraculous increases

Those suppiv side ptonlses h.:, not been realized.

mistake to embr.ce human capital investment as an easy

...u,. .1 our ece-sonic woe,. It is difficult to find evidence that lack

or rttraining has caused our structural problems. I have

all n the telatiee ineffectiveness of most public training programs.

Ato, Of more heavily educated workers have risen sharply

relative to tie,'., of less well edu.ated workers. It is much more difficult

ta asut ffcay of on-the-job training. But., it may be best

,atel indirectly by increasing employment. Certainly without increasing

e7..; :men t, no training program c n hava much ultimate effect on joblessness.

ine Youth Unemplovment

Federal government has already taken important steps towards reducing

bovment througl. ate Targeted lobs Ta dit Program. ThiS

'vide, for a two year tax credit of 4,500 for employers

'vantage.] ren:h and certain other dv. d workers. This

paat .ummer evvnunni.ally disadvantaged young pc'e looking ft). rk during

,E, r v.nation wrt subsidized at an 85 percent rare. This rt.,'Jced the

emplovetsl cost w: labor below fifty cents an hour for many young people.
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Representative LUNGILEN. Thank you very much.
__Our next witness anti member_ of die _panel is dolit,_ 3isliop; director

of 'he research division of the National Center for licseareli in Voca-
ti 1 Education at Ohio State Univemity.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. -Ks Hor% DIF ECTOR; RESEARCH DIVI-
SION; THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL
'EDUCATION; OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; COLUMBUS; OHIO

Mr. I3Isiloc._Thatik_y_ou. I appreciate this opportunity to_ contribute
to your committee's deliberations on the training needs of the struc-
turally unemployed: I agree with- :y with. Larry's definition of the
objectives 6f reducing the unemploymeni, rate to the point at which

ion_starts to to and I agree_ .with his assessin*Lut of whcIe
the problem is located. It is located predominantly among young peo-
ple and aniong_young people disadvantaged baekgrounds:

I Want to point to six reasons for the increasing level of structural
unemployment that has_ occurred-in the last couple of decades: Thes.7.
do not, however, exclude some of the odic: 1 iris of reasons such as
unemployment insurance or minimum wage: _

There has been a huge increase in the supply of inexr.erienced and
unskilled workers_ in this _economy and that has shifted do.waward
the NV tyre rates of those workers and also made it more difficult ik-ir them
to find jobs:

Second, there has been a declino in the employability of youngpeo-
pie entering the labor market for th_e_first truct._The SAT scores are
just one example of an indicator of those problems. An increase in
drug dependence and other types of problems exist as well:

Third, firms aiid employees are underinvesting in on-the-job train-
ing. Most on-the-job training; especially of young people; is genel'al 41
character and yet when we look at the way it is paid for-and its benefits
that occur in the companies that we have been interviewing; it indi-
cates that employers are paying for a big share of the general train-
ing that youn; workers or new workers; new employees receive.

employer, of course, will not he inter--`^4 in training people_for
some .other .firm's emplryinent, rind Fr , ;0. into account the fact
that tl!cy arc going lose f -pie they _train and, as a
result; they unerinvest .z, t 7. Much of the benefits of the train
iiig one firm providos t., er....floyers or to the worker or to

society generally througltiiligner ta,:es that the worker pays. This
n. fundamental problem tht.t we have in the economy. W attempt to

Jandle the externalities created by education and tr. ling in schools
ough subsidizing drools and we_cur-ently e_d_ucation and

training through programs like ,ITPA very h aVily. There is cur-
rently_ no subsidy .-)1. _public enconragement of training by employers:
And the iiscrepancy between social and private rates (L retinn; private
beinc:_the employers rate of return to- investment in _on-the-job train-
ing of his _workers; is even *Treater in tight lahor markets than in loose
labor markets -because` quit rates of these trained workers go up and
sc the proportion of the workers that emplowr can expect to
scc benefits from in terms of higher productivity some time in the
fiit,.*re goes d .,*.T.Tn.
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Fourth, tiwrt, leave been shirts in dentinal produced by international
compet it ion that have caused sill Its int he_types f skillst hat are needed
in the economy and created new skills. There is a need for additional
training. Ifoweyer, much of that training_should be_ of people who
currently have jobs arid mueh of needs to he in small packages that
respond -to the int rodnet ion of a new piece_ of equipment_ orsomething
like that on the-ob. It does not necessarily require and often should
not mvol ye the individual leaving the company and going to a voca-
t aural training institution or school to get t raining.

The VOent i011,11 tieing institut ions are atrimpt ing to respond to-the
skill_ needs o: the economy hut they lust are not :dile. both because they
are in the Wrong place at the wrong time,_they cannot _icspond fast
onouidn for a variety of reasons-11.T not atilt, to meet the entire Na-
t ion's needs for I raining of workers as dint ren,xes,

This t raining prober partly restioitible for the fact that it is
now thought that if inictbployment gels to f or 7-pereent level
inflation will accelerate again.

hue of the ways that demand pressure_ s transmitted in the labor
market_ is hrough -liortages in specific skils resulting in wages beino
bid up in p ,rticu:ar occupations. Often t-licse_ wage increases are
t e a nsmittat io other jobs within Cie same firm that may not be in
shortage. anti t lie result is accelerating wage increases and inflation.

There are two t.ypes of responses that are required to these problems.
One is an improveniela in the quality of school-provided education and
raining. There is a nal ional debate lin way on this issue I.:gilt

now. _What we are focusing on today, however, is issues related to_tax
credits and subsidy schemes 'or inducing employees to change their
nelni

Another great need is for an increase in the quantity of on-the-jot,
training provided by employers. Our es: i rates are that currently
employers _are investing at_ least_ percent cf_ their _wage bill -in in-
formal training, and that the informal part of training is by -Fiir the
majority of all on-the-job t-rainimg costs. On-the-job training is as
large area of t raining all OT .the schools put I ogether.

My argument 1:::11 he summarized in main points,
t, )ne. on-the-job training yields high social rates of return. Many of

those benefits _atone to peoble other than the individuals_involved in
the training _decision, to other employers in the society. Private em-
ployers and their workers are mulerinvesting _in _on-the-job_trnininot.
The government shoidd to encourage it. nowever, that is not
casv._ The reaon is because or -the-j_ob_ training_and production occur
simultaneously and it is not easy to design a mechanism distinguishing
one_ front the other and enrouraging on-the-job training -but not sub
sidizluLy product ion. Subsidiziny ate ;narginal cost of production is not
necessarily a bad idea it is not t tie .najor oblective,

Finally, there are a lot of practical problems in designing i-elleines
to encourage _the employment _ond iraining of _the disadvatitaged :anti
the strict :ally unemployed. They rehire to. first, getting employers
interesta'_ im the program and getting them to participate, and second
to design the program in a way :hat does not pay them for activities
they would have engaged in anyway.

I will review quickly 011r experience wit-is. the T.TTC and other
similar programs. The T,T'rC is a parti9.I success. It. has rather a very
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ioNV r ./c1 ia I ion ri I e. prohahly t Int» t,t pe.e,t;.
.1:tole.1 n It

Oi iginally. ig!ti,ratice .vas a ilia jor.part of 'tie 1 lito
program. 'I'm) years after ln (-)1 the It: ,:r

preent eniidoye.rs said Ilii kneNV iif III() progr:tio. t.."i HrcrIll II :I V/. of :!!) 1)1.1!1'01'I hal./ 51.)01:1: ten'. III
/1 I eer-

t ificat ions are still rimi:oig :It only :',14).(tIlo people Ii ,.4

I hink t he major problems witli itrogr.tm t hat oreve:it it from
I a Iva lit sucyess :111(1Tc:111y making.a hig dent i t ut strito-
titr:il imenlitlak !tient prohlem is that the igihility rides art. COM-
1,11,:.111`1 :111(I ililliriilt for employers to implement on t heir tilt . They
i 1,1C:illy do not I:now .Nyhother a job applicant i- a %N-el
or from low family and itrohahl.v as1;-.Nlost
jolt not volunteering the in formati:ni. Einfiloyers
fear interlert-tice from overnment if 1..1.ti,;pzite iii i)l'ogl'iiiil,

Thl prim:11%v way ill ItliiiIi iiii' 1)l'Ogl'4111 rani i require..z.
cooiterat it iii 1,0I Wt/11 1110 eniph went servit e. or soi!!:ot her labor mai
Let li:n and 1/0 business. Afost enioloers do not t rust these

riot ;on..
For onl pert'llt fil'111..4 Willi

I I ; 1 1 I , ' l i l t ' 1 ' 1 1 1 1 , 1 , 0 y 1 1 1 0 1 U ) 1 1 I V jttitt fir a all jiili
IL)! j.11111,1 Or()11()Iliy (1(' tt,tttitl thrott,711 the eit.i)l(

III(' Ial)()I Marls:VI t()
111:111 1.()1!11,1 inli 1)(-alii it is the major inst itut ion t hat I's designed

liel;t that.
There ierta :Ire great _imp-. :1V011,011t (Ii/if lt 111,I0 ill The ad-

,011 (if ri'. hilt I think irers from inhe:!ent l:initat ions
hat relit. tit the st Hello] to _;;_f group...4.

Thor.' h;lVt! lit t ii I \\I) i sjiei iiiit ill iii IVI)ICIT tligii)it_pl'ITle for_ the
In use tilt filet of Iltelt._eligihility tt:4 a selling

till; ill I thev lool: for Nvorl; and in 1)oth rase,: the peo,
itle who wcri, u...-igned to Ill'e.:1.1.:tittiwz prterratit Nvere le lil;ely to find
criployt..,tsnt than peopli, who Nvere ihle lnit were iot I rained to
merit It 1T( '.

Ti I .tpii,ion of most of Tile profesionals \Vhc) pevle in
hat it is not _a good idea to a(1-ort i!,,e the iii 't t 11:,t toff

lmv ill, e char:let eri.:t peopit, ,vho
1111117 their pa-Tetil-p employer al)(1ifi -

I 1:1 j(d) dint -I :1111 oil tod;iy: lit) you.
11,,1 ;lir, not went to ,orked some ,Tnplos-.

111:-'1.11\ lre(1 tlioii it))) eiI t hese chartietis-
t its and art. I',),,TT('. I Iirn not to he line employt es-. e p1ob-

,.,111N. a mat ter e ceitt ion :Hid his. hoe:i.i.,e lit fart so tnan-
f the-.0 people hair emPloyers do not realize that _they are

from 'toe hlit'tylliitil if the Government is slibsidizing-
t h, nl t hey fit .-t Iii tirihlk.

Softie f:tl; Otis program and are ri,nninfr., with it
:foil (loin!, a ,,(a.! iol) with fla.se t hp ability
I file pl(!!':1111_I) :1 rirlinr Iii 11.0 tinemplo-.1-niont.
it eet.t.,1;:ov iii lji,, however. :Intl it is not :1 p1( giant that .i.thotild he
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A., alternative would be v :,cliern..; like the investment tax credit and
accelerated depreciation rune are designed to euemtrage_ firms
to inv. mnit e plant and equipmentuipen New Ct or the ew Jobs Tax Credit
vhich was designed to get employers to hire more people and expand
total employment. In such -herne you define the behavior you want
more of and then you_subs, raze that behavior.

In contrast to the TJTC which may have a 3- or 4-percent par-
ticipation rate,; the New Jcbs Tax Cr'dit had over 50 percent eligible
employers participating. Yerloll and N'achter's study of the program
found it increased- .employment at the _firms that participated by an
average of about 10 or 11 percent and that could be biown up to come
out of 700;000 .jobs in the economy as a whole if there were no dis,
placement effects.

There are six les. ons to be derived from our exnerrmce with tar-
geted and non-targeted subsidy schemes.

If. the program is_to have large impact_ on strnetural unemploy-
ment, six things must occur: Employers must be able to simply crrtify
their own_ eligibility: The behavioral .response desired_ of employers
must be obvious and simple for them to implement. All or almost all
employers must be eligible: Otherwise we simply redistribute who
:inplovs who? Targeting is essential but it is more important to in-
clncle all in need of help than to exclude Nvorkers that do not
Tir^ 1 14 help. The target group should be defined by a nonstigmatiz-
ing criteria that _is visible to the employe:a charaeteristic of the job
i f it sufficiently well-targeted is better than a characteristic of the
worker. Finally it is desirable that the program be marginal to reduce
costs.

In my written_ testimony, I _disenss six specific proposals. One of
lw proposals 1. discuss is the French mandate to spend on training.

Your committee has received t?stimony_ about. the . Fren?: :nandai.e
to spend on trait ing at, other hearings so I will not give von a i1 scrip-
tio:-. here. it has the good featur0 of defining P:71 aggreg;:te trainin7
expendi' rr and taxing the firm it doesn't smd some, target per-
centage. of its ~rage bill on training,

What I would propose is an American version or Aternative in the
French mar c'ate to spetd. It wou1:1 0-fine a train;7,.. -_xpenditiir^ ag-
gregate for each firm and nortior of the di:fez-enre ,ween
the amount-spent and some _threshold which. is related tf the
size of the firm and the lumber of new err DleyeCs t. c, firm has.

Firms would face a 10-percent or 2L / SII0SidIT Os
increases in expenditure on ta;:drig. Like the imi.Strn,it. eax
it would let, the firm _decidr. _how _to spend it, training moryt7.
:lawyer-rate that would he subsidized would include the costs o
training and some of tic osts of informal trainintr, Informal ;raining
should lw ir:nteled for two reasons. First, formal training is efficient
only whet ;lone it some minimum scale: In small _firms informal

fining is the mot^ efficient form of training. A scheme that sub-
sidized _ord.- training would be biased irt.:ainst small firms and
estal Tits.

St on 1, since there is no evidence that fr,rmal training is better than
in fornc,i training. both should hi eli-nura,_:,ed and firms shout l not 1w
induced :1 substitute Iurinal train ing for in formal training:

%ice
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.Cie allrnat I VI :IN to the problem involves selecting skills that
:ire ill -Hostage and 111,11 rewarding fiiii t hat t rain people _for those
shills. -,t1(.11 a scheme is much le.:s costly than the first one. I iw"v,T,
it requires that ioyernment be wi-,0 einniffli to pick- t hi, skills cos ectly.

There would need to he a sunset provision. No skill could be subsi-
dized for more than :; years and tilt re would have to be renewals
eyery year.

:-;elect inn which skills would be subsidized is not easy and I am a t
sole that the t ;0N-eminent (.0111(1 be !rusted to (10 it NVI.S01' but the ur1 e.

IWO/J.1(11 l'XiSt:"; when CrOVVI11111(Ilt. =elect; which training orog-ainto
()tier in or which classes to-offer in _a junior college._ If t i ri urn-

is to I, involved in t raining it is hard to see how hard choices are
t i ) he a voli!

The vpc of orograin attacks the problem so,,
It s11', Of attempt ing to change mist:Mod , to skilled
p0optc---my assessment -of -the problem is fundament . the econ-
omy has too_trany unskilled people: or _halipproprit: led people

insr.flicient .or necn4.-, with apprepritt,
t WO_ 1)1'01)0S:11S_ to n1_0_11(11111/(' of

I'I/1 /110 icitli nec11111 I.iIIs, An alter!,iit '.' 111/1.:VILI'll IS to shift denlantf
I CVII Wit 11011t. SI: Al. Ei i.:elionie tie jcbs tux credit has
thief effect.

NJTC scheinis it threshold; say total hours
worked VI the firm 19`.-:3. and clfering a subsidy or tax credit of 50
cent- lier_hour for c: cry ext ra_ hour wort:0.1 ov0.- ;fort threshold
iii 1!',s 1. A pa-yment would be ina(te if :tears worked in 1985
was_7reat,r than in 1984.

TheN, evidenc,?.. though. that such a subsidy encourages
(.1.11 loyers to raise. wage lilies: Ti .s undesircble _because _it may
accelerat- inflation which in turn would induce the Federal Reserve
to slow the growth of the inoi-.or sr.I1ply and crcate another reepssion.

One way to reduce incentive to increase wages \void(' be to give
the scheme the eh:tract--r of a lax_ lucent ire teased incomes policy:
If a firm rais0(1 its w:.-re ; by than a threshokt amount
percent. t he size of it: subsidy' would_he retlue(L

Those are r. class of schemes that I think 'lave the c,pportimit-y to
have major fleets upon the level of structural unemployment in the
economy. very much for the time.

prepaced statement of Mr. Bisl on ft,".ows:]
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I appreciate this opportunity to contribute to your commitr--

ielitterations on tne training nds of the structurally unempi5yed

tnd alternative mechaisms for reducing structural unemploritent. I

tr. John Bishop director of the Research Diyision of the National

tor Research to Vocational Educatton located al Ohio State

ity. The research that I will be r.porting on has been funded

tus timesbivthe National Instttufe of Educatica, the Depart-

' ;Abort the Department of Ucitlan and human Services, the Small

.ss Administration and the Upjohn Insti_re. And I want to

these agencies for their support. The testimony :L will give

does not reflect the results of a sp-clfic government funded st6dy

our does it reelect the position of the organization that employs me.

Rather it is the accumulates' wisdom of cver ten years of studying and

thtok_ng anaut the role of training in itilueing structural unempaoy-
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.1- elng oft.it_ges .1 skilled ./orkirs as well. Obtaining needed skill-

eu 5y raiding other firms may be optimal from the firm's point of
but it has the unfortunate effect of reducing everyone elses incen-

tive to provide training and this exacerbates the shortage.

in demand produced by irternacional competition, technological
change and the defense build up have reduced the value of certain skilla,
r,ised and_ereated a need for completely new- skills.

Many of th. skills of the experienced workers permanently Iaid Off by_aut6;
st..1 and other smoke stack industries have littIeparket value outside
those industries.

5. Vocational training institutions are attempting to- establish- training pro-
grails in the sh6OCage fieldg; h t dre_unabtfto fully meet the need for__
skills training bOanse_(l) many of the skills.are specific_to particular_

; ieces of machinery;. (2) many of the skills ore so new that
friStitutions have not had time to respond,, (3) many of the institutions

are unable to ow/ the salaries that would attract the teachers a ' oxperi-

enood skilled craftsmen needed, (4) some skills are better , urn,

shop flour than In a classroom or a school-provilei orknhop, alto many

of the shortages appear ,nd then disappear befor :isponds.

Whnever caemploymtnt has-doopped to about six _short 'es hove

ai.poor<:d i-or-malw-_types -of-skilled workers. Ai. n trainih;; the

ets, eeded internally, many firms recroit tt....fuod workets from

uthoi tirms by offering higher wages. Because many .:Irms_have formal wage
structures that make it difficult to arraage premium pay for Just_one or

two jobs, the wage inflation generated by these shortages is nor limited to
the occupations that are in .shortage._ The wage increase:. that these
s' oft 1,o, 4nerate are a- reflection of the hi-th marginal costs of expanding
by traioihg your nvo workers when many of those trained will not stay with

the tirm. Mo. resulting price inflation may induce the Fedcral Reserve to
slow file ,friwth of the money supply; drive up interest rates and abort

:he ro,,verj.

What does this dlagnosis of the problem imply about priorities for reform

ihe natiol's eduootion and training system? In my view priority should be

given

oe Ttatfty-of Schooi Pro-flied l'ducation and Trainlaw.

and

The Quantity of Emplovr Provided On-the7-job Tra!nind

A nation.;! .!..!,Af., is now underway on iinwiro accomplish the first of these

, groat deal ot-research underway on how the first

ohe-,flv 71,1: h-st h, achieved. Since the work is not completed however, It

rch on the

A,, crolit,, v-. lors and subsidies. to roduae em , hire and

t he r I y onea:;,..,ead Is :ouch tur Cher It poltry

Ni;-, work !ha'. I w.uld like Co ,hare with the cues.;: !,e.

MID
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II. U.S. EXPERIENCE WITH EMPLOYMENT SUBSIDY PROGRAMS

The United StAtVS has experimented with a variety of targeted employment

subsidies. These programsWIN tax credit; NAB-JOBS contracts; CETA On-the-

Job Training subsidies, and the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit--have all been tar-

geted on highly disadvantaged workers and have as a consequence been quite

complicated to administer. In each of these programs, certification of a

`worker's eligibility has required separate application by and certification of

both the worker and the employer. these programs have helped specific

individuals find Jobs and get off welfare, they have not yPt achT.evedsignifi-

cant scale and consequently have not had an appreciable Impact upon the number

of people on welfare or the unemployment rate of people in the target group.

A. NAB JOBS

The first of the subsidy programs was the national Alliance for Busi-

ness's JOBS program contract placements effort in which the government issued

contr:il is that reimbursed employers forpart o- f the cost of hiring and train-

ing disadvantaged workers. To qualify for the program a worker had to be a

high sohool dropout, less than twenty-two or more than forty-five years old,

handicapped, or in a family with below poverty level income. Contract place-

montn grew from 8;400 in fiscal l90, to 93;000 in fiscal 1971 and declined

thereafter. Thus at its peak JOBS contracts were subsidizing only one-tenth

of one percent of the nation's workers. Tight budgets were not responsible

for the small scale of the program, for the administrators of the program were

consistently tillable to expend the funds programmed for JOBS contracts. In

1%9, for instance, only :49 million of tae $210 million programmed for JOBS

contracts was expended.

Also significant is the fact that only one-third of the employers that

hired JOBS enrollees went to the trouble of establishing a contractual ar-

rangement and thus received a subsidy for what they were doing. This reveals

that the problem is not just one 'of employers being reluctant to hire stig-

matized individual,:. Many employers seemed to find the delays and red tape of

arranging a contract and the potentially greater vulnerability to affirmative

action complaints so potentially costly, that they did not apply for the 50

porc,nt subsidy of the first six months of a worker's wages for which they

were eligible.
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B. CETA OJT

With the reorganization of manpower services mandated by the Comprehen-

sive Employment and Training Act of 1973, the JOBS program evolved into what

Is now called CETA On-the-Job Training contracts. The OJT program has not

developed an effective local constituency because many small business people

have an ideological aversion to handouts and because the perceived benefits Of

part.cipating are su small. The prime sponsors that were included in the EOPP

Employer Survey seldom wrote contracts for more than one or two workers even

when the participating firm was large. Many local prime .sponsors chuose to

allocate their dollars to classroom training rather than OJT. Seldom does a

firm receive more than one subsidized worker, and the maximum payment is gen-

erally less than 25 percent of a year's wages. Thus, despite congressional

mandates to expand the scale of the program, only 1 percent of the nation's

employers participated during 1979.

C. The WIN Tax Credit

For nearly ten years, employers that have hired recipients of Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) have been eligible for a tax credit.

Despite increases in the rate of subsidy from 10 to 20 percent and now to 50

percent and other liberalization of the terms of the subsidy, claims for WIN

tax credits have remained at a level of only thirty to forty thousand full-

time equivalent workers for a number of years. This implies thatlessthan 5

percent of each year's new WIN registrants; less than 2 percent of adults

recei'iing AFDC benefits; and less than 10 percent of working welfare recipi-

ents have been aided by the WIN tax credit.. As with JOBS; only a small pro-

portion of the firms that hire WIN-eligible workers applied for the tax credit

for which they were eligible. Either-the-firms did-not know they-were ellgi-

ble, or they found the paperwork too burdensome and the benefit too small to

warrant applying. Of those firms that received a WIN credit, less than 10

percent attributed their hiring of the WIN enrollee to the credit (Hamermesh

1973).

D. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

Beginnin4 in 1979 employers outside the perronal service sector have been

able to obtaLn a tax credit of 50 percent of the first $6,000 of wages per

employee for the tirst year of employment and 25 percent of such wages for the
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second year of employment for the hiring of certain categories of workers.

These included high school students in cooperative education programs, econom-

ically disadvantaged youth (eighteen through twenty- four), veterans and excon-

victs, Supplementary security Income and general assistance 'recipients, and

the handicapped.

The program started slow; but by fiscal 1981 it had grown to a point

Where 400;000 workers were being certified per year. Eligibility was tight-

ened in 1981 a certifications are now running at about 300,000 a year.

TJTC's greater success at obtaining employer participation has been due

to three features:

1. It is an entitlement. Reluctance on the part of local agencies to
administer it cannot prevent a persistent employer from obtaining
certification of employees that_are_eligible. In fact,_ ETA's 1979

Study of Early Implementation of TJTC found the rather limited

vouchering and certification activity that had taken place by then

was largely in response to employer and applicant inquiries rather

than active promotion by their staff."

2. At least one target group--the Co-op Ed students--was defined by a
characteristic that does not carry stigma. For this group, student
and employer certification were made into a one-step process and re-
sponsibility was centralized in the hands of a person--the_high_
school official responsible for Co-op Ed--who was being judged_bY__
school supervisors on the basis of the number of jobs found for the

target group. As a result,_45 percent of all jobs certified for
TJTC's have been for Co -op Ed students,-The 1981 reauthorization of
TJTC limited the eligibility of Co-op Ed students to those from dis-

advantaged families so this comment does not apply to the-current

TJTC program.

3. Participation in TJTC requires less paperwork than CETA-OJT or the
JOBS and early. WIN programs did and requires fewer contacts between

government agencies and the employer.

Nevertheless, the TJTC is currently helping less than 10 percent of the pool

of young people eligible for the program. In contrast, NJTC attracted in

its second year the participation of SO to 70 Pere-ent:oraIT'ellgible-fIrms.

There are three basic causes of TJTC'S low participation rate:

1. For a long time most employers were not aware or were only vagdely

aware of the program. A spring 1980 survey of employers found that

only 17 percent of all employers representing-establishments respon-
SIble fOr_33 percent of all employment reported being -familiar- with

TJTC (EOPP Employer Survey). Firms-that reported being familiar with

the program often knew very little about it. The program ES now much

better known. A 1982 resurvey of these same employers found that 80

percent had "heard" of TJTC and 50 percent had spoken to a represent-

ative of government or a trade/business organization about the pro-

gram.

367
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2. There is a stigma attached to being 4 member of moat of the TJTC'S
target groups.__ Employers perceive the program to be_subsidizing
people who do not make good workers. This reduces the likelihood
that caployers will ask CETA or the employment service to refer
TJTC-eligible workers to their firm. Furthermore, many applicants
feel that telling prospective employers of their eligibility for TJTC
may hurt their chances of getting the job.

3. The complicated rules of eligibility means that most employers are
-unable to identify who is eligible on their own and that goverment
Certification of employee eligibility -is- necessary. This has three
disadvantages; (a) it -often forces the firm out of its traditional
recruitment channelS; (b) employers fear that it -will introduce red
tape into the hiring process_or_bring_about unwelcome government
interference (the costs of identifying and certifying who is eligible
are thus major deterrents to participation); ( e) the-program's suc-
cess depends upon cooperation between private business men and gov-
ernment bureaucrats. (Host employers are very wary of government
and the attitude of government employees in some parts of the country
reinforces their distrust.)

The first problem seems to have diminished, but greater publicity and aggres-

sive promotion of the program are still necessary.

The other two problems, however, arise from a mismatch between the struc-

ture of the employment subsidy scheme and the recruitment processes that pre-

dominate in the relevant labor markets. Each month the typical employer is

hiring one employee for every ten already on board (Cohen and Schwartz 1979).

The probability. that a new hire will still be with the 'firm six months later

is less than 50 percent. As a result, . mployers try toOteep the cost of

searching for new employees to a minimum. Studies of h w people have obtained

their as job find that 35 percent of all jobs were fo nd by applying direct-

ly to the firm without suggestions or referrals and that another 26 percent

were obtained by applying directly to the firm at the suggestion of a friend

or relative (Rosenfeld 1975). Most firms prefer to hire people who are recom-

____cended by. current emplOyeeS or who= have shown_their_desire for .the job.by...a ....._. .

personally coming to the establishment and applying. Seventy percent of the

employers with vacancies do not list the opening job with the employment

service (Bishop, Barron and Hollenbeck 1983). As a result, even though 34

percent of all workers had checked with the employment service during their

last period of job search, only 5.1 percent had gotten their jobs through an

employment service referral. Employers prefer informal recruitment channels

because (a) such channels are easter; (b) employers do not become inundated
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I

with job applicants who must be interviewed; (c) prescreening is possible so

the number of applicants who are turned down Is minimized; and (d) they can

avoid dealing with government.

This preference acts to limit the market penetration of any program for

finding jobs for the disadvantaged that depends upon a labor market interme-

diary--Job Servic'e. o- r a CETAsubcontraccor such as the Urban League. High

participation rates will be achieved only when unusually dedicated and com-

petent people are running the labor market Intermediary. With only ordinary

leaderShip; such a program is bound to be only partially successful--helping

some of_the people who approach the agency for help but failing to reach most

of the eligible population.

;The targeted employment subsidies that preceded TJTC all necessitated

agency referrals of eligible job applicants. With TJTC there are two alter-

Job knate ways of bringing subsidy. employer; and job seeker together. ob seeers_/7

may inform employera of their eligibility. This does not now occur to a sigY

nIfIcant degree because most eligible workers arc unaware Of TJTC't existence

and bcause most omployment service offices do not routinely inform the eli-

gibles that do come to it for assistance that they are eligible. The other

barrier to this mechanism becoming important is the reluctance of many job

applicants to advertise their TJTC eligibility for fear they will be stigma-

tized. This reluctance seems tobejustyled. An experiment in which TJTC-

eligible job seek.ers were trained to inform employers o- f their eligibility for

tax credit found that such training caused d statistically significant re-

duction in placement rates (BurtIess and Cheston 1980;

The second alternative mechanism assigns the Initiative to the one who

most directly benefits from the tax credlt the employer. This scenario envi-

sions employers' screening their job applications for eligible individuals and

--thrn-sending-them-down-To-thr-employmene-service-for-vouchering-and-r-ertitica-

[Ion before or after they are hired. Presumably, anticipating that A may be

eligible for subsidy and g is not will increase the probability that A is

off, ed the job. The use of family income and participation in welfare pro-

gramo as targeting criteria, however, makes It difficult for employers to know

whu is eligible and thus prevents many employers from taking the tax credit

into account when hiring. Sending job applicants over to the employment set-

vice prior co hiring dues not seem to have become popular for it delay,: the

hiring process; ri ks losing; the worker altoge_her, and Is thought to be un-

ethical by many omployers.
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Identification el eligibles by the employer (or hiS ag..at) seeing to have

become the primary mechanism by which _employers identify and certify TJTC

eligibl, workers. For the first two and a half years of the TJTC program em-

ployers could apply for certification of an eligible employee long after the

hiring date. The consequence was that many tax credits were awarded for em-

ployees whose eligibility was not learned of until after the date of hiring.

During this period approximately 61 percent of the non Co-op Ed certifications

of eligibility weroheing obtaineciafter the individual had been hired. This

has been interpreted as implying that the tax credit was not influencing many

ofthe hiring decisions that resulted in redelptaf a tax credit, and there-

for, wns producing "windfalls- for employers. Because of this concern the

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 outlawed retroactive certifications. Since

fall 1981 all new certifications have had to be requested by the employer

prior to the eligible individual's employment starting date.

E. Non-targeted Subsidies: the- Contrast

There are important lessons_to be learned from the U.S. experience with

employment rox rdits--tho New Jobs Tax Credit, the WIN Tax Cred't, and the

TarAeted Jobs Tax Credit. There are dramatic contrasts between take up:rates.

In 1979; fewer than 25;000 firms received a TJTC and fewer than 10,000 receIV-

. cd a WIN Tax Credit. In 1978, 1;100;000 firms; more than 30 percent of au

the nation'-: employers and more than half of the eligible firms; received a

New Jobe Tax Credit (NJTC), a non targeted marginal wage subsidy designed to

subsidice increases in employment. A 50 percent + participation rate is

remarkably hi,;h. In contrast, six years after the introduction of accelerated!

depreciation In 1954 only 21 percent of all proprietorships and 30 percent of
:

all corporations were using an accelerated depreciation method on any compo-

[limit at tholreaPIIIstoek (Tfire, 1967). Only 47 percent of the eligible

investment put in place between{ 1954 and 1960 was depreciated using accIerated I

methods. In rho first year of the asset depreciation rang:, system odiy 1.4 I

porcent of all rom:Janies and o ly 60 percent of the total dollars of new in- I

vestment it producers dura blesItook advantage of the shorter lire time avail- I

able under AOR. Use of the ali elerateddeprciation range system is now much I

The NTT!: seems to have had major impacts npc.: the economy. In its two

./eorn of operition, the NJTC subsidizod more than 4 million person years of

3 b
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employment. All three studies of New Jobs Tax Credit bawl found that it lfi-

creased_pmployment. .The 1111.8 study estimates 3.00,000 extra jobs by the 'jammer

of 1978, the Perloff and Wachter study 700,000 Jobs in 1977 and the Bishop

study estimates 150,000 to 670,000 jobs by summer of 1978 in construction and

distribution alone. Bishop's study Found that reductions in the maLgin

between retail and manufacturers wholesale prices induced by NJTC saved

consuMera between $3.8 and $7 billion.

The leSSon of our recent exparience with employment subsidies is that a

subsidy of private sector employment an4 cost effIciency

sufficient to make a real dent-in-s-t-rne-t-u-ral-unemployment, only if:

I. Employers are ahle-to-srlmpiy-eerel-fy-their own eligibility.

2. The hehavforal--response-desired of employers is obvious and simple for them

-!.ELimptement.

3. Ali-or almost all employers are eIisibIe (otherwise the result is a
redistribution of who employs who):

_ .

4. targeting is essential but it is more important to include all workers Lr
need of help than to exclude workers that don't need the help.

5. The tLieget_greup is define(' In_a_non-stigmatizing-c-r-i-te-ri-a-ths-t-is-visible

ca the eM0/0Yer 0 Characteristic of the joicr-11-ke-Aagte-i-s better than
characteristics of the worker).

It_is marginal --paid for inc-reases-4nemployment above a threshold like

NJTC.
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III. A REViEW AND EVALUATION OF SIX SPECIFIC PROPOSALS

Individual Training ACaunts

In the Individual Training Account proposals made by Pat Choate and

others; wage and salary employees and their employers would be allowed or

required to contribute to a personal training fund net up for each worker.

Contributions would be tax deductible and would be paid at a rate of $500 per

year by each party over a period of six years. Workers laid off from their

Job could receive up to the entire $6,000 plus accumulated interest tax free

for use as a voucher to pay for retraining, Job search or relocation expenses,

The worker would be free to choose any training certified by the Federal

Government. .Upon retirment the workers contribution to the ITA and accumu-

lated interest could he turned Into an annuity and the employers contribution

and interest would be refunded to the employer.

The primary impact of such an ITA will be on federal revenues and the

nations aggregate savings rate not on the'number of unemployed who try to

retrain themselves. If all wage and salary workers in the public and private

sectors were compelled to participate in an LTA, federal revenues wouTd

decline by approximately 20 billicn dollars a year for 6 years, the ckficit

would rise br_a like amount and aggregate savings public and private, would

most likely rise possibly by as much as 50 to 60 billion dollars a year. If

LTA's were made voluntary, participation would be likely to be similar to that

in IRA's (most participants would be high income) and the impact on the

economy would be roughly of the same as an equivalent liberalization of IRA's.

The other major impact of such a scheme would be as a disincentive for lay-

offs. If such a disincentive were desirable, however, it could be accomplish-

ed6Y strengthening experienc rating of the uneraplorinentTrWiianCeSi;iemOr

by explicitly taxing layoffs.

An ITA would have only a small impact on the training decisions of the

unemployed. School7provided training is already heavilysubsIdlied by low_

state-subsidized tuition, REOG's, fellowships; guaranteed student loans; the

CT Bill; JTPA; arm tuition 'reimbursement by private employers. The additional

. effect of an ITA would not be great. The much more generous subsidies of the

GI Bill increased the degree credit college attendance rates of Vietnam

Veterans over the age of 25 by only about 3 percentage points or a factor 1.55
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In April 197n (bishop and an tiyk, 1978). The primary barrier to increased

pattIcipatian an school based training programs. by -the unemployed.is.PQt .117. .

nancial. More significant harriers are the fear and dislike that many adults

have of schools and the lack of community college prograas that are designed

tor the unempLoyed. The unemployed need intensive full time training programs

that can be begun at almost any time of the year and completed quickly. The

need:

dent:,

oi the community

evening

collo:le's other studen, populationspart-time stu-_.

students, recent high school graduates--.re different and since

the t lemployed aro only a small part of the community college's clientele;

mosC community college's have not found the resources to offer the kinds of

2ro,; AMS that would attract them In greater numbers.

If an ITA is there will be a further Participationvoluntary, problem.

15 1kely to heoosltively related to income and negatively related to the

probability or being Laid off. Consequently, only a small proportion of the

unemployed workers needing rctrainIng assistance would be likely to have TTA

hinds to them.

I.TA's address only element--e ash flow problems ofmature.lald off

trrer7111-.rnaning7problem.---The-much-morc important.

issue of tho quality of the educa''un and training provided by educational

institutions and the insuiticlent quantity of employer provided OJT are

HspCia., this [
Find myreiinClined-to support- the" concept -ant so-

much tor ill impaet on trainitW but because rats lag the nations apgregate

savings rat deserves very hii;h priority and a compulsory ITA would he a form

Of CoMpUlsofy savings that If financed by increased taxes would d:amatically

Increase aggre,;atc SAVinS.
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B. 'Fire-RA eis-21-ufun nt on, m

The re- employment voucher proposed in Amendrent # 518 to HR 1900 offers a

worker the option of using his entitlement to Federal extended unemployment

insurance benefits as a job subsidy rather than as income maintenance. It haa

some attractive features:

The vouct.,r can be used to subsidize any -job whether- it is_at a proiltfor
or nut-for-prolit organiration and regardless of whether the employer has
a positive tax liability.

It seems to be simple for the employer to auminister.

*;orker eligibility is defined by a characteristic (being unemployed for
six months) teat is already known by the employer. Hence if a job seeker
advertir,s his eligibility for the voucher, it should no- t have the effect
of stI.patizing him/her any more than they already are stigmatized by
Virtece of the Long -tern unemployment.

The size of the voucher payment is related to how long the individual
works at the new firm.

The loh-seekers previous employers are ineligible for the vouchernot_
exclOding them would have produced an incentive to lay off workers with
plans to rehire them six months later.

Payments are made to the firm almost immediately after hiring the worker,
----reducing-the -working capital -needed to expand employment..

It should be noted that most of the long-term unemployed will not be

eligible for this voucher. Many of the Iong-term unemployed are not receiving

UI because Priort6:lheircUrient spell of unemployment too

short a period of time in covered employment. Only about half of all unem-

ployed workers arc currently receiving UI. Others will be ineligible because

they .111 not hear of the program's existence in the one month period they

have to sign up for it.

.1.articipationAmongst Eligibles_

Since the legislation does not require the job seeker to give up his UI

eligibility before finding a jc01, there are two ways a job seeker can get a

subsidized job. He/she can get the job first and then apply for the voucher

(ChIS must be done before or during the one month period of eligibility), or

he/she 'an apply for the voucher (temporarily giving up the supplementary UI

benefits) in the hope of finding a job. I would not expect this latter

mechanism to be very important. The reason is that participation requires a

positive act on the part of the job seeker in which he or she temporarily

394
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sacrifices next week's. UI payMent in hopes of quickly getting a Job because of ,

the subsidy; If the Job Search with voucher in hand is unsuccessful, he or

she Cliff get their supplementary UI benefits later, but since most people

unemployed for six months ur more have severe cash flow problems, many will

not he able to afford a one or two month period of no UI benefits, especially_

when the out-of-pocket costs of job search are higher because of the incroaned

search intensity."

A second reason for not expecting many eligibles to choose the voucher

without already having arranged a job IS that job seekers seem to be averse to

announcing to PrOspetIve employers that 'they-are on -sale";-.U.O., Can be

obtained cheaper. This has been reported by counselors who deal with TJTC

eligibles. It may be for a good reason, because two experiments in which TJTC

eligibles were taught to use their eligibility for TJTC as a selling point in

their job search (one in Dayton, Ohio. the other in Wisconsin) have found that

TJTC eligibl,s randomly assigned to be trained to mention theTJTCwereIesa

likely to find a job then other TJTC eligibles. The reason that advertising

one's TJTC eligibility seems to have this effect is that announcing one's

_eligibility tells the prospective employer something- -I am awelfarerecipi-:

ent, from a low IneoMefaMily; or an ex-con; etc.--that in most cases the

employer did hot know before and that stigmatizes the Job seeker. Presumably,

the voucher for being unemployed long enough to receive supplementary UI will

not have the same effect; but one cannot be sure.

If participation` is to reach a reasonable level, it will require Initia-

rIve on the part of the employer or a labor market intermediary. One can

enelion an employer putting in a job order ar the Employment Service (ES);

;.ave . jobs for people who have recently become eIfglhie for Federal supple-

--mentarY.Fayments,_ They du not have tohavechosentheyoucheryet;only be'__

eligible to choose the voucher:. If the ES cooperates with such requests, the

firm's costs of finding nligibloworkers will be low. The firm can offer the

job tithd eligible job applicant it feels is moot qualified on the condition

that the person apply for the voucher.

An alternative mechanism that does net require the firm to request refer-

rals from the ES (70 percent of firma with vacancies do not ask for reterroli;

-from the ES) would be for it to screen job applications searching for people

who have been out of work the roquireddmount of time (e.g .,5 to 7 months);

and then .ask clioshO sceAU to be ;,trgrbit-, fOr the voucher when their regular
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Ul will be of was exhausted. The firm would select from amongst the eligibles

and offer the job on the condition that the applicant apply for the voucher.

If an attractive job candidate to not yet but soon will be eligible. it would

seem likely tbac Ole applicant will be told to return when he/she is eligible.

It this candid:1[c particularly well qualified and the firm does not expect

future opening,. the voucher might cause a firm to postpone filling vacancy

until the not yet eligible Job applicant becomes eligible._

The example just discussed illustrates one of the prehleMS thatari-

froa targeing a benefit on people unemployed for a particular period of 'tier.

Even'if the voucher does not cause a firm to hold a particular job open while

waiting for the preferred candidate to become eligible. its main effect will

be to change who Is hired, not increase total employment. Senator Quayle

acknowledges that the :amendment will not overcome low demand for workers, but

it will target employment to the long-term un,mployed". The desilners of the

voueihr ,chome have set their slahts too low. The objective should be in-

creasing total employment and reducing unemployment without rekindling infla-

tion; not just redistributing the pain of unemployment. Any governmental

intervention in the labor market involeeS some COSt and some digtortion§; if

one most incur these costs; they need to be justified by benefit§ to one job

seeker that are not offset by losses to other job seekers.

30-388 0 - 84 - 26
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C. The French Mandate to Spend

Every French employer with 10 or more employees must expend 1.1 percent

of its wage bill on retraining or pay a tax equal to the difference between

its obligated and actual training expenditure. Every employer regardless of

size must also expend .5 percent of its wage bill on apprenticeship train-

ing or pay a tax equal to the difference between its obligated and actual

training expenditure. The Obligation to spend can be fulfilled by expendi-

tures on the firM'S own fotffiai training program; by contributions to training

insurance rdha J0-6-,d to by management and labor or by contributions to a

gMvernMiit approved training program for the unemployed.5

In-firm training accounts for about 75 percent of the expenditures re-

ported to French authorities. In-firm training use have a curriculum,

develop a skill that is useful at other firms and be located away from the

trainees normal work station. Each firm with more than 100 employees must

have or labor management committee overseeing its training program.6 The

auditing of the firm's reports of training expenditure is accomplished by a

staff of 120 conttnIlers. Abenit two thirds of retraining expenditure is for

OCCOdflOtiaI adwintement and refresher courses to maintain skills. The French

Mandate to spend has the following advantages:

Employer needs for skilled workers determine the allocation of funds so
the risk that people will be trained for jobs that don't exist is small.

Training funds are available to the employed as well as the unemployed.

Decision making is decentralized.

The French system also has some important disadvantages, however:

Sixty percent of the 120,000_French firms subject to tax_report_SPending
more than 1.1 percent of their_ payroll on- re- training, These firms ear_

ploY more than 80 percent of the workers in firms with 10 or_moreemploy-
des: _At theSe firms, the system_providesno incentive to expand training
expenditures beyond 1.1 percent of payroll.

Firms whose training expenditures are below 1.6 percent of their wage_
bliU save In taxes the full amount of any increase in expenditures On
training. This will inevitablyinduce a careless attitude toward costs
and reduce the efficiency of training.

Expenditures on formal training reduce the firm's tax liability, hut.the
cost.. of informal training do not.- This is unfair to small firms which
Lend to do their training informally because they du not have the scale
nec,qsary to make iormal training cost - effective. _Small firms must join
together in cooperative etfurts to achieve the scale ueeessary_tomake_
forMai training feaSfbIa. The second unfortunate result_of_this Is that

a inentive_ is_prUduced tp quh5LltuLt formal trnining_for_informal
training- despite the fact that there is no_evidence (either of an empiri-
dal or theoretical variety) that formal training is to be preferred over
Informal training.

These problems with the French mandate to spend /can be ameliorated by ap-

propriac, modifications of it, basic d2sign. A subsidy scheme that addresses

these problems is described in the next section.
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D. Marginal Training Subsidy

A marginal training subsidy (MTS) would offer a partial subsidy of train-

ing expenditures above a threshold level, The race of subsidy or tax credit

would be set somewhere between 10 and 33 percent, The training costs that

would be eligible for subsidy would include payments co industry training

funds, tuition reimbursements for job related training, contributions of mate-

rials or staff time co vocational/technical institutions, the budgeted costs

of thy firm's formal training of new and continuing employees, and certain of

the Of informal training of new and upgraded employees,7 Partici-

0,,Eig companies with mor, than 100 empIoyeeswould be required co haye a

ti dug advisory committee that contains worker representation .

While the measurement of the costs of informal training Is difficult, it

must, be attempted if choices between formal and informal training are not to

be diotorted.3 The subsidizable costs of informal [raining would be limited

c trainee time and trainer time during the first year of employment or during

the first 3 months after a major promotion and change in job responsibility,

If the training is formal, certain additional expenses--books and materials,

rental viii teaching machines and equipment or office space dedicated entirely

Co training,and payments to training vendorswould be eligible for subsidy.

Formal training would be subsidizable regardless of length of tenure and

whether the worker is receiving _a promotlen. At the conclusion of the train-

ing program or the firm's fiscal year; the employer would be required to award

each trainee a certificate describing the number of hours of formai or inform-

al training provided/attended, skills taught and where appropriate, the

competence achieved.

The threshold which must be exceeded before a subsidy or tax credit would

be paid would be equal co 10 percent of the firm or establishments wage

payments co employees with less than one year of tenure at the firm plus 1,5

percent of wage payments to all other employees, The threshold is higher for

Firmswitta many neW employe0S because (a) new employees tend co receive more

training than continuing employees and (b) the costs of informal training are

subsidizable only luring the first year on the job and for a short period

atter a promotion.
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A subsidy above a threshold has some important advantages over an obliga-

tion to spend a minimum amount on training:

Firms that are big trainers (and therefore probably efficient trainers) of
skilled workers would always face an incentive to expand their training.

The great majority of French employees work at firms which exceed their
obligation to spend on training so at the margin, there is no public en-
couragement of additional training for the majority of French workers.
A subsidy above a threshold avoids this problem.

Paperwork is reduced because most firms would not apply for a subsidy in
must years. Year-to-year variations in training expenditures are likely
to be large at small firms. Such firms would most likely spend above the
threshold only in years in whith there is a major expansion of employment
or the installation of new equipment.

Employers who feel the administrative burdens of the subsidy are too high,
are free not to participate.

All employers -- profit making, non - profit and governmentalshould be eligible

for the marginal training subsidy if their training expenditures exceed the

threshold defined for their organization.9 In order for incentive effects

to be maximized, employers must feel they are assured a larger subsidy payment

they increase their fires training investment. Together these two consid-

erations imply that the MTS should be administered either as a subsidy enti-

tlement, as a tax credit against a broad based tax on the firm's wage bill

like FOTA or soclaI security, or a tax credit against income taxes that can be

sold to other firms." The MTS would be financed either ont of general re-

venue or a special training tax on the wage bill of all employers. In order

to give firms time to set up the accounting procedures to record training ex-

penditures, it would be phased in at least a year after the legislation is

passed.

The MTS has a number of important advantages relative to the costs of the

training:
_

The social benefits of on-the-job.training are_probably_just as-large
as the social benefits of occupationally specific training provided by
schools. The ITS would_creace an incentive for firms and workers to
i-merat2 more_of_sech benefits and -would reduce currently prevailing
didtortions_Of tho choice between these two modes of providing
occupationally specific training.

Since the employer pays 67 to 90 percent of the cost of training, there
is always an incentive to do the training in the most efficient manner
possible.

Choice of which jobs to train for and how to do the training is made
by the employer not by an oducator, a government bureaucrat or by the
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trainee. The employer is the person best able to project the firm's
future need tor Skilled workern and to select the best method of train-
ing for those skiL1S.

The inclusienof_che costs of informal training in the definition of
subsidizabletraiping_expenSCS Is fair to small business and avoids
distorting choices between ferbAl and informal training.

While the NTS is not directly targeted On the unemployed dislocated
worker, it will reduce unemployment neverEheIeiss,

and would do ao more
efficiently than a targeted program like an ITA or the .reemployment
voucher. The NTS reduces unemployment in two ways;

It encourages firms to hire andtraln_new workers; and to retrain
rather than lay-ott workers whose skills were becoming obsolete.

It encourages the firm to expand thesupply_of skilled workers rather
than engaging lh a bidding war for the limited sopplY.of_aIready.
trained workerS thUS producing an acceleration of inflation.

711fiTS_should discourage turnover. A firm with high rates of turnover
will have a higher threShOld and will

as a result receive a smaller sub-
sidy payment.

The NT$ has as its objective expansion and
intensification of on-the-job

training. Only two small reforms of current practice are proposed--training
advisory committes at firms with more than 100 employees and providing the

trainee a certificate describing the training that haS been received.I1 All
the realty important decisions--who is to be trained, what Is to be taught,
and how it is to be caught--are made by the employer and the worker (the work-
ers influent.. these decisions by bidding for jobs that require traihing, by
selecting an employer Who provides the desiied training, and the commitment
that is given to learning the Material that is presented).

Employers and workers probilbis, Invest nearly $100 billion of time and
resources in formal and informal on-the-jeibtraining each year. Conse4uently,
covering all employers and all kinds of training

inevitably means costs can be
kept down only if the subsidy rate is set rather 164,the defInitiod of subsi-
3E:able cxrenditure is restrictive and the threshold is set rather high.
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F.: A Critical Skills Training fnc utte

An altornative approach to promoting more private investment in

Oh-the-job training is to target certain critical occupations that are

experiencing severe shortages. A subsidy would be offered for training newly

hired andior transferred employees in a few selected occupations. The

advantage of such a scheme over the MTS is that caii.111,..ting and reporting how

much is spent on training is not necessary. Eligibility for subsidy is a

function of an outputthe number of people trained for certain specific

jobs--not a measure of input. The disadvantage is that the government must

have sutticient wisdom to pick occupations that are truly in shortage.

SiAectin for Which to Providt Tra-inAng Subsidies

Legislation would restrict the subsidy to a limited number of industries

that currently sport a major share of their output, or are service firmS that

provide specialized high tech services. Examples might be communications;

machinry, instruments, chemicals, pharmaeeuticafs, electronics; computer

service and R.6 I) laboratories. The Department of Labor would be given a

fixed hodget and told to select a limited number of specific skilled jobs for

which trainin,.: subsidies would be available. Legislation would establish the

following criteria for making these selections:

Rapid projected growth of demand for the skill.

A rising relative wage in most recent data. (For totally new jobs,

Ctiteria would be high wages relative to other occupations requiring

the same amount of training.)

Projected supply from training institutions that is too_smail to meet

demand. (A showing that on-the-job training is_more_efflcient or a_.

necessary supplement to classroom training could substitute for a gap

between demand and training institution graduations.)

Skills that have application_ In-more than one firm. _(Since this would

be cal,ulatod on a national baSis it would not be likely to eliminate

many skills.)

Total training costs of both formal and informal training that are at

least 33 percent of year's wages.

Thete would he a sunset provision. A declaration of a skill's eligibil-

Icy Inrsubsidy would lust only one year. Two one-year extensions of this

elf;tibility period would be possible it justified by updated demand/supply

information. Further extensions would require COrlgrUSSiOnni : iutiiorizac ion. The
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eligibility of a particular worker's training for subsidy would be based on

when the training was initiated, even when the training period extends beyond

the eligibility period.

A sunset provision is essential for two reasons:

It maximizes the immediate incentive effect. Knowledgetbat the subsidy
probably will not be available a year or two from now will induce firms
to react more quickly to the subsidy.

Circumstances rapidly change and a shortage at one point in time can
quickly become a surplus (as occurred for operators of oil and gas
dr,Iling 0_s.)

2. The Role of Competency Certification

The Secretary of Labor woulo be empowered to make competency certifica-

tion (under the auspices of a multi-employer or Union umbrella organization) a

part of the mechanism for defining eligibility for a critical skills training

subsidy. Systems for competency certification currently exist in construe-
.,

tion. .telecommunications, banking and a variety of other industries. /n some

industries and occupations. an existing system(s) could be adopted as is or

mcdified, in other industries and occupations a new system would have to be

developed. Since an occupation is eligible for a critical skills training

subsidy for only a limited period, a judgment would have to be made as to

whether the benefits of competency certification wouldoutweigh the inevitable

cost and delays that such a requirement would impose. 12 In addition, in

certain fast changing fields codifying what must be learned in this way might

not be desirable.

3. Amount -of-Subsidy

Once an occupation had been selected as a potential candidate for subsidy

the Secretary of Labor would appoint an industry/labor committee to make re-

commendations regarding the definition of the critical skill, the competencies

that a trained individual would be expected to have, and possible mechanisms

to insure that subsidized trainees achieve these standards. The Department of

1,abor "ould be required to do a small informal survey of the costs of training

and the length of the training period for (a) a typical new hire without rele-

vant experience; and 0:0 retraining current employees who lack the skill."

The survey would be the basis for establishing separate cost standards for new

hires and for current employees at approximately the 50th percentile in the

distribution of total costs. The results of the survey would be reviewed;by

2
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DOL.Staff and the industry/labor committee. DOL staff would make a formal

teComMendation to the Secretary which advisory committee coulif\endore or take

exception to as it wished.

The total subsidy available per trainee would be 33 percentof thiS Cost

standard. The announced standards and definitions would gö into Affect

i-mediately .after they were announced. Training costs allowed in 'tuture years

would he indexed to the economy's average hourly wage; sc the survey would

only need to be done once. Hearings would be conducted after the announcement

Of the cost st: .dardS and related definitions and DOI. could retroactively

definitions and/or the limits in response to industry comments.

4. Payment of Subsidy

Application for a subsidy of a part.cular trainee MU3t be made withiZ one

of the start of the training (within one week of the aaul of beginning

work in the ease of a new hire). The application roilfi would be quite simple;

requiring only the name and social security number of the trainee; employer TO

number, the training establishment's name and address; the firm's name and

address, rho skill for whiCh training is being provided; the trainee's wage,

and a descriptionOf the job (including its wage) for whiizh- heishe is being

Lriined. The requirement of immediate application for the training subsidy has

three purposes: (11 by forcing the firm to he aware of the subsidy when if

begins the training; it maximized the subsidy's incentive effect and reduce

re_roactivity. (2) it allaws DOL to continuously monitor the nut-fiber of train-

ees its program has stimulated, and to voject future costs and the fUllfill-

meta of its goals, (3) for the firm it locks in the terms and conditions of

subsidy that,'prevailed at the date training was commenced. If'DOL determines

that more (lass) training Is being undertaken than needed or was budgeted, it

has the right without advance notice to restrict (liberalize) the definition

of subsidizable jobs /skills; lower (raise) the training cost allowance or end

that oeCUpation's eligibility. Changes in rules would apply to all training

programs begun one week or more after the announcement of the change.

There would be no limit to the number of trainee's- for which an employer

could be subsidized. and the firm would not have to obtaiM advauce agreement

from COL as to this number. The employer would only have to certify (I) that

the training he 0-uvides results in the worker's attaining the critical skill,

and (2) that the ttaineeSdidnot have that skill prior to the training. This

certiLieatieri Would be audited on a random basis. An advance opinion as to
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the eligibility of A proposed training program Wilding on DOL) would be

available to employers who request it.14

Workers who complete training would be awarded a C:rtifidate attesting to

the skills they have achieved. The skills taught by the training program

would he de-.zribed in detail either on the back of the certificate or on an

attachment.

5. SUMLAty of the Critical Skills Training Incentive

The administration of this Critical Skills Training Incentive has been

described in conside-able detail for several reaions:

the popularity of the program with employers Will depend how easy it
is for them to administer it.

the power of the incentives it produces and the coat of_the program May
depend upon seemingly min administrative matters (such as when
application for subsidy must be made);

the primary concern about proposals such as this is whether they.can be
. administered, so there needs to be a demonstration of the feasibility of

the program.

The plan described has a number of attractive feature.:
_ . .

* It is limited in scope to occupations in critical shortage.

* Great flexibility is given'to program administrators. (This is
essential because the very concept of the program is new and because
it must quickly respond to the changing needs of the economy.)

* Workers who complete training are awarded a certificate that describes
the skills they have gained..

* The firm always faces a marginal incentive to expand its training
of targeted skills. (It doesnot have to get prior agreement froM _

DOL about how any people to train an administrative hassel that woulc
be a major barrier to participation.)

* The firm is given an incentive to retain the workers it trains.

* Destate the almost 'entitlement' nature of the training subsidy, its
total cost is capped'by the monitoring of ubage and DOL's ability to
lower subsidy amounts and tighten eligibility.

* A sunset provision automatically ends a skill's eligibility for
subsidy.

* Cost could be_further_reduced_by building in A marginal feature In
firms that already employ people in the targeted skilled occupations.
It could be assumed that in the normal course ut events such firms
would have to replace 10 .percent of their stock of workers with the
targeted skills anyway. The subsidy co,ld be paid for trainees above
this threshold.

* It complements the Subsidy of Increases in Employment described in the
next section.
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F. A Subsidy of Increases in Employment

Policies that can achieve the twin objectives of stimulating employment

while simultaneously reducing inflation must have the effect of significantly

lowering the marginal costs of the firm's expansion and maintaining this

reduction in marginal costs for a considerable period of time. In competitive

markets, a'reduction in marginal costs is equivalent to an outward shift of

the supply curve and this inevitably results 1n more real output, more jobs

and lower prices. monopolistically competitive markets a reduction in

marginal costs that can be cunnted on to Iasi: for a while will induce the fitm

to lower its selling price and compete more aggressively.15 Here again the

result is more jobs; more output and lower prices. The stimulus to employment

will, of 'course, be greatest if the subsidy of marginal costs is limited to

employment costs.

If well designed, private sector employment subsidies of expansions in

the employment and training of unskilled and young workers are an effective

means of reducing/this stagflation problem. A number of studies have come to

the conclusion that employment can be increased and aggregate unemployment__

--decreased by shifting employment demand from skilled latmarkets to unskiII-

ed labor markets. Two empirical studies (Bally and Tobin; 1978; Nichols;

1980) have found that low unemployment rates in skilled labor markets have a

much more powerful influence on aggregate wage inflation than unemployment

rates in unskilled labor markets. When analyzed in a general, equilibrium

framework, it has been found 'hat because of the minimum wage, transfer pro-

grams and high wage elasticit.es of labor supply by teenagers, women and low

wage workers generally, a wage subsidy of unskilled labo: will increase their

employment without significantly reducing the employment of skilled workers

if the skilled workers are taxed to provide the subsidy (Bishop; 1979;

Johnsol, 1980).

The revenue costs of a significant reduction in the costs of increasing

empoyment can he minimized by setting a threshold (say 1983's FUTA tax base,

or aggregate hours worked by all employed in the firm) and subsidizing in-

ereasos in that index of emploit.ent. A subsidy of emploraent above a thresh-

old is prof,rrd over subsidizing new hires because many firms ha-- turnover

rites of 5d id 10i percent. Subsidizing new hires wickly results In one's

firm!s entire work forc. Th use of either the FETA tax base
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(as was done with the NJTO) or hours worked AS the basis for subsidy would

concentrate the subsidy un the lowest-Skill-ijobs--exactIy the segment of the

labor market where labor surpluses are greatest. Such a focus is desirable

because a gene-m-1 expansion of the economy will quickly produce ShOttages in

certain skilled ocCupatIons-andtire-competitive bidding for the limited

number of_reoplo with needed skills that will result will rekindle inflation.

The Siihsidy could be even more strongly focused on the least skilled by having

provision that reduces the subsidy if the firm's average wage in 1984

exceeds its 1981 Wage by more than some standard amount (say 57.). Such a

provision would have the further beneficial effect of putting direct downward

pressure oh wage Inflation. Our experience with the NJTC suggests that a

marginal wage subsidy of that type may promote wage inflation. This tendency

can be :orostallcd, however; ,4 reducing the potential tax credits of a firm

it Its wage Increases exceed some wage Increase standard. Such a sebSidY can

be very simple to aminister. To calculate its subsidy the firmwOnIdneed

four numbers: total wage bill this year and in the base year and total hours

worked this year and in the base year.

8ew such a scheme would work is most easily understood by examining a

Specific proposal. (The specific parameters of this proposal are illustra-

tive.) FirMS afid bonpratit entities would receive a tax credit against Social

Security taxes Of $1.700 per hour for every hour by which total hours worked

(including those worked by Salaried- management) at the firm in 1984 exceed

total hour:; worked in 1983.16 A tax credit would also beprovidedin 1985

for increases in total hours worked over the higher of 1984 oe I983'g halirs

worked. In 198h, the tax credit would be for ,acreases in total hours worked

over the highest of 1985, 1984, or 1983 hours worked. The tax creditiSre-

duced if its average wage (calculated by dividing total compensation by total

hours worked) in 1984 was more than 5 percent greater than ics 1983 wage. The

threghb13 for the wage increase "take back- might be 10 percent in 1985 and 15

percent In 1986

A general tormula for the t.,x credit Is

TC = s u :;(Wit-g;7/0)ilit

subject to the constraint that TC > 0 and i(Wit-gl40)8it > 0
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whereIlit. hours worked by people in the ith job during time period t

growth of employemnt in the ith job above the threshold

Wit.. hourly wage rate of the itu job in time period t

Wo - the firm's average wage in the base period-

s . hourly tax credit

g . wage growth standard, g > 1

u talc,- hack rate

An increase in the wage rate is taxed at the rate u. Tnis discourages wage

increases above the standard. An expansion of hours that leaves the composi-

tion of employment unchanged is subsidized at the rate of s dollars per hour.

Where expansion: are not proportional and the ftim is in the take back region;

the tax benefit depends upon the wage rate of the jobs that are expanded:

dIC

If; for instance; s a $1 per hour, u .1, and gWo 4 $3.00"an hour, offering

an additional job paying $4.00 an hour would generate a tax credit of $1.40

per hour, expanding a job paying $12.00 would generate a credit of $.60 an-

hour, and expanding a job-paying $18.00 an hour would generateno_credit<

This type of a marginal employment subsidy has a number of ayLractifc

features:

1. Firms are encouraged to increase msployment by hiring inex,erienced
workers and training them rather than by increasing overtime work or
Ofddibg 2eperienced workers away from other firms by raising wages.

2. Within each fir' it tends to target the employment stimulus on the
1ast skilled workers. (Th..s occurs because hiring extra low wage
workers lowers the average wage of the firm, and this helps the firm
meet [turf, percent wage increaso standard.) The increase in demand at
the unskilled erid of the labor market should produce large.reductions
in the unemployment of youth and the disadvantaged.

3. Targeting on,less skilled workers is accomplished without giving Tow
wage firms a proportionately larger subsidy.

Firms are encouraged to slow the at at which they increase wage
rates.

5. Both_marginal and average costs of production are reduced; while
simultaneouslY wa-;;e_increases above the standard are taxed. Penalty

tax incentive based income policies (TIP'S) in contrast, have Lhe
disadvantage of raising marginal and average costs, and therefore,
prices of firms chit violate the wage standard (Seidman 1978 and
Dildine and Sunlev 1978).

It i, a balanced anti inflation program. The stubsidy component lowers

price int:anon and the wage increase -take back" lowers wage inflation.
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Footnotes

1. When asked "How many of the skills-learned by
new employees on the job are

useful outside of the company?" FOX responded "almost all and l'%
responded "most-.

2. During the first three months of tenure_ productivity net of training costs
Of the new hire is,wnlyaboat_half of that of a worker with two years of
tenure. Despite thistheEnflation_adjosted v5ge differeatial for thefirSt tin ve,rs of tenure isonly_about

10 -sir 15_pereenZ (Bislaop, 1983).
Potential reason,: for thin pattern are explored in EiShdp (1982, p. 184)
and ileddiek and Egan p. 38)

3 NOt_only does the trainee benefit from his training .-1-rough a_highet wage
in the next job but the next employer seemito lme:it as well (Bishop
1983). A preliminary- examination of the data indicates that private
returns to OJT are quite high. This neans that social returns ere evenhigher.

4, An important feature_that_is.
not Specified it the legislation is whether if

job search is unsuccessful the supplementary UT payments .17'e rc,roactive
payments for the petiod_of_unsuzcessful jab Seasc'-g, or whether they are
extended eligibility for rayment foi_,-he_weekS_Ofjob

search following theten nest for the UI payment. The farmer is to be Preferred.

5. Fli-riS which exceed their obligation to spend in a particular year may carry
the ekeSS forward and use it ,o fullfill their obligation iri_hY of the
next three ;ears. The French As7embly is now considering a bill that would ,,
add paid trainirg leave to the list of eligible retrainin!, experiSeS

6. In the view of French Authorities the exiStence-nd make up of these
_

committees helps assure_t:_t_the training is truly general and that the
expenditure claimed truly had a training purpose.

7. To insure that only_training lets subsidized/not vacations o motivation-
al sales meetings,_subsidizable expenditares might be defined to exclude
(1) crave' to a remoteslte_other than the Company's national or the
appropriate regional headquarters;_(2) houSing_and food expenses of more
than $100 a day, (3) costs of_Erainilg_non7emOlOyees,_ part time employees
W6rking less than 50 hours a month orempl9yees_fer Whom More than 50 per-teil Of coMpensation comes fromcommissions, (4) paymenta_to speakers or
presenters of a training session of more than $1000 or,$200_Oer contact
hour whib ever is hi3her. The costs of develoiring a training ;package -or
sy-tem for use In training uneswdn staff would be an allowable

8. A _would be considered to be engaged in formal or informal training
If he Es rec.iving group instrucCon, being instru,..ed by a computer; -read-
in; manaalsior instruction bnokitS watching others do !he work or being
show- the uJrk. A trainer ; supervisor or Coworkers tame would be consider-
ed to he engaged in_a training activity only if 1007 of the trainers atten-
ti, i Is ievoted tnlhe training purpose_ _If any output is produced during
a training aerf 'fly it would_have_to_heieen_to

the trainee, discarded orgiven ady. The following te%LS could be used to define a promotion for
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purposes of calculating subsidizable training expenses:' there would have
to be a new job title, noticeably different Job duties and a wage increase
of at least (21. above the standard seniority or cost of living increment and
the individual could not have held that particular job before._ /n order -

for new employee training to be subsidizable it -would have_to be associated
with a wage increase by the end of that year off at least 10 percent over
and above the rise in the cost of lIvtng.

9. To insure that employers who ..receive an MTS subsidy were aware of the pro-
gram at the time it might influence their behavior, it could be required

that the employees make a preliminary application before July 1 of the

calendar year for whicli a subsidy is sought.

10. if the `ITS is _a subsidy; subsidy payments would be taxable income. If the

MTS is a tax credit the firm would have to reduce its reported social
security or FUTA tax payments by the amount of the tax credit.

11. To the extent that the accounting rules used to distinguish training activ-
ities from production activities affect the way training is-conducted this
is an unfortunate unintended consequence of the necessity of defining a
dollar quantity of training expenditure for each firm.

12. There would be on expectation that the organization sponsoring the compe-
tency certification would Continue.to offer and premote_coMPetency_certi-
fication after- the -cad of the period of the occupation's eligibility.
Conditioning the CSTI on the existence of competency certification would
tend .to.i-.56drage industry groups seeking designation of one of their
jiiha/SkillS as a critical skill to create a certification process for

that job. .

13. The survey would not be very costly and would not take long, once a sample
of employers who have trained such workers was obtained. While visita to
establishments by specialized staff would be the preferred mechanism t

could be done over the phone. A telephone interview approach to measuring

on-the-job training lcosts for specific jobs has been deveoped by the_ -

National Center for Research in Vocationnl Education and Implemented by the
GalLup Organization at a cost of less than 975 per - interview. The training
costs that would be measured by this survey would Include:. .

1) payments to outside. vondors_such as a training institution;

2) depreciation_on .mae-hinery_100 percent_devOted to trainingi_

3) time of.Speeialii.ed training_ personnel that is spent in contact with
the trainee or preparing lessons;

4) time of supervisors or coworkers spent giving formal or informal
training to the non-worker above a 40 hour minimum,

5) time of the trainee that is spent in a formal or informal training
activity that is not directly productive.

The survey would also servo as a basis for developing an operational
definition of the job or skill for which training subsidies would Be
provided, and for the levels of the skills.
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14. The- Calculated amount of subsidy would be paid to equal semiannual in-
staIlMents over the training period that has been established for that
SkilI If the- worker is employed at the firm for less than the full
training period, the subsidy payment would be prorationed for the period
heishe was at the firm. The payments would be taxable income. Training
establishnients would suomit semi-annual bills to DOI. for the subsidy
PaYments_due_tO it._ The payment would be made to the training establish-
ment (even when_that establishment is part of a multi,estabIishment firm)
because auditing would be_carrted nut_at the estabtiShMent_leVel, and
because the payment then shows up in the right place in MOIti-eStablish-
ment firms with dtvisional profit centers.

15. The primary purpose of the subsidy or increases in employment is to induce
increases in output and thereby correct the distortions produced by the
preVaIence_of monopolistic competition (Priced marginal cost) in our
economy. Its marginal character is not new Investment tax credits and
liberalizations of depreciation rulls that are not retroactively available
to already installed capital- equipment have had the effect of lowering the
long_run marginal Cost of many products below the prices that prevailed at
the time of the tax change.

16. To insure that -the employer was at_least oware_of the tax credit at the
time employment decisions are being made; preliminary appIiCation for it
would have to be made by July 1, of the calendar year for which SebSidy is
requested.
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_Representative huNoanx: Thank you very much; I want. to thank
all of you for the obvious preparation and the seriousness with which
you addressed Tourselves to the questions that we asked.

Mr. Choatej would just like to ask yon one question for an observa-
tion on the definition of structural unemployment;

In your prepared statement you talked about a concern with the
older worker as well as the youth or the young people__ that the other

etwo_ ntlemen referred to as perhaps the major part of the structural
unemployment problem,_

Do you see a major difference between yourself and the others or do
you also see as a major portion of the problem the high unemployment
among young people?
_ Mr: eTIOATE;. Let me. just _comment. That was one of the points made
in the other testimony that I did want to get into

As -Professor Summers indicated; he _divided _unemployment into
two categories : structural and cyclical. In that definition, obviously,
the youth and the economically and culturally disadvantaged would
constitute the largest part of structural unemployment.
- In my comments I have focused .on that part of the work force that
has been at work and then, through some variety of combinations, is
no longer at work because their jobs have permanently disappeared.
It is more in line with the definition that the Congressional Budget
Office used -in their study of displacement.

So for just purposes of semantics, we can -call those unemployed
displaced workers; There are no precise_ numbers of how many dis-
placed workers there are today_ but CBO used I think a rather re-
strictive definition and came up within figure of 2.2 million.

Now while that is not the largest portion of the structural unem-
ployment; Inv point is it is a very critical portion of it. Neither is this
to say that we should not and must not address the other .sections
youth and the disadvantaged._ _

Representative LUNGREls7. But except for those displaced workers; is
this a phenomena_ which is so different than what we have had befpre
in our econonq wlien we have gone through changes that we need some
significant governmental changes? Is it a repetition of what we have
had or is it so different in degree that it requires us_ toaffirmatively act
with some different Government programs; either the individual train-
ing: account or some others or a combination _thereof

Mr; CrIOATI: In my view, it is I also had the opportunity to read Mr.
Lawrence's paper and it is a persuasive argument _he _makes. But I
think one of the telling points that one can make by looking at his
arg ument is first of all, there are shifts in world market share. Even
though the United States, for example, manufactures and still con-
tributes 30- percent of our GNP;_when.one begins to take a look at the
composition of that manufacturing and also to look at the rise of our
foreign competitors, what -one sees in both the basic and advanced in-
dustries;_is_ a decline, and in many cases a significant decline, in rela-
tive market shares. I think that prospectively we will see that trend
coutinue;_ . _

Now if that is true. and I do think it is_tx_ue;_then we will see a greater
worker_displacement in the 1980's and 1990's than we saw in the 1960's
and 1970's. Thais, I think we need to put in place some new systems to
confront this challenge.
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reoncur with Professor Bishop's comments -that it becomes very dif-
1teult for Government to determine what skills are necessary or for
Government to determine- what trainint, an individual company re-
quires. That is _why there is a necessity; in a time of what seems to he
rapid change, for great flexibility by individual companies and indi-
vidual workers in making those choices.

Representative LuxottE.N.Let me ask you with respect to that; as you
envision it; as _I_ understand from your ITA proposal, the individual
employee world- have t_h_e_flexibility to decide what type of training
program he or she would like to be involved in.

Mr. ClIOATE. And the location of where they would secure that
training.

Representative Luxmamr. Would there be any limits as to some out-
side judgment as to whether the use to which they are putting that is
in _fact a use thanwould help them be trained for _furtheremployment?

Mr. UnoATE. To the extent as it was done with the GI bill where
there would be certification that the training institution itself is com-
petent and it is not a rip and run operation, that it is giving worthy
training. That mould be the limits of that Under the ITA Tthink a
rather straightforward principle would insure wise use of fundsthat
is; half of the money would be the worker's -money and ultimately it is
the worker that has to take the responsibility for whatever decisions
are made,

Interestingly enough, some studies which have been done by- the
National Commission on Employment, where they have taken a look
at voucher training, indicate that would be fairly good participation
in _that type of program._ They _did_ a study of Vietnamese veterans I
think in the period 1969 through 1975, and whattney found was_high
participation; About 59 percent_of all those eligible, took the training
and they found that it did result in increased earnings on the part of
most who participated. _

So it seems to me that the individuals thathave the opportunity will
take advantage and if they take advantage they can make pretty good
decisions about their own interests and careen_

Representative LumentEN. We had some testimony from a gentleman
vho is in charge of much of whet. Ford Motor Co. is doing in the area

of retraining, and he indicated that under their tuition program where
they have no limits on their employees as_to_ what they do_ that they
found the vast majority of the empluees do in fact use that program
for skilled orientation.-I asked him_whether that was true because they
are in an industry which is generally recognized by those outside the
industry and inside the industry as one -that is losing jobs in total, and
I do not recall him being able to really respond to that because the
program has really been in _effect during a. period of time in'which
there has been concern about jobs.

_ I like the idea of individual choice and the opportunity to utilize
those funds that you set aside. I see a _problem we have in the Congress
with the reluctance to do more with the tax code. At the time that
your proposal is being, considered; we have individual housing ac-
counts being recommended to help young people buy their first house.
We have the individual retirement accounts. There are a lot of indi,
vidual _accounts that people are suggesting. Sometimes if you add
them all up, it would insure a pretty good size tax cut to the average
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person, and you wonder if in fact we are going to be able to move in
that directiom

Professor Summers, you talked about the structural unemployment
problem, that which would remain after we basically have had an
economic recovery.

In_ your view; why does -that residual unemployment appear to be
at a higher level now than in previous generations, and What implica-
tions are there for- -that from _your suggestions for solutions?

Mr. SIMMERS. The beginning of wisdom_ on _ this subject_ is that
economists _explain the fluctuations in the structural unemployment
rate only With hindsight.

Representative_LuNnaEN. That is why we invite a lot of economists,
so we have a lot of different hindsights.

_ Mr. _Scratarxrcs. And ro there cannot be -any definitive answer.
I would mention several factors in roughly decreasing order of
importance:

I think the single most important factor is the greater public and
private safety nets which exist under the unemployed now relative
to before. The increasing generosity of unemployment insurance is
the_ least important of these; In fact, inore _important-to these effects
is that many, many more of the unemployed than has been the case in

--tliepast are _part of multiearner families _than used to -he the case.
They are either young people living at home or working women
with employed husbands- or unemployed husbands -with working
wives. As a consequence, the economic stress associated with a period
of unemployment; while serious; -is less than there was in the past,
and therefore they can afford to be more resistant to accepting wage
cuts and at the same time can -be -more _choosy in looking for- a next
job. So increasing rigidity I think is viiat I regard as probably the
single most important factor;

The second factor that has to be counted is the increasing._ fraction
in the population of what have come to he regardedwhat we call
secondary workers who in all periods tend to have higher levels_of
unemployment. That, I should say, is likaly to reverse itself. The
fraction of the population -that is in the age group 16 to 19 has already
started downward and will decline_ quite rapidly_ over the next few
years; which suggests we may be lucky enough to observe some decline
in the level of structural unemployment;

A third factor which I think has increased the level of structural
unemployment through -time is the possibility that there iAtooll, I
was going to say _a third possibility and the one that Mr_. Choate has
emphasized, is notions of increasing structural change within the econ-
omy, and that is a question not as to whether there is rapid structural
change which is associated with unemployment----there certainly is,
but whether there is more rapid structural change than there was in
the past. And one tends to sense that there is, -but it is_ very difficult to
find evidence of that in data. And if you go back and think about_ it,'
there really have been vast structural _changes of other kinds in the
postwar period which are largely coming to an end. The very -rapid
decline of the fraction of the population -that lives and works on farms,.
the vast migration from the South to the Northi_ thelarge_ movement
west to _California are all features of--the -early part of the postwar
period that are now not major trends.
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the evidence on structural change; if you look at-how widely dis-
persed growth rates o_f different industries are, or how widely dis-
persed growth rates of different states are; _you do not find_ clear evi,
ilence that there_ has been an increase in the dispersion of either of
those things. So I would list that as a possible factor. I would not list
that as a major factor;

A. fourth factor I think probably has la issome role to ps that the
increase in the structural unemployment rate may be a statistical phe-
nomenon associated with some o our programs. The Congress has;
which 1 think in many -cases good reason, in a number of Welfare_pro-
,grails food stamps, for examplelegislated requirements of work
registration;

In many cases, those requirements have not been enforced actively
enough successfully -to have a greateffect on anybody's actual behavior.
HoeVer, the knowledge that people in food stampsare required -to be
registered _for work and looking for work may induce program bene-
ficiaries who otherwise would have told surveyors that they were out
of the labor force to instead report themselves as unemployed; and you
would then see an increase in the size of the labor force and an increase
in _tineniployment which _was measu_red.

That, of course, fits the facts of our recent experience winch have
been dramatic incretigaginbuthunemployment and labor force par-
ticipation.

To that _extent,_ an increase in structural unemployment does not
represent the problem. It just represents the fact that we have to inter-
pret our numbers differently than we did before.

Representative Lusortzs. You mentioned as two major elements of
the structural .unemployment problem the high percentage of the
structurally unemployed who are young people as well as those_ who
have been involved -with long spells of unemployment which by large
measure are in the older category.

You heard _Professor Bishop's comments on the-reasons for the high
percentage of young people who are unemployed. Do you _have any,
thing to add to that-or do you in fact agree -with his comments on that?

Mr. St73131ERS. Well; I would add that the view that the unemploy,
ment among young people _is all a dynamic_turnover phenomenon_is
again I think a misleading feature of our statistics. We find most spells
of unemployment_ for young people -are short; That is not because they
find jobs. That is because they withdra* from thi labor force.
_ Two-thirds of_ spells of unemployment for young people and in your
having measiired the unemployed this month and not in the lahor force
next_ month; and that is true even if you look _at teenagers who are not
enrolled in school, so you cannot say they are just goin_g back to sehool.
If you make adjustments for that; you find that the dynamic character
of youth unemployment is very similar to the dynamic -character of
unemployment for _the remainder of the population; meaning that it
is a relatively small fraction of the population who are accounting for
a very large part-of the unemployment.

So I would add that to the views he had on the problem.
EVINWPIltatlye L177.s.-GRE:C. If we accept_Mr. Bishop's_suggeStion that

some of th. reasons for the young people having difficulty are that they
are less employable than they were in the last few decades as _a result
I assume of poor education, at least their response to the education
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they have been given, does that then require us to be more seriously con-
cerned _about the ability of these individuals once_ they start moving
through the active labor market to adapt to changed positions ? I mean,
[assume that_if in fact they have got- _a lower level of basic educational
skills, their ability to react to a displaced situation is -going to be ad-
versely affected. and is that something that wei as policymakersi have
to begin to worry about now rather than later?

Mr. _SUJIMERS_. I think it is not that it is not a good idea to worry
about that, but I think I -would put that concern relatively low.

Let me make two brief points. First; the average scores on the SAT
is a tricky statistic. If more young_people take the SAT'a and so we go
lower and lower into the distribution of young people who are taking
the SAT; we will observe a decline in the average of _those who take
the test, but that will not reflect that the fewer people are learning.

The second more important point is I_ think that the SAT's measure
is not very relevant for the sort of displacement situation that we
imagine. The displacement _situation_ we imagine are typically _blue
collar workers doing jobs that use their hands extensively, and the
ability to move from one such job to learn _another such skill is likely
to be only very_. very weakly correlated with the ability to answer a
multiple choice test on the-new math._

So I would urge the position that the academic skills of youngpeople
are an important problem to combat in its own right; but I do not think
that that aspect of it presages particular difficulties.

Representative LuxentEx._ Let _ me ask -one more question on this
round. I have been intrigued by this JTPA program concept. One of
the concerns I lia_d was that would we in setting it up have the un-
intended effect of pitting an employer in a situation where rather
than calling his employees back most _immediately it would he in his
economic interest to wait a while until they qualified for the employ-
ment subsidy option ? It strikes me in your testimony when you men-
tioned that perhaps we apply this-to the FSC.- the Federal Supple-
mental Compensation program. which has rather long-term limits;
that. we might-avoid that problem.

Do you see that as a potential problem.
MicSintmEns; I do seetlutt ns anotential _Problem. Had I_ described

the scheme in more. detail, I would have said as I envision the scheme
you would- make employers ineligible if they simply rehired _their
workers. If von had a scheme 1:1-e that in which you started early on,
that would ben serious problem _because _the guy_'s hest_chanc_e .of. get-
ting a job might be thwarted by denying his employer the ability to be
subsidized to rehire him: _Once you are looking at workers who are out
for quite a few months, the prospe.n s that they will be rehired become
much smaller; So we are_ moving the subsidy for their employer is I
think a much less serious issue.

did look at one_point at some data_ on how many people reported
themselves on layoff for B months and then subsequently were rehired
and the answer was only a very small number of people in aggregate.
Therefore, I think you would not find that you would be cutting off an
important reemployment channel._

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you.
W.,T3ishop, in hearing testimony today and from other witnesses on

previous occasions, it appears there are many different groups that
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everyone suggcsis a., in need of some training. They talk about entry
leyei employees. They talk about skilled jobs with_ employee shortages.
'Fluty _speak of the employed that need their iipgrailed even
though they are ali.eadv working but anticipating as possibility of
either their job being discontinued or for Whiffet-el. reaStin moving to a
different position, and then, of eoui.se, theme who are displaced; _

_ Since the Government has discovered in recent ears, although
acted upon_ this discovery, that we have limited resources;

where W0111(1- Voll establish priorities? In Other eiilS, if Government
Were Only able to_ direct its attention in an aggressive ftisltion in pro-
grams to one or taco -of those different groups, where ctitild iiibst
effect ively_ do_ the_ job ?

Mr. I guess do not want to respond to the question -eXactly
its it is posed becituse_I do not think Government should make choices
of that typc, I think it may be politically tat racth-e to target one tint-
tkulitr _group_ and build a _program around that, ant: Tien -are
designing a iITPA,type program you have got to make those kind of
Choices. find I think_that_the title in .1TPA that is designed for the
d cisloated workers is an appipriate response -to their problefiis. But
"think I would _stress the following; we already subsidize school-pro-
vided training a great deal. Nothing, however; is done to promote
ozi,the-job tramino-.

I think if I hail -to select target for new e_tforts it would be to devise
some mechanism for promoting on7the-job training. Theie also, of
course, ought to be programs to improve the quality of education in
schools, but We are not addressing that so much today,

Representative Luxor:Ex. Well; in the Government trying to in-
fluence _on-the-job training, you mentioned the French experience
n-here there is a requirement of a certain amount or percentage of ex-
penditures to go into those types of programs,

Ifitt-e,we_ come to thQpoint where it is absolutely necessary for us to
do that sort of thing? Are there ways of influencing busitieSs decisions
siieli tliat businesses would recognize that they fluty face critical:short-
ages in skilled occupations, if not immediately in the not too distant
future and that it is in their beSt interests economically to provide
and_ encourage on-the-job training?

Bistior. As a group they recognize this need and realize -that it
is a problem-. The problem is that the indiVidital emplOyer finds it
cheaper_ to recruit_ someone himself. When i can take someone else's
employee and put them to -work in my firm and Make usf. of the train=

employiiig that emple his that is general training When _training is
. general economic theory tells us that the emplOyee should fame paid

for it because he is going to be the main beneficiary of it Our research
suggests that the .arre differential for people IA just
too leM, too small_rel5ive to the trained pei.son to be paying for tho-
crenoral training that the workers are receiving. In most
employers report that most of_the training they are giving_is general,
It seems that contracts ae_being written in hich the employer mites

risk on _a person when they first_hiie them and provides and -pays
for general training. When this is the case; the employer tinder=
invests in training.

Our preliminary d_ata suggest the rates of return on this training
are extremely high. The rate of return on schooling are on the order
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of 5_ to _8_ percent for college. _I _would estimat the rates of return on
on-the-job training are certainly about 20 percent. The private rate
of _return and social rates of return Amu ld be higher;

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Choate, on your concept of the in-
dividual retirement account; would you allow under your concept a
laidoff employee who has not contributed the maximum or accumu-

ed_ a maximum balance in their account _to utilize those fund&? How
could it work ? Do they have to have worked for a period of time so
many quarters; to be able to contribute to that before they are eligible
to use those funds?

Mr. CnoATE. It- could -be done -one of two ways._ One way would
simply be to modify the laws on IRA's and an individual would have
that _which they_had built up- and that_wonld_ be the amount. If_ they
had built up $2,000, that would be $2,000. If they had built up $4,000;
they would have $4,000,

Another variant of that would be to operate it as a combination of
insurance. and equity building system; In _other_ words, part of the
contribution would be to insurance a _pool of the fund that would
guarantee the moment they were_unemployed after they had reached
a certain inyestin period, -6 or 9 months or some'- periods then they
could draw down the fall amount; the full $4,000; like again in insur-
ance. Oyer time as they would contribute money to the fund they
would build up an _equity _until they got to some point at which they
would have to make no further contributions. So it could be done
.either way.

Representative LIINGREN. What about implementing it within the
unemployment insurance concept that giving the laidoff or fired em-
ployee the opportunity to say that he qualifies for 6 weeks more pay-
ments let us say 12 weeks more payment& and he can exercise an
option in which he can use half of those funds to assist him for train-
ing and then. of course._ the rest of the funds only give him benefits for
his own sustenance for 6'more weeks?

_ Mr. HOAT_E; [would not do that. Those ITT funds are in great dif-
ficulty already. I think the Department of Labor is projecting that
35 _of those State funds are insolvent already.

I would however, if I took the latter route create a third trust fund,
and have that fund stand on its own 2 feet. but I would_link it to the
other two funds. I' would say, in effect., that a worker if they are going
to continue to draw extended or sunnlemental benefits after 26 weeks,
would have to actively use their ITA. In other words, what you -are
really trying to do is speed the process along, bring the worker to face
the reality of their circumstances-and perhaps equally important. try
to cut down the amount of funds that are being expended on TT' iihiCh
I understand this year is going to be over $31 billion. So I would link
them.

Representative LIINGREN. Do you have some observations on that;
Professor Summers?

Mr. SI:MIMERS. Yes; I do; I think it is important to understand peo-
ple are unlikely, if you give them the option between cash. in their
pockets and_training, to_ take the training.And, in particular; they al,
was have the option of collecting unemployment insurance now and
going out and purchasing some training and they do not seem to do
that.
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I wanted to make a point, if you have a moment, on this general is-
sue of de_ we have too little training; are we encouraging training
enough ? I think there is a sense in which we currently encourage
training a great deal; and this is easily recognized; The -two kinds of
investment firms dothey do investments in physical capital and
they do investments in human capital: ikth are investments to be
mane in 1 year that ply off over a stream of years.

Investments in physical capital have to be depreciated for tax pur-
poses over_a large number of years, a smaller number of years than
was once the case, thanks to ACRS, but you are required to amortize
those_ expenses over a number of years, so you do not have full write-
off of those investments in the first year.

_On the, other hand_investments in human capital, one gets a write-
off in the first year. Those are things required to depreciate your in-
vestments in the on-the-job training of your workers. That means
that we have a tax system that currently has a large-scale bias: Just
how_important This bias is can be seen from the furor that surrounds
-modifications of the accelerated depreciation law in the case of phys-
ical capital investments; We have the ultimate accelerated deprecia-
tion-- already for human capital investment, namely the writeoffs: _

For that reason; I am- inclined to think that the tax system is al=
ready very strongly biasing us in that direction and I am much more
skeptical of the notion that our solution liesour salvation lies in a
general effort to increase the degree of training.

Training is _an activity that we are already subsidizing heavily rela-
tive to other forms of investment in the economy. While more train,.
ing is good; so are more of other kinds of investments, and I am not
sure it is desirable to go further down that road.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me_ just respond -to that and then I
think the other two g_entlemen would like to talk about that.

You say we are already in effect providing incentives for training;
Do you also say, however, that we do not appear to be doing the amount
of _training that is necessary?

Mr. SUMMERS. I think it is very difficult to fudge what the amount
of training is that is ne,cessary, Prof;_Bishop cited. a fact which is that
workers who were getting trained did not seem to begetting lower
wages than the workers who were not getting trained; which is to say
they were not willing to accept lower wages in return for the fact
that they were getting trained:

There are two interpretations to that. One interpretation is that the
workers do not value this training very highly because it is not so
valuable and that firms are only doing it because it is heavily tax sub-
Sidized and, therefore, workers do not accept lower wages to get it_be-
cause it is not a valuable fringe benefit, and the latter view would be
much closer to mine.

_ So I do not see_ that iris clear that more training would be the solo=
tion to our problems. Unless we do_something that creates different
jobs; all the training can do is reallocate the -jobs among the fixed
stock of people.

Representative. LUNGREN. 11Tr. Bishop
Mr. Bisnor. I would view the tax system Is basically neutral with

regard to on-the-job training because it allows expensing. Because
expensing-is not generally allowed, investment in physical capital is
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discouraged. To reduce the bias against investment in physical capital;
we have 10-percent investment tax credit. When youTut the investment
tax credit together with the-accelerated depreciation rules; the tat
treatment of investment with lifetimes of under 7 to 10 years is
roughly equivalent to expensing. Only longer lived time investments

. are discouraged by thd tax system.
Now the issue that I am raising is really_the contrast between our

policies regarding training in firms; toward which the tax system is
basically neutrali and training in schools; At a_ typical community
college tuition might be 20 percent of the cost of instruction. Student
financial aid is many billions of dollarsh year; There are a variety of
other ways in which we encourage it. Vocationally specific training
in schools is subsidized; the reason is that we believe it produces social
benefits that go not just to the individual receiving the training but to
other members of the community; this individual's future employer
And us as taxpayers.

The same argument_ can be_ applied to the benefits _of on-thejob
training. I make an additional argument with regard to our look at
the wage differentials for people being trained versus those who are
not trained. A recent study in the Southern Economic Journal looked
at the rates of return to various types of training in the Project Talent
data and found that on-the-job training and apprenticeship training
had consistently positive impact on wage I am 2ot aware of any
studies at the impacts employer provided training on wage rates that
did not find large impacts;

In our studies we ask the employers to rate the productivity of their
workers; That rating goes up-dramatically over time as.the individual
has more tenure at the firm. People who had previous training either
at a school or at another employer are_ reported to take less time_to
train and are reported to be more productive even when wag rates
are_no different;

This evidence suggests to me that the employers are payiig part
of the cost of _the. general training their workers receive._We suggest
some potential reasons why they might be doing. this. The marginal
rate of_ return of employers high as they might be-15 _to 20 _percent
probablyis still lower than the time preference of the individual
workers; And so; consequently it is reasonable for the employer to_pay
a bigger share of the cost of investing in general training and take
a bet that.. the trained worker will _stay with the firm; _

In addition, there may he a desire on the part of the employer to
attract good employees by offering _a very attractive wage at _the start;

Once the person is at the firm, the wage may have a much smaller
impact on - whether the . employee stays, so the employer will pay
experienced workers less than they produce.

From various things along these_ lines and various contract stories;
you can develop and justify apattern in which employers invest in
general training of_their workers, and if _that is occurring, then there
is an externality. Every_ time a worker leaves, and a large share of
these workers do _leave, the employer loses money on his investment
in training. Ask the head of training; at General Electric or any other
company, and he will tell you this is a major concern.

_ Representative LIINGREN We do a little bit of that up here on
the Hill.
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3fr. ( lIOATE. We 14 I would like to offer some comments about the
effects of taxes on training_ and; of course; I have a third view which
1 guess says a, lot tibuut the tax system W. how quarrelsome econo-
mists are, But it is my view that the tax system is set up with a bias
against training in firms; and the reason I say tliis is as follows:

--First of all._ if _we. _view training investments made by a firm_ on
ft .year-to7year basis) then I would agree with Prcif. Summers. But if
one views_ it in atlynamic set of circumstances over a period of years,
I would view it differently. Let me explain why.

if we take _a firm and say it ishivesting $100 million a Year in capital
Alter some period of timet irrespective of what route they

choose on depreciating that capital investment--.-accelerated or 5 years
or 10 yearsand they continue to invest $100 million a_year, it is soon
going to_ be like a full pipeline :they are going to soon be depreciating

100 million year; and most firms that are going to be engaged in
training are the institutions_ that are going to be in business more than
5 or 7 years and thus doing the capital investing.

When von get- into that fifth or seventh yearsuddenly; most firms
are ip (.11ect expensing their capital investment.

1 f_ that is true, then; they are having a 10-percent investment credit
on thew capital. in addition to their expensing, plus they have a25-
percentt credit for R&D over a 3-year historical base:

In achlition, there is the disincentive- factor. Unlike capital equip-
ment which the firm owns-or the copyright or patent they own that is
not true for the workers skills.

At a minimum we need to insure that the human capital investment
are put on a parity with the physical capital investment.

Representative Lr_xonEN: I would like to suggest that as one of you
commented on the difficulty_ of getting_ businessmen to be involved in
different tax credit programs because they do_ not understand the tax
code, that if I were a small businessman and I hired three economists
to tell me whether it would.ba in my interest-to spend money on train-
ing, I would find out that it either is it really does not make any dif-
ference; or it is -not. And that is_one of the problems_I have with utiliz-
inv the tax code at times to effect policy changes because we-have a
tendency to interpret thetax code_ indifferent ways based on different
advice; depending upon the mood of the Congress and the way they
are -going to decide .in a particular year or wholiappens to he up the
IRS, and I am not trying to denegrate any of your opinions; but I
think it does_pointout one of the problems we have.

Another thing I would like the three of you to- address this was
brought up by your_ most recent_ comment; lair. Choate--and that is
where you suggest that most of the firms- we are-talking about that
would be dealing in_this retraining would be basically large enough
to_ have those type of expenditures. If-the data I have seen, is_correct,
a large part of the growth of jobs in this country over the last decade
has taken place in small businesses,- ot in the large businesses; and we
in the Congress like to_ theorize about how we can change people's
actions based on _grand designs we construct for the tax_ code or other-
wise, hut _T am trying to think of the average employer, he or she down
there. trying to make a buck, who has worried not about the dynamics
of the next 10 years but worried about whether he or she aragoing to
be in business next year, and. one of the problems T have with some
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suggestions that in order to have increased training we somehow than-
date it in one case or another; we mandate expenditures either through
a required tax or required implementation of a training program.

That is seen by the small businessman or businesswoman as an addi-
tional expense. And I thought all three of you would agree on the fact
that we need to increase the stock of jobs in this society as the base;
If we do not do that, we can forget about dealing, with the structurally
unemployed. And I am very fearful of us going litany direction _which;
although we are aiming at solving the structurally unemployed prOb=
hem, in fact increases the total number of unemployed because we have
restricted the number of jobs that are going to be created to help the
economy_

Air: itc):1TY:. If I ina_y continent on that, I share those same concerns.
TO the question of the tax code and its use to stimulate investment,

my point is; of three of the factors of poductioncapital, technology
and worker trainingwe have tax code incentnTs to deal with two of
the three;

If we are going_t6 really permit balance. I think we need to have_ it
for al: three or none: In other words, just keep a level playing field.
That would-be the first thing

The second point I would_ make; at present at leastaceording to the
information developed bv the American Society of Training, most of
the training is done by ihe largest firms; at least formal training in
this country are done by the largest firms in this country,

Representative Luxor/Ex; Is not that one of the problems. though?
Mr. CTIOATE, It 1S.
Representative Luxor/Es% If we are going to deal with total unem-ployment
Mr, etroAE. Absolutely: I think that is a good argument Hint_ lw

makes and others make. But even there, there is not enough training
done.

So: like with the IUD tax credit. because large firms are the ones
diiri4,: most of _the research too it was felt that there was a. need for
an incentive but also there wash need not to have piddle inoneY 1t1).=
stititte for what they ate already doing, So Congress would make a
requirement that the tax eredit-anply only to that increased spending
made over their 3-vear historical base.

If such a rule for _training tax credits were used means that the
medimn- aril small7si7ecl firms_who do not do a lot of training, and
many of them do not have personnel departments, wolild have tax
bases of zero so it is a extra _incentiNT_ for them to invest in training,

But another point that I make.. -is the Nation should give special
assistance to modernizing our public training_system, our Vocational,
technical. and the community colleges: to make sure their training is
up to d_ate.

My final point would be. Z word(' not mandate the tax credit pro.
gram,_I would deal with the human capital like we deal with phsien.l
capital and our technology: make private investment permissive_ but
give an incentive to take actions. If a firm wishes to do it arid it is in
their lieSt interesko do it. I think we can presume they will da it. If
they-do not want to do it then they should not be mandated to do that.

Of course.- -tile final part of this mosaic! of a training strategy is--
with the individual worker that falls out of the work force because of
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structural adjustments and displacement: They need the Means to
get the training.; maybe even to relocate, and certainly the informa-
tion to get back into the work force;

Representative Ltz:coRzrt. How valid do you think; the analysis isthat small- and medium-size firms are not doing much training orretraining?
The reason I ask that is they may not have formal programs, but

in order to exist with the workers they hal.,e, are perhaps a number
of them doing that, but if you ask them; "Are you doing it, where is the
evidence of it," you do not have it;

Mr; Btsiior. We have surveyed thousands of employers and the'report they are doing a hell of a lot of training, but genei-ally it is not
formal training. In most other studies of employer_provided training,
call the company and ask who does your training. If the company has
a training department there is someone to be talked to, and- if there
is not _a training department there is not. Asa result the firms that donot have a training department or, some formal organization that isproviding training are reported to be duribg_iibtriiming. And yet the
training always- has to occur, especially for new employees. In our
study we ask how -a particular new employee was trained, was it formalo n fern al ---01-the--hours-spent--iii=triimmein-the-full-sirmpl e-onlyabout 16 peicent of the costs of training are! for formal training andthe rest of it was informal.

'

Even if our numbers are biased and counting informal time in wayswe should not it still would be the case that the bulk of training isinformal, when one counts informal training, small firms are doing
althost as much training as large firms.

Representative LIINGliE*. I was just reflecting on thy own personal
experience when I came to a law firm back in California; We_ were arelatively good sized la* firm, but we did not have the ferinalizationof a Itit of law firms, so_ if you would have flaked us who were the part-
ners who did the training, people would have looked at y-ou blanklyand said, "We do not have -time to do that. We practice law here." Yetthere was an informal training program that went on and there wereether law firms that had designated trainingpartners.Based on the individuals involved, you may have gotten better or
worse training at one firm or the other.

I was just reflecting that other businesses must operate in the same*ay.
SurmstEns. I think in that regard it is even misleading to thinkof there being training aetivities and bbiititihibk hetiVities. I would

group computer people in this Their job is to help me do my research.One of the things they do is run computer -programs to process dataThey bring me the-computer program and it is wrong;_l show thethhow to do jt right, Is that training? Well, it is They presum-ably are learning how to do it. right so they can do it better next timeor do it better than somebody eise; but I am doing it in part for their
education; but I am doing it mostly so I can get them to produce the
numbers that I am looking to have produced.

So I would argue that it is inherently going to be impossible to
make these Indgments sinee the vast majority of learning takes place .not as something called training but at an inevitable byproduct ofbeing on the job.
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_ Representative LusonEx: I know that at_ least one of ou_ has_to
leave to Cateli an airplane. I want to thank all thtee_of you for appear,
ing before this committee; Oim of the reasons I did not ask some of
the specific queStiotiS -about some of the specific proposals is your
written statements cover that pretty well and I did not want_to repeat
that. It Will be made a part of the record and we will go over it in
some detaik_

Again, I jiiA wsnt to thank all three of you_ for the seriousness of
your effort and for helping us to try and deal with these problems.
Thank you. The committee stands adjourned.

I:Whereupon; at II ;50 aami the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]








